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Ordnance Pamphlet 1673A nrovides basic information on
1.
each tyne of German sea mine used or in development during World War
II. It is not an exhaustive analysis of these mines, but an overall
survey of the German discoveries, exneriences and achievements.
2.
The only attempts to compile existin.- information on
German mines into published form were in OP 1330 and OP 893, both of
which were limited in scope. OP 1330 was intended solely for mine
disposal officers and OP 898 was an identification manual for general
service personnel. This publication includes some of the information
from each of these previous pamphlets. Other information has been
taken from letter and technical reports prepared by the Naval Technical
Mission in Europe, intelligence reports forwarded by the Commander,
Naval Forces in Europe and Commander, Naval Forces North African Waters,
and field intelligence reports from mine disposal officers assigned
to Mobile Explosive Investigation Units Numbers 2 and 3. These reports
are listed in the Bibliography.
3.

The information relating to several of the mine items

described herein is incomplete for one or more of the following reasons:

a. No specimens were found.
b. No documents relating to it were available.
c. Reliable information could not be obtained through
interrogation.
d. Specimens have not as yet been analyzed by the
cognizant technical activities.
This publication is RESTRICTED and shall be safeguarded
4.
in accordance with the security provisions of U. S. Navy Regulations,
1920, Article 76.
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Chapter 1
HISTFY

Beginning in the early 2.20's, the German.
Navy developed en extensive marine mine
research program., and by the outbreak of
World War II possessed a number of revolutionary types reedy for mass production.
These included seven contact mines, eight
influence mine cases, and three magnetic
units. Among them were ground and moored
mines suitable for laying by aircraft, surface
vessels, and submarines.

Att-mpts wert els: mate te de:el=p amplified induction units for use in combinati:n
with other units. The Luftwaffe, which was
in a favored position throghoutthe war, ottamed small amounts of copper- and nickel tc
develop the AJI 1C2 and JD A 105 combination
induction units. Neither one of these was
'used operationally.

The German Navy had already perfected
highly efficient contact mines during the
first World War, but Allied countermeasures
seriously; limited their effectiveness. Consequently, in 1927, research began upon mines
operating on non-contact principles, and
was first directed toward the development
of a magnetic unit.

Concomitant with the development of magnetic mine units, the German Navy pressed an
intensive countermeasure program dcsigned to
defend itself against the magnetic sines
which it thought the British had developed.
All German warships were degaussed by 1979,
and the Merchant Marine by 19 4 C.

DEGAUSSING

ACDUST1: UNITS
MAGNETIC UN:TS
Magnetic units of either the Induction
or the needle type were feasible; but, since
Germany was not self-sufficient in the copper
and nickel essential to induction units, work
centered upon the needle unit. The first
needle type, E-Bik, was completed in 1925,
an' In subsequent years it was improved and
adReted to ground and moored mines. By 197 , ;the M 1 (unipolar), M 2 (unipolar), and M 3
(bipolar] magnetic units were ready for
operational use.
During the war, the Navy continued research for improvements to the M 2, and M 3,
and for methods to keep ahead of Allied
countermeasures. This resulted, before the
end of the war, in the M 4(unipolar) and
M 5(bipolar). The M 4 was an improvement
of the M 7 type, designed for use in either
moored or ground mines in combination with
other units. It possessed a maximum sensitivity of 2.5 mg., and contained a device
which reset the unit automatically when it
was actuated or disturbed. The M 5, a small,
Improved M 1 designed for use in ground mines
in combination with other units, was abandoned
in favor of the more satisfactory M 4. The
latter was used operationally;the M 5 was
not.
:

Raw material shortages prevented largescale German production of induction-type
units. A limited research program failed to
develop substitutes for copper windings and
nickel rods. Aluminum windings on high
permeability steel rods were tried; but,
despite the use of up to eight rods in a
single mine case, the loss in sensitivity
was too great.

The Germans assumed erroneously that the
British, who had laid the first magnetic 'zinc,
would have developed sweeping techniques and
established degaussing, procedures to counter
it. Consecuently, in 193E, when the magnetic
mine program was well advanced, they commenced
research upon acoustic mine firing mechanisms.
Because of the unexpected initial succesa
of magnetic mines, acoustic research continoet
at a low pace until the British inaugurated
effective countermeasures in the spring of
1940. The German Navy in May assigned a
'sonic acoustic project with highest priority
tc Dr. Hell Firma. By September Dr. Firma
had developed the A : unit ready for operational use. Thereafter, he made steady improvements in it, and sought other types of
acoustical units.
The A 3 acoustic unit for use with the EMF
and SMA moored influence mines proved unsatisfactory. In one test, 100 of these units,
fitted in EMF cases, were laid in the Kattegat,
and almost all of them simultaneously prvmatured. Dr. Firma sought to remedy the defects df the A 3 in the A 7, which was in its
final test stages when World War II ended.
Other research developed the AT subsonic
units (also known as AA units) and the AE
supersonic units. The AT units were used
operationally from 1942 to the close of the
war, but the AE units did not progress beyond
the advanced development stage. The Al, which
functions satisfactorily in greater depths
than other acoustic types, was intended for
use in moored mines to be laid in the relatively deep eater off the American coast.
RESTRICTED
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Other acoustic units embodying devices designed the A 4, AA 4 and Seismik. The first
two differed from the A 1 principally in that
the A 4 depended on the rate of the change of
the sound level and the AA 4 depended on the
directional characteristics of the sound.
The Seismik(Eismograph Microphone) consisted
of a simple electrical circuit utilizing a
carbon-button microphone mounted within a
modified E 1 pressure unit and intended to
respond at the subsonic levels of 5-8 cps.
The circuit was intended for•use in combination with other mechanisms such as the M 4,
A 4. and E 2.
RESEARCY AFTER 1941
By 1941, British countermeasures against
magnetic and acoustic mines were so effective
that the Germans began a new research program
to develop units using new firing principles,
combined units, and auxiliary devices calculated to hinder or defeat British sweeping
methods.
PREESUPE UNITS,
The first objective was realized by 1943,
vhen the pressure firing mechanism D 1 and
D 101 were completed and readied for operational use. These were used with the M 1
and A 104 units to form the combined units
DM 2 and AD 104. Subsequently, the D 2 and
D 102, designed to provide against actuation
by nearby explosions, were developed for use
in the sane combination as their prototypes.
A series of uncombined pressure units,
the D 103, D 113, L 123, and D 133, were designed for rivers or other relatively smooth
waters. Only the D 103 was used operationally+,
the others were still under development at the
end of the war.
A general rule prohibiting the employment
of mines for which no countermeasures existed
prevented pressure units from being employed
until after the Allied Invasion of France in
1944. The military situation by then was so
grave that the Germans even laid early defective types with natural rubber bags,which
alloyed the air to escape in as little as
three weeks after the unit was underwater.
This flaw, discovered only a short time before the invasion, was remedied by substitution of leakproof synthetic rubber bags.

so arranged that decreases in light of prescribed intensity and rate would actuate the
unit.
Cosmic Ray. Preliminary development was
begun upon a cosmic ray unit that would
operate on the increase of the underwater
cosmic ray level caused by the passage of
a ship. The earliest experiments were- conducted with tventyfour standard Geiger-Muller
counter tubes cast into the explosive of an
1..MB mine case. Difficulties in obtaining a
satisfactorily high potential supply and In
regOating this potential slowed the project
to such an extent that it was still in little
more than the "Idea stage" at the war's
termination.
Infra Red. Although the Germans made inquiry into the possible application of the
underwater action of infra red rays, no information on the progress in this field was
obtained by U.S.Naval investigators, and,
to date, no reports have been received from
British sources.
Underwater Electrical Potential (alektroden
Effekt). During tne course of -World War II the
German Navy discovered that the passage of a
ship created an electrical current in the water
which could be detected by copper electrodes
placed on the sea bottom. They termed this
phenomenon the "Electrodes. Effekt" and sought
to develop a mine unit that would operate on
this principle. Progress was slow, and at
the close of the war the investigation was
still in the preliminary stages.
Gravitation. The Askania Werke, Berlin,
attempted to create a mane mechanism that
would work on a principle similar to that of
the Askanla Gravity Balance. The Werke made
certain calculations in conjunction with the
Geophysical Institute of Potsdam, but the
idea made relatively insignificant progress.
Wellensonde(Wave Probe). The Germans
sought to utilize the distortion which passing
vessels would effect upon high frequency alternating currents emanating from a mine case, in
order to fire a unit. The principle was similar to the U.S.Navy's Electrical Discontinuity
Discriminator, but the German application
never progressed beyond the experimental
stage.

EXPERIMENTAL UNITS

COMBINED UNITS

An over-all plan to examine all physical
laws that might be applied to influence mine
units led the Germans to undertake varying
degrees of experimentation with the following
types of units: optical, cosmic ray, infra
red, UEP(Elektroden
gravitation',
gravitatior
and Wellensonde(wave probe).

To thwart British countermeasures and give
greater life and sensitivity to units, the
German Navy developed a series consisting of
a,combination of two or more firing mechanisms,
each of which operated on a different principle.
The earliest of these, the MA 1, built in 19 4 1,
Combined the M 2 magnetic and A 1 acoustic
units. Improved versions known as the MA la,
MA 2 and MA 3 followed. The Luftwaffe made a
similar combination, the MA 101, with imrpovetents designated MA 102 and MA 105.

0 tical. The Navy devised a number of exper n a optical units. Those designed for
use in the open sea presented serious difficulties, and none vas perfected before the end
of the war. However, a river unit used operationally in the latter stages of the war
against river bridges, achieved some success.
All these units utilized photoelectric cells
2

.

In 19 4 2 the pressure-magnetic DM 1 went
into production; the following year, the
pressure-acoustical AL` 10L. These early pressure combinations were followed by the DA 102

RESTRICTED
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pressure-acoustical series of seven different
units. Of these, only the DA 102 was used
operationally.
Another important series of combined units,
the double acoustics, utilized a sonic acoustic
system for triggering the subsonic or supersonic systems. These units were known as the
AT 2, AT 2, AT 3 and AA 106(A11 subsonic) and
the AE 1 and AE 101(both supersonic).
By May 1945, three-unit combinations were
reaching the operational stage. They consisted of the MDA 106(Magnetic-pressureacoustic), JDA 105(induction-pressure-acoustic
and 2(acoustic-magnetic-subsonic
and the AMT
Two miscellaneous combined units which never
reached an operational stage were the DS 1
(pressure-seismik) and the JD 102(inductionpressure).
AUXILIARY DEVICES

Arming Clocks. As a necessary accessory to
the first influence mine units, the German
Navy designed a six-day arming clock, the
UES I. The primary purpose of the arming
clock was to alloy influence mines of the
ground type to settle securely in the bottom
prior to arming. Secondarily, it was used
to hinder sweeping operations. The range of
the clock was from one-half hour to six days,
and the settings were always for the maximum
period consistent with the military objective.
Various improvements were made both prier to
ana during the course of the war, but basic
operation was never altered.
Late in the var the German Navy introduced
a new type of arming clock, the ZF III. This
clock could be set from five to two hundred
days, and could be utilized either for arming
or for disarming. A similar 360-day clock,
also known as the ZE III, was under development at the close of the war. The only other
delaying arming clock used was an eighty-hour
type employed with the BM 1000 mines to permit proper orientation of the case prior to
arming.

Period Delay Mechanisms. Another important
series of clockvor7W mechW.Eisms used in German
mines were the Period Delay Mechanisms ZK I,
ZE II and ZK IIa through ZK Ilf. The mechanisms were so designed that from one to
eighty-five actuations'within prescribed
time periods were necessary to fire the mine.
The first of the mechanisms, vhich possessed
a span of only six actuations, was intended
to defeat the practice of having minesveepers
safeguard outgoing vessels by preceding their
passage from port. The last model, the
ZK Ilf, which could be set up to eighty-five,
was designed to make clearance sweeping extremely burdensome.
Sterilizers. The third large group of
clockwork mechanisms consisted of seven different types of sterilizers, with maximum
time periods as follovs: ZE (80 days), ZE I
(80 days), ZE II (6 days), ZE III (200 days),
ZE III (360 days), ZE IV (45 days) and El IVa
(fo days). In addition, a 200-day electrolytic cadmium cell sterilizer was developed.

All the sterilizers were used in various Lrerman mines to limit the life of minefields in
accordance with tactical requirements. They
were videly used to permit the replenishment
of E-boat laid minefields off the English
coast.

Pausenuhr. Several clockwork mechanisms
served special purposes. The most important
was an 18-day clock, the Pausenuhr, vhich
armed and disarmed a mine once in every 24
hours. - The German Navy developed this clock
after it observed that the British normally
made morning sweeps after minelaying sorties
and allowed traffic to resume by midday.
Twelve-Hour EW. Another clock, the twelvehour EW, was used with the M 3 unit in moored
influence mines. The EW tested the mine circuit for a period of up to twelve hours after
laying, and scuttled the mine at the end of
the , set period if It planted improperly or
was otherwise disturbed.
Prevent-Stripping Mechanisms. To protect
influence mines from capture, the Germans devised a variety of mechanisms commonly referred to as "booby-traps" or "Prevent-Stripping Mechanisms." They consisted of specially designed bomb fuzes to explode aircraft
mines that fell on shore, photoelectric cells
which fired the mine If it were exposed to
light by the removal of the unit dome, sea
cells to explode the mine if the unit was
expnsed to moisture, a variety of antiwithdrawal and aeti-removal devices, and a
unit to fire the mine if it were moved into
shallow eater or inadvertently laid in tidal
flats. These devices were used widely in the
early phases of the war. However, after .
several accidents involving the loss of German mining personnel, they fell into disfavor.
During the latter part of the war they were
used infrequently.
Paumschutz. When the Germans acquired complete information on Allied magnetic sweeping
procedure through the capture of a BYMS off
Leros, they undertook development of Raumschutz
(area protection) to defeat the LL-type sweep.
These units, for use with the M 1, MA 1 and
MA la mines, were to be designated M lr, MA 1 4
and MA lar. They were in production in 29 4 5.
Raumschutz was a rubber-covered cable 165
feet in length with one copper electrode secured to the end and another mounted on, but
insulated from, the mine case. In operation,
the sea current produced by an LL-type sweep
was picked up by the electrodes and, through
a sensitive relay, the mine was rendered
passive for the duration of the sea current
plus a predetermined period. According to
reports, the Germans attempted to fit Raumschutz
to aircraft-laid mines using the MA 105 unit.
However, considering the nature of the device,
probably the inherent mechanical difficulties
were insurmountable.
NAVAL MINE CASES
By May 1945, the German Navy and the
Luftwaffe had either laid or undertaken the
development of an imposing array of 96
different types of naval mine cases. This
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total does not take into consideration captured foreign mines which the Germans used.
The mines fall into two separate groups -contact and influence.
Contact Mines. The Germans started World
War 1 1 with seven different types of moored
contact mines: the EMA, EMB, EMC, EMD, FMB,
FMC, and UMA. The EMA and EMB, identical
except for the weight of charge, vere World
War I mines designed for laying by submarines.
A limited quantity were laid during World War
II out of stocks remaining on hand. The
Japanese JA mine, used operationally in the
Pacific after 1941, was a copy of the EMA.
-

The German Navy developed the remaining
five types between 1923 and 1939. It placed
especial emphasis upon the EMC, which was
the most widely used and the most adaptable.
During the course of the war, the Navy made
major changes in chain moorings; added corkfloated snag lines, mounted antenna and mechanical cutters on the mooring cable; and
in other ways improved these types to remedy
defects or conform with changing military
requirements.
In addition, a number of new contact mines
vere developed. The UMB, a larger UMA, was
designed; an aircraft-laid, moored, contact
mine, the BMC, was introduced; the EMS series
of drifting, decoy, contact mines were readied
for operational use; the OMA series of moored,
surface-contact mines and the EMG shallowconstant-depth assembly appeared. This
group of moored contact mines was fortified
by the development of a ground contact mine
made of concrete and known as KMA. With this
mine arsenal, the Germans had a series of
diversifies Naval mines adequate for composing
a contact minefield 'that would meet the requirements of any.gieen tactical need.
Contact-Influence Mines. Two interesting
contact-mine developrETETF liere undertaken
during the war. The first of these was the
design of two combination contact-influence
mine cases, the EMK and EMT. These mines
were intended to overcome the following
shortcomings found in previous German moored
mines:
—

1. In deep water, hydrostatic pressure
sometimes prevented arming by counterbalancing
the pull of the mooring cable.
-

2. In shallow eater, rough seas caused
excessive arming and disarming.
3. The use of explosive containers within
the mine reduced the damage radius and served
to render proper mine orientation more difficult.
4. The plummet-type standard surface anchor
vas npt suitable for delayed-rising mines.
Since this development was assigned a low
priority it proceeded at a slow pace and was
never completed.
ANTI-ASDIC RESEARCH
The Germans began another development when

4

the relatively small mine damage in the initial
amphibious assaults at Anzio and Salerno indicated that the Allies had perfected a method
of detecting moored mines by A=DIC. The U-Enat
Command for some time had been seeking an answer to the problem through special paints
and coats of rubber. The Mine Command tested
and rejected these. Very late in the war It
hoped to eliminate rather than merely red'ce
the response obtained from cases with a metal
core through design of an all sponge-rubber
case with a minimum of rubber fittings.
CONCLUSION
When the Germane launched their research
for a magnetic mine unit, they simnitanEoenly
undertook the development of a mine case to
house it. The earliest of those cases were
the ?MA and ?MB ground mines, both of vhich
were hemispherical in shape, of all-aluminem
construction, and designed for laying by
surface vessels. The hemispherical design
was to insure proper orientation of the magnetic unit after planting. When Experimentstion shoved that the case tended to sled on
laying, a specially designed float was added
to the mine. The purpose of the float was
similar to that of a drogue, I.E. to slow
the descent of the mine in water and to prevent sledding and tumbling.
-

During the war, additional mines of the
BM series were developed. This series consisted of surface-laid ground =Ines which
could be ee" -e ' as influeleoe andlor controlled mines. These were the BMI, FMT, and
?NH. The FYI could be fitted with any of the
varlous firing units; the RM2 was for use In
rivers with an M I unit; and the HMI! was a
wooden-box see mine of simple deeigh which
also housed an M I unit. This ?.Mai was intended for local fabr'eee'on, so that overtaxed transportation iacilities could be
partially relieved from carrying bulky and
heavy mine cases over long distances.
,

,

After completing the BMA and ?MB, the
Germans sought to exploit the potential
value of influence mines that could be laid
by aircraft. Accordingly, they developed
the parachute mines LMA and LMB. Thesewere ground mines, cylindrical in shape
and of all-aluminum construction. They
were used very widely during the war, with
satisfactory results except for one important
factor: the maximum laying speeds and altitudes were too low. This led the Luftwaffe
to push the perfection of a high-altitude,
high-speed mine that would provide greater
safety for the laying aircraft. The answer
found was the Bomb-Mine 1000, which is discussed in later paragraphs.
The LMA and LMB received several interesting wartime modifications.. When
British airpover and antiaircraft fire
made aircraft mining extremely hazardous,
the mines were changed so that they could
be laid by E-Boats, and redesignated LMAIS
and LMB/S. They differed from the air types
only in the type of tail used and the elimination of the bomb fuze. A further innovation
in all these mines was the substitution of
pressed paper(Prestoff) for aluminum in the
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fabrication of the mine case, in order to
reduce the high cost and to forestall any
future aluminum shortage. It was difficult
to keep these types, the LMA/F aid 1!B/F,
watertight, but, as they were found stored
at operational airfields in France and Belgium,
they were in use or ready for use.

a heavy charge. TM!: housed over 2,000 lb. of n
hexanite.

The LMA and Ile mines presented an additional problem. Since they were of the ground
influence type they could not be employed in
depths of up to 1,000 feet. Later a modified
LMF, the LMF/S was introduced for laying by
E-Boats.

When these mines had been completed, the
development of a mine torpedo (MTA) was undertaken. This project was successfully completed by 1942, and mines of this type ver4
used operationally during the war. The mine
was intended for use in harbors, to be lal ,f
by being fired from submarines standing off
shore. The advantages were that it reduc , c
the risk of detection by harbor defenses ant
permitted safe replenishment of fields a:reed
laid.

The Luftwaf:e, being. unsatisfied with the
LM mines because they necessitated low-altitude drops at low speeds, pushed the development of their cylindrical, manganese steel
bomb-mines, the BM 1000 series. By 1945 they
had developed mines that they could drop from
heights of up to 21,000 feet at speeds of over
400 m.p.h. This was achieved by the use of
break-away flat noses, small parachutes, and
other accessories. Of thirteen different
types of bomb-mines, five were used operationally. One, the BM 1000t, was s moored
mine intended to attain the same results
ac the LMI. Howevc.r, this mine proved unsatisfactory during dropping tests and was
abandoned in 1944.

The other series of submarine-laid mines
were all of the moored type for layin: from the
vertical shafts of special minelaying submariner.
The first of this series Was the SMA, which was
laid off the Americas in fields off Halifax and
Panama in 2942-19 4 3. In 1943 a clock was added
to the SMA anchor to obtain a delay of up to
60 days in separation of mines and anchor. This
modified assembly was called the SMf. The de
velopment of an additional type of SM mine, the
SMB, was undertaken prior to the war but never
progressed beyond the preliminary design stage
because of the low priority assigned to the project. This mine was intended for use in depths
of up to 9,000 feet, especially off the American
coasts.

To round out their influence mine program,
the Germans developed a variety of ground and
moored types for laying from submarines. The
earliest were those which could be laid from
submarine torpedo tubes, the TMA (moored) and
the TME (ground). In 19' , E- the TMC, a larger
version of the TKE, was developed to meet
field requests for E. submarine-laid mine with

Simultaneously with the development of the
TM mine series, the German. Navy perfected a
moored influence case for surface laying, th ,
E. This assembly was designed for use In
depths of up to approximately 1,100 feet as
opposed to the maxim= of about 125 feet f.r
the ground influence mines; it was used cxtensively during the var.
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•
THE GERMAN MINE ORGANIZATION

The earliest German establishment charged
with the technical development and the testing
of Sea Mines was the Navy's Mine and Mine‘reeping Group (SVX: Sperrversuchskommando)
which fitted into the over-all German Mining
Program as shown in Figure 1. In 1938, the
Luftwaffe had decided that the LM-type parachute mines developed by SVX would not meet
future tactical requirements and contracted
with the private firm of A.E.G. for the development of a bomb-mine. However, SVX remained in complete control of mine development until 1941, when the Luftwaffe created
a separate and independent organization known
as the Test Station (E-Stelle: Eprobungstelle)
for the purpose of pushing the development
of the bomb-mine. (The E-Ftelle was established within the Luftwaffe, as shown in
Figure 2.). In 1943, SVK was shorn of further responsibilities with the formation of
an independent Navy testing establishment
known as the Trials Group (SEK: Sperrwaffenerprobungskommando).
FUNCTIONS OF MINI AND MINE-2WII.PING GROUP(SVK)

Until 1941, SVF was cnarged with the development of all German Naval mines,including
aircraft types. The specifications and requirements for the mines were laid down by
the General Staff, after consultation with
SVF. If, during the progress of the work,
it was found that original requirements could
not be met, the specifications were modified
accordingly. In addition, SVK furnished
first drafts of instructional and operational
pamphlets, as required by Mine Inspection SI
(Sperrwaffeninspektion), and made manufacturing drawings of the mines and mine components for contracting firms.
PERSONNEL OF MINE AWL MINI-SWEEPING GROUP(SVF)
The Personnel of SVX was under the supervision of Kdr,Kapt. Zur See Bramesfeld, and
were divided into two departments (a) Naval
and (2) Technical. The Naval Department was
assigned approximately 500 Naval personnel
vho were allocated, as needed, among the
Department's four sections; (1) Mines, (2)
Influence Sweeps, (3) Depth Charges, etc.,
(4) Sweeps, and a flotilla consisting of
about 200 vessels ranging in size and purpose
from steamships to motor boats. The Technical
Department consisted of about 450 personnel,
about 60 of whom were in the scientific and
design division, which was divided as follows:
1 Mines, general mechanical, (2) Sweeps,
3 Influence devices and physical fields,
4 Depth charges and aircraft mine cases.
The drafting rooms and shops were allocated
50 and 300 personnel respectively, the remaining personnel being administrative and
6

clerical. Some Technical personnel held
special Naval rank, while otherz remained
in a civilian status. In practice, the
scientific, technical, and design work was
handled by the Technical Department and the
Marine experience added by the Naval Department.
FACILITIES OF MINE AND MIKE-SWEEPING GROUP(SVK)

The principal buildings comprising the SVF
installation at Fiel were as follows:
1. Main laboratory and administration
•building, including a large wing for drafting,
files, and reproductions.
2. Main shor buildings in the form of a
cuadrangle with the magnetic laboratory (allwood construction) in the center of the quadrangle.
3. Mine School building and barracks.
4. Foreign Mine KUSEUM building.
5. Assembly and storage building beside
the docks.
E. Tank building similar to that of NOD,
Navy Yard, Washington, D.C.
7. Miscellaneous service buildings.

The major testing equipment available to
SVX was as follows!
1. Physical testing machines of the type
normally found in metallurgical laboratories.
2. Pressure tanks of various sizes, including types large enough to accommodate mine
cases.
3. Several laboratory ships, suitable for
testing mines on the sea bottom.
4. Electrical and acoustical laboratory
instruments.
5. Drop testing equipment and shock testing

gun.
Since SVK preferred to make field measurements of mine units on the sea bottom, they
made no attempt to perfect large acoustical
tanks or simulation equipment for testing
magnetic units_
TRIALS GROUP(SET:SPERRWAFFINERPROBUNGSKOMMANDO)
In the Fall of 1943, the SFF was established
under the command of a Fgt. Fpt. Broeckelmann
for the purpose of testing mint uaterial for
serviceability from the seaman's point of view.
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This command was based at Ealungborg, Dcnnnrk
and consisted of a flotilla of mine layers,
mine sweepers and work boats. Approximately
700 officers and ratings comprised the staff.
Departments were set up for each type of mine
and gear, such as controlled mines, moored

The vessel:. assigned to th• sectur.

as follows:
1. One ship of about

2. One ship o; under Ere tons, the

mines, ground mines, mechanical mine-sweepini
gear, etc. An aircraft mine section, headed

by an Air Force officer, was created; but,
on account of the shortage of planes, fuel
and personnel, little aircraft testing was
carried out, the task being left to the
Luftwaffe.

5. One medium-:.17e0 work boat with mine
and cable handling bear.

TriLls Group (II) reported the trial results to Mint Inspection (el) and made its
own re o;AL.413,:ndations; if the item was already
operational, SEE could advise discontinuance.
Drafts of piblloations prepa•d by SVK and
.%e:_-.a the :ter under test were checked

z:E from an operational viewpoint.

COORDINATION EFTW1:N TF7 TA 4L MINT AN: MINISIWEEFINO GFC1_7(.=) AEI LuFrwA.::_
(1-5Tri13).
As a result :%f the inters. - rvice rivalry, t'.
coordination between the two mine devtlopmen:
groups, as well as between the various to
of EVE, was spott o . I, this method
separate informt.ti3n of each organization wee
in[ormally poclid and t - chn:.cal
discussed. When ae7uested, bile lac . ... ts
SVE were made Lvailetle to E-Ste.11c, for
whatever purposes desired.
Since the
lay in the testis; of iters :--c :fvec from.
marc.:facturers,
establishd cert%in general rules for dttermininc the accept:'''.'•.
of material received. Thus where a lot of
one hundred items was rec=ted, twLnt: spe:':menz were selected at ?ar.,:or
and t., sted.
.
or more were unsati_fact.)ry, an add::::
twenty were vlected
ttstd. If 117 : ,r
rori of the second lot were derective, th' m:terial was rejcted. Under special circumstances thi method c...Istld be altered SO thtt
Im
it was 7..01" E or leisstrinzent,
case reports of the tests we• forverm:et to
Air Development (FLZ), with exTlanations an'
recommendations. In adds:tion, 1-7 made sp.oI
checks on accepted matrial stored at thi
various depot::, in order to determine the
effect o: aging.
,

FUT+2TI2E: Ci TEST ZTATI3N (I-5TELIT)
:`ht function of 7-:tr11:, Ecction :-7
(!.::nes) was mainly the testinc of aircraft
mlnes. Nowevtr, this group was also •esponsible fc: the coordination of development
w.:rk beinc cartied on by various outside
c.gen•ies and f:r some independ , nt Liivelopment
(E-EtLlle dif:ered from :VE in that
practically all of the former's r,stal'ch,
development, and drafting work wa.z done by
outside agencies whLch consisted mainly of
private manufacturini, firm:).
OF TEST STATION (1.-STELLE)

Two motor h.Dats.
4. Two crash boats.

Apparently, there was no set pattern for
Lc:ustic or magnetic trials or mines. Target
ships provided the actuation under the supervision of a specialist officer, who had familiLiized himself with the unit being tested by
working, together with 5'E. Tests were designed
to simulate field conditions as closely as
possible.

-FERE:UNTIL

tans, the "Grief - .

-

-

The personnel of L-Et€lle were under the

fm-.ediate control of a Luftwaffe Captain
litel. They consisted of 12 technical men,
about 50 men to discharge miscellaneous
mechanical and ordnance tasks and about
GC. men to handle the various plane. and
boats assigned to the Section. The 12
technical personnel were bolstered by about
5C independent scientists and technicians,

under contract to the private manufacturing
firms associated with
FACIL1TIFS OF TEST STATION (E-2TELLE)
The buildings comprising the E-Stolle establishment at Priwall were as follows:
1. Hangar space (Used for offices and
11 workshops),
2. Workshop and Laboratory buildings.
3. Parachute handling building.
4. Storage sheds.

5. Explosive storage sheds for fuzes,
flares, and other miscellaneous small explosive charges.

Where development work was involved, the
first step was the preparation of specifications and reoulrements by Eeadoucrters wit:.
the assistance of Air Development: Mines
(FL=-7) and Test Station: Mine: (1-7).
Thereaftcr a tthnt:facturer was select e d and
the project assigned. Members o: 1 7 technical staff were assigned to provide liaison
with the firm. If modifications requested
by firms were of minor importance, not affecting
the working properties of the article to be made,
they were generally allowed. If the firm requested important nOcIfications, because of
lack of suitable manufacturinc equipmern, or
If it was unable to carri out important modlfcaeons found necessary when the article was put
to use, then steps were taken to provide the
firm with the requisite equipment. Sometimes
there were difficulties which were in reality
due only to the policy of the firms in question.
In these cases, the advice of outside manufacturing experts, not directly interested in
the matter, was requested before any decisions
were made. At other times, the firm taking up
the manufacture of a particular part would require some patent process of another firm.
E-Stolle then arranged to borrow special engi-
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ORGANIZATION CHART - SVK
Navy High Command
(OKE: Oberkommandomarine)

I
Mine Command
(SW: Sperrvaffer.: Adm. Bachenkohler)

I
Assistant for Mines etc.
ral Muller)
(SWa:Sperrwaffen: Konter A

I
Mine Inspection
(SI: Sperwaffeninspektion: Vice Admiral Michels)
T

Trials Group
(SLR: Sperrwaffen erprobungs kommando: Fgt, Kpt.
Broekelmann)
Naval
- I - Mines
(von Linden)
2

Naval Mine and Minesweeping Group
tSVK: SPerrversuchskommando:
Kpt. Zur See Bramesfeld)

Mine School

Arsenals

Technical
Baudirektor von Ledebur
T -1 Cases
Moored Mines
(Schuller)
T -2 Sweeps
(Behrens)

Flotilla
(Rodiger)

Influence Sweeps
(Lusbrecht)

3 - Anti-Submarine

- T -3 Firing Units
(Hagemann)

and depth charges
(Davids)
- Mechanical Sweeps
(Gemein)

- T -4 Cases
Aircraft Mines
(Fersten)
Drafting
Rooms
Mine Groups

Shops

Personnel
Administration
Foreign Mines

Above organizational details supplied by Fgt. Kpt. von Linden.

Figure 1 - SVK Organization.

master mechanics familiar with the
neert
work, from tht second firm for the contractor.
TH1 11-:ECT 01- ALL= SOffEING ON T:.".": MINT FF:T!.AM
Aside from the creation of transportation
bottlenecks, the Allied bombing of Germany
had nc effect on the production, research,
development, or storage of Naval Mines. To
safeguard production, the Germans dispersed
their contracts among various factories and
required that critical parts be manulactur(d
bj at least two separate firms. This erranctment prove6 entirfily satisfactory, and no

further pr-cautions w !- taken. On the other
hand, the research and development LnstallLticn
of IVY and E-Stelle, although particularly
vulnerabl - to eir attack, escaped daroagt
throughout the war solely because the Allied
Air Forces chose t= niglfct them. Similarly
the mine depots, with th• exception of the
one at l'Isae Adam, Franc‘, escaped demeze
throughout the war. The escape of these
latter activities was, at least in part,
due to their location within heavily wo. dEd
areas and to their excellent camouflage,
both of which combined tC mak detection
from the air extremel; difficult.
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- LUF7 :LFFF

C,RCA';IZAT:ON

,

Airforce High Command
(0121 ObeFkommando der Luftwaffe)
4 erations staff
,

General Sta.!

Chief of Technical Air
Armament
Technischen Luft Fustung)

Alr Development
(LE: Flugtwicklung)

FL (F.!nes)

(Torpedoes)

Other Sections

LF-12 (Military Control locate::
at liamt,a27)
Commander of Test Stations
(Ka: C Kommander de: TA Trotungsttel:
Military Control located at Hamburg)
-

C,ther Test Stations
(Erprobungsttellen)

Travemunde

E(Mines)
-

(Torpedoes

Haurtmann Eitel

Group 1
(St. Ing. Spieler)

Group 2
(Ept. Inc.
Kern)

Group 7
(St. Ing. Doorman)

Figure 2 - Luftwaffe Organization.
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Chapter
CRITIQUE

Throughout a large part of the war, Germany possessed a high degree of technical
advancement in the field of marine mines,
but never fully exploited it. A number of
factors prevented the German mines from
reaching their point of potential destructiveness against the Allies. At first the
Navy placed little importance upon them;
subsequent inter-service rivalries seriously
impaired their effectiveness; and, in the
latter stages of the war, shortages curtailed operations. In addition, miscalculations at several points marred the program.
At the beginning of the var, the German
Navy emphasized guns and torpedoes. Apart
from a small group of specialists, it was
not interested in mines. Even the specialists believed that while mines, intelligently used, could be powerful weapons,
they were very likely to be discredited
by injudicious use. This liability to
fortuitous rise and fall in the stock mey
well have contributed to deprive mine
development of the consistent directie
and drive to be seen in German torpetn,
development.

-

At the same time, the Luftwaffe preervoted
much of the Navy's jurisdiction over both
operation and production. The pre-war plan
had been for aircraft minelaying to be confined to estuaries and such coastal waters
as could not be reached by surface craft or
submarines. One Luftwaffe formation based
in northwest Germany and cooperating with the
Fleet was to carry out all aircraft layine.
The exclusion of German naval forces from.
British waters led the Luftwaffe to extend
its area of operation, and the plan quickly
broke down. In its minelaying it so completely ignored the Navy that it prematurely
laid two new types of mines before they were
ready in large numbers, and thus helped
destroy their surprise effect.

The weakness of the Mining Command was
readily apparent in operations. The decentralization of control over operations
and operation policy contrasted markedly
with the highly centralized control the
Mining Command held over materials. The
German Navy had no specially built, highspeed minelaying vessels. capable of
large-quantity plants. Although Schnell
boats, submarines, destroyers, cruisers,
and certain merchantmen were fitted for
minelaying, none of these vessels was
ever available in sufficient number of
combination to meet the strategic requirements of the mine group.
Because mine priority was disproportionately lover than that of torpedoes, too few submarines were assigned
to minelaying in American waters. As a
result, there were no effective minefields in the western Atlantic to disrupt coastwise shipping and convoys to Europe.

10

The greatest weakness in the mining program was the lack of cooperation between the
Navy and the Luftwaffe, and on a lesser scale
between the Navy and the Army. The Luftwaffe
insisted upon its own independence, and the
Naval Mining Section (1 Skl) had no ,urisdiction over its minelaying activities. The
Navy maintained that every minelaying operation was a naval operation. Accordingly they
tried to influence policy, although they
could not exercise control; but even in this
they had little success.
After the collapse of France, when the
Navy came to the view that an effective sea .
blockade of England would bring her tz her
knees, the Luftwaffe continued tc use bomts,
the results of which were tangible and of
greater propaganda value. Admiral Muller
declared, "Goering was interested in showing
Hitler and the German people pictures of
bombed and burning English cities, and was
not content with the invisible and often
immeasurable results of Naval Mine Warfar

Mining suffered consistently from its
subordinate standing. No one in the Navy
held operational control over mining; uo
one in the Mining Command possessed sufficient drive and grasp to present the case
for mining with enough force before the
High Command. As a result, the direction
of mine warfare failed to rise above its
second-rate position.

The field commanders persisted in laying
only those mines designed to sink merchant

tonnage, since such sinking made better
press-release material and created higher
morale than did the sinking of small minesweeping vessels. Pressure from the High
Command finally resulted in a change of
policy, but by then it was too late.

Interservice politics undoubtedly had
their part in the decision of the Luftwaffe,
taken about the beginning of the var, to
develop its own bomb-mine to replace the
Navy parachute mine. The Luftwaffe placed
an order for the first bomb-mine without
any knowledge of the principles of that type
of mining, and with the sole specification
that it be of the same size and shape as a
bomb. The tactical considerations behind
the decision were no doubt sound enough,
but, at the time, the Luftwaffe had no
technical staff of its own which was sufficiently versed in mining problems to obtain
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by area commanders. The Navy was seldom informed about such improvisation•, and believed that in closer cooperation with the
Army better results might have been chtiined.

a balanced solution.
When the Luftwaffe undertook mining developments, available experimental and testing
facilities were very small and temporarily
makeshift. The only equipment available was
some generally used for torpedo work at
Travemunde. Adjoining was an airfield originally used for experimental work with seaplanes. Subsequently a testing station for
mines was constructed, and changes made in
personnel.

TECHNICAL PFVELOPMENT
Despite the fact that the first German
magnetic mine unit was ready for operations:
use In 142, at the outbreak of the war- in
September 153E-., insufficient stocks of magnetic mines were an hand to wage an all-out
and effective minng campaign against England
and her Allies. This shortage existed because
the war came at a time when the Navy was still
engaged In improving existinc operational
models and had nct, as yet, eon v into mass
production. The existing stocks of magnetic
mines were very small. They consisted of
ap:roximately six hundred LMA's and LME's
and several hundred P.MA's and FMB' s.

At the time developments began at Travemunde, the staff had no experience with mines.
The original suggestion to transfer trained
personnel from the Navy was re,:ected, and it
took some time to train the necessary staff
and initiate testing and development on the
requisite scale. Finally, after much argument, an officer with mine experience was
assigned to the station in 2943. Later a
strong technical staff and considerable development resources, mainly in industry, were
built up.

The German t o chn:cal development of min.
firing systems fell into three stages. TS.
first, the period from Cctober 197 to the
F:urnmer of 19'41, was one of significant innovation:,. It saw the Introduction of the
magnetic mine with its successive modifications, followed by the rush develcpment of
the audio frequency acoustic and the combined
magnetic-acoustic mines.

Ultimately the Luftwaffe put much effort
into the design of firing systems and corresponding modifications of the BM(bomb mine).
Nevertheless, the BM was more restricted in
its condition of drop than the Navy LM
(parachute mine). With the exception cf the
pressure unit, which was a special case, the
Navy had already produced all essentially
new firing systems, and installed them in
the LM.

The German Navy expected the magnetic
mine to suffice for the war, but within a year
the British were applying successful countermeasures. The Navy placed the blame for this
upon the Luftwaffe, w..ich in 1S 77: laid the
mines in the Thames estuary before enough.
were available for a heavy attack. The Navy
felt that these war' far more likely to be
recovered than ship-laid or submarine-laid
mines, which might safely bP laid in small
numbers.
-

When production work started cn the pressure mine, the Luftwaffe and the Navy disagreed on principles and design. As a result, both services manufactured their own
versions. Later, when the unit was ready
for laying, the services again disagreed on
its use in combination with other units.
The Navy insisted on combining it with the
magnetic unit, while the Luftwaffe preferred
its use with an acoustic unit.
The Navy seldom attended trials of new
devices at Travemunde, but it did receive
completed specimens, sent for information
and suggestions.
While the war lasted, the diversion of
effort involved in the dual development
continued. Luftwaffe Colonel Rommel complained that the naval system was far too
rigid to get results quickly. Since the
Luftwaffe did not get them any quicker, the
view of German naval officers that the
separation was thoroughly undesirable, seems
to be sound.
To a lesser extent, the same sort of
division existed between the Navy and the
Army. Although the Navy was responsible
for harbor security and control mines, they
had no cognizance of any over-all beach defense mining plans developed by the Army.
Coastal defenses and anti-invasion matters
were under the jurisdiction of area commanders.
Mines intended for use against river shipping,
against bridges, and for anti-Invasion purposes were extremely simple to manufacture,
and therefore produced and procured locally
7-illow• 0_47-2

Even before the British negated the
effect of the magnetic mine, the German
Navy began the rush development of the audio
frequency acoustic and combined magneticacoustic mines. As a result, they were
actually producing acoustic mines in small
numbers within three months after the outbreak of the var. Quickly they overcame the
operational limitations of the first models,
and proceeded in lc.=.1 to develop a combined
magnetic-acoustic mine. Once more the
Luftwaffe stultified the effect through
premature laying.
By the end of the period thc effectiveness of the magnetic min had seriously
diminished. The Germans began, as the basis
for a policy of technical surprise, a systematic study of ships' influence fields.
,

The second period, from the introduction
of the magnetic-acoustic mine in the Summer
of 1941, to the end of 194', was one of steady
research but no essential novelties. In April
the German. Navy had approximately
mines of all types ready for operational use.
Through 2942 the monthly demand for mines was
extremely low and at a constant level. Subsequently, as Allied action becam more aggressive, especially in th. Mediterranean, thr demand accelerated. Ironically, now that no
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new weapons wer( coming out and successf1.1
count.rmcasures for the old ones were in operatln, the 1 ..:ftwaf:e tcock mininr more scriouol
and
forward ftL biggest min , lajlng effort.

first the Luntwaffr and sutequently th. Navy,
late in the wa±-, arrived at the general p:.. , 11:y
of laying mixed fields. These greatly In7r ased
the problems of sw-er,i_ng.

DurInr th• third pEriod, from the beginnine of 1H 1 '.
th. (nd of t.! - e war, the de sign
wo. , k of thF previous twz and a half yea• bore
fruit. ThE pres:Airr, the low-frf :uency acoustic,
and variant; of the audio frcoluF-ncy cIrcults
cam( Into
and th , Navy ! ..Fd und , : d.v.72:pm nt a yid. vari , t'y of _th , r. w!a7.on.t.
From 1i;47 on, the A2lIo: hat st : dird th. tothn:cal
:n co.:rt r1nt man; o!
th s , waTont:: but thIr use woult,nonE thE
afs., have been v:ry 1:nwelcomt.

Th, demand fo:
reached it t peak In
• h• invasion year, 1 , 4. Ey then the Navr,1
Eigh Com7and apprtciatd the value of min .

,

-

,

warfare, but was for:-

,

,

J

cut

to C3L-

::= wltt th maximum po:_ible trodu?ti7n.
same
the laying capa .:Ity of
At
o:
Luftwaf:t detained heav11:. a: a
German rew.rscs on all fronts. This took t:.
sting out c: the n w armory of
Enc other naval cra::
ovr. the r.nlne
offensive in the last stage'. 3: the war,
thEIr scale of operation was neceosarily
,

,

,

,

,

T'nt 0.rman7, had d.v , lopLd not on1S nEw
tyrEt but al:o new t ,- hmiluEt.
7InnE n: EIngle
mInE
!nsurmountat].
thE
thE wFa7c.n
n:t thE indivIts..L2 mine. Min. warfarE
:1-,11.,7: on th- prin-i77 , of statistIcs. At
tt , rImE tfrE that GE:man mines w, re becominF
oorulicatEd In firIn,7 principles,

The. Allies were fortunate that, very
a: In the cace of German submarInE an!!
th- bomber posItion was not In phawftr, th w• upon position. 7f th ,. Luftwaff.
hr:
ri,ELIn'_e Its offnolvc 7.31er,
min, dF:ens. would have dFte:lorated.
,
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Figure 3 - Grarh of Mines Laid.
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Chapter 4
CONTACT AND MOORED INFLUENCE MINES

CETKA! . Er (EINEEITSMINE) rIbE SEFIES)

Material

Steel

The German Einheits Minen (EM) mine series
consisted of 13 different types of sea mines.
These types were designated EMA, EMB, EMC,
EMD, EME, EMF, EMC, EME, EMI, EMK, EMR, EMS,
and EMU. With the exception of the EMS,
which was a drifting mine, all of the series
were moored mines laid by surface and/or
underwater craft.

Diameter

34 in.

Length

46 in.

Charge

330 lb. block-fitted

,

The EME, EMI, EMK and EMU either were
abandoned in the developmental stage or were
incomplete at the close of the war, and no
specimens of any of these types or documents
relating thereto were found. Consequently,
the information contained herein on such
mines is based solely on statements made by
German prisoners of war and should be treated
accordingly.
The EMA Mine. The EMA was developed
during World War I and was the first German
mine with a chemical-horn firing system. Accordingly, to differentiate it from the pendulum-type mines then in use, it was designated Elektrische Mine type A. Its production was discontinued at the close of the
war. Its appearance in World War II is accounted for by the fact that stocks remained
on hand in 1939.

hexanite
Description of External Fittings
Horns

Five: one in center
of upper hemisphere;
four, equally spaced,
around upper hemisphere
Arming switch and On mid-section, sebooster release
cured by keep ring
Detonator carrier
mounting

In bottom center
of case

Mooring bracket
and white metal
mooring switch

Bolted to two lugs
on lover hemisphere

CHEMICAL HORN (Si

The mane existed in two models, one for
laying by surface craft and the other by
submarine. Only the surface craft type was
laid in World War II, since the other type
required specially fitted submarines vhic h
were not available.
.

Description of Case
Shape

ARMING
SWITC.-n B

Two hemispheres,
Joined by a 12-in.
cylindrical midsection.

BOOSTER
RELE LSE

LEADS

MOORING PULLEY
COME-ALONG

DEPTH-TAKING
HYDROSTAT

- DETONATOR
CARRIER
MOUNTING

Figure 6 - EMA/E1 Mine

Ficure 5 - EMA Mine Afloat
24

- WHITE METAL
MOORING SWITCH

RE:iTRICTEL
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ness. The improved model was designated
EMC II and the original type redesignated
EMC I.

Mooring pulley and Attached to extension
of mooring bracket
"come-along"
Depth

taking
hydrostat

Bolted to extension
on mooring bracket

Tvo pair of electrical leads extend from
the white metal mooring switch, one set to
the detonator carrier, the other to the arming switch.
Operation. Mine takes depth by hydrostat.
Separation of the anchor and case withdraws
a safety pin from the arming switch and
booster release, making the circuit from the
horn batteries to the detonator and allowing
the booster to drop over the detonator. Mooring tension extends the spindle of the white
metal mooring switch, arming the circuit of
the internal horn to arm the mine.
The EMB Mine. This mine is identical to
the EFA except for the weight of charge,
which differs as follows:
1. EMA
EFB

2.

-

330 lb.
485 lb.
Figure 8 - EMC Mine Afloat

It is a moored contact type fitted to take

seven chemical horns, and was designed for
use against surface and underwater craft.

EMC

- EMC II - EMC II (Upper Antenna)

General
Moored, contact, chemical-horn mine,
laid by surface craft.
Offensive or defensive mine, for use in
maximum depth of water of 1700 feet.
Maximum depth of case when moored is
245 feet.
Description of Case
Shape

Two hemispheres,
joined by a 2 cylindrical midsection

Material

Steel

Diameter

46 in.

Length

48.5 in.

Charge

660 lb. block-fitted
hexanite

Description of External Fittings
Figure 7 - EMC I Mine

Horns

equally spaced around
upper hemisphere,

The EMC I Mine. The original EMC mine was
completed in 1924. (figure 7). It utilized
a bronze base plate and an eighth horn (n)
which was placed on top of the mooring safety
switch. In 1936 the mine was improved. The
eighth horn was moved to the side of the mooring switch; a soluble plug was substituted
for a dash-pot type of delay system; fittings
were provided for antennae and scuttling de-

vices; and the base plate parts were redesigned to give greater life and watertightRESTRICTED

Seven: one in center
of cover plate; four
22 in. from center; tw ,
,

on brackets, 39 in.
apart, 17 in. from
center of lover hemisphere
Cover plate

7i in. diameter, in

center of upper hemisphere, flush type, secured by 10 bolts
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Lipper Mho= Connector
Electrode Piot'

Horn (6)

Lifting E

Explosive
Fiooder
Cow Plats

Bose Plaie
Mooring Spindie

llll

Figure 9 - ENC I - Vine uith

rl Snap Line

base plate

Standard type EMC II

Lifting eyes

Two, 19 in. apart, 22
in. from center of
upper hemisphere

Figurrrree 1C' - ENO I/ Fine
EMC II with Lower Antenna
Lower antenna
Depth setting

100 ft.
3 to 190

ft.

EMC II with Cork-Floated Upper Antenna
Operation. Mine takes depth by plummet.
Mooring tension pulls out the mooring spindle,
closing the mooring safety switch, tripping
the booster release lever and the mine is
armed.

Upper antenna
Depth setting

Chain mooring
Depth setting

The only self-disarming device is the mooring safety switch which is designed to disarm
the mine by opening the firing circuit upon
release of mooring tension.

130 ft.
100 ft.
3 to 190

ft.

245 ft.

EMC II vith Tombac Tubing
Tombac tubing is an anti-sweep cable
fitted over the mooring cable
Tombac Tubing
Depth Setting

16

100 ft.
to 190 ft.

3

20 ft. of 5/S-1r..
chain
3 to 190 ft.

EMC II with Chain Mooring and Cork-rinited
Snag Line
Chain mooring
Snag line

EMC II Mine. The EMC II existed in the
six types shown in figure 49a. The general
characteristics of each of the various types
are as follows:

Upper antenna
Lover antenna
Depth setting
Max. depth of case

ft.

EMC II with Chain Mooring

Standard chemical-horn firing.

EMC II with Dpper and Lover Antenna

65 ft.
3 to 190

Depth setting

20 ft. of 5/5 in.
80 ft. with cork
floats
40 ft.

In 1940 the eighth horn was removed from
all German base plates, because experience
had shown that this device was often actuated
in heavy seas. The upper antenna was abandoned in 1941 because of the excessive numbers
that broke loose in rough eaters; and, in 1943,
the lover antenna was abandoned because of the
copper shortage then prevalent.
Experiments were conducted to obtain delayed rising of the mine. A fifty-foot bight of
the mooring cable was flaked on the top of the
anchor and kept in a locked position by a sixday clock. In operation the mine would plant
at its set depth and, when the clock had run

RESTFICTL:
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CHEMICAL HORN (7)

EXPLOSIVE
/FLOODER

CHARGE

OORING
'SAFETY
SWITCH

BOOSTER
RELEASE
LEVER
EIGHTH HORN (SEM

DETONATOR
-BASE PLATE

DETONATOR SET SCREW'

41:---------- MOORING SPINDLE HOUSING

SAFETY PIN

----MOORING SPINDLE

Figure 11 - Er.0 I) EinE - Cross Section
off, rise 50 feet. This idea proved unworkable because of the excessive strain created
on release of the bight.
In 1944, because of a critical shortage of
lead, steel horns were developed and substituted for the standard Hertz lead-acid horn.
The steel horns were so constructed that the
metal and welds would not part if bent to an
angle of gc degrees. A pull of approximately
130 pounds is sufficient to bend the horn and
break the inner vial. Although the lead horns
were considered superior, the steel type proved
satisfactory operationally.
Early in 1944, the German Navy experimented
with a 32-second clockwork release device to
replace the standard dash-pot plummet delay.
This clockwork was standard Luftwafte equipment used to obtain delays in the opening of
cargo parachutes, etc. This device was simple
and easy to produce. It operated as follows:
The time delay desired, up to 32 seconds,

was selected by turning a dial cn the face of
the clock. The cicck was simultaneously would
and started by pulline a wire lanyard at the
Lase cf the device. At the opposite end,
another wire was run off: the wire lanyard was
snapped In by the spring-loaded clock drum and
the safety pin withdrawn.
When, with relatively minor casualties, the
Allies succeeded In penetrating the field of
moored contact mines laid off Salerno, the
German Mining Command suspected that ASPIC was
being used to lccate the moored mines. Accordinely, they gave same thought to the develcpment of a mire case that would resist lccation by such methods. They sought to attain
thLs end by coating mine cases with rubber and
using special type paints. To this extent,
their efforts paralleled those of the German
Submarine Command, which sought to apply antidetection methods to submarines. However, the
foregoing methods proved e;satisfactory, and
:t was finally decided that the best antidetection type mine would he one employing
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Flpure 1? - EMC II Mine with 80-ft. Rubber
Snag Line

Figure 13 - EMO II Mine with 20-ft. Mooring
Chain

an all sponge-rubber case. Limited experimentation was commenced to determine the resronse
of various types of synthetic sponge-rubber to
ASDIC. The end of the war caught these experiments in their early stage. Consequently, no
mine cases of this type were actually built.
Both models of this mine were laid operationally. (A field of EMC I mines was laid
in the South Pacific, some of which were recovered by U. S. Navy Mine Disposal Personnel.)

The EMD Mine. The first END mine was ready
for operational use in 1924. It was a moored
contact type fitted for five chemical horns,
and was designed for use against surface craft
only; consequently, it had no lower horns. Except for the absence of such horns and its
smaller size, the ENID is practically identical
to the EMC. (Both mine types use the same base
plates, anchors, and accessories). In 1936 it
was improved along the same lines as the EMC.
the new model beinE. designated EMD II and the
original type EMD I. A small cover plate,
6.5 inches in diameter, equidistant from the
lifting eyes and 25 inches from the center of
the upper hemisphere, was added to accommodate
an 80-day clock and flooder. Later, an electrode plate mounted on a plastic cover and

18
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Figure 14 - EMS. I Mine
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upper hemisphere
placed in the center of
was added as an antenna connector.
The manufacture of END II was discontinued
in the early part of World War IT to permit
greater production of the ENC II, which was
ccnsidertd more sultable, Existing stocks
of END I and EML 11 were 'laid operationally.
General
Moored, contact, chemical-horn mine, laid
by surface craft
Offensive or defensive minc, for use in
r.a7.1mum depth of water cf
ieet.
Description of Case
Spherical
Steel
40 in.
330 lb. block fitted
hexanite

Shape
Material
Diameter
Charge
Figure ]5 - END II Mine - Upper-Lewer Antenna
UPPER ANTENNA CONNECTOR
/ELECTRODE PLATE

5

CHEMICAL
HORN (4)

EXPLOSIVE
FLOODER

SECURING
LUG

MOORING
SAFETY SWITCH
TRANSFORMER
EIGHTH HORN(SDH)
BOOSTER RELEASE LEVER

'-'BASE PLATE
SAFETY PIN

DETONATOR

MOORING SPINDLE HOUSING

DETONATOR SET SCREW
MOORING SPINDLE

Figure 16 - END II Mine - Cross Section
RESTRICTED
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UNIT
COMPARTMENT

STERILIZING
CLOCK
- POCKET

Figure 17 - Et:

Mine Afloat

Testri-lon of External Fittings
Horns

Five, one in center
of cover plate; four
equally spaced around
upper herrlsrhere, 20in. from center

Cover ;late

7.;-in. diameter, in

center cf upper hemisphere flush type,
sectred by 1C t.ilts
Base plate

Standard Type EMC II

Lifting eyes

Two, 1C.5 fn. arart,
22.; in. frcm center
of upper hemispnere

Securing lugs

Five one :2.5 in.
from center of upper
hemisphere: one 33 in.
from center cf lower
hemisphere: three,
star;:ered,12 in. from
center of lover hemisphere

Figure 1• -

The EMF Vine. The EMF was the first moored
influence mine developed by the Germane. Its
design was undertake:, in 192E' and completed In
3931. In 193C the base plate was revised an::
the mine put into production. By 193::. it was
ready for' operational use, but the magnetic
unit in existence proved unsatisfactory. In
1941 the ! 3 had been perfected and adarted
for use with the EMF. At about the same time
unsuccessful attempts were made to fit this
mine with an acoustic unit known as A The
mine was laid operationally only with the M 7
unit. It was coi,templated that the following
influence unit should be fitted tc the mine:
,

Operation. Mine takes depth by plummet.
Mooring tension pulls out the mooring spindle,
which closes the mooring safety switch, trips
the booster release lever, and arms the mine.
Standard chemical-horn firing.
The only self-disarming device is the mooring safety switch which in designed to disarm
the mine by opening the firing circuit upon release of mooring tension.

The EMI: Mine. This mine was a moored contact tyre bought from a British firm and desigIt
nated E]ektrlsche Mine Englische" (EMI.)
was used solely fcr experimentation. No details
cf t.1-!1 mine are available.

:0

II Mine

1.
2.

3

M 4
AA 4 (Unit abandoned in 1944)
A

h

AF 1

The EFS used the EMC anchor and was designed
for surface laying only (figure 1E). Its
larger counterparts, the BMA, SMB, and SMC
were, on the other hand, designed for submarine
laying only.
The first model was a spherical case consisting of twc hemispheres welded together.
Its flooder plate was located 26f inches from
the center of the upper hemisphere: however,
there were no provisions for an SO-day clock.
In the final model the case was Improved in
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package MbunOngl

nooder Plam

Moonnq Spr Ing
But ter

-

i1000, ng SpdfidOP

Ficure 20 -

Mint

constructir. a stluble plug and disarming
switch vere added; ant the depth taking mechanism War IrqriVed.
Desc:i7 - icn cf Case
Zhere

Twc hemispheres,
,oined by a cylindrical mid-section

Diameter

45 in.

Length

57 in.

Charge

'9D lb. block-fitted
hexanite

Description cf External Fittings
Lifting eyes

Two 60 0 arart on
upper hemisphere,
20f In. from center

Anchor-securing
lugs

Three, hook shaped:
two on lower hemisphere, 160 apart,
114 in. from center:
one cr. upper hemisphere, 281 in. from
center

Flooder Plate

Vine with M

Lnit

diameter, cn
lover hemisrhere. in
line with flooder
27ff in. from center, secured by 10 bolts
Operation. The mine taker depth by plummet.
Mooring tension pulls cut the mc:ring spindle,
tripping the booster release lever and releasing the locking balls from the clockwork spindle,
Water pressure depresses the clock spindle at a
depth of 15 feet, starting the clock. The c'.. - ck
runs off its delay period, and the unit starts
its testinc cycle, if the mine does not orient
itself properly after a pre-set time of up tc
12 hours, a scuttling charre will fire tc sink
the mine.

= C-May clock cove
plate

The only self-disarming device is the 90-day
clock, which is designed to scuttle the mine if
the clock stops at any time prior tc completion
of its set period or upon completion of its set
period.
The operational characteristics of this mine
are as follows:
13 ft. - 25 knots
Laying heights
16 ft. - 18 knots
and speedr

6-in. diameter, on

La ,,inc depths

ft. - with cable

t in.
650 ft. - with cable
7/16 in.
98 . ft. - with cable
,

upp•er hemisphere,
283 in. from center,
secured by 10 bolts
PESTFICTED

3/8 in.

164C ft. - with cable
5/16 in.
21
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ISIANMAWFAV

CM'. P/vg

Ai

ACID HORN (5)

BOWDEN WIRE

PriA-/rOs (3)

SCUTTLER

_CLOCK

HYDROSTATIC
SWITCH

SOLUBLE
WASHER

SAFETY
PIN

Smiler

Owl

DASH POT

N
L octmg Mac

BOOSTER

Owl ROWS •

SWITCH
HORN (3)_

Figure 21 - EMI Mine - Birdcage Suspension
for N. 3 Unit

Minimum laying
depths

130 ft. (804 50)

Minimum and maximum case depths

50 to 115 ft.

-

DETONATOR

DESICCATOR

In 1944 experiments were conducted with an
EMI case made of a plastic material called
"Eternit". This model was known as EMI (Et)
and consisted of two Eternit hemispheres bolted
together to form a sphere similar in dimensions
and fittings to the normal EMI. It vas undergoing tests at the close of the war.

The EMG Mine. The EMG was a moored, contact,
constant-depth mine assembly designed for defense against small surface craft such as torTedc boats.
The assembly was designed in 194C to protect
German shipping in the English channel from
attack by British torpedo boats and other similar
craft. (The original plan contemplated that his
assembly would be employed to protect the flanks
of German ship-lng lanes established in an 11.vas-on of England.) The assembly was used
operationally until 1943, at which time it was
abandoned in favor ^f the UMAA and CMA type
mines.
The EMG assembly consisted of a ballasted
EMC mine case with the lower horns blanked off,
an EMC anchor, a float, and a weight arranged
for constant depth. The assembly was so designed that it maintained a constant depth of
eight feet, regardless of the stage of the tide.
Cc

ARMINC.
SWITCH

Figure 22 - EMU Mine

This assembly could be laid in depths ranging
from 30 to 190 feet. but, by lengthening the
mooring cable between the anchor and the weight
to 820 feet, the assembly could be used in
greater depths.
Since the EMG float rode slightly above the
eater-surface, mine fields utilizing this assembly were easily detected and avoided. To make
this apparent disadvantage inure to their own
benefit, the Germans developed a dummy EMG assembly which consisted merely of the normal
float and anchor, and a 325-foct length cf
mooring cable. These dummies were laid in
separate fields or together with EMG's. They
were designated "Simulacker fur EMG."

The EMI' Mine. In 1942 the Germans were
still seeking to develop an acoustic unit for
use in moored mines. Since the aluminum EMI'
was expensive to build, it was decided to design a cheaper moored mine case of sheet-iron
construction, to be known ae the EMH. However,
since the design of an acoustic unit for moored
mines was progressing very slowly, the development of the EMI1 was discontinued.
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2. In shallow water, rough seas caused excessive arming and disarming, and frequently
wore out the spindle-mechanism membrane.

20 - 30 FEE..
ROCKER ARM

PLUMMET
SPOOL

cost)

rik

eOLD• OFF

rirrafiRKE
PAWL STRAP

MOORING CABLE
MUM 490 FEET
318' DIAMETER

Figure 27. - EMU Mine and Anchor

It was intended that the EMH be laid by
surface craft, be the same size as the EMC, use
an EMC anchor, and be capable of the same depth
settings as the EMC.

The EMI Mine. In 1940 the Germans undertook
the development of a mine case that would house
an induction-type magnetic unit. To reduce development work, they intended to utilize a suitably modified EMC case, which was to be known
as EMI. After preliminary development work had
been done, the mine was dropped for the following reasons:
1. Shortages of nickel and ccpper prohibited
the large scale use of naval induction units.
2. Induction units had not been sufficiently
developed to permit their use in moored mines.
The EMI was the only attempt by either the
German Navy or the Luftwaffe to develop a moored
induction-type mine.

To cure these defects an entire:7 new type
of base plate was designed. (figure 22). This
base plate utilized an inverted spindle action,
ao that water pressure and mooring-cable tension
combined to arm the mine. In depths over
feet, hydrostatic pressure alone would maintain
the mine In an armed position, regardless of
vertical motion of the mine case. In water
depths of less than 30 feet, disarming due to
vertical motion of the case was prevented by
a dash-pot mechanism which maintained arming of
the mine for 60 seconds after release of tensio:.
on the mooring spindle.
The method of placing the main charge in
the EME and EMU differs from normal German
practice. Whereas all otter German moored
mines employ a charge container, the EMK and
EMU were designed to house the charge or, the
bottom of the mine case. The Germans felt that
loading the mines in this manner would give the
mine a greater lethal range and permit better
mine orientation.
The anchor of the EMS and EMI,' mines wxs also
cf new design. Its most noteworthy feature was
the fact that it was so designed as to permit
depth setting either by plummet or by hydrostat
(figure 23). The plummet-line drum was designed
to accommodate 100 feet of 3/1t-inch cable, and
the mooring-cable drum 5:).0 feet of /16-inch
cable. An
',n foot length of chain was to
be used between mooring spindle and mooring
cable. Because of its departure from previous
German types, the development of this anchor
progressed slowly and was not completed at the
end of the var.
-

-

EMR and EmR/K Vines. These mines were actually sweep obstFTEUSrs utilizing an EMC .:ne
case moored to an EMC anchor by a single or
double length of 5/3-inch standard chain.
-

The EMI MIne. The EMS (Sehrohrtrelbmine S1
is z7=ting decoy or anti-pursuit type of
mine. It existed in three forms, which were
designated EMS I, EMS II, and EMS III.
-

The EMX and EMU Mines. The development of
the E!' was undertaken in 1940, the mine being
intended for use as a moored contact and/or influence-type mine. In 1944 its development,
which was still incomplete, was discontinued in
favor of the smaller EMU. Since the EMK and EMU
were identical, except for size (EMK 44 inches
in diameter and EMU 40 inches), they are discussed together in the following paragraphs.
The EME was dropped in 1944 in favor of the
EMU because of a shortage of explosive. (The
EMX was designed for a charge of 660 lb., the
EMU for 220 lb.) Since these mines were radical
departures from previous German types (figures
22, 23), their development progressed slowly.
Consequently, at the end of the war neither the
EME nor its successor, the EMU, was completed.

The three types of this mine employed the
same mine case; they differed only in the method
of flotation.
The characteristics of the mine case are as
follows:
Method of firing

5 sensitive switch
horns

Weight of charge

24-30 lb.

Weight of case
without flotation gear

100 lb.

By 1940 the Germans had realized that their
standard-type base plates for moored mines had
two serious shortcomings:

Height of case

1. In deep water, hydrostatic pressure sometimes prevented arming by counterbalancing the
pull of the mooring cable.

Diameter of case
including horn
bosses

RESTRICTED
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Figure 25 - EMI II Mine
The Characteristics of the three types of
flotation gear are as follows:
EMI I employed a steel float designed to
resemble a periscope, which is 66i inches
long and 6i inches in diameter. When laid,
the mine drifted with the upper portion of
the float protruding several inches above
the surface (figure 24).
EMI II employed a camouflaged, elliptical,
steel float which was approximately 13 inchm
in diameter and eight inches high. This
float was designed to ride flush with the surface of the water and to be invisible to pursuing vessels (figure 25).
EMS III employed n hemispherical, plexiglass float designed to resemble the dome of
the Marder (midget submarine). The float was
painted with a silhouette of the head and
shoulders of a man as he would appear when
operating a Marder. This float was approximately 25 inches in diameter and 14 inches
high, and was designed to create the illusion
of a partially submerged midget submarine
with its dome exposed (figure 26).
Figure 24 - EMS I Vine
Case material and
thickness

Rolled steel 1/5 in.

Method of laying

Surfaced U-boat
or surface craft

Maximum laying height 10 ft.
Maximum laying speed

18 knots

Minimum water depths

10 ft. (approx.)

Arming time

15-20 minutes
(soluble washer)

Self Destroying
Mechanism
E4

6-day clock

Work on the EMS mine with periscope was
started in 1941 and completed in 1942. It
was designed to be laid by surfaced U boats
against all antisubmarine craft. These mines
were stowed inside the submarine and had to
be handed up through the conning tower when
needed. They were assembled on deck and laid
by hand by a two-man team. Because of handling and stowage difficulties, danger to laying personnel, and the extremely sensitive
switch horns, only a few of these mines were
used operationally, and the project was
abandoned. During the same period, experiments were conducted with the EMT mine. This
mine employed the same case as the EMS, but
the periscope was replaced by a camouflaged
elliptical float. Later, the EMT was designated the EMS II, and the EMS mine became
EMS I. The EMT mine was primarily designed
as a drifter for surface-craft laying: how-
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Figure 2; - FMC Mine Afloat
FMC was developed and produced between 2;e76
and 192E and only the supplies on hand at
the beginning of the war were laid operationally. The FY series was consider.d Ineffective, primarily because of the small explosive charge and the ease with which :t
could oe swept. It was abandoned In favor :f
later improved models.
FMA Mine. The F•A was the first cf the
FluTg FTTIFF series to be des:«ned and dsve:o7ed as a moored, contact, c=taze-laid nine
for use In the estuaries or the Baltic. :t
—

Figure 2L . - EV:1 Ill PIre

ecneieted of shemiseherica: _:eel C:111f. aTprox:mately 221 inches in diaeezer, witn five
chemical horns, a mooring buffer and wire
cable mooring, and a charge :f appreximately
22 pounds cf block-fiteed nexanite. This mine
was replaced by the FMS_

ever, it was abandoned at the same time as
the EVE. for the same reason!.
In the fall of 1944 the German Sneak Attack
Command (K.7T) requestedflcatinp
a
mine with
a plexiplass cu-__..attac hment to resemble the
dome of a midget submarine. These mines were
intended to be laid by small motor boats or
nsen" boats as decoys against patrol craft
In heavily protected sea lanes. The first
consignment cf cupolas with the silhouette of
a midget submarine operator for use •ith the
EMS mine case was delivered in Novenoer 19L4.
Very few of these modified EMS mines were
laid, because of operational difficulties and
a small supply of cupolas. This modification
had no German designation, and consequently,
for purposes of identification, it is referred to as EMS III.
TEE FM MINES
The German Flubs Minen (FM) mine aeries
consisted of three types, FMA, FMB, and FMC.
The FMB and FMC were completed and used
operationally; the FMA was abandoned shortly after production was started.
The FM mines were small moored contact
mines intended primarily for use in shallow
waters of the Baltic and Black Seas and in
rivers and estuaries. The FF11 was designed
and developed In 1920, but was abandoned in
favor of FMB. The FMB was completed in 1926;
however, none were produced during World War
II, and only supplies on hand were laid, The

F•:E. Eine. The FEE- was comeleted In aeproximately 151c. It was a surface-laid, moored,
contact, chemical-horn one 1.12.111F a cylindrical preset-type anchor (Anker mit abstecktarein
ankertau).
FMC Mine. The FMC Mine was developed and
completed between 1926 and 1925. It was a
surface-laid, moc• , d, contact, chemical-horn
mine using the normal plummet-type anchor and
containing a heavier charge than the FMB Mine,
Details. The FME and FMC both used a wire
cab7TETZTing and a spring buffer; however,
only the FMC took depth by plummet. Mooring
tension pulled out the arming spindle, closed
the mooring safety switch and the "A-E" switch,
and tripped the booster-release lever to arm
the mines. The "A-E" switch in these mines
served only to open or close a switch In the
horn circuit. The FME tad two lifting eyes
welded to the upper hemisphere. FMC had one
lifting eye welded to the upper hemisphere
and three anchor-securing lugs; one on the
upper hemisphere and two on the lower hemisphere. There are two designations for the
FMB mine: FM! and F" (75). These differ only
In the weight of exp:osve, 2S pounds and 44
pounds, respectively. The FMB and FMC differ
from each other as follows:

FE2TF1CTED
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Figure 25 - FMC Mine

Figure 26 - FMB Mine
FMB Mine
Diameter of mine case 26 in.
Weight of charge

28 lb. or 48 lb.

Number of horns

5; one, in center

Depth setting

1 ft. to 15 ft.

Minimum depth
setting

13 ft. plus
length of depthsetting mechanism

Mooring cable

160 ft. long 7/16-in. diameter
475 ft. long 5/16-in. diameter

of upper hemisphere; 4 equally
spaced around
upper hemisphere
Depth setting

The only self-disarming device is the mooring safety switch, which is designed to disarm the mine by opening the firing circuit
upon release of mooring tension.

preset

Minimum depth
setting
Mooring cable

25 ft. long
1/2-in. diameter
50 ft. long
1/2-in. diameter

FMC Mine
Diameter of mine case 30 in.

26

Weight of charge

88 lb.

Number of horns

same as FMB

TIM OKA MINE
The 0$A (Oberflachen Mine A) was a moored,
contact, surface mine the development of which
was undertaken in late 1942. It utilized a
novel type of mine case and was designed In
five models, which were designated OMA I,
OMA II, OMA III, OMA TV, and OMA/K. Of them
five models only the OMA I and OMA/K were 1.:cLd
operationally. The OMA II and DMA III were
abandoned in the prelihlinary development stage,
and the ONA IV was unperfected at the close of
the war.

REFTFICTED
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Figere 7 n ,ONVE Nine

The first moored, contact, surface mine developed by the Germans was a +ur•-rip affair
desfenated W.A./E! It was laid in 1 e 24. In the
fell cf the same year the develorment of a
mere effielent one V%F endertake:.. t:ls tyre
n
Cririnal requireme7q
being, des1:.nted 'NA I
fcr the OKA : called fcr its use in water derths
up to feet. butthese requirements were sutseeLently Increased tc 325 feet. The develormentof this mine was completed in February
. and ft was laid in the fe:1 cf
the German Navy Department, alarmed
In
by the large number of : mines breakin :7
lccse. reduced the water-depth reoeirements
to a e.:•re suitable depth of 5c feet and requested an appropriate modification of the
mine. The resulting modificaticn was desIgrated CMA/E.
With the development of OMA/K the problem
of preventinc excessive drifters vas successfLlly met for derths up to 5C feet. (The
GMA/F, when tested in the extremely rough
waters of the Elbe Estuary, lasted for more
than five months.) However, since the be:)yancy of the OMA case precluded the use of
a dcuble chain mooring in depths over 5C
feet, the problem remained unsolved for use
In greater depths.
Late in 19 11 3 the development of a moored,
contact, surface mine for derths up to 985
feet was undertaker.. This mine was to consist of an Erc anchor, a large steel float
with a guide arranzement, an 0MA Mine case
with a normal spindle-type arming and disarming switch, and a 1 7 5-round weight. A
schematic representation of the assembly Is
shown in figure 31. This assembly was designated OMA IV. Because of the relative complexity and low priority of this mine, its
development was incomplete at the close of
the war.
747105 1 1

-

1

Figure 71 - ONA IV Nine

Ne:ther the 'TA I nor the 0FA/E vss
with the normal disarming devices found in
moored mines. This was due to the fact that
these mines had a slack mooring cable and
could not be fitted with switches of the normal mooring-spindle or hydrostatic types.
Therefore, since these mines broke adrift
fairly often, their use created an unacceptable hazard to German shipping and shore installations. To remedy this situation the
development of the C•A II and OKA III was
undertaken. The CEA 2: was to incorporate
a mechanical-type disarming device and the
OMA III an electrical type. However, both
types presented a great number of difficulties
and were abandoned in the prel i minary development stare,
Since disarming devices of the normal type
could not be applied tc the OMA 7 and CMA/K,
the German. Nav Department ordered that they
be fitted with a ZE IVa. (60-day disarming
clock).
The five models of this mine utilized the
same type of mine case. The characteristics
of the case are as follows:

BESTFICTED
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Chemical Horn (5)

Lifting Lug'

-

-

Horn Pocket

f]ne- A`Iont
Bose More

• . r,rt of fir: n7

chon' cal horns

Switch Horn 0)

--Mooring

lb.

Total wet

Somdie

- UMA Mine

Figure

Weirht of charpe

(cast)

6 lb.

Fositive buoyancy

440

Total he:Pht

311 In.

Diameter less shirt

421 tn.

Delay in arm-no

2C-::,. minutes
(Soluble washer)

22 lb.
of this rer:.e became the UN.i, 7 wher, afte:
slirht modifications in the case and mccri77.
the I11A II Was introduced. In 1c3 the -:.:.
17.: arTeared. Batically. it was tie __me as
its Treeecessors. wit! imrrovement: in the
anchor are mooring srindle.
,

The siFnificant desirn feature of this mine
case was the steel shirt fitted to the underside of the case. The purpose of this skirt
was to eliminate dirrino of the mine.
The ONA I and the CMA/F were identical except for the types of mooring and anchors
used. The C.MA = mooring consisted of a lenFth
of chain secured on one end to the mine case
and on the other end to a length of steel cable
leadin: from the mine anchor. The MO: mooring consisted of a :' 5-foot bight of chair secured on one end to the mine case and on the
other end to a lenFth of chain leading from.
the mine anchor. The anchors were substantially the same, except that the cylindrical mine
stool around which the moorinr was coiled was
higher on the UNA I than on the OKA/Y.
,

,

Description of Case
Shape

Spherical

Material

Steel

Liameter

Z.2 in.

Charge

(6 lb. blockfitted hexanite

DesCription cf External Fittings
Horns

Eight: one chemical, in center cf
upper hemisphere;
four, chemical.,
equally spaced
around upper hemisphere, l5i In.
from center; three,
switch, equally
spaced around
lower hemisphere,
in. from center

Base plate

Standard tyre UMA

LiftL147 eye

One 2S' In. from
center of upper
hemisphere

'FE
The U-Bootsawehrmine (IT) mine series
consisted of three types of moored, contact,
•E.
UMA/• and
surface-laid mines, the
-

The UMA Mines. The first of this series
was developed In l92F. It was a moored, contact, chemical- and switch-horn mine, laid
by surface craft, intended for use rrimar3ly
against submarines. In 17.36 the rrototype

2n
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ti
SWITCH HORN
(3) •

•S1/4,i`

- c„

=._

ARMING SWITCH
CONTACTS
BASE PLATE

BOOSTER RELEASE LEVER
DETONATOR-A E

A E SWITCH GEARS

---

1 -,

CABLE FOR ANTI-SWEEP
SWITCH

MOORING SPINDLE

Figure 34 - UYA Pane - Cross Section

Li61 .r lug
-

One, 1F0 c' from
_ifting eye,
in. from center
of upper hemisphere

Operation. The depth of the mine case is
preset and determined by the amount of mooring cable used. Mooring tension pulls out
the mooring spindle, closing the mooring
safety switch, tripping the booster-release
lever, and the mine is armed.
The only self-disarm -ins device is the mooring safety switch which is designed to disarm
the mine by opening the firing circuit upon
release of mooring tension.
The German UMAA T!ne assembly was designed and developed in late 1942 to defend

RESTRICTED

the sea arrroaches to rz- rthern Europe fror. Allied attack. It replaced the ENG Tine assembly, which was considered unsatisfactory
for the defense of such waters, and was used
operationally until 1944, when it was in turn
replaced by the crA/K.
The UKAA consists of a normal Wis mine
case with the lover horns blanked off, a
cast-iron 110-pound weight and a oast-Iron
anchor weighing 500 pounds. The assembly of
the above components before and after laying
is shown in figures
and 3C. The assembly is so designed that- the mine
case remains on the surface, regardless of
the stage of the tide. It may be laid ir
depths of 85 to 165 feet. For depths of :E 5
to 150 feet, a 65-font mooring cable is
used between the mine case and weight; for
depths of 10'.7 to 165 feet, the mooring-cable
.
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BALLAST
RING

Ficq:re

- UFA/Y

mine was first startThe
and it a7reared in four fcrms. It

The
ed in

we a moored, contact, therical- and switchhorn mine, laid by surface craft.
It was an offensive cr defensive mine, for
feet,
use in maximum water dertr cf
against surface craft and submarines. The
maximum depth of case when moored is 110 feet.

The Four Forms
UrV.B with tombac tubing: 1941
MB with 5-foot chain and mechanical
cutter; 1943
with 5-foot chain, mechanical
cutter, and corV-floated snag line; 1943/44
UMB with 5-foot chain and two improved
mechanical cutters; 1944
Description of Case
Fimure

UNA/E Mine

lenrth is increased tc 5 feet. In both cases,
thf• mooring cable between tLe anchor and weight.
ir
feet in lengtL.
FESTFICZED

Shape

Spherical

Material

Steel

Diameter

73.5 in.

Charge

90 lb. block.fitted hexanite

CONTACT AND MOORED INFLUENCE MINES

Chermbot
Horn (5)

Boaster
Main
Charge

Booster
Rebus.
Lever

Otch Horn (31
Pocket Blanked
Off
S DM
Switch

Bose Plate

Strongbock

Mooring
SpildM

r

Setscrew

-

Figure 37 - UME Nine - Cross Section

Description of External Fitlings
Norris

Eight; one.
chemical, in
center of upper
hemisphere; four,
chemical, equally
spaced around
upper hemisphere.
17.1n. from center;
three, switch,
equally spaced
around lover hemisphere, 17 in. from
center

,

Base plate

Standard type 1.11 8

Hydrostatic
switch covers

Tvo: 6.5-in, diameter; one, 7.5-in.
from center of
upper hemisphere;
one, 17' in. from
center of lower
hemisphere
RESTFICTEL

Explosive
flooder cover

6.5 in diameter,

Securing lugs

Three; cne, 20 in.
from center of
upper hemisphere;
two 20 apart 12
in. from center
of lover hemssphere

23 in. from center
of upper hemisphere

°

Snag line
(Optional)

79 feet long, secured to center
of three-foot
length of wire
connecting two
switch horns.
When the mine is
so rigged, the
chemical horn
directly above
is blanked off.
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Chimicoo Nam (5)
CONTACT (4)

BAKELITE

Liar* Ey. (2)

SPRING CONTACT
(4)

iYpIeerre
Hydros- fon; 5cof Hwy

F1, 0041.,
COW

S PRING

DAS+" POT
ASSEMBLY

PiyolrooloIrc
Armin° SonYoh

Sortch Horn
Bail (3) -

DIAPHRAGM
SCREW PLUG

Gob4 tor Anlo-Swnso
SoqIch

Figure 40 - Hydrostatic Arming Switch for
UMB Mine

AN , Swesp

Tom bix Taking

plosive flooder will fire upon closure cf
the mooring safety switch. If the mine moors
correctly, (i.e., at a depth greater than
that set on the hydrostat) the switch chances
over tc the other contact, permanently breal ing the flooder circuit.
,

Figure 33 - UMB Mine

The hydrostatic c.rmin switch. figure IC ,
on the lover hemisphere is designedto oeen
or close the firing circuit whee the mine
rises above or descends below a depth of six
feet. A glycerine-filled dash-pot delays the
action of the switch fcr a period of ee
seconds. A screw plug, fitted tc the center
of the switch cover, is painted white when
the switch is rigged to operate as described
above. If the plug is painted red, however,
it indicates that the switch has been closed
during assembly, being held in that position
by a special extension arm added to the screw
plug. In this case, the switch will no: open
under any circumstances.
-

Operation. The mine takes depth by plummet.
The hydrostatic switch closes it six feet of
water (if red screw plug is fitted, switch is
permanently closed) and, if the mine moors at
a depth greater than that sit on the antishallow-plant hydrostatic switch, the flooder
circuit is broken. Dissolution cf a soluble
plug allows mooring tension tc pull out the
mooring spindle, closing the mooring safety
switch and tripping the booster-release lever,
and the mine is armed. A spring-loaded detent is usually fitted to lock the mooring
spindle out.

Figure 39 - UMB Mine Afloat

The hydrostatic scuttling switch on the
upper hemisphere is an anti-shallow-plant
hydrostat which controls a double-pole switch,
normally made to one of its contacts. The
hydrostat may be set to any one of four
derths: 0, 5, 10, or 15 meters.
If, upon
laying, the mine moors at a depth shallower
than that set on the hydrostat, the ex-

32

The mine has standard chemical or switchhorn firing. An additional firing method may
be incorporated by fitting a 'tombac" antisweep tubing to the mooring cable. Upward
movement of this tubing along the mooring
cable, such as might be caused by a sweep wire
contacting it, v 111 close a switch on the
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falkOsi Pk" Oidesaw

Figure 41 - Base Plate Type EMC II (Exterior)
tubing and fire the main charge. Mines fitted
with snag lines will not normally be fitted
with the "tombao" anti-sweep device nor the
locking detent on the mooring spindle.

Figure 42 - Base Plate Tyte UMA (Exterior

Mowing Spindle
Look

A£ Switch

The momring safety switch is designed to
disarm :".E mine by opening the firing circuit
upon release cf mooring tension except when
the deteht is fitted. The hydrostatic arming
switch Is also decirned to break the firing
circuit •If flted with a white screw plug.
BASF PLATE:.
All German moored contact mines are
spherical or have cases consisting of two
hemispheres ::oinet by a cylindrical midsection. The cases are cf mild steel, vary
in diameter from 26 inches to 46 inches, and
are loaded either with Le.st or bock-fitted
Nexantte. Chemical and switch horns are employed, either singly or in combination.
rtnes of this type usually depend on mooring tension for arming and disarming. these
Trocesses being controlled throurh the mooring spindle nn the base plate. General
characteristics are given below:
All base plates are fitted with straightshanY. mooring spindles which are withdrawn
by mooring tension against tension of a coil
spring mounted on the inside of the base
plate.
Withdrawal of the mooring spindle performs the following functions:

Mooring
Spindle
Delonato•
Strong Back
Detonator
Carrier

Figure 43 - Base Plate Type UME (Exterior)

spindle. The lever holds the booster in the
"Safe" position above the detonator until
the mooring spindle is withdrawn, at which
time the lever is tripped and the booster
is freed to drop over the detonator.

It trips the booster release lever.
It arms the self destroying mechanism.
It closes the mooring safety switch.

The self-destroying mechanism may be
either an electrochemical internal horn
(often referred to as the "eighth horn")
used in the Type EMC II base plate, or a

The booster release lever is mounted in
the booster tube and is connected, by means
of a mechanical linkage to the mooring
RESTRICT.
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Booster Tube

Boaster Release
Lever
Switch "daunting
Mooring Sate y
Switch

Mechanical
Linkage

Detonator
Contacts

Marmg
Buffer

SON Switch
AE Switch

Firurc 44 -

Figure 14 ,j; -

Pi k te Type EMC II (Inter!c . :

:late Type UMI, ( -Interior'

rotary, two-position switch used in the
Type Er.0 I cr UMA base plates.

the spindle makes the contacts, arming the
horn circuit. Retraction of Lte spindle
breaks the contacts, disarming the horn oil , -

The horn-type self-destroying mechanism
is mounted In a casting secured to the inside of the base plate by four bolts. Its
operation is controlled by a mechanical
linkage connected to the mooring, spindle.
Withdrawal of the spindle allows a cocking
pin to move the armed Position, and retraction of the spindle pivots the cocking pin
and releases a spring-loaded firing pin,
which shatters the electrolyte ampoule. The
electrolyte then runs into a battery, energizing it, producing a momentary current sufficient to fire the detonator and main charge,
if the self destroying mechanism is in the
firing circuit.

cuit

The switch-type self-destroying mechanism
is mounted on a bracket on the inner end of
the mooring spindle and is connected to the
base plate by a mechanical linkage. Withdrawal of the spindle carries a small pin
into position behind a cam. Retraction of
the spindle carries the cam back with the
Tin and closes the switch.
The various base plates use the following
types of mooring safety switches:
With Ease Plate Type EMC - a switch consisting cf four contacts, two of which are
mounted cn the mooring spindle and two on
the mooring spindle housing. Withdrawal of
74

With Base Plates TyTes EMC I and UMA - a
two-position rotary swItch mounted on a
bracket on the moorinc7 spindle and connected
to the base plate by a mechanical linkage.
Withdrawal of the mooring spindle closes the
switch, arming the horn circuit. Retraction
of the spindle opens the switcn, disarming
the horn circuit.
With Base Plate Type EMC II - a switch
consisting of two main parts: a cylindrical,
bakelite housing mounted on the base plate
and enclosing the inner end of the mooring
spindle; two bakelite-covered brass cylinders
mounted one above the other on the inner end
of the mooring spindle. The latter are
fitted with brass contact pieces, and the
former with spring-loaded contacts. Withdrawal of the spindle pulls down the two
cylinders with respect to the housing, so
that the contact pieces make their respective
contacts, arming the horn and self-destroying
mechanism circuits_ Retraction of the spindle
breaks the upper set of contacts, disarming
the horn circuit. The lower set is in the
SDM circuit and remains closed, being locked
by a spring-loaded detent.
With Base Plate Type UMB - a switch consisting of eight contacts, four of which are
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A- STRIKER SPRING
B- STRIKER GUIDE PIN
C - GLASS VIAL
- NEGATIVE CONTACT
E - STRIKER SPRING HOUSING
F - STRIKER RELEASE PAWL
0 - STRIKER
H • HORN BATTERY
I - POSITIVE CONTACT

Figure 4E - Base Plate Type UN? (Interior)
mounted on a cross-head on the mccrinr spindle
and four on the mooring-spindle housing.
Withdrawal of the spindle makes the contacts,
arming the horn circuit. Retraction of the
spindle breaks the contacts, disarming the
horn circuit. However, the mooring spindle
is designed to lock In the out position.
A detonator carrier is fitted in a well
located externally on the base plate beside
the moorinr spindle, and is held in place by
a strongback and a single setscrew. The
screw fits into a boss or the detonator
carrier and is secured by a t-pin which fits
Into ar., annular groove on the setscrew. Twa
sprint-loaded contacts are mounted on the
inside of the base plate, extending vertically,upward and then bending at an angle of
90 to enter the booster tube. These contacts make similar contacts on the detonator
carrier when it is inserted in the booster
tube.
A spindle which controls an internal,
two-position rotary switch is mounted at
either 90° or 135 from the detonator carrier.
A red arrow is stamped on its face to indicate the switch setting and the letters A
and E are stamped on the part of the base
plat. & adjoining. This switch is in the circuit of the SBM, except in base plate TyTe
UMB, where it is in the circuit of the
UMB, where it is in the circuit of the "tombac"
anti-sweep device. If the arrow points to
A (painted white), the switch is open and the
self-destroying mechanism or "tombac" is not

-

°

-

,

Figure V - E rtt?

in the circuit. :f the arrow points tc 1.
(painted red), the SDM or "tombac" is in
circuit and both shculd operate as desirned.
A soluble plug holder may be found aloneside the mooring spindle, secured by a strongback. A black, plastic disc, about a half
inch in diameter, Is fitted in the strongback.
Withdrawal of the mooring spindle upon dissolution of the soluble plug pushes this disc
out of the strongback. Note that the presence
or absence of this disc provides a positive
means of determining whether or not the mine
has ever armed.
In some cases, the following additional
base plate fittings may be found:
A gland for connecting a lower antenna
or "tombac" anti-sweep device
A slotted screw plug for applying a
circuit tester
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OORING
SAFETY
SWITCH

BOOSTER
RELEASE
LEVER

EIGHTH HORN (SDM)

DETONATOR
BASE PLATE

DETONATOR SET SCREW

MOORING SPINDLE HOUSING

SAFETY PIN

MOORING SPINDL F
Firurti 4f=,EL - Diapram crf Base Flate Type EMC II
PR

Switch Horn (3) & 2
Pocket Blanked
Ott
SDM
Switch

Bose Plate
Mooring,
Spindle

I

5

Ir 1 t Strongback
Setscrew/

Figure 45b - DiaPram of Base Tlate Type MA

ARMING SWITCH
CONTACTS
BASE PLATE

BOOSTER RELEASE LEVER
DETONATOR

A E SWITCH GEARS

A E SWITCH
DETONATOR SET SCREW —
CABLE FOR ANTI-SWEEP
SWITCH

MOORING SPINDLE
HOUSING
MOORING SPINDLE

Figure 4,0 - ..iagram of b:_,FA• Plate Tyre LTB
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2
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ICEY TC FIGURE 49a

1.

Elai I, II

2.

EMC

3. EMC II

Upper and lover antenna

k. EMC II

Tombac tubing

5.

EV:: 11

1 7-ver antenna

6.

EMC II Cork-floated upper antenna

,

7. EMC II - Lllain mooring

F1cLre bye - Oreratior.c1 Vinef and 5: weer ::bstructors
.
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tf)
cf

A

A

./4r:m.27

8

9

12

11

10

14

13

KEY TO FIGURE 49b
8.

1.T.7 77 - star 21ne en -

9.

FMB

10.

FMC

11.

Uhf

n.orrfn

]2. UMB Tombac tubing
27, 1. 1 YE - Chain mooring and mechanical
cutter

14.

Ut.Ti - Snag line, chain mooring, and
mechanical cutter

15.

UMB - Chain mooring and two cutters

-

16. BNC

Figure 49b - Operational Nines and Sweep Cbstructors ' 7ontintPe'
,
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17

I8

19

20

23

22

2I

YL) IL F1GUPE49c
1.

I - Pen

type

E:.13 13 - Float t;/pt;
-

1,.

II1 - Cup•la type

20.
1.

MA/};
0..A I - Sf_ricle chain
-

chain

24. Er7

Figure 49c - Crerational Mines anc: :;weer Cb2tructors (Continued)

F.LSTI;J.L.:_LL
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n

25

26

28

27

29 30 31 32

33

KEY TO FIGURE 49d
25. TMA
26. SMA
27. SMC
2P. LMY
29. EyylosLve ant.'.-sweep float C
Q. Exilosive ant'-sweep float D
31. Mechanical anti-sweep float
32.

1,r,

33. Et0
34. Eh i,1

Figure 49d - Operational Mines and Sweep Obstructors (Concluded)
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Wt. of
Designation

State of
Development

Fk C

Operational

LTe

Method of
Lgylnp

Method of
Firing

Moored

Aircraft

Le-Clanche

Case
Material

DimeLel:irhe
Diax, Ler±„&th

120

Steel

2b

44

ounce)

horn
Operational

Moored

Surface

Le-Clanche
horn

120

Steel

26

44

Operational

Moored

Surface
eubmarine

Chemical horn

330

Steel

34

46

EMB

Operational

Moored

S,irface
Aubmarine

Chemical horn

480

Steel

34

46

FY,C I

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

660

Steel

46

48

DiC II

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
lover and upper
antenna

660

Steel

46

Emc 11

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
and tambac tubing

550

to

Steel

46

4S

1111018

7:71:7371c
Tub

660

Eke II
Tfower Anterm7—

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
and lower antenna

5550 to

Steel

46

48

EMI: II

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
and antenna

630 to

Steel

46

48

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

550

Steel

4E

43

F.kC Il (SnagLine sal Chain
Moo/I1

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

550

Steel

46

48

liD I/II

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

330

Steel

40

40

ENG

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

660

Steel

46

4S

rig'

Development

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
and/or influence unit

b60

Steel

45

5:

7 Cork-Floated
-

660

Upper Aatenna)
LAC Il

gain Mooring)

Figure 50 - Contact Eines - Table of rata (continued on next age
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Total Wt,
Remarks

(with anchor)
1430

Developed by SVI for use by the Luftwaffe. Is only SPE mine in which booster and detonator
are married prior to laying.

1430

Same as BMC/S but for laying by 1.-boat.

2000

A World War I mine which existed in two models, one for laying by surface craft and the other

by special vertical-ahaft U-boats. Stocks of the surface-laid model which remained on hand
in 1939 were laid during World • ELI II.
-

2200

Same as EMA except for weight of charge.

2375

This was the etandard contact mine, and It was in very wide use in the various forms listed.

2400

Differs from Model I by use of upper and lower antenna and improvements to base plate.

2500

Tombac tubing added to mooring cable to provide protection against submarines
as anti -sweep device.

2400

This was first type of ,isIWC mine to Which II III (80-day clock) scuttling clock was fitted.

24D0

Developed to defend against ehallow-draft vessels such as PT-boats.

2500

Utilizes 18-foot length of 16-am chain as anti-swesi device.

2500

Developed to defend against shallow-draft vessels.

2100

Developed at same time as EF.0 but intended for use againet surface craft only. Consequently
it had no lower horns. I. similar in all other respects to EMC except for size.

26ir

A constant-depth assembly designed to protect against shallow-draft vessels. Uses WC
ease, float, and special ballast weight.

Unknown

This mine was first attempt

7479,49(1-47---1

411C,

to act

to develop a moored mine radically different from the EMC.
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FirintE

Wt, of
:81
( p ounds)

Came
Materiel

Diaz.

Method of

Method of

Laying

Designation

Stage of
Development

NHS I

Operational

Drifting

Surface or
submarine

Switch horn

30

Steel

15

75

SKS II

Operational

Drifting

Surface or
submarine

Switch horn

30

Steel

15

30

EMS III

Operational

Drifting

Surface or
submarine

Switch horn

30

Steal

15

40

EMU

Development

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
andfor influence unit

220

Steel

440

45

MA

Abandoned

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

22

Steel

23

25

7141

Opt: r:-.t Lanai

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

30

Steel

26

29

/MC

Operational

Moored

surface

Chemical horn

88

Steel

30

33

Chemical horn

165

Concrete

47

47

or 44

DimenFione
Lengtn

IRA

Operational

Ground

Surface

OkA 1

Operational

Surface

Surface

Chemical horn

66

Steel

42

41

OkA/K

Operational

Surface

Surface

Chemical horn

66

Steel

42

41

OkA II

Abandoned

OKA III

Abandoned

OKA IV

Development

UMA

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
& switch horn

b6

Steel

29

29

1710 (Tombac Tubing)

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
& switch horn

88

Steel

33

33

UMS(Chain

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn

88

Steel

33

33

LAG (Snag-Line,
Chain & Cutter)

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
a switch horn

88

Steel

33

33

UMIE (Chain &
Two Cutters).

Operational

Moored

Surface

Chemical horn
6 switch horn

88

Steel

33

33

--

A switch horn

&

MineF - Table of Lata (conc2uded)
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Total Wt.
(with anchor)
100

Remark.
Utilises a flotation chamber made to resemble a periscope.
Same as Model I but a camouflaged float used in place of °periscope'.

60

Same as Model I but plexi -glass float used in place of "periscope'.

Unknown

Smaller model of INI,

Unknown

Developed about 1920 for use In Baltic; abandoned in favor of PMR.

600

Primarily intended for use in shallow waters of Baltic. Uses preset-type anchor.

920

Similar to FMC except for size. Utilizes normal plummet-type anchor.

2200

Intended to defend against landing 'barges.

2360

Only mine specially designed for watching on surface.

2360

Same as OK• I except for type of mooring used.
Intended to be same ae OkA I but with a mechanical disarming device added.
Intended to be same as Oka 1 but with electrical disarming device added.
• special assembly for use it depths up to 925 ft., utilizing the Oka I
and a specially designed float.

case

and ZM0 anchor

1800

Manufacture of this mine was halted prior to 19t'0, the UXB being considered more suitable.
Stocks on hand were laid during World War II. Used preset-type anchor.

1400

Replaced URA. Uses normal plummet-type anchor.

1400

Differs only in type of mooring used.
•

14D0

Snag line Added to defend against shallow-draft vessel..

1400

One cutter mounted high and one deep.

Chapter 5
AIRCRAFT MINES-SVE

' The LMA mine is known to have been used
with the following units:

TAT LM MINES
The German Luft Minen (LM) mine series consisted of five different types of sea mines.
These types were designated LMA, LMB, LMC,
LMT, and LMT. There was no mine designated
LMF. All these mines were influence mines
designed primarily for laying from aircraft
with large parachutes. LMA and LMB were
ground mines. LMC, LME, and LMF were moored.

1. E-BIY.
2. M 1 (SE-BIX)

3. M 3
The following units, although not definitely known to have been used in LMA, could
have been used:

The LMA Mine. The LMA mine was developed
between
and 1934, and was the first
German aircraft-laid mine. Because of its
relatively small (for ground mines) weight
of charge, it was not used as extensively
during the war as its larger counterpart,
the LMB. Manufacture was discontinued early
in the war, and existing stocks were used up.
The LMA mine existed in three models, representing progressive development. Originally
the mine was known as LMA, but, as the German nomenclature became more systematized,
the earlier two models were considered LMA 1
and LMA 11, and the most recent development
was designated LMA 11]. These models were
nearly identical, the differences lying primarily in methods of manufacture, small improvements designed to strengthen the mine
case, and modification of the parachute
assembly.
The LMA mine could be modified easily to
be suitable for surface-craft laying, in
which case the modified assembly was designated LMA/E.

Booster
Release
Mechanism

1. M lr
2. M ls
3. M 4
4. A 1
5. A 4

7.

MA 1r,MA lar
MA 2, MA 7

8. AT 1, AT 2
9. DM 1

Description of case:

and t!.;.-ret.".
Material

A:umin um,(1:2L-:)

Liam.5ter
L,ngth
rasr
Farachutr
housing
Tail door
Parachute cap
Charge

ft.-1'.7 in.
IT...-1/2 in
7

--l/7 'n.

t'

hexanite

Bomb Fuze
Suspension Lug

Hydrostatic Clock
Figure 51 - LMA Mine

46

6. MA 1, M.A. la,
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PARACHUTE RELE ASE
LATCH

PARACHUTE CAP

TAIL DOOR

PARACHUTE LUG

INSPECTION HOLE
COVER

INSPECT ION HOLE
COVER

UNIT COMPARTMENT

LATCH RELEASE –
LANYARD

FIRING UNIT

SAFETY PLUG ---------

MK. IQ PSE –

CONDUIT

UNIT COMPARTMENTENRICHED MIXTURE

HYDROSTATIC CLOCK
BATTERY

SUSPENSION LUG

CONDUIT

FILLING HOLE
MAIN CHARGE—

FILLING HOLE

Figure 52 - LMB III Mine - Crone Section
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9

6

8

Figure 53 - LMB/S Mine
Parachute release 1/2 in. diameter on
top center line,
latch
22 in. from after end

icscriptl= of Extvrnal Fittings
Suepcnsf.on lug

Farachute lug

Booster rElease
mechanism

On top center line,
2 1, In. abaft the
nos

Ejecting plungers Six, 1/2 in.diameter
equally spaced on
after end

Inside parachute
housing, on center
of tail door
4 in. diameter, 27C 2
from top center line
1 - -1/2 in abaft the
nose, secured by
keep ring

Hydrostatic clock 6 in. diameter,120 °
from top center line,
1P-1/2 in. abaft the
nose, secured by
keep ring
Detonator
plate

COVE]

Bomb fuze

! in. diameter,270 °
from top center line,
20-1/2 in. abaft the
nose, secured by
keep ring

Filling-hole
covers

Three, 6-in. diameter,
one in center of nose;
two, 135 and 225 o
respectively from top
center line, 19 in.
abaft the nose, each
secured by four screw
Two, 7 in. by 9 in.
on top center line
and 180° from top
center line respectively, 12-1/2 in.
from after end; each
secured by four screws

Inspection-hole
covers

48

4-1/2 in. diameter,
900 from top center
line, 1r.,-1/2 in.
abaft the nose, secured by keep ring

The LMB Mine. The LMB mine was developed
during the same period as LMA (1929-1934)
and vas ready for use with the E-BIK by the
end of 1938. It was modified in 1940 to
suit the mounting of the M 3 unit. Th , Tml
was nearly identical to LMA, but carries a
larger charge, and the mine case was accordingly longer. Otherwise, except for very
small differences, LMA and LMB were identical in method of laying, operational use,and
the firing units which could be fitted. LMB
was used extensively, perhaps more than any
other German influence mine.
The LMB mine existed in four models, representing progressive development. Originally the mine was known as LMB, but, as in
the case of LMA, the earlier two models
were considered LMB I and LMB II when the
nomenclature was systematized, and later
developments were designated LMB III and
LMB IV. LMB I, LMB II, and LMB
were
nearly identical, the differences, as in
LMA, lying primarily in methods of manufacture, small improvements designed to
strengthen the mine case, and modification
of the parachute assembly. LMB TV was a
further im,1:_fication of LMB 311 in which
the cylindrical part of the mine case, excluding the unit compartment, vas made of
plasticized pressed paper (press-stoff).
The hemispherical nose of the mine was
made of a type of bakelite. This development was brought about partially because of
requirement of a non-metallic mine case for
use vith the experimental "Wellenaonde"
unit, and partially because of a shortage
of aluminum. Some LMB IV cases were captured in which the whole cylindrical section of the mine case was made of pressed
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Figure 54 - 1MB/S Mine - Plastic, with D 1 Unit

Length

paper. It does not aplear, however, that
these were used operationally, and there is
some indication that they were not watertight at the joints.

Over-all
Case
Tail door
Parachute
housing
Parachute cap

9 ft.9-1/2 in.
5 ft.8-1/2 in.
19 in.
2 ft.11-1/2 in.

Any model of the U' mine could be modified easily for surface-craft laying, in
which case the modified assembly was
designated LMB/S.

Charge

7{Ov.1 lb.cast
haxanite

The LMB mine was known to have been used
with the following units;

Total weight
in air

2175 lb.

2. M 1(5E-SIX)

5. MA 1,MA la
6. MA 2

3. M 3
4. A.1,A 1-st

8. DM 1

1. F-BIE

Description of External fittings
Susrension lug

7. AT 1,AT 2

M
M
M
A

lr
is
4
4,A 4-et

nose

5. MA 1r,MA lar
6. MA

3

Parachute lug

Ins:de parachute
housing, on center
of tail door

Booster release
mechanism

4 1n.diameter,270 0
from top center line,

3 ft.8 in. abaft the

7. AMT 2

nose, secured by keep
ring
Hydrostatic

Description of Case

clock
Shape

On top center line,

3 ft.5 in.abaft the

The following units, although not definitely known to have been used in Lam, could
have been used:
1.
2.
3.
4.

13-1/2 in.

Cylindricaltvith
hemispherical nose

6 in.diameter,180 °
from top center line,
4 ft.abaft the nose,
secured by keep ring

and tapered tail
Material

Detonator cover
plate

Aluminum (KSS) or

line, 3 ft.8 in.
abaft the nose, secured by four screws

press-stoff
Diameter

4-1/2 in.diameter,
900 from top center

26 in.
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EMERGENCY LANYARD IN PLANE

6 BOMB FUZES (348)

2

CARRYING LUG

7

PARACHUTE HOUSING

3 SAFETY FORK

8

PARACHUTE CAP

4 SAFETY WIRE

9 STATIC LINE
10

5 BOMB FUZE LANYARDS

EMERGENCY LANYARD

Figure 55 - LMB Mine and Launching Gear on Aircraft
Bomb fuze

in.diameter,270 0
from top center line,
4 ft.1 in. abaft the
nose, secured by keep
ring

Filling-hole
covers

Four, 6 in.diameter:
one in center of
nose: one 180° from
tor. center line, 2 ft.
1) in. abaft the
nose: two 17. 0 and
22!. ° respectively
from top center lint,
4 ft. 1 in.abaft the
nose,each secured by
four screws

Inspection-hole
covers

Two, 7 in. x 9 in: one
on top center line,
21 in. from other
end; one 180° from top
center line,21 in.from
other end; each secured
by four lock-screws

Parachute release 1/2 in.diameter, on
top center line, 2 ft.
latch
2 in.from after end
Ejecting plungers Six, 1/2 in.diameter,
equally spaced on
after end
In some cases this mine had been fitted
with an additional clockwork bomb fuze to
reduce the posSibility of a mine's being
found unexploded on land. The additional
bomb fuze mounted in place of the booster

c r,

release mechanism, and the booster vas
permanently housed over the detonator. The
bomb fuze was mounted in an adapter tube
which was screwed into the pocket in place
of the booster release mechanism and spring.
The remaining space was filled with booster
pellets and wooden blocks.
Operation. When the mine was dropped, two
lanyaras were pulled, performing the following arming functions:
One lanyard released the parachute-cap
latch, and the cap then served as a pilot
chute. When the main chute was fully
streamed, the cap fell away.
removed
The second lanyard, a split
the bomb-fuze safety pin and the booster release-mechanism safety fork. Removal of the
safety pin allowed the bomb-fuze to arm after
a short safety interval controlled by clockwork. Removal of the safety fork allowed the
booster to house over the detonator.
Upon impact with any surface, the bombfuze clockwork started again and, after a
17-second delay, the bomb-fuze fired the mine
unless it had reached a depth of 15 feet or
more. Upon reaching this depth, the bombfuze was again rendered passive and would or
would not become active again if the mine was
raised, depending on the fuze fitted.
Dissolution of a soluble plug (may not be
fitted) allowed water pressure to depress
the clock spindle at a depth of 15 feet,
starting the clock. The clock ran off its
delay setting, and the firing unit began its
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Figure 56 - 4 DV Experimental Dome for LMB Mine
arming cycle. Dissolution of a soluble plug
released the parachute.
In some cases, the mine had been rigged as
a shallow-water depth bomb by replacing the
hydrostatic clock with a hydrostatic switch
which operated at a depth o! 50 feet and by
plugging the bomb-fuze so that it could not
be rendered passive by hydrostatic pressure.
No self-disarming devices were fitted.
One type of experimental tail door utilizing four pressure units in combination
with the M l unit was designated 4 DM. This
is shown in figure 56.

The LMC Mine. This was an experimental
developmenT started in 1933. It was a moored
mine designated to be laid from "verticalshaft" aircraft (He 59) which were, however,
discontinued. Accordingly, the development
of the LMC mine was discontinued, and the
information gained was directed to the development of the LICE. It was intended to have
the same general shape as the LMB mine, with
a total weight of approximately 2200 pounds,
and a charge weight of approximately 660
pounds. Information on the firing device
used is conflicting. According to one report, influence units were used; according to
another, chemical horns were used.
The LMD Mine. This was the first attempt to
develop an aircraft-laid, moored, influence
mine. The mine was developed for laying by
multi-purpose aircraft. LMD had a total
weight of approximately 1430 pounds and a
charge weight of approximately 550 pounds.
Development of LMD was stopped in 1937, and
the information directed to development of LM.1..

Figure 57 - LMB Mine with D 1 Unit

LM - ZUS Z (34) B Bomb Fuze for LMB. The
primary function of the fuze is to explode
the mine as a delayed-action bomb if the
mine does not reach a sufficient depth of
water to depress the hydrostat before the
clockwork completes its firing run-off.
The fuse which is a modification of the
German (34) A n bomb fuze is 4-1/16 inches
long. The fuze body is of aluminum divided
into four parte:
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Gain& adapter

G

To which the gaine
is threaded

The four sections are secured together by
' three cheese-headed screws. The additional
length of the fuze permits the insertion cf
only two picric-acid booster pellets, onE
annular and one solid.
Water-Entry System. The water-entry system consists of a channel drilled transversely through the fuze head with two offset holes drilled at 90 degrees to it. (See
Figure 59). The upper entry hole allows
water to enter the channel from under the
hydrostatic-valve cover plate, and the lower
entry hole allows the water to pass from the
channel into the hydrostat chamber. The
inche
lover hole is displaced about
from the upper hole.

.

K

A BOOSTER
B DETONATOR
C SPRING
D SUB BOOSTER
E ENRICHED MIXTURE
F MAIN CHARGE
G BOOSTER RELEASE MECHANISM
H SAFETY FORK
BOMB FUZE
CONDUIT
K DETONATOR COVER PLATE
L DETONATOR COVER BUNG
-

Figure 58 - Detonator-Booster Assembly for
LMB Mine
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Head

Contains the hydrostat and clockwork
release pin

Clock housing

Encases the clockwork

Clock mounting

Contains firing mechanism and is the base
to which clockwork is
fastened

Hydrostat Assembly. The upper section of
the fuze contains the hydrostat assembly,
which consists of a steel plate with three
holes, a bellows, a spring, a plunger, and a
retaining plug which screws into the fuze
head, locking the whole assembly in place. The
steel plate is secured to the fuze head by a •
small screw. This plate acts as a screen.

The open end of the bellows rests against
the retaining plug and has a,rutter ring seal
around its flange to make a watertight
w
joint.
The spring is between the guide plug and the
closed end of the bellows, so that hydrostatic
pressure has to compress the bellows and
spring as the plunger is depressed. The
operating depth of the hydrostat is fifteen
feet.

Clockwork and Firing Assembly. The principle of operation is the same as in the (3k) A+
although there are slight modifications. There
is no selection of an "e" or "b" setting. The
pin in the small nautilis-shaped cam is a
fixed-position pin. The fuze will act as an
anti-recovery device upon withdrawal from
water.

Operation. Movement of the firing lever
is controlled by an arrangement of cams operated by a clockwork.
The clock run-off is divided into two
periods:
A seven-second period to arm after the
mine leaves the aircraft allows time for 'the
parachute to open without danger that the
parachute jerk will fire the fuze.
A 19-second period starts at impact with
water or land. At the end of the 19 seconds,
the mine will be detonated by the fuze unless
it has reached a depth sufficient to operate
the hydrostat. In the latter case, the hydrostat piston will ha•° been depressed far
enough to prevent movement of the firing
lever when it is released by the clockworkcontrolled cam.
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COVER PLUG FOR
CLOCKWORK
RELEASE PIN

SAFETY PLUNGER
RECESS ------

A
WATER ENTRY HOLE

THREADED PROJECTION

THREADED SAME AS
34 A FUZE

RECESS FOR HYDROSTATIC
VALVE COVER PLATE

LOCATING PIN
VIEW OF TOP WITH THREEPENNY BIT
AND SCREW REMOVED

VALVE COVER PLATE

SCREEN PLATE
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: r14 ,%•%,
,L111 NM ‘‘.,\

UPPER WATER

HYDROSTATIC SPRING

ENTRY HOLE

PLUNGER CAP

WATER CHANNEL

RUBBER RING GASKET
HYDROSTATIC SYLPHON
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GUIDE PLUG
HYDROSTATIC PLUNGER
SECT ION AT A

^

—

A

Figure 59 - Im - ZUS Z (34) B Bomb Fuse for LMB
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Figure 60 - Parachute - Canopy Type

Figure 61 - Parachute - Lattice Barber Pole
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Figure 62 - Parachute - Parallel Lattice

Parachutes for the LMA and 3JM12- Mines.
Canopy Type for LMA and LME. This parachute closely resembles the standard type
aviator's parachute.
The LMA type has 24 shrouds 16 feet long.
The LMB type has 28 shrouds 18 feet 6 inches long.
The parachute is opened Immediately upon
release from the plane. The tail cap on the
parachute housing acts as a pilot chute for
the main assembly. The static line releases
a slide and roller attachment, alloying
spring-loaded plungers in the main housing
to eject the cap forcefully. Attached directly to the plungers is an emergency lanyard for use In case the mechanism does not
function normally.

Lattice and Barber-Pole Type. These parachutes differ from the canopy type in that
the canopy vh!ch catches the air and slows
the mine's descent is not solid but is composed of a lattice work design. The various
lattice work strips may run parallel to the
edge of the parachute (parallel type) or
may be set in a manner similar to the stripes
on a barber pole. The latter type causes
the mine to spin during descent, thereby
permitting greater accuracy in laying.
These two types of parachutes were used
only with the LMB mine.
The lattice type has 32 shrouds 2f- feet
lonr.
The barber-pole type has 16 shrouds 15
feet long.
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Tb! 7,20.1 Min+. Th , LMT min ,
was startt-d witn the aid of th•_ exptr_ , n-gain;d in work on the L•(' 'and
ments. LMF was the first and cn:_
opr rational aircraft-laid, moor , d,
mine. A2though it was laic orer-..tion%:2
from aircraft, most were laid by sl-r:'ace
craft. The 11.T mine could be modified ca:fly
to be ruitshle for st,rTane-cr4ft
In
which case the modIfied azsert:y w%:• de:-.11-nated IMF/Z.
The LMF mine was known to have been used
with the following firing units:
1.
2.

N.
1 .1
.

The following units, although not definitely known to have been used in LMT, could have
been used:
1.
2.

M
A7

Description of Case

Figure E3

LMF Mine Afloat

Shape

Cylindrical, with
hemispherical
and tapered, finned
tail

Material

Aluminum(F77)

Eiameter

2E in.

Length
_n
- ft.
Over-all
in.
Forward section 7 ft.
ft.2 in.
After section
2 ft.7 In.
After buoyancy
chamber
Charge

El0 lb.cast hexanit;

Eescription of Fxternal Fittings
Hydrostatic clock. E in.diameter on
nose, 11 in. from
center, secured ty
ke:p ring

Figure 64 - LmF/S Mine

Detonator cover
plate

u in.diameter,270 0
from top center line,
2 ft.5 in.from after
end, screwed to case

Booster release
mechanism

in.diamettc
from top center line,
2 ft. 24 in.from after
end, secured by keep
ring

Anchor-securing
lugs

Three, ]20° apart,
8 in. from center of
nose

Mooring eye

On nose, 8 in. from
center

Suspension lug

18n ° from top center
line, 10 in. abaft
the nose

443

UNIT

Figure 65 - LMF Mine, Showing M 3 Unit
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Figure 66
Joining flange

-

Diagram of LMF pine

ft.c in. abaft the

nose, fitted with,
evenly spactd stud
hol-s: covered by two

sections of semicirclar sheathing, 2 i.n.
wide

Anchor-p , ''
ing lgs

4, n-

Three, 10c°, IC ap ,
and 34= 0 respectively
from top center of
nose

Ballast weights

Eix: one on end of
each fin; one near
end of each lower fin

Fins

225:
Four; 140
and ;15 6 from top center line, at after end;
2 ft.f in.long, 10 in.
vide

Operation. Wh i n the mine is dropped, a
safety fork Is removed from the booster release mechanism, allowing the booster to
house over the detonator. As the mine separates from Its anchor, a pin is withdrawn
from the hydrostatLc clock. The mine then
takes depth b; a loose-bight hydrostat system
Water pressure depresses the clock
spindle at a depth of 1 feet, starting the
clock. The clock runs off its delay period,
and the firinr unit begins its testing cycle.
No self-disarming devices arc fitted.
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TRT nle.: MINI

Base plate

This min: was developed for the Navy by
the Luftwaffe in l=, :J 7 -19. 1.L. Its prototyp , s,
the BMA and Phi.', were abandoned because of
difficulties with the anchor, balance in
flight. an, streamlining. These difficulties
we:• ov , :comf, and the BMC in its final form
inc11:0.t a seven-da• Belay rising clock. It
is a r: r d. contact, Li Clanche cell horn
min., laic t.5 aircraft or surface craft for
(nslv , cr defensive use in maximum depth

wat•: 3f .,;(7, against surface craft.
r,criptin of Cat:
TW3 hemispheres,

joined by a 22—in.
cylindrical mid-section

phcrt, flush
secured by If belts:

fitted with mo•r-n:
levir and
curinr
Horn-r•lcase disc 2-7/- in.diam , t-r,
2 7 '' :r.. abov• center of cov-,r plat.
Pooste: cover
Oval-shaped, on c 1
irr4ricel
platt .
2-l/- in. from anch:.rsecurinc T-cured by .et ter. w
Filling-role—1/4 in.diamettr on
cover
lave r hemist'n.r4.
in. !r=2.7_
ter securec la: ;, four
bolts
-

:

,

Vatrriul

Stec],

1- ianter

2t in.

Lenc th

4 in.Disc

rharg..

27- Ih. cast h-xantt•

-

12-in.diameter, in
center of lover hemi:-

Horn Release
Cover Plate

Horn (4)

Ttrcri7t:on of 7xtern_l Fittings
T.our, eaually spaced

around upptr. heriapher, 12 fn. from
center

Cover plate

:.-in.diameter, in

center of upper hemisphere, flush typ,
secured by

8 bolts
Booster Tube
Cover Plate
Recess

Anchor Securing

Flange

Base Plate

— Mooring Eye

Mooring Spindle

Figure 68

Figure 67 - BMC Mine Afloat

5E
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Horn Release
Rod Extension

Horn Release Disc
Set Screws (4)

Cover Plate
Horns (4)

Clonche Cell

Arming Switch
Contacts (2)

Horn Release
Rod

Dessicators (2)

Booster Tube
Cover Plote
Detonator B
Booster Assembly
Anchor Securing
Flonge

Filling Hole
Cover
Release Rod Lever

Base Plate
Mooring Levers (2)
Mooring Shackle

Anchor Securing
Boss

Figure 69
TA7pRil L-1

-

BMC Mine
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Figure 71 - BMC/S Mine
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balloon. The BM 1000 I, BM 1000 II, BM 20 )n
H, BM 1000 M, and Wasserballoon were used
operationally during World War II.
,

.__ . •

• .
.

-/-.:
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v. ' .0

-

A 7.7

ij

,

-

C

DEPTH
SETTNG
DEVICE

_ \\..„

....

-.

----

CABLE
DRUM

',-- BRAKE

Figure 70 - BMC Anchor
Operation. The mine takes depth by a hydrostat. Mooring tension pulls out the mooring
spindle against spring tension on the inside
of the base plate. Withdrawal of the mooring
spindle forces a catch upward, thereby actuating a horn-release rod which extends through
the longitudinal axis of the case to the cover
plate. Movement of this rod forces the horn release disc upward, allowing the horns to
snap our and lock in the "out" position, and
closes the arming switch on the wiring panel.
The mine is now armed.
.

The German Luftwaffe undertook the development of aircraft-laid mines early In
The developments and experfments were separate from those undertaken by the Navy Mine
Experimental Command; however, each agenc;
was cognizant of the other activities, and
some mines consisted of variaticns of th.
original BM 1000 model,(AlliPd designation,
GO) ExCept the BM 1000 T, BM 0C, BM
Winterballoon, and Wasserbalicon.
mines are of
Basically all the BM
the same construction, except for minor
modifications such as unit housings, sizs of
lifting lugs, and tall doors. The min CASE
for all BM 1000 mince consists of four separate parts welded together: the nose piece,
ogive, cylindrical case, and tail pie:E. The
nose piece is made of pressed steel, and the
other three parts are made of non-magn,tic,
le% manganese steel.

BM 1000 I. The BM 1000 1 was the origins:
model of the BM 1000 mine series and was
developed in 19»0. Its characteristics are
as follows:
Description of Case
Shape

Cylindrical, with
ogival nose and tiuncated cone dome on
tail; fitted with
break-off tall section; possibly fitted
with false nose

Material

Manganese steel

Length of case

64 in.

Diameter

2C in.

weight of charge

1,500 lb.

Total weight

1,920 lb.

Max. effective
distance

115 ft.

Min. effective
distance

17

When a horn is bent, the brass tube at the
base of the horn breaks, allowing sea water
to enter a Le Clanche cell under the horn,
energizing it and producing a current sufficient to fire the detonator.
The only self-disarming device is the arming switch, which is designed to disarm the
mine by opening the firing circuit upon release of mooring tension.
THE BM MINE SERIES

The German Bombe-Minen (BM) mine series
Consisted of fifteen types of influence
mines all of which were designed for aircraft laying. These fifteen types were designated BM 1000 I, BM 1000 II, BM 1000 C, BM
1000 F, BM 1000 N, BM 1000 J-I, BM 1000 J-II,
BM 1000 J-III, BM 1000 L, BM 1000 M, BM 1000
T, BM 500, BM 250, Winterballoon, and Wasser60
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RHEMETALL
BOMB FUZE

Rheinmetaii
Bomb Fuze
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LUFTWAFFE

MASTER SWITCH

Master Switch
Magnetic Unit

DETONATOR
COVER NUT

Figure 72 - BM 1000 I/II Mine with M 102 Unit

Figure

7'

-

BM 1000 I/II Mine with A 105 Unit

Description of External Fittings
Rheinmetall bomb
fuze

suspension lug

-RHEINME T ALL

3 in. diameter, on
top center line 4 ft.
2-1/2 in. abaft the
nose

'BOMB FUZE

{CABLE

RHE INMETAI_L FUZE

On to center line,
.

3 f t. C. in. abaft the
nose
Dropping heights depend on: speed of the
plane., depth of water, and whether or not
the mine is fitted with a "Bugspiegle" or
parachute.
Without either a "Bugspiegle" or a parachute, the BM 1000 I can be dropped from
heights of Z2'=- to 6,500 feet in depths of
water from 17 to 115 feet at speeds up to
285 m.p.h.
With a "Bugspiegle" it can be dropped
from heights of 32' to 23,000 feet In depths
of water from 17 to 115 feet at speeds up to
285 m.p.h.
With a parachute(LS 1 or LS 3) it can be
dropped from heights of 325 to 23,000 feet
in depths of water from 17 to 115 feet at
speeds up to 285 m.p.h with the LS 1, and up
to 400 m.p.h with the LS 3.
Operation. When the mine is dropped, the
Rhelnmetall fuze condenser receives a charge
and a split lanyard attached to the false
nose is pulled, thereby igniting the two
small-delay detonators on the charge case.
After a short delay, the delay detonators
fire, driving the securing rod forward and
thereby removing the small nose cap from the
forward end of the false nose. Air travel
then forces the petals outward and they fall
away. Upon impact with a surface, the Rhein-

Figure 74 - BM 1000 I Mine with AD 104 Unit
metall bomb fuze operates as follows:
If the rate of deceleration is 20-200g,
as in the case of Impact with a soft surface
such as water or loose earth, the trembler
switches close, firing the igniters in the
master switch. If the mine does not reach
a depth of 2i feet within 90 seconds, it will
fire as a dela:ied-action bomb. If the mine
does reach the proper depth within the ap-
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Figure 75a

-

BM 1000 R Mine with MA 101 and By 3

Figure 75b - BM 1000 I/II Mine with AD 104 and BV 3

Figure 76a - BM 1000 M Mine with MA 102 and BV 2

Figure 76b - BM 1000 J-II Mine with JDA 102/103 and BV 2
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the circuit and starts its arming cycle.
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longer than the BM 1000 1.
Description

If the rate of deceleration is greater
than 200g, as in the case of impact with a
hard surface such as concrete or rock, the
mine fires as an instantaneous bomb. No
self-disarming devices are fitted.
the same as
the BM 1000 7, except for the unit-housing
holding studs. These have been strengthened
to withstand the shock of impact when the
mine is dropped without a parachute.
BM 1000 II. The BM 1000 II

BM loor C. The BM 1000 C was fabricated
of ryna:, a resin-treazed pressed paper, and
produced in experimental Quantity only. It
was under development and had not been used
operationally. It was fitted for conventional-type BM 1000 units and accessories.

Length

64 in.

Diameter

2E in.

Weicht of
charge

1,-fl lb

Total weight

7,05C•

BM 1000 J. The BM 1000 J series was designed for use with induction mine-firing
units. They are the same as the BR 1000 M,
except for the addition of coil rods and case
material. The ogive and tail sections of the
"J" series are made of steel, and the cylindrical section is made on non-magnetic, 18%
manganese steel.

The BM 1000 j mints differ in the followinE manner:

Description
Length

69 in.

Diameter

26 in.

Material

Dyne:.

Weight of charge

1,500 lb.

Total weight

1,750 lb.

BM 1000 J-I has an 11-1b. nickel coil rod
with copper vindinE.
BM 1000 '-II hAs a ?-1/2-1b. nickel cell
rod with aluminum winding.
BM 1000 J-III has a coil rod similar to
the one used with the BM 1000 J-II, but with
a winding of higher resistance.

BM 1000 H. The BM 1000 H was developed in
194 7, for the MA 101 and MA 102 Mine units;
which required a larger unit opening than the
BM 1000 I. The- holding studs for the unit
and the unit protective covering are arranged
differently, and the mine case is slightly

The BM ar .' j-I and I/ were designed for
the .:DA 105 mine unit, and the BM 1007 j-711
was designed for the F. 102 min( unit. None
of these mines vas used operationally in '
World War II.
,-

•
Figure 77a - BM 1000 J-I Mine with JDA 101 and BV 2

Figure 77b - BM 1000 M Mine with ADJ 101 and BV 2
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SECTION A - A

Figure 78 - BM 1000 C Mine - Cross Section

ANCHOR

BUOYANCY
CHAMBER

UNIT

ANCHOR RELEASE
Figure 79 - BM 1000 T Mine - Cross Section
BM 1000 M. The BM 100c m is the sa.m.
the PM 1000 7, except for two minor modifications.

A conduit runs from the fuze pocket to
the nose, which holds the leads from the
electric firing of the "Bugspiegle" releasing
squibs.
The suspension lug is 1-1/P in. lower.
BM 1000 T. The CM 1 0 0' T war Pn attempt
at making an aircraft-laid, moored mine with
the same dropping characteristics as other
mines of the BM 7000 series. It was designed
to be fitted with an A 107 unit. Developm ,, nt
SyatCe. In the fall of 1t12
on the mane
and abandoned in 1C4 because the dropping
test results were unsatisfactory

Diameter of eft:,e

=- in.

Weight of ch•rC•
WeiLnt of anc ,-,ot

•

Total weight of
assembly

2,.20 lb.

Length of moorink;

1-:?r ft.

Diameter of moor- 1/4 in.
ing cable
Fcrmissiblf droppine heights. Without a
parachute it can be dropped from heights of
to 1,00C feet in depths of water from
ICO to 130 feet at speeds up to 220 m.p.h.

DescriptJon
Length of case

122 in.

Length of anchor

20-1/2 in.

-With an LS 3 parachute it can be dropped
from heights of 165 to 1,60 feet in depths
of water from 100 to 130 feet at speeds up
to 220 m.p.h.
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UNIT COMPARTMENT
ELA2 TYPE FUZE

BOOSTER

' Figure 80

-

BM 250 Mine - Cross Section

Pr 7c;7. The BM 50C mine is a modilied CC
5.0 tart designed to be fitted with the DA
.

mine units. This mint was In the Early
developmental stage, and no specimens were
avaf:able. No tests had been made to determine
droppine heights, bet it
Was bell.vcd that with an LP 3 parachute it
co%;:d have been d•cpped from a height of
to 550 m.p.h in
7,70C feet at speeds of
derths of water at least SC fe_t.
riscription
length of case

="r in.

riameter of case

le

Weight of charge

6(0 lt.

in.

fore release fr:ar the plane: this is accomplished tt:. a "Bueverleiduaa" (streamlined
false nose ). This false nose is released
from the mine assembly prier to the release
of the mine from the plane.
The two tpes of Bugspiegles dif er in the
type cf mater's: used In their construction.
ThE BE 1 Is made of presser' paper, and ti e
BS 2 is constructed of rynal, a resin-treat-e
pressed paper. These two types dif;e: in tl.t
manner in which their ruleasin t saulbs are
fired. The squibs in F: 2 are fired electr:cally by the bomb fuze, and the suits of
BV
are fLr,e mtoLani:fl:, b j a lan : avd
attach d tr the ple.n•.
.

,

2 and 2. The fitting is L. cylindrical,
lam:,ei7 6.77Ter setion, PC inches long and
2t Inches in diameter, open at its alter era'
and drilled With a hole through the loneltudinal axis of the forward end. This hale
receives a securing rod, the after entl'o!
which is secu7ed to a threat:id
-n
charge cast.
.

BY 2!:(7. The BM 250 mine is a modified SC
25: F 76171b designed to be fitted with the
11;, I 22,7, and L 177 mint units.
I
—

-

Description
Length

L2 in.

riamete•

1c in.

Weight of charge

2(5 lb.

Total weight

550 lb.

Burverkleidung B% 2 and F. 7 . A steel
ogiva2 section,
inches lcne and of inches
in diameter consists of six
ipetal-shaped pieces held together at their
forward and after ends respectively by a
smell nose- cap end a steel ring. One petal
is drilled with a 1 inch hole to allow passage of an arming wire to two small-delk..
detonators on the charge case. This section
is secured to the plast:r aftrbady by six
screws. The securing rod, which also passes
through the longitudinal axis of this section,
secures at its forward end to the small nose
cap and serves to attach both the forward
section and the afterbody to the charge case.

Permissible dropping heights. With the
tail assembly but without a guide pare chute, It can be drop;ad from heights of
72= to 2,EO0 feet in depths of water from
IC to 50 feet at speeds up to 220 m.p.h.
3, it can be
With guide parachute
dropped from heights ol 7,25 to-2,600 feet
in depths of water from 10 to 50 feet at
speeds up to 400 m.p.h.

BUGSPIFGLIZ
The Bugspiegle is a flat-nosed,cylindrical cardboard fitting used on the nose of
BM 1000 mine to break up the streamlining
and decrease the speed of the mine in descent.
The mine must be streamlinad in transit be-

Operation. The Bugspiegle is assembled
as shown in figures 75a and 7=11) and Is held
in place by a screw in the nose of tht BM
1000 mine. The BV 2 and F: 7 consist of
several petals which are held in place by
the rod shown in the figures. Upon release
of the mine from the plane, the squibs of
the BV are fired, releasing the holding rod,
and the petals that make up the B' fall off,
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FaiENMETALL

TAIL SECuriiHG
BRACKE - S

DOME TYRE
SM 7

ACCESS 4 0.ES
(B) TC SEC ,JRax.
BOLTS

Figure Bl - BM 1000 Mine with SH 8 and 9
leaving only thr BUUTiaglf.
The Bugspiegle was abandoned because no
appr.ciable increase- in dropping height
cos.16 b. ottain.L!. T}. maximum height from
which a BP 1CWC. co,2d be dropped with a Bug-•
spiegl., was
feet.

Figure 82 - BM 1000 Mine with SH

FrF7TZHA: 7B1..:
Zchutzhaubes are protective covers for
unite of the BM series mines. They are
bolted on over the mine units to protect them
from shock due to impact. The design of the
covers dif:ered according to the types of
units used in the BM 1000 mines.
EH 1 nnd
Type - a truncated cone, rounded at its
after end and fitted with a flange at its
forward end. It is 2( inches in diameter at
the flange, 20 inches in maximum diameter on*
the conical section, and lE inches long. It
is secured to th, charge case by 10 studs.
Magnetic needle. acoustic, or acoustic-pressure units ma, be fitted.
.

c

and 1..

Type - a truncated cone with a cylindrical
base, rounded at Its after end and fitted
with a flange at its forward end. It is 26
inches in diameter at the flange, 29 inches
in maximum diameter on the conical section,
and 19 inches long. It is secured to the
charge case by 10 studs. Ten equally-spaced
drogue-securing 1);g:: are fitted around the
after end of the dome and a metal ring, 8 inches in diameter, is welded to this end.
Magnetic needle, acoustic, or acoustic-pressure units may be fitted.
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T o e - hemisphere, 26 inches in diameter,
fitted with eight holes, -5-17 Inches in diameter, around its periphery. These holes
give access to the Eight studs which secure
the dome to the charge case. It is fitted
with eight equally-spaced brlckets for securing the tai: section. Only magneticacoustic units may be fitted.

SH 11.
Type - a truncated cone with a cylindrical base, rounded at its after end and fitted
with a flange at its forward end. It is 2t:
inches in diameter at the flange, 19 inches
in maximum diameter on the conical section,
and 19 inches long. It is secured to the
charge case by 10 studs. Magnetic needle,
acoustic, or acoustic-pressure units may be
fitted.
LEITWERKE (LW)
Leitwerkes are resin-treated, pressed
paper, aerodynamic tails utilized with the
BM 1000 mines except when the SH 8 and 9 are
used in which case the LS 3 parachute is depended on to maintain ballistic stability.
They consist of a truncated cone fitted with
four radial fins enclosed in a shroud ring
secured to the domes of the mines by rivets.
These tails break off upon impact.

AIRCRAFT MINES—LUFTWAFFE

SH 1/2/6

SH II

SH 3

SH 4

SH 5

SH 7

SH 8/9
Figure 83 - Schutzhaubes
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M 101/103
MA 101/102

JDA 101 104

•

AD 104

AJD 101
Figure 84

-

BM 1000 Mine Unit Housings
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0
LW2

LW6

LW 14

LW 17
Figure 85 - Leitverkes
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AIRCRAFT MINES

—

LUFTWAFFE

Figure 87 - LS 1 on Plane in Flight

LS 1. The LS 1 is a small pack parachute

BM 1000 PARACHUTES

fit Fa into the after end of the LW 17. The
-

The Luftwaffe experimented considerably
with mine parachutes to improve ballistic
stability and accuracy, and to increase the
dropping heights of mines and laying speeds
of planes. Most of the experimentation was
carried on at the Forschungsanstalt Graf
Zeppelin in Stuttgart-Rust. Finally, after
much experimentation, three types of small
parachutes were developed and accepted for
use with the BM 1000 mines. These three
types were known as the LS 2, LS 3, and LFS08. The LS 1 and LS 3 were used operationally. The LFF-08 vas ready for operational use.

—

parachute (30 in.diam.) is made from loosely
woven, reinforced rayon. It is camouflaged
with 12 green, woven, rayon shrouds approximately five feet long. It is packed in a
light brown, cloth pack which fi)s loosely
in the tail section of the mine and is secured to the shroud ring with four steel
vire leaders by four clamps. The 12 shroud
lines are, in turn, secured to the four vire
leaders, 'and the static line Is secured to
the plane.

RESTRICTED
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Figure 88 - Fitting LS 1 to LW

Figure 89 - LS 3 on E! 1000 Mine
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Figure 90 - LE S 08 Parachute
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Figure 91 - LS 3 on Plane in Flight

LS 3. The LS 3 is a small parachute used
on ITF Bm 1000 mines with the SH 7,E and 9
and without the LW. The parachute (40 in.
dian.) is made from loosely woven reinforced
rayon. It is green, with 10 white, woven
rayon shrouds approximately eight feet long.
It is packed in a reinforced brown canvas bag
12 inches in diameter. The 10 shrouds are
attached to the shroud lugs of the SH, and
the 20-foot static line is flemished atop
the pack and partially covered by four canvas petal flaps. The loose end of the static
lime is attached to a lug on the plane.
-

LFS-08. The mine parachute (32 in.diam.)
is mace from loosely woven, reinforced rayon.

It is colored green with 20 white, woven,
rayon shrouds approximately seven feet long.
The parachute housing is a truncated oglve
(22 In.base diem., 1•-1/2 in.top
11-1/2 in.height), the bottom half of which
is constructed of cast steel and the top
half of wood. The parachute and shrouds
are contained within a cavity, 3-1/2 inches
deep, in the top of the housing and covered
with blimp cloth, which is torn apart to
release the parachute when the mine is dropped. The parachute was housed on an experimental-type SH, and the 10-foot static line
was faked on top of the pack. This parachute was still under development at the
end of the var.
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n

LS I IN
FLIGHT

LS 3 IN
FLIGHT
Figure 92 - Parachutes in Flight
!RES TF. I CTED

LFS-08
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SPECIAL ACCESSORIES. USED WITS BM 1000
Rheinmetall Bomb Fuze - Type 157/:;'. While
the mine is being carried by the laing aircraft, the two spring-loaded charging plungers are depressed. As the mine is release:
and starts to drop, a potential of 1E0 v::ta
is applied to the plungers, which act as a
positive terminal, the fuze body being the
negative terminal. When the mine clears the
plane, the plungers spring up and arm the
fuze firing circuit.
The fuze has two functions, as follows:
1. If the mine strikes a hard surface pro
during a deceleration of over 200g, an Inertia bolt switch closes, firing the Instantaneous detonator.
2. If the mine strikes a surface producing a deceleration of between 2C and 2C0g,
one or both of two vibrating "trembler"
switches closes, discharging the condenser
through an electric tgniter in the master
switch.
Master Switch. The master switch is a positive-locking, single-pole, single-throw type,
the body of which contains two spring-loaded
contact plungers which bear against a contact block inside the firing device. Each of
these plungers in turn Is connected to an
additional spring-loaded contact plunger

Wire Leod

Figure 9, - Diaphragm Microphone

DEPRESS TO CHARGE

RED LEAD

RED LEAD

DET

S i AXIAL TREMBLER SWITCH
S t VERTICAL TREMBLER SWITCH
S 3 INERTIA BOLT SWITCH
W 10,0 0 0.n_

C, 0.65 MICROFARADS
C E 0.65 MICROFARADS
C a 30 . 0 MICROFARADS

Figure 94 - Rheinmetall Fuze Circuit
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BM 1000 MASTER SWITCH

IGNITERS
THERM, TE CHARGE
----COMBUST I BLE
MATERIAL

SPRING
CONTACT
LOCK PIN
SPRING

CONTACT BRIDGE
CONTACT

CONTACT

PLUNGERS

Figure 95

-

1000 Master Switch

which bears against an insulated portion of
th' contact bridF,- plunger.
When the Rheinmetal] fuze discharges
thrz.g on or both of the switch igniters,
a :hermit cartridge ignitcs. This in turn
* b1= material inside the
ignites con
switch, and the resultinE heat melts a plastic plug which holds the contact bridge open.
tpring tension then forces the contact bridge
th: mclten plug, thereby bridgplunge:
ing the two side contact plungers and closing
Ea switch in the firing circuit. A springloaded detcnt holds the contact bridge plunger ip the closed position.
,

,,,,

P

.

•• inCa.• Er, Co , .
▪
Sa.DE•
C- .E•C• ;0•- ENE Ih.DC•5
5,, , C•••
E 5...G

F E....5 :DADE: SfrAD..E.

•••••D CO••E• 5.0
0.4a C040•AD'S
trES.I.A•
OD.EAD
51W D , -

Figure 96 - Fuse Delco Switch
,

Fuse Delay Zwitch (Figure 96). This switch
is an e lectrically-operaed delay type used
in conjunction with delay bomb firing and period delay mechanism operation in this mine.
It consists of a small cylindrical shell, D,
mounted in a fuze clip, L, on an insulating
board, I. A circuit is made from H to Y.
through the spring copper strip, G, down the
spring-loaded spindle, F, which is held in
place by the adhesive action of a soft solder
-

76

plug, B. The circuit continues 'from the spindle into the heater coil, A, and out through
the shell, D. At the end of a heating period
predetermined by the basic switch design, the
solder melts and spring, E, forces spindl,s,
F, to the left, thus breaking the circuit
from H to K and making a circuit from H to
J through the conducting strip, G.

RESTFICTED

Chapter 7
SUBMARINE-LAID NINE:

HE SA MMES
(5}.. n mine series
The German Schac:
consisted of three !yre, SKA, SE7., and EF.C.
The EMI-, was the only mine of this series
that vas used operationally.
-

The Sh Min.:. The SF moored, influence
ri•ine series vas designed for laying by the
Type vii-r and X-B submarines. These submarines vere fitted with special shafts to
The design
accomodate this "ty pe of mincf the SMB was ).x.dartaken in 19:7 et lov
priority. This mere was prima.rily intended
for use In American vaters. The S•C was completed in 1944 and was ready for operational
use prior to the end of World War II.
-

Possible Units
1.
.

M 7, A 7
V 4, ;E 1

Figure

- BMA Mine Afloat
•

COVER PLATE
r.

LIFTING EYE-__

— M3 UNIT

80 DAY CLOCK
-!4-1
SCUTTLING CHARGE

CHARGE

--SECURNG LUG

-

Figure 98 - SKA Nine - Cross Sect.lon
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Positioning
lugs

Two fin-shaped, 180°
apart on cylindrical
mid-section

Operation. The mine took depth by a loosebight hydrostat system. Mooring tension
pulled out the mooring spindle, tripped the
booster-release lever, and released the locking balls from the clock-starting spindle.
Water pressure depressed the clock spindle at
a depth of 15 feet, starting the clock. The
clock ran off its delay period, and the unit
started its testing cycle,
The only self-disarming device was the 80day clock which was designed to scuttle the
mine if the clock stopped at any time prior
to completion of its set period or upon completion of its set period. •

The SMB Mine. In 1937 the SMB mine was in
development at low priority for use in depths
of 6,750 to 10,000 feet. It was designed to
use a large steel case, and it was to employ
a new-type anchor to be designed. The SME ,
mine case was of the same diameter as the
SMA, but was approximately double the length.
It was to be laid by the same type submarine
as the SKA mine.
The SMC Mine. The SMC was identical to
the SMA, except for a few m:,difications to
the anchor. These consisted of the removal
of the anchor doughnot and the substitution
of a 60-day clock to obtain delay in rising.

Figure 99 - SMA Mine with Anchor

TEE TM MINES
Description of Case
Shape

Two hemispheres,
joined by a 5-in.
cylindrical midsection.

Material

Aluminum (ESS)

Diameter

4E in.

Length

56 in.

Charge

750 lb. block-fitted
hexanite

Description of External Fittings
Cover plate

15-in. diem., in center
of upper hemisphere,
flush type, secured
by 18 bolts

Base plate

15-in. diam., in center
of lower hemisphere,
lap-fitted, secured by
16 studs; fitted with
straight-shank mooring
spindle and detonator
strongback

Lifting eyes

Two, 180 0 apart on
upper hemisphere,
24-1/2 in. from center

Anchor-securing lugs

Three, annular-sl.ared,
]:, 1° arart on lower
herispher(-, 29-1/ in,
from center.

The German Torpedo Minen (TM) mine series
consisted of four types of influence mines,
all of which could be laid from the torpedo
tubes of submarines. These four types were
designated TMA, TMB, TMC, and MTA. Each
type was used operationally during World War
II.
The Germans commenced the development of
the TM mine series in about 1928, when the
design of the TMA was begun. While the TMA
was in development, the TMB I, TMB II, and
TMC I were also under development. As a
result of this early start, the TMB and TMC
cases, using the M 1 unit, were ready for
operational use at the outbreak of the war.
The TMA case was ready at the same time, but
its magnetic unit, the M 2, was not ready
until 1940. The other mines of this series,
which were all late developments, were the
TMB III, T?. (S), TMB (mit Auftriebskorper),
with flotation chambers," TMC II and MTA.
All of these mines were used operationally
during the var.

The TMA I Mine. This mine was the only
moored mine of tfie series. Prior to the completion of the M 2 magnetic unit, a contact
pistol was designed for the mine. This pistol was a pendulum type styled after the
Russian 1906 pistol used in the Russian mines
M 12, M 26, and PLT. The evidence as to
whether this pistol was used operationally is
conflicting, the prisoners of war interrogated
having voiced different opinions on the subject. Since no documents were available, a

F,ES:FItlEt
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Figure 100 - TMA Mine with Anchor, Ready for Laying

LATCH

BOWDEN WIRE
CHANNEL

MOORING EYE

ANCHOR SECURING
LUG

FINS
Figure 101 - TMA 1 Mine

Figure 102 - TMA Mine - Crose Section
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UNIT COMPARTMENT

SAFETY BAR

STABILIZING FINS
Figure 103 - TMB (5) Mine
definite answer to this question cannot be
given.

Joining flange 5 ft. 6 in. abaft the
nose, covered by two
sections of semicircular sheathing, 2 in.
vide

The M 2 magnetic unit which was designed
for the TMA proved unsatisfactory. Consequently, only a small quantity of TMA mines
were laid. Toward the close of the var, the
M 3 was adapted for use with this mine, so
that existing stocks could be utilized.

Fins

Description of Case
Shape

Cylindrical, with
hemispherical nose and
tapered, finned tail

Material

Aluminum (KSS)

Diameter

21 in.

Length

9 ft. 3-1/2 in.

Charge

475 lb. cast hexanite

so

No self-disarming devices are fitted.

Bowden vire
channel

180 ° from top center
line, extends full
length of case

Positioning
lugs

Five, on nose, 30 0 ,
120 ° , 210 ° , 270 0 , and
300° respectively from
top center line; 7 in.
from center

Securing lugs

Two. on nose, 90 and
,).70 respectively from
top center line; 7 in.
from center

Safety latch

°

Operation. When the mine is launched, the
safety latch springs out, pulling the hoyden
vire. This unlocks the spindle of a hydrostatic clock. Water pressure depresses the
clock spindle at a depth of 15 feet, starting
the clock. The clock spindle, once depressed,
is locked in. The clock runs off its delay
setting, alloying the detonator to house in
the booster, and the firing unit begins its
arming cycle.

External Fittings

Mechanism
plate

°

Four, 0 , 90°, 180 ,
and 270 ° from top center line, at after end;
2 ft. 4 in. long, 9 in.
vide

0

The TMB Mine. There are five models of
this mine, TMB I, TMB II, TMB III, TMB (5)
and TMB (mit Aufstriebskorper). These cases
differ from each other as follovs:

°

11 in. diam., on nose,
secured by 15 studs;
covered by fairing,
16 in. diam., which is
out avay to permit
access to the mooring
eye and securing lugs
On lover fin, in line
with bovden vire channel, spring-loaded,
controls bovden vire
RESTFICTED

Description of Case
THE I-II Te III TMB(S)
Material

KSS

Weight (lb.)1,625

KSS

KSS

1,475 1,600

Main charge
(lb.)

1,230

925 1,230

Length (overall)

92 in.

92 in. 103 in.

Shape

Cylindrical, with hemispherical ends. Deflecting fin on tail
door.

SUBMARINE•LAID MINES

Booster Release Mechanism
Hydrostatic Clock
Positioning
Safety Bar
Lug

80-Day Clock
Cover Plate

Ficure 104 - TMB Mine
Description

of

External Fittings

Positioning
lug

On top center line,
7 ft. 9-1/2 in. abaft
the nose

Bydrostatic
clock

6-in. diam., on top
center line, 5 ft. 61/2 in. abaft the nose,
secured by keep ring

the mines from the compressed-air discharge
type torpedo tubes used by the Germans. The
T?' (mit Aufstriebskorper) utilizes either
the TMB II or the TMB III mine case with
buoyancy floats bolted to each end. It was
designed for demolition of enemy bridges,
docks, etc.; and was laid by specially
trained swimmers.
These mine cases were fitted with the following mine influence units:

Booster-”eiessF. 4-in. diam., on top
mechanis- center line, 4 ft. 5 in.
abaft the nose, secured
by keep ring
60-day-clock
cover plate

Detonator
cover plate

8-in. diam., on top
center line, 3 ft. 2 in.
abaft the nose, secured
by keep ring

°

4-3/4-in. diam., 180
from top center line,
4 ft. 6-1/2 in. abaft
the nose, secured by
keep ring

Filling holes

Tvo: one, 5-in. diam.,
threaded to nose; one,
6-in. diam., 90° from
top center line, 4 ft.
6-1/2 in. abaft the
nose; secured by four
screws

Safety-bar
clamp

On top center line at
after end

AT 5
The TMB (mit Aufstriebskorper) employed
only a delay clock for firing, although influence units could be fitted if desired.
Operation. When the mine is launched, a
spring-loaded safety bar is released from the
top center line of the case, thereby unlocking the hylrostatic clock and booster-release
mechanism. Water pressure depresses the clock
spindle and operates the booster-release mechanism, respectively, at a depth of 15 feet,
starting the clock and allowing the booster
to house over the detonator. The clock runs
off its delay setting, and the firing unit
begins its arming cycle.
The only self-disarming device is the
80-day clock, which may be fitted to sterilize the mine at the end of its set period
by shorting out the battery.

The TMB I differs from the TMB II only in
the method of constructing and securing the
unit compartment. Whereas in the TMB I the
unit compartment as cast aluminum (KSS) bolted into position, the compartment in the TMB
II v.s all welded. The TMB III had a larger
unit compartment than the MB II, which accounts for the differences in weight. The
TED: II and TMB III may be identified externally by the annular rabbet on the after end
of each case. The widths of these rabbets
are 3-1/2 in. and 11-1/4 in. respectively.
Their purpose is to facilitate expulsion of

The TMC Mine. This mine was an enlarged
TMB which was designed to meet the request
of German field commands for a torpedo mine
with a greater target area than the TMB. It
existed in two models, TMC I and TMC II. The
only differences between the two models was
the size of the unit compartment, the weight
of the charge and the total weight of the
mine. The external appearance of the case
is the same.

RESTRICTED
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Figure 105 - TMC I Mine
Description
TMC I

TMC II

(Larger unit
compartment)

Total weight
lb.

2,450

2,200

Charge - lb.

2,050

1,760

Neg. buoyancy
lb.

860

700 (600

when DM 1
used)

Length

134 in.

Units fitted

M 1, A 2,
DM 1,
A 2st, AT 3 MA 2/3

134 in.

Operation. When the mine is launched, a
spring-loaded safety bar is released from the
top center line of the case, thereby unlocking the hydrostatic clock and booster-release
mechanism. Water pressure depresses the clod:
spindle and operates the booster-release
mechanism, respectively, at a depth of 15
feet, starting the clock and allowing the
booster to house over the detonator. The
clock rune off its delay setting and the
firing unit begins its arming cycle.
The only self-disarming device is the 80-

clock, which may be fitted to sterilize
the mine at the end of its set period by
shorting out the battery.

day

Figure 106 - TMA Mine Afloat

bow

Figure 107 - TMB Mine - Cross Section
22
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CONTROLLED MINES

TE2 KMB MINE
The KMB is a very simple controlled mine
made of wood and concrete. It can be used as
a normal controlled mine for firing by observation, as a magnetically monitored mine using
the M 1 unit for night control, or as a combination of the tvo. It was designed early
in 1944 to be used against landing craft and
to be controlled from an observation point on
shore.
Characteristics of the mine are as follows:
Height

31 in.

Diameter

41 in.

Weight of
charge

220 or 440 lb. of cast
hexanite

Total weight
of mine

1,760 or 1,980 lb.

Safety disLance

165 to 260 ft.

Maximum effective
depth

100 ft.

Minimum effective
depth

Unlimited

Method of
laying

By crane from deck
of surface vessel with
no way on

The RM mines were ground-influence and/or
controlled types used defensively in harbors,
harbor entrances and rivers. The BMA and
RMB were the earliest influence-mine cases
designed for a magnetic unit by the German
Navy. Their design was undertaken simultaneously with the M 1 mine unit In approximately 1923. Several thousand were manufactured until production on this type mine was
stopped in 1938 in favor of the LM mine series.
At the outbreak of war, a number of these
mines were laid by surface craft as ground
magnetic mines. Their use as controlled
mines came later in the var as the stratecic
picture changed.
Other mines Or the series vere var developments to protect Germany's extended coastline.
magnetic
These also were designed for the M
firing unit for use as a surface-laid, macnetic ground mine. No evidence of the existence of a German moored controlled mine was
found.

THE RMA MINE. The RMA and its float are
shown in figure 109. The purpose of the

STEADYING
FLOAT

THE RE MINES
The German Regulare Minen (RM) mine series
consisted of six types, RMA, RMB, RKC, RK•,
EME, and RME. The RMC and RM• were completed
but were never used operationally.

UNIT
COMPARTMENT

CONCRETE
BODY
Figure 109 - RMA Mine

Figure 108 - KMB Mine
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Figure 110 - RNA Mine - Cross Section
float was to assure proper planting of the
mine by slowing its descent and caesing the
mine to plant in an upright position. The
float incorporated a valve of novel desi,7.r.
which allowed water to fill and sink it
after the mine reached the bottom and tension
on the float cable was released.

Description of External Fittinns
Cover plate

18-3/ 4 -In. dia7., on
top center cf case.

flush type, secured
by 15 screws
Drozue eye

Screed Into center cf

cover plate
The REA mine could operate in any onv 0:
the following ways:
1.

Normal control mine for-firing by
observation

2.

Normal ground-magnetic mine with the
M 1 unit

3.

Magnetically monitored by the M 1 unit
for night control

4.

Remote arming from an observation post
by a cable through which the M 1 unit
is rendered active at any desired time

S4

6-In. diem., 4 In.
frog drogue eye, secured by keep ring

Instection
plop

1-in. diem.. 12 In.
frog. center of cover
plate, screwed Into
case

Launching
buffers

Two pairs on bottom edge
of hemisphere, 180° apart.
The buffers In each pair
are 12 in. arart.

Booster cover 4-1/4-In. diem. screwed
rlate
into bottom center cf
case

Description of Case
Shape

Hydrostat_c
clock

Hemispherical; supported by four-wheeled
truck

The REF' !::ne
Description

Diameter

50 in.

Height

39 in.

Charge

1,750 lb. block-fitted
hexanite
RESTRICTED

Shape

Hemispherical: supported
by four-wheeled truck

Di ameter

36 in.

Height

20 in.

CONTROLLED MINES

EXPLOSIVE
CONTAINER
BOOST ER
HOUSING

UNIT
COMPARTM ENT
LAUNCHING
WHEELS

BASE

Figure 111 - rimr Mine
Charge

1000 lb. block-fitted
hexanite

Cperatlon

The ROT mine was a smaller version cf the
RMA. Its operation and method of employment
were the same as for the FKA.
The RMC Mine. The RMC mine was in turn,
a smaller version than the RNB. Although
completed, it was never used operationally,
and the small number of mine cases on hand
were used for experimental purposes only.
RN Mines Used as Influence Mines. When the
mine was launched, water pressure operated
the booster-release mechanism and, at a depth
of 15 feet, depressed the clock spindle.
starting the clock. The clock ran off Its
delay setting, and the firing unit began its
arming cycle.
No self-disarming devices were fitted.
RN Mines Used as Controlled Mines. A firing cable was led into the case through a
stuffing box which replaced the clock pocket
in the influence-fired model of each mine.
The cable used was a four-conductor type with
the two black and two white wires twisted together to make a double-conductor cable.
The two conductors were attached to two
upper terminals on the mine terminal board,
and the detonator leads, to the corresponding
lover terminals. Two detonators and boosters
were sometimes used, in which case the detonators were wired in parallel. A galvanized
cable connector was used to stop the firing
cable to a drogue eye on the cover plate.

1.

Mine was armed manually prior to launching.

2.

Mine Was fired electrically by an
observer.
To self-disarming devices were fitted.

The RNI: Mine. The RMI, figure 111, was designed for use as a controlled and/or ILfluence firing mine. Its construction bezan
at the end of 19414 and continued until March,
l9h5. During this period only five shells
were completed, none of whict were shipped
from the plant.
Shortly before the end of the war in
Europe, several improved models were completed
and sect to SVK in Kiel for enperimentaticn.
This mine was not used operationally. It was
designed for use with all the units fitted in
the UM mine. Section A of the mine housed
the detonator, booster, and main charge; section B housed the firing unit. The outer end
of section B was covered by an
type AA2
or type 4DM-1 tall door.
The mine assembly is semi-cylindrical
with flattened sides, and consists of three
main parts:

RESTRICTED

1. Base plate with launching wheels made
of concrete
2.

Charge container with booster made of
sheet aluminum
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Fipure 112 - RMD Mine - First Model
Unit compartment of aluminum housed
in a pressed paper section
Dimensions
Ease

50 in. x 32 in. concrete
in. thick at center

CharFe and
un!t. assembl•

4C in. x 20 in.

Charge

"50 lb. cast hexanite

The RME Vine. The RME was a small influence- G round mine designed for use in rivers
and lakes. It was cuboidal, made of pressed
paper reinforced with aluminum stripe and
loaded with cast hexanite.

Figure 113 RME Mine
controlled coastal waters, bet!: as an influence mine, and as a controlled min.e. It
could operate in any of the four ways that
the RMA operated.

Description
Trre of firinE
unit

V. 1

Weight of
charEp

33 lb. (approx.)

Total we!Eht

286 lb.

He:r.ht

20 in.

Width

19 in.

Length'

17 in.

Minimum depth

10 ft.

Maximum depth

30 ft.

Safety distance!

130 ft

Description of Case

Cuboidal; supported by
a four-wheeled truck

Material

Wood

Length

3 ft. 5 in.

Width

3 ft. 2 in.

Reicht

3 ft. 10 in.

Charge

2,000 lb. cast hexanite

Description of External Fittings

-

Case material

Shape

Cover plate

13-3/4-in.
flush type on side
of case, secured by
1° screws

Drogue eye

Screwed to center of

Wood or Prestoff

The RME Vine. The RMR mine was a ground
influence and/or controlled mine. It was
started in 1935 and completed shortly thereafter. It was intended to replace influence
ground mines in the event of a metal shortage.
This mine vac used extensively in all German
RESTRICTED

cover plate: consists
of eye bolt, housinc,
and space for soluble
Nut'

CONTROLLED MINES
Stuffing Box

Charge

Onhonotcy
Enriched Mixture

Figure 114 - RME Mine - Sectional View
Booster cover
plate

3-in. diam..,
num, in center of side
of case opposite cover
plate

iiydrostatic
clock

6-in. diam., 4 in. from
drogue eye, secured by
keep ring

RME Used as an Influence Mine. When the
mine is launched, it le oriented by a canvas
drogue during descent. Water pressure operates the booster-release mechanism and, at
a depth of 15 feet, depresses the clock
spindle, starting the clock. The clock runs
off its delay setting, and the firing unit
begins its arming cycle.

ing box which replaced the clock pocket in
the influence-fired model cf each mine. The
cable used was a four-conductor type with
the tvc black and two white conductors twisted together, making the cable a double-conductor type.
The two conductors were attached tc two
upper terminals on the mine terminal board,
and the detonator leads, to the corresponding lower terminals. Tvo detonators and
boosters vere sometimes used, in which case
the detonators were wired in parallel. A
galvanized cable connector was used to !tot
the firing cable to a drogue eye on the cover
plate.

No self-disarming devices were fitted.
RME Used an a Controlled Mine. A firing
cable was led into the case through a stuff-

RESTRICTED

Operation
1. Mine was armed manually prior to
launching.
2.

No self-disarming devices are fitted.
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Designetion

Stage of
Deco---eat

Type

hethod of
ISTIEL

Possible
Units

Wt. of
Charge

Case
Material

Dimensions
Dian. Eength

BMA 1

Operational

Ground

Aircraft

J 1

1..•25 lb.

steel

26"

69"

Be..A 11

Operational

Ground

Aircraft or
surface

J 1

1,425

Steel

26

69

B► A III

Aband:ned

Ground

Aircraft or
surface

J 1

1.1.25

Steel

26

69

BA 10C.-: I

Operational

Ground

Aircraft

A 101-A 104
M 103-A 105
A 107-AL 104

1,500

Manganese
steel

26

64

BM 1000 II

Operational

Ground

Aircraft

h 101-A 104

1,500

kanganese
steel

26

64

M 103-1 105
• 107-AD 104

BY 10:C F

Com:leted but
not used operationally

Ground

Aircraft

5 101

600

Manganese
steel

26

64

BA 1000 1

Idea stage only

Drifting

Aircraft

A

107

669

Manganese
steel

26

64

B1,lni.. E

Operational

Ground

Aircraft

MA
Al
DA
DA
AA

104-DA 132
102-DA 142
102-DA 152
112-DA 162
106-KA 105
An 1L1-PLA 106

1,500

hangnneee
steel

26

64

BM 10: : it

Operational

Groun2

Aircraft

► A 101-DA 132
MA 102-DA 1 4 2
DA 102-DA 152
DA 112-DA 162

1,500

► angamese
steel

26

66

,

AA

106-ge 105

Al: 101- 0A 106
BM lOCK j I

Conpleted but
not used operat locally

Ground

Aircraft

JDA 105

1,500

Steel

26

66

EX 1000 J II

Completed but
not used operationally

Ground

Aircraft

JDA 105

1,500

Steel

26

66

BM 1000 J 111 Completed but
not used operationally

Ground

Aircraft

AJ 102

1,500

Steel

26

66

Moored

Aircraft

A 107

860

Steel

26

122

Drifting Aircraft

17 B Pure
pre-set

b60

Steel

26

64

Early development

Ground

Aircraft

DA 102 Series

660

Steel

18

57

BM 250Early deyelopment

Ground

Aircraft

D 103 Series

265

Steel

15

42

Wasserball000 Operational

Drifting Aircraft

5 102, 6 103

88

Steel

15

41

BA 1000 T

Abandoned

Winterballoon Completed but
not used operationally
BM 500

F,Igure 115 - TErle

38

RE5TRIC7.1.1

influt-nce

TABLE OF INFLUENCE MINES

Depths
Max.

Total Wt.
in Air

Bomb

2,200 lb.

120

Abandoned In early stages of war after a few had been

Bomb

2,200

120

Abandoned in early stages of war after a few had been laid.

Bomb

2,200

120

Abandoned in developmental stage.

Bomb

1,920

157/3
56

80-hr.

24

120

Earliest of the Luftwaffele bomb-mine series.

Bomb

1,920

151/3
56

80-hr,

24

120

Identical to BM 1000 I except that unit housing studs were
altered to provide greater strength.

Bomb

1,200

17 A

72 hr.

2

6

Identical to BM 1000 I except that a transferee channel with
water flap and housing for S 101 unit were added.

Bomb

1,080

5

10

It was contemplated that this mine would utilize a BM 1000
mine case with • special dome and float.

Bomb

1 , 950

80 hr.

24

120

Rime as BA 1000 I except that unit port enlarged to permit
housing of larger sized unite.

Bomb

ET.;

157/3

Type
Clock

Case
Min.

Shape

-

56

Remark.

Bomb

1,950

157/3
56

80-hr.

24

120

Same as Big 1000 11 except for height of suspension lug and
conduit leading fron fume rocket to nose.

Bomb

1,950

157/3
56

80-hr.

24

120

first Luftwaffe induction mine.
core and copper winding

Bomb

1,950

157/3
56

80-hr.

24

120

Same as BM 1000 .7 I except for amount of El and substitution
of AL winding: for CU.

Bomb

1,950

157/3
50

80-hr.

24

120

Coil same as that of BM 1000 J 11 but with winding of higher
resistance.

Bomb

2,420

157/3
56

80-hr.

Bomb

1,200

Bomb

1,100

56

lever progressed beyond experimentation.

Bomb

550

56

In experiment for use in rivers.

Bomb

550

72-hr.

Used one coil rod with nickel

First attempt to develop a Luftwaffe moored bomb-nine.

5

10

Designed as an anti-power plant mine for use in the winter
time. It uses • modified BM 1000 L case fitted with AL
anti-ricochet plate for penetrating ice as well as a rubber
bag and 002 bottle in the tail to allow it to float under ice.

Intended for use against

river bridge..

(Continued on Text TaFe)
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Designation

Stage of
Development

all
Moored

Method of
1.4ying
Surface

Possible
Units
M

3,

A

7, M k

it. of
ZI.Tr7t;

Case
7a7t-erial

piser_s:ont
Liar. Lengtm

750

50

EMI

Operational

MB

Abandoned

Moored

Surface

Acouetic

753

Steel

45

50

gitl

Abandoned

Moored

Surface

induction

Unknown

Steel

46

46i

11/11

Development

Moored

Surface

A 7, AE 1

660

Steel

145

50

22C..

Steel

40

65

1,760

1(SS

45

56

22:1 or
6-+C

Concrete
and wood

42

32

Al 1

XMl:

Development

Moored

Surface

A 7, Ai 1

HMS

ComTleted but
not used opera-

Ground

Submarine

X 1, A 2
MA 2/3

AT 3

clonally
YHA

Operational

Ground

Surface

M 1

LKA :/11/III

Operational

Ground

Aircraft

X 1, M lr, M is
MM
4,
4, A 1,
A 4, MA 1/2/3,
MA la/Ir/lar,
AT 1/2, AMT 2,
DM 1

660

li.SS

26

gli

,

L•A'S

Operational

Ground

Surface

Same as LMA I

660

ESS

26

52

RILL

Head; for
operetion

Ground

Aircraft

Same as LOA I

660

Freese!
paper

26

52

1.}G I/11/III

Operational

Ground

Aircraft

Same as LMA I

1,506

/SS

26

117-i

LXI/P

heady for
operation

Ground

Aircraft

Same as LKA :

1,5D:

Pressed
paper

26

117!

LMB/S

Operational

Ground

Surface

Same as LOLA 1

1,500

ESS

26

SE

LMY

Operational

Moored

Aircraft

H 3, M 4, M 2,

610

ESS

26

92

A

7, All

110.1.5

Operational

Moored

Surface

M 3, k 4, M 2,
A 7, Ai 1

610

ESS

26

92

MIA

Operational

Ground

Submarine

li 1

1,000

%SS

21

23

F!ci,•e 217 - ?ntle cf Inf:uence

30

TABLE OF INFLUENCE MINES

Shape

Total It.
in Air

Bemb
ruse

Ilze
Clo th
1115 11
VIS Ile
ZI I,
11

Sphere

2,450

Sphere

--

--

--

Sphere

--

__

--

Oval

--

__
--

Oval

Case
grra.

2,200

UIS Il,
U1.S Ile
/I

Cylindrical

1,760 or

U1S II

Cylindrical

1,100

Cylindrical

Baia At n

120

rirst of the German surface-laid, aoored,influence mines.

--

To be game as IMY except that case wee to be of steel.

--

__

Ice to utilize ZIC case modified for induction unit.

--

--

Could be used as influence and/or contact mine.

--

Could be used as influence and/or contact eine.

120

To be laid by specially designed Hecht midget enb.

100

Designed for use as an influence andior controlled mine.

15

--

Cylindrical

Depths

15

1,960

1115 11/
1J1S Ile
ZS., TV

15

120

The three model's differed very slightly in manner of conn truction and change in parachute assembly.

1,100

Same as
LMA I

15

120

Bc©b fuze eliminated and tail changed to permit laying by
I-boat.

Cylindries].

1,100

Same as Same as
IJ4A 1
IAA I

15

120

• number of those mines were made but it Ss dot known
whether they were used. This type was a hedge against a
possible aluminum Shortage and intended to lower the
expense entailed in AL eases.

Cylin-

2,175

Same as UIS II
Me I
UIS Ile
ZI, TY,
ZI 111

15

120

Succeeded the IAA and was used more extensively because of
its larger Charge.

Cylindrical

2,175

Same as UIS II
LKI I
U15 lie
ZI, TV,
ZS III

15

120

Developed for same reasons as LMA/P.

Cylindrical

2,175

015 II
CIS Ile
ZI, TV,
Z1 III

15

120

Same changes as for LA/S.

Torpedo
shaped

2,300

UTZ Ila, 514
LK, II

120

first aircraft-laid, aoored,influence mine.
horizontally.

Torpedo
shaped

2,300

U15 II4s,

54

120

This model is the same a n 1A except that the parachute is
removed so that the mine may be laid by IL-boat.

Torpedo

3,600

ZI III

120

formal 0 71, torpedo with special head fitted in place of
warhead. Range 7,000 meters, speed 113

drlcal

311,i
314A•
3145

Case plants

(Continued on Next FIN71790 (
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Stage of
Development

1121

Method of
ISYALM

Possible
?nits

Wt, of
Charge

al!
Material

Dimensions
Diem. Length

Operational

Ground

Surface

X 1

1.750

ISS

50

39

Operational

Ground

Surface

M 1

1,000

ISS

37

20

RIC

Ready for
Operation

Ground

Surface

Same as LMJ1

750

ISS,
plastic,
concrete

32

50

BMX

Ready for
operation

Ground

Surface

M 1

88

Wood or
pressed
paper

20119117'

X101

Operational

Ground

Surface

N 1

2,000

Wood

46x41136'

SK•

Operational

Moored

Submarine

M

750

ISS

46

56

Deeignation

N

3.
4,

A

7

A41

Sie

laxly dewelopment

Moored

Submarine

A 7, AZ 1

Unknown

Steel

46

80
(..pprox.)

SMC

Ready for
operation

Moored

Submarine

14 3, A 7,
14 4, AZ 1

750

ISS

46

50

'Operational

Moored

Submarine

K 2, H
K 4, •

475

ISS

21

111

Operational

Ground

Submarine

M 1, A 2
AT 3

1,230

155

21

92

T13 III

Operational

Ground

Submarine

K 1, • 2,
AT 3, Dk 1
MA 2/3

925

ISS

21

92

(S)

Operational

Ground

Surface

M 1, • 2,
AT 3, DM 1
X• 2/3

1,230

IBS

21

103

513(KTM1)

Operational

Sabotage

Swimmers

N 1, • 2,
•AT 3 DM 1.
K•. 2 3 3

1,230

ISS

21

172

?MC I

Operational

Ground

Submarine

X 1, • 2, AT 3

2,050

ISS

21

133

TMC II

Operational

Ground

Submarine

X 1, • 2,
AT 3, DM 1
MA 2/3

1.760

155

21

133

TKA

ma

THE

I/II

3
7

Figure 115 - Table of Influence Mines (Concludet

992
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TABLE OF INFLUENCE MINES

Total Mt.

Tomb

2=2

Cial

Depths
Kam.

Remark

Shape

in air

1717a.

Clockkin.

Teedepher,
ical

2.35 0

-

U18 II. 15
015 lie,
U. TV

120

This was the earliest of the German influence mine cases.
Also adaptable for use as controlled mine.

Haispherical

1,600

-

OS II 15
U15 II*,
ZI, TV

120

Mellor version of DMA.

Berlcylindrical
with
flat
sides

1.5 00

UIS II 15
U1S 114.
ZI, TT

120

Developed for use as an influence and/or controlled mins.

Cube

266

015 II 15

60

Developed for nee in rivers.

Cube

2,300

0I5 II
UTZ Ila
ZI. TV

15

120

Urliost of the German influence mines. Also adaptable for
use as controlled mine.

US II 15
UTZ II.
ZI, SW

120

Tory similar to the DU mine except for typo anchor used.
Laid from specially built n ineleying subs fitted with
vortical shafts.

Sphere 3,475

-

Intended for Ulla In depths up to 9,000 feet - primarily in
American waters.

Oval
Sphere 3,475

__

UIS II 15
UI5 IIa
LI, IV

120

dame as SKA except that doughsuit in anchor removed and 60-day
delay-rising clock substituted.

Oylindrical

1,760

__

U15 II
015 IIa

50

120

Laid from torpedo tubes of submarines. This 1111111 was not
need widely because the IL 2 unit which was designed for it
proved unsatisfactory.

Cylindrical

1,625

U15 II
15
015 IIa
ZI I/Ill

120

Tame method of laying as TM.A. Models I and II differ only
in method of constructing unit compartment.

U15 II
U1S IIa

15

120

Differs from Modals I and II only in siss of unit compartment.

15

120

Altered for laying by It-boat.

U1S II 15
U35 Ile
Z3 I/III

120

This mina utilised either the kodol 11 or the Model III came
and two floats - one fore and one aft - to enable swimmers
to plant the mina in the desired position. Tiring Ig114
usually by delay clock, but influence units oould be utilised.

15

120

• larger version of the

15

120

Differ. from TMC I in else of omit oompartment.

Cylin- 1,460
drical

Li

Cylindrical

1,600

U1S II

U15 IIa
Z3 I/III

Oylin- 2,000
&noel

Pylindrical

I/II1

2,450

-

U15 II
013 IIa

11 I/III
Cylin- 2,200
drical

-

UTZ II
U16 IIa
II I/III

P.E STF I C TED
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Chapter 9
SPECIAL PUEPOSE MINES

Method of firing IMF: II 6-day clock
which is started by
a hand-operated mechanical clock starter

THE EM MINES
The German. Haft Miner (HM) mine series consisted of three types, HMA, HME, and HMC.
The HMA and HMB were completed but were never
used operationally; tne HMC was abandoned
after preliminary design work had been completed

The Germans felt that this mine rresentcd
the following operational difficulties:
1.

It would be difficult for the orerator
of the submarine to penetrate British
defensive installations.

2.

It would be difficult for the crerat:r
of the submarine to affix the mine
the bottom of the target ship.

General. After the British had achieved
their successful "human torpedo" attack
against the Tirritz, the German Navy undertook the development of a series of mines
that could be used in the same manner by their
midget-submarine erour, HolY. (Kommandc der
Yleinkampfverbande). By the end of 1943 they
had completed the HMA, which was a copy of
the warhead used by the British on their
"human torredo." The HMA was then followed
by a type which was capable, in addition, of
being used as an influence mine - The HME.
Both HMA and EMB were intended for use
with the Hecht submarine, which was in development simultaneously with the mines. It
was Intended that the mines be carried by
this submarine as a false bow that could be
released mechanically whenever the operator
so desired. However, since the German Navy
favored midget submarines that could fire
torpedcs, the Hecht submarine project was
dropped in 1944, and, consequently, the HEA
and H' mines were never used.

The HMB Mine. The E' had no magnets and
was not intenTed to adhere to the bottom of
the target ship. Cn the contrary, it was designed for laying beneath a specific tare
ship cr in other chosen areas as a ground influence mine. Its characteristics are as follows: (Specifications are approximate.)

When work on the Hecht submarine was discontinued, the German Navy requested the development of a self-propelled mine that could
be guided to its target by a swimmer. Tc
meet these requirements the design of the
HIT mine was begun. After preliminary design work had been completed, the HEC mine
fell into disfavor and was discontinued.

Lescription
Case materiel

KZ'S

Length of case

5t. in.

Diameter cf case 4c, in.
Weight of charge 176: lb.
Maximum depths

80 - 11:- ft., depending

on the Influence unit
used
Method of firing N 2, MA 7, and

The PMA Mine. The HMA mine is similar to
aTT :erance tc the HMB mine, with the exception

n FthlING
WIRE

,

that it has two rows of permanent magnets on
its upper side. Its characteristics are as
follows: (Specifications are arproximate.)
Description
Case material

Iren

Length of case

56 in.

Diameter of case 45 in.
Weight of charge 1200 lb.
Maximum depth

165 ft.

Holding strength 440 lb.
of magnets
Positive buoyancy 22 lb.
514

Figure 116 - HMB Mine
REBTFICTEI

Dr

SPECIAL PURPOSE MINES

SWIVEL LEVER
ARM

CHEMICAL
HORN

RUBBER
FLOATS
DETONATOR
LEAD CONDUIT
CHARGE CASE
SOLUBLE PLUG
AND ARMING
SWITCH

OPENINGS IN
CONCRETE
BASE

DETONATOR
CAR RI ER

LI FTI NG
EYE

CONCRETE BASE
Figure 117 - K'tA Mine - Elevation Viev
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Figure 118 - KEA Mine
The FMC Mine. This mine was to be a torpedO713-EapTrITTA equipped with an electric
propulsion system and electromagnets. It was
contemplated that the mine would be guided
and affixed to the target ship by a swimmer
who would be towed by it.

The KEA Mine. The KNA was a concrete-base,
groliTd, contact mine with a tripod attachment
which was fitted with either a chemical horn
and snag line or a chemical horn with extender
and snag line. It was a surface-laid antiinvasion type for use in maximum depth of
water of 30 feet. It was designed in November
1943 and completed in one month's time.

Description
Case material

Iron

Length of case

144 in.

was laid in great numbers off the Danish coast.
Both mines were sc designed that they could be
fabricated locally by the various field commands from readily available materials. By
this method a considerable saving of critical
transportation space was realized.

Diameter of case 24 in.
Weight of charge 220 lb.
Method of propulsion

Electric motor powered
by U-boat type vetcell batteries

Range

12 miles

Speed

3 knots

Base 20 in.; Over-all
83 in.

Length

47 in.

Width

47 in.

Shape

Method of firing Same as HEA
THE KM MINES
The German Kuste Minen (KM) mine series consisted of two types of surface-laid coastal
defense mines. These were the KMA and KMB.
Each type was used operationally during World
War II. (The KEE is described in Chapter 8.)
The KMA was a very simple contact mine, and
the KMB was a control mine made of concrete.
The KMA was used operationally by the Lermans
off the invasion coast of France, and the KMB
96

Description
- Height

RESTRICTED

Rectangular, recessed concrete
block, fitted with
Steel tripod on top
Weight of charge 165 lb. of cast
hexanite
Total weight of
mine

2,200 lb.

Safety distance

120 ft.

Maximum effective depth

Up to 30 ft.

SPECIAL PURPOSE MINES

TORPEDO A FTERBO DY

WAR HEAD

UNIT CHAMBER
FirurE

- ETA Mine
UES II B PISTOL SWITCH

UNIT

PUDEL PISTOL

CHARGE

BOOSTER DETONATOR
Figure 120 rinimur. effective de: t..

rTA Mine - Cross arrtior

Unlimited

!axirur and
minimum derth
at tercet

Mar.. 100 ft. Min. 25 fz.

Weight of charge 1,000 lb.
The MTA Mine. The .:TA Mine consists of a
sp•oia:ly designee warhead secured tc a modified G 7 e torpedo in the manner shown in
figure 11.C.
The mine is launched from the torpedo tubes
of E-/or U-boats, which must be stopped at the
tire of firing. After running its preset
course, the nine sinks tc the bottom by
of its negative buoyancy and acts as a magnetic
mine, usinr the M 1 firing unit. (Although
the ETA could be made to accommodate units
suitable for MB II, only tne F. 1 firing unit
was used.)
Description
Range

23,00C, ft

Speed

18.5

Accuracy

1 1300 ft. meters
In range 1 1.5 ."C
lateral deviation at
18 knots

Running depths

4 1

knots

Total weirht

3,600 lb.

Clock used

ZE III

Experiments were conducted with KTA to ex
tend its range to 4E,000 yards at e Steed of
3.5 knots and tc fit a pistol tc the mine head.
These experiments were not completed f and the
exper'mental torpedo was designated 'T lid
Pudel," while the pistol was designated "Pudel
Pistol." The development cf an MTB warhead
which was to have a larger unit compartment
capable of housing later types of influence
units was undertaken toward the close of the
war, but was never completed.
The Br :non F Eire_ The BM 1000 F was designed as en anti-power-plant nine for use
against the Russians. It is similar to the
BM 1000 I:, but has a thinner case and is
slightly longer.

20 ft.

RESTRICTED

The BM 1000 F is modified as follows:
second bomb fuze is added just before the lifting lug on the top center
line of the mine. This fuze is added

1. A

97
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121 - BM 1000 F :pith SR 34

ensure detonation if the mine is
dropped on land.
A transverse channel containing a water
flap is ad. sd.
The clain (%;losive charge is loaded in
such a man er that the mine has slight
ne:atfve t-oyancy and is carried downstreLr vilh only its nose touching the
botton. This also keeps the transverse
chan7el pertendicular tc the direction
of the current.
4. The E 101 mine firing unit is fitted.

Figure 122 - Winterbelloon MI:
The BM 1000 L Mine. This mine was sill
in Ili 175 ea stage. Tt was to be a BM 1::
and II modified to be used as a drift 1:7,w mine
against convoys. The charge was to be reduced
to 660 pounds, and a buoy was to be added to
give the mine proper buoyancy. The A 1C
mine unit was to be used with this mine. The
project was abandoned because of lack of confidence in the effectiveness of an aircraftlaid, drifting mine, and difficulties encountered in proper release of the buoy.
-

0Teration. The 2' 1000 F is dropped by
aircraft upstream from the target. A current
of 0.7 knots or stronger is sufficient to
carry the mine to the target. When the mine
reaches the power-plant inlets. it is rotated
by the force cf the current against the gate,
allowing water Lc flow through the transverse
channel. This moves the water flap, closing
the battery switcn and starting the clock of
the S 101 unit. When the clock runs off its
preset time, a matter of several minutes, the
mine explodes.

64 in.

Diameter

26 in.

-

-

Winterballoon. The Winterballoon was designed as an anti-power-plant mine for use in
the winter time. It is an SC 1000 L bomb
modified as follows:

Description
Length

1.

An anti-ricochet plate is welded to the
nose section to add the mine in penetrating the ice.

2.

A rubber bag and a CO2 bottle are installed in the tail corrartment.

Weight of charge 660 lb.
Total weight in
air

1,200 lb.

Permissible dropping heights with the LS 3
parachute at speeds of 150 - 2B5 m.p.h. are
as follows:
Water Depth
10 feet
1? feet
24 feet
35 feet

Dropping Height
325 feet
1650 feet
3300 feet
23,000 feet

-

3. A 17B bomb fuze is used.
Operation. Cn impact, the bomb fuze starts
to run, firing the explosive coupling of the
retaining latch, releasing the rubber bag. At
the same time a squib is fired, allowing the
CO2 to inflate the rubber bag. The added
buoyancy due to the inflation of the bap causes_
the mine to float and be carried under the ice
to the power plant by the force of the current.
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fitted with optical units, 5 102 and S 103.
Oreration. The Wasserballoon was loaded
with explosive to give it slight positive
buoyancy and to permit it to float vertically
downstream. The top of the bomb was modified
to take an optical unit. One coil of primer
cord was affixed on the inside around the top
of the mine. When the mine floated under a
bridge, the optic unit was actuated, firing
the coil of primer cord. The resulting explosion split the case at the top of the
buoyant section and allowed the mine to fill
with water and sink. At the same time a
time delay fuse was ignited, vhich prevented
the mine from firing for several seconds until
it sank. When the safety fuse burned out, a
detonator fired the main charge and the
column of water resulting from the explosion
destroyed the bridge
Description

Figure 123 - Winterballoon Anti-Ricochet Plate

Length
The mine is detonated, after the preset time
of the 17 fuse has run off This mine vas
never used operationally.

Wasserballoon. In the summer of 1944 the
German Luftwaffe vas ordered to develop a
mine that would destroy bridges on the Rhine
and other main rivers. The Wasserballoon was
an attempt to meet this requirement. This
was a modified Flam C 250 bomb. designed T be
,

Diameter

15 in.

Weight of charge 88 lb.
units used

S 102 and S 103

Permissible Dropping Eeights. With an
LS 3 parachute it can be dropped from heights
of 325 to 3,250 ft., in depths of water from
5 to 50 ft., at speeds up to 40C m.p.h.
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Chapter 10
SWEEP OBSTRUCTORS

INTRODUCTION

EXPLOSIVE CONICAL FLOATS

German sweep obstructors, laid in and
around moored mine fields, are designed to
cut sweep cables and prevent or hinder sweeping of the mine field. They may contain explosives or merely support mechanical cutters
on their mooring cables. The various types
of conical floats may be indistinguishable
vhen found afloat.

Sprengboje C and Sprengboje D. These are
moored, conical floats used as sweep obstructors, laid by surface craft. They are defensive, anti-sweep devices laid in and around
moored-mine fields. The maximum length of
their mooring cables is 360 feet.

Firing Mechanism
Securing Rad

Arming
Hydrostat

Charge Container
Figure 124 - Sprengboje C
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Securing lugs

Twc, 180° apart on
lover hemisphere

Conical upper section welded to hemispherical lover section

Soluble plug
fitting

Threaded into side of
flange on lover hemisphere

Material

Steel

Firing assembly

Diameter

15 in.

length

37 in.

In pocket In base, secured by vertical rod
and nut at top of
float. Firing sleeve
contains hole for
safety pin.

Charge

1 lb. 13 oz

Description of Case
Shape

Type D differs from Type C as follows:
Total weight
in air

50 lb. (arrrox.)
1.

The base of the float contains no soluble plug fitting on the flange.

2.

The arming hydrostat locks in the
armed position.

Description of External Fittings
Lifting eye

At top of conical
section

Firing Mechanism
Securing Rod

Buffer

Striker
Retainer
Lever

Arming
Hydrostat

Firing
Sleeve

Charge Container
Figure 125 - Sprengboje D
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SWEEP OBSTRUCTORS
Securing lugs

Two, 180 0 apart on
lover hemisphere

Conical upper section velded to hemispherical lover section

Soluble plug
fitting

Threaded into side of
flange on lover hemisphere

Material

Steel

Firing assembly

Diameter

15 in.

Length

37 in.

In pocket in base, secured by vertical rod
and nut at top of
float. Firing sleeve
contains hole for
safety pin.

Charge

1 lb. 13 oz.

Description of Case
Shape

Type D differs from Type C as follovs:
Total weight
in air

50 lb. (arprox.)

1. The base of the float contains no soluble plug fitting on the flange.

Description of External Fittings
Lifting eye

2. The arming hydrostat locks in the
armed position.

At top of conical
election

Firing Mechanism
Securing Rod

Buffer

Striker
Retainer
Lever

Arming
Hydrostat

Firing
Sleeve

Charge Container
Figure 125 - Sprengboje D
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Figure 123 - Anti-Sweep Device
leases, dr:.pping the mooring with charge still
attached and freeing the float only.
The only self-disarming feature is a device
which locks the firinz rin when the float surfaces. This is extremely unreliable.

The float is moored to a concrete block,
2 7 in.. which is strrou tsnd ?5 in.n
ed by a steel drum, r3 In.
max.)
diameter. The mooring cable (5 C)7
:he
is fit ed with four mechanics:.
uppermost cutter is attached twc feet below
the float, and the others a: 4 ft. 3 in.
intervals. Seven cone-shaped, steel beads
are woven Into the mocriho cal de between the
float and the uprarmost cutter.

33 in. by 28 in. by

-

-

STATIC CONICAL SWEEP OBSTRUCTOR
Reisbo e. . This is a moored, conical float,
lai by surface craft, fitted with mechanical
cutters on its mooring cable. It is a nonexrlosive, anti-sweep device, laid in and
around moored-mine fields.
Description
Shape

Conical; resembles explosive conical floats,
Types C and D.

Material

Steel

Diameter (base)

19 in.

Length

44 in.

Operation. A stop pin is inserted in the
anchor prior to laying to adjust the depth
setting. The float therefore takes depth by
fixed mooring-cable setting. Dissol.Aion of
a soluble plug releases the float from Its
anchor. The float then rises, pulling the
cutters from brackets inside the drum and
unreeling the cable.

AIRCRAFT-LAID SWEEP OBSTRUCTORS (BRA BRA. The BRA was the first aircraft-laid
sweet obstructor developed by SW. It consisted of a case similar to the BM 1000 mine
cases, 60 inches long and 24 inches in diameter. A reel was located in the center of the
case containing 350 feet of mooring cable.
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Figure 129 - BRP Anti-Sweep Device - Cross Section

The nose was filled with 500 pounds of concrete, and the cutters and float were placed
in the after end. A stabilizing tail section
was attached in the same way as on the BM
mines. These obstructors were first manufactured by a French firm and were tested at
Lake Constance. They were never used operationally, because the case and reel assembly
were too weak to withstand the shock of impact. These assemblies were abandoned and replaced by the BRB type obstructor.

The Float. This component has the appearance of two cones welded together at their
bases. It is 32 inches long over-all, 21
inches in maximum diameter, and has a positive
buoyancy of about 65 pounds. The mooring
cable is attached to a lug at one end.
The Tail. This consists of a truncated
cone fitted with four radial fins which are
enclosed by a shroud ring, 8 inches long and
25-1/2 inches in diameter. The conical section is 43-1/2 inches long, 25 1/2 inches in
diameter at its forward end and 8 inches in
diameter at its after end. The tail is attached to the after end of the anchor by eight
bolts.
-

BRB. The BRB sweep obstructor is 8 feet
5-177 inches long, 25 1/2 inches in maximum
diameter, a-id weighs 2,020 pounds. When assembled for laying; it resembles very closely
a BM 1000 with tail fairings attached.
–

-

The Cutters. These are standard mechanical
cutters, two in number, secured to the mooring
cable three feet and nine feet respectively,
below the float.

Component parts are as follows:
The Anchor. This is a steel cylinder with
an ogival nose, resembling the case of a BM
1000. It is 62 inches long and weighs about

The Mooring Cable. This consists of a 125foot length of 5/8 inch steel vire. One end
is attached to the float and the other end,
to a short length of chain which, in turn, is
attached to a bolt on the anchor case. The
chain serves to prevent the mooring cable
from parting as a result of chafing on the
anchor. Prior to laying,the cable is wound
around the cement casting in the anchor.
-

1,000 pounds. Approximately 865 pounds of
cement are cast into the forward part, the
after end of the casting being formed to provide (1) positioning seats for two cutters
and (2) a mooring-cable drum.

The following fittings are bolted to the
after end of the casting:
1. A wooden block which serves as a float
seat

2. A circular, cut-away rubber buffer pad
which is believed to serve as a shock
absorber upon impact

104

Operation. Impact with the water shears
the tail. The buoyancy of its case and the
expelling effect of the rubber buffer pad
cause the float to rise toward the surface as
the anchor sinks. As the anchor continues to
sink, the entire length of mooring cable pays
off the mooring drum and the float and cutters
take depth according to the depth of the water.
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MINE ANCHORS
Type

Date

Mooring Cable

Total Weight

Mines Used With

EMC

1924

750'x3/8" diem.
325'x1/2" diem.

990 lb.

EMC I

990 lb.

EMC II
EMD I/II
EMD I/IT

EMD I
750'x3/8" diam.

EY" II
,

19 37

•
490'x 7/16" d'art ...

EMD III

EMI IV

1937/39 650'x 7/1.6" diam.
750'x 3/8" diem.

194C

Improvement of
original EMA model.
Laid from mine
tracks of surface
ships.
Slight improvement over EMC
anchor. Only differences in this
series are slight
modifications in
design. Laid
from mine tracks
of surface ships.

325 1 x1/2" diem.

EMC III

1,100 lb.

Remarks

EMC II

EMC II-with
tombac tubing
Only changes are
EMC II - with- in cable sizes
out tombac tub- and lengths.
ing

425'x3/8" diam..

1,100 lb.

EMC II - (with EMC II upper
antenna 130 ft..
upper and
lower antenna) lower antenna
1r7 ft.

650'x7/16" diam.

1,200 lb. with
cable and plummet

EMC II - with
tombac tubing

985'x3/8" diem.

1,320 lb. with
cable, chain and
plummet

650 1 x7/16" diem.
1,150'x5/1E" diam.
325 1 x1/2" diam.
650 1 x7/16" diam.
985 , x3/8" diem.
1,640 1 )(5/16" diam.

Construction
heavier for use
in greater depths.
100'
This anchor
standard for EMC
and EMF Mines.
Laid from mine
EMC II - with
lower antenna - tracks of surface
ships.
100'
EMC II - with
cork-floated
antenna
-

EMC II - with
chain (20' c/8'
diem.) and
buffer
EMC II - with
chain (20' 5/8"
diam.) and snag
line
ENT

EN.G

1940

6001x1/4" diam.

1,100 lb. with
120 lb. ballast
ring

TrAH

25'x1/2 diem.

35c lb.

50 1 x1/2" diem.

EMU with float Slight modification of END III
in order to accommodate ballast
ring.
Mooring cable
wrapped around
steel drum which
is mounted on
solid steel slab.

Figure 150a - Table of Mine Anchors
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MINE ANCHORS (Concluded)
Type

Date

Mooring Cable

Total Weight

Mines Used With

FMC

1928

1651x7/16. d'-am.
475'x5/16" diam.

640 lb.

FMC

UMA
—__

1928

165'x7/16" diam.

1,430 lb.

UMA 1/11/I11

1941

49C1x7/1C" diam.
650 1 x3/8" diam.
985lx5/16" diam.

lb.

•

325 1 x7/16" diam.
490'x;/8" diam.
650'x5/16" diam.

925 lb.

UMA

1942

2451x1/2" diam.

900 lb.

OMA

1c43

Chain mooring 35 he
3/4" diam. Wire
35' 1/2"
leader
diam.

1,b5C- lb.

OMA

1944

Double chain 35 x

2,035 lb.

,

3/4' diam.
chain leader
35' 1/2' diam.
TMA

1939
1941

IMF

1940

490'x5/16" diam.
885'x1/4" diam.

880 lb.

13101x7/16" diam.
1965'x3/8" diam.
2625'x5/16" diem.

1,900 lb.

490'x7/16" diam.
820'x3/8" diam.
985'x5/16" diam.

UME with lower
antenna (65')

1,100 lb.
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Very simple anchor
using plummet for
taking depth.
Similar tc the
FMB anchor excer1
that the drum is
longer.
This anchor is
similar in arpearance and cperet.e o
In the same mar.ne•
as the Er series
anchor.

UMB with chain
(5' 5/8" diam.)
and 1 cutter
UMB with chain
(5' 5/8" diam.)
1 cutter and
snag line
UXB with chain
(5' 5/8" diam.)
2 mechanical
cutters
UMAA with 120- A very simple
anchor consistlb. ballast
ing of a slab
ring
steel base with
the mooring cable
coiled on top cf
it.
Similar to the FME
OMA I
mine anchor, but
chain and mooring
coiled inside the
drum mounted on
the slab.
OMA/K
Similar to OMA for
OMA I with modified drum tc accommodate double
chain mooring.
Designed for submarine laying from
TEA
torpedo tubes.
These mines were
SEA
laid from vertical
SMB
shafts of subSMC
marines.
This anchor had
LMF
parachute attachment for aircraft
laying. With the
LMF/S Mine the
parachute was removed.

Figure 130a (continued) - Table of Mine Anchors
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ANTI-SWTEF DEVICE ANCHORS
Mines Used With

Remarks

Type

Date

Mooring Cable

Total WelFht

51Tengboles

1926

1651x5/16" diam.

275 lb.

Sprengboje C

=11E

1929

215-360'x5/16"
diam.

360 lb.

Sprengbcje D

Releboje

1935

165'x7/16" diam.
325'x3/8" diam.

1750 lb.

Reisboje

EMIR

1943

2,300 lb.

EMIR

This is a modified
ETD TV anchor.

EMR/Y.

1943

165'x5/8" chain
with 650'1.1/2",
985'77/16", or
1400'7.3/8" cable
Double chain
65'x5/8" diam.
and 115'x5/8"
diam. Double
cable 165'x1/2"
diam. and 85'x
1/2" diam.

1,100 lb.

ETT /x

Similar to EMT-,
with attachments
for double moorings.

111

.

-

This anchor is
similar to the
FMB mine anchor.
A soluble plug
attachment is
utilized for delay rising.
The drum of this
anchor is larger
to accommodate
more mooring
cable.
Sox-type anchor
with drur to
accom.odate mooring cable built
on tor of the
main anchor assembly.

Figure 13013 - Table of Anti-Sweep Device Anchors
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Chapter 11
INFLUENCE MINE STS - SVK AND LUFTWAFFE

Section 1

INFLUENCE FIRING DEVICES - TABLES

In connection with the description of German influence units and circuits, it should
be borne in mind that these units existed
in a large number of slightly varying forms.
One of the most common variations was in the
delay arming clocks fitted, resulting in
minor variations in the delay arming cycle
put having no effect on the basic operation
of the unit. The following descriptions
will present typical assemblies of all known
influence units, and all of the variations.
German influence firing devices {units) were
designated by the Allies with a letter prefix and a mark number. The prefix indicated
the type of firing influence or influences
employed as: M-magnetic, A-acoustic, AMmagnetic-acoustic, AP-acoustic-pressure and
MP-magnetic-pressure. The mark number
indicated the individual unit, the numbers
being assigned in sequence of recovery, with
little attention paid to the design of the
particular unit. A detailed description of
the operation of each unit circuit, together
with various unit accessories, follows in
chronological order, using German designations.

105
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY
Development
1st
Originating Start

Firm

Firm

Case

Use

Remarks

Unit

Principle

M1

Magnetic Hartmann &
Braun, SVK

1923

1925 B & B RM,
SVK
LM,
TM

Sub. Magnetic balA/C ance for vertiSur- cal component.
face Self-setting
since 1938.
30-mg until
1941, then 10mg. 5-mg. for
combination.

M 2

Magnetic

Askania

1933

1935

M

Magnetic

SIT

1935

1936
1937

M 4

Magnetic

SVK,
Eumig,

19411942

SVK,
Eumig,
Baermann

75-mg)

Sam

—

Askania

EMF,
SMA,
TMA

Sub. Magnetic balSur- ance for vertiface cal component.
Self-setting
since 1938.
Counterbalance
against motion.
30-mg.

SVK
H & B

EMF,
SMA,
TMA,
LMF,
LMB

Sub. Soft NI-FE
Sur- antenna system.
face, Self-setting
A/C since 1938.
20-mg. Cheaper
than M 1.

1943

Eumig
H & B

EMF,
SMA,
TMA,
LMF

Not Soft NI-FE
laid antenna system.
Self-setting
15-mg. Little
NI used. C1,ecyer than M 3.

1944

1944

Eumig

EMF,
SMA,
TMA,
LMF

Not Same as above laid used in combination capable
of resetting.

Hagenuk

Gnd.
mines

Not Same as M 1;
laid 2.5-mg
Miniature M 1

LM

A/C

-

Baermann

M 4
Magnetic
C7.5-mE)

5

Magnetic

Hagenuk

1942

1943

A 1

Acoustic

SVK
Hell

Summer
1940

Hell
In
Tvo
Weeks

Carbon microphone, Two-relay circuit,
200-cps cut-off
after 2 months'
use, Shockblocking - 30sec. period in
lst models;
duration of

ahock in later
models.
Figure 131 - Table of Influence Mine Units - Navy
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY (Continued)

Development
Start
1st
SamT17

Unit

Principle

0riginating
Firm

A lot

Acoustic

SVK
Hell

1941

A 2

Acoustic

SVK
Hell

A 2st

Acoustic

A

Acoustic

7

A 4

Acoustic

Case

Use

In
Hell
Three
Weeks

LM

A/C Same as A 1 but
with ° stumpf"
microphone.

Fall
1940

Short Hell
Time

TMB
TMC

Sub. Same as A I.

SVK
Hell

1941

Short Hell
Time

TMB
TMC

Sub. Same as A 1st.

SVK
Hell

Fall

Short Hell
Time

EMF
SMA

Sub. Same as A 1.
Sur- Abandoned after
face large number of
EMF/A 3's blew
up spontaneously in bad
weather.

SVK
Hell

1942

Four Hell
Weeks

LAM

T

Not Same microlaid phone as A 1.
Minimum rateof-change fixed. Also
shock-blocking.

1940

Firm

Remarks

A 4st

Acoustic

SVK
Hell

1944

Short Hell
Time

LM
TM

A/C Same as A 4 but
Sub. with "stumpf"
microphone.

A 7

Acoustic

SVK
Hell

1944

Short Hell
Time

EMF
SMA

Sub. Same as A 4 but
Sur- with series
face condenser for
determining
mean sound
level.

MA 1

MagneticAcoustic

SVK
Hell

1941-

Four Hell
Weeks

LM

1942

A/C 5-mg M 1
triggers; 1tube circuit.

MagneticAcoustic

SVK
Hell

1942

Short Hell
Time

LN

A/C Same as MA 1

MagneticAcoustic

SVK

1942

Hell

3
Hell
Weeks

LM
TM

MA la

MA 2

but no shockblocking.
Sub. 5-mg. M 1
A/C triggers 3-tube
A circuit with
rate-of-change
circuit. 30-40
sec. active
period of A.

Figure 131 - Table of Influence Mine Units - Navy (Continued)
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY (Continued)
Development
1st
Start

Unit

Principle

Originating
Firm

MA 3

MagneticAcoustic

SVK
Hell

1944

AT 1
(AA 1)

AcousticSubsonic

SVK

1942

AT 2
TAA 2)

AcousticSubsonic

SVK
Elac

1943

AT 3
(AA 3)

AcousticSubsonic

SVE
Eumig

1943

D 1

Pressure

SVE

1942

-

Case

Use

Short Hell
Time

LM

A/C

Elac

LM

Not Acoustic triglaid gers subsonic.
Dynamic microphone 25 cps.
3-tube amplifier 60-sec.
active period
of T.

Elac

LM

A/C

Eumig

TMB
TMC

Not Same as AT 2,
laid but with longer
life and for
TM use.

Hasag

DM
TM

-

Months

Firm

----SampIT–

6

Months

3

Months

5

Months

6

Remarks

Same as MA 2
but 1-sec.
active period
of A.

Same as AT 1,
but improved
protection
against detona
tions. 3-4sec. active
period of T.

Pressure component only.
Suction contact. Circuit
normally set to
8-sec. delay.

1; 2

Pressure

Hasag

1944

Short Hasag
Time

LM
TM

---

DM 1

PressureMagnetic

SVK
Hasag

1942

Summer

LM
TM

A/C 5-mg M 1 comSub. bined with D 1;
8-sec. delay
in D 1 circuit
at 15-25-mm
suction D 1
ready for ac
tion 15-40 sec.
after M 1.

1942

Hasag

Pressure component only.
Smaller than
D 1. Pressure
contact added
and detonation
protecting
valve.

Figure 131 - Table of Influence Mine Units - Navy (Continued)
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY (Continued)
Development
1st
Start
SamTIT

Unit

Principle

Orizinatinp
Firm

M is

Magnetic

SVK

1943

M lr

Magnetic

SVK

MA lar

MagneticAcoustic

S
-

Firm

Case

Use

1944

Hagenuk

LM

Not Improved M 1 to
laid save battery on
pendulum action.

1943

1944

Ragenuk

LM

Not Sea electrodes
laid detect current
from LL-sweep
and block;
otherwise normal M 1.

SVK

1944

Short HageTime nuk

LM

Not MA la with sea
laid current blocking device for
M 1 component.

Low-Fre9uency
"Seismik"

SVK

19441945

1945

LM

Not Carbon microlaid phone in D 1
unit. Fires
on 5-8 cps.

DS 1

PressureSeismik

SVK

1945

Short SVK
Time

LM

Not Combination of
laid D 1 or D 2 with
S.

AE 1

AcousticEcho

ELAC

1943

ELAC

EMF
SMA

Not Acoustic triglaid gers echosounder. Fires
when water
depth decreases
- sensitivity
2 meters.

0

Optic

Leyboldt

19411942

Leyboldt

--

Abandoned
in
'43

WS

ElectroMagnetic

Hell

(1932)
3
Hell
1942 Months

LM

A- Two antennae
ban- for transmitter
don- and receiver
ed with no mutual
in
induction.
'43 Acousticallytriggered. Xmtr
5 kc. Distortion of field
fires.

6

SVK
Hagenuk

Months

1942

Remarks

Selenium cell
operates relay
if light intensity decreases.

Figure 131 - Table of Influence Mine Units - Navy (Continued)
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY (Continued)
Development
OriginatinE Start
1st
irm
SamTIF Firm Case Use

Remarks

Unit

Principle

AA 4

Acoustic- Siemens
Supersonic

19431944

6
SieMonths mens

AMT 1

AcousticMagneticSubsonic

SVK

19441945

1945

SVK

TM

Not Combination of
laid M 4 with AT 3.

AMT 2

AcousticMagneticSubsonic

SVK

19441945

1945

SVK

LM

Not Combination of
laid M 4 with AT 2.

Cosmic
Ray

SVK

1942

Inst.
of
Prof.
Regener

124

Not 24 Geiger
laid counters with
1000-1500 v fed
to amplifier.
Change in cosmic ray background level,
when ship passes over,fires
mine; rate-ofchange circuit.

Abandoned
in

Acoustic triggars two sets
magnetistrictive receivers
25 kc. Output
'44 of two sets
compared.

Figure 131 - Table of Influende Mine Units - Navy (Concluded)
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Unit

Principle Mfr.

M 101/Magnetic

A.E.G.

Development
Start End

Case

Winter Fall

BM

1939 1940

VII

1000

Remarks

Magnetic balance for vertical component.

Sumner Spring BM 1000
1940
1941
I/II

Same as M 101, except that
it responds to either a
red or a blue field.

MA 101/ Magnetic- A.E.G.
Acoustic

Winter Fall

1940

1941

BM 1000
H/M

Magnetic section like
M 103 acoustic section
consists of four microphones, transformer, and
an amplifier. Magnetic
triggers acoustic. Fires
when sound reaches a
certain intensity.

MA 102/ Magnetic- A.E.G.
Acoustic

1941

1942

BM 1000

Further development of the
MA 101 with a more sensitive magnetic section.

A 104/Acoustic

Hell

Spring Spring BM 1000
1941
1942
I/II

Sound must reach a certain
intensity before firing.
Shockblocking. Has a frequency response of 50 to
300 cps.

A 105/

Hell

Spring Fall

M 103/Magnetic

Acoustic

A.E.G.

1942

1943

BM 1000
I/II

Same as A 104 except that
sound must reach certain
level within a definite
time to fire.

A 105/Acoustic

Hell

Spring Fall
1942
1943

BM 1000
I/II

Same as A 105 but with
"stumpf" microphone.

A 107

Hell &
Goeple

Spring ---

BM 1000
I/II/T

Further development of the
A 105, with a rate-ofchange circuit.

AD 104/ Acoustic- Hell
Pressure

Fall
1942

BM 1000
I/II

A 104 plus a D 101 unit
4-6 or 6-8 sec. delay in
D 101 circuit at 20-30 mm
suction.

DA 102

Pressure- Hasag
Acoustic

Summer Summer BM 1000
1943
1944

DA 112

Pressure
Acoustic

Acoustic

Fall
1943

Combination of D 102 and
"Permissive" A circuit.
A circuit uses a Hasag
microphone. Must have a
sustained suction of 5-9
seconds.

BM 1000 Further development of the
H/M
DA 102.

/ Used operationally
Figure 132 - Table of Influence Mine Units - Luftwaffe
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - LUFTWAFFE (Continued)

Unit

Principle Mfr.

DA 122

Pressure
Acoustic

DA 132

PressureAcoustic

DA 142

PressureAcoustic

Development
Start
End

Case

Remarks

BM 1000 Development of the DA 102,
E/M
with u stumpf" microphone.
-

HA

BM 1000
H/I
with

Development of the EA 102
with normal acoustic and
"stumpf" D 102 unit.

BM 1000
Development of the DA 1C2
normal acoustic and
normal pressure but must
have sustained suction of
about 18 seconds.

DA 152

PressureAcoustic

BM 1000
H/M

Development of the DA 102;
the acoustic unit works
on a rate-of-change principle similar to the A 105,
normal pressure unit.

DA 162

PressureAcoustic

BM 1000
H/M

Development of the DA 102,
but no other information
available.

D

Pressure

Hasag

L 113

Pressure

Hasag

BM 250

Development of the D 103.
Must have a sustained
suction of 6-7 sec. and a
sustained pressure cf 2-3
sec.; sensitivity of 10 to
20 mm of water.

D

Pressure Hasag

BM 250

Development of the D 103.
Must have a sustained
suction of 4-5 sec.; sensitivity of 10-20 min of
water.

D 133

Pressure

BM 250

Development of the D
Must have a sustained
suction of 2-3 sec.; sensitivity of 80-10o mm of
water (stumpf).

AA 106

Acoustic- A.E.G.
SuperAtlas
sonic
combination

Hasag

Fall
Summer BY. 250
Fires on pressure actua1942 1943 tion only. Requires a
continuous suction of 3
seconds; sensitivity of
15 to 30 mm of water.

Spring Winter BM 1000
1943
1944
H/M

Acounti triggers directional supersonic. Two
supersonic receivers
(magnetstrictive), one
vertical and one horizontal. Amplitude received by horizontal controls sensitivity of vertical. Frequency of 25 Mc.
Figure 132 - Table of Influence Mine Units - Luftwaffe (Continued)
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INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - LUFTWAFFE (Concluded)

Unit

Principle

Mfr.

Development
Start
End

Case

A F, 10 1

AcousticEcho combination

ELAC

Summer Summer
1942
1944

BM 1000
H/M

Acoustic triggers vertical
echo unit. Fires when
10-foot depth decrease
occurs at proper minimum
rate.

AJ 102

AcousticInduction

Hell

Spring Summer

BM 1000
J III

British-type vibrator and
coil-rod in parallel produce high frequency transients.

JDA. 10

Induction- A.E.G.
PressureAcoustic

Spring Autumn

BM 1000

Induction triggers pressure, and the pressure
triggers the acoustic.

MagneticAcoustic

A.E.Q.

Spring Winter

BM 1000
H/M

Improvement of the MA 101;
acoustic amplifier improved and the magnetic
part more sensitive (5mg).

EDA 106

MagneticPressureAcoustic

A.E.G.

Not
Fall
1944 complete

BM 1000
H/M

MA 105 plus pressure unit.

S 1 01

Clockwork

A.E.G.

Fall

Winter

BM 1000

1944

1944

Water flap must be closed
for 30 sec. continuously.
Mine will fire when present time (72-hour max.)
has run off.

S 102/

Optical

A.E.G.
Hell

Fall
1944

Winter
1945

Wasserballoon

Passive optical unit designed for use against
bridges.

S 103

Optical

D.V.L.

Fall
Not
1944 complete

Nasserballoon

Similar to S 102; passive
optical unit with 6 photoelectric cells.

S 104
5 105

Optical

A.E.G.

Not
Fall
1944 complete

Wasserballoon

Active acoustic unit with
transmitter and receiver;
light flashing method
(13 flashes/sec.)

MA 105

1944

1943

1943

1944

Remarks

1944

1944

/ Used operationally

Figure 132 - Table of Influence Mine Units
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INFLUENCE FIRING DEVICES—TABLES

OPERATIONAL GROUND INFLUENCE MINES - NAVY

Max. Depth
for Uni

Max. Depth
for Charge

Maximum
14Y1nE
riTeTn

Minimum
Mine

525 ft.
325
525

Designation

Weight, Possible
Pounds
Units

RMA

1,820
77o

M 1
M_ 1

100 ft.
100

165-200 ft.
100

1,935

m 1

loc

165-200

25 knots
25
25

220
440

M 1

100

100

12

165
260

11PS

TM
KMB
TME I/II

1,230

M 1
A 2
A 2st

100
115
115

130

25

425

TMB(S)

1,230

DM 1

80

13o

25

425

MA 2,3
DM 1

115

115

25

425

TMB III

925

80

TMC I

1,960

M 1
A 2
A 2st

100
115
115

200-230

25

66o

TMC II

1,760

MA 2,3
DM 1

115
80

165-200

25

66o

100
65
115
115
115
115
115
115
Bo

100

25

325

165

25

425

115

0

3Bo

LmA/s

770

m1
M 3
A 1, 4
A 1st
A 4st
AT 2
MA 1, 2
MA 1st
DM 1

LMB/S

1,540

Same as
LMA/S

MTA

1,010

M 1

*Depths

100

given are calculated on the basis of average targets.

Figure 133 - Table of Operational Ground Influence Mines - Navy
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OPERATIONAL MOORED INFLUENCE MINES - NAVY
Designation

EMF

SMA/SMCf

TMA

LMF

Case Material
and Diameter

KSS
45 in.

KSS
47 in.

KSS
22 in.

KSS
26 in.

Method of
MyinE

Surface ship Submarine

Submarine
or Surface
ship

Aircraft
or Surface
ship

Type of Unit

M3

M3

M3

M 3

Other Possible
Types of Units

M4
A7

M4

m4

AE 1

M 4
A 7
AE 1

Maximum Planting
Depths

1,650 ft.

1,970-2,625 ft. 885 ft.

985 ft.

Minimum Plantinp,
Depths

130 ft.

165 ft.

165 ft.

le

165 ft.

Same as SMA except that clock is fitted to anchor, permitting up to 60-day
delay in separation of mine and anchor.

Figure 134 - Operational Moored Influence Mines - Navy
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Charter 11 - Section 2
MAG1.FT1C UNIT

M I u::r Ali?'

the German nomen ,:letur. vas
7F-FIF VAS designated M 3 by th German9.
•

The M I (Allied Lesignation M Mk II) unit
fair into a general rlsss of early magnetic
firing devices known as BIK. BIY is an abbreviation of the DEM designation of the devick,which is "Gallon Inklinatz , rium", and iF a
cover name for all firing devices coning under this heading. Later, experiments with
these units became more specialized to adart
tLem to special purposes, and separate designatons wert arrlied to the different variati=s. The modifications described herein
arc de\.elopmental mz , d:fications, sonE of
loich were on the verge of becoming opera-

This device went through son , smell inrr:—
ments known EE M Mk III and M Mk II(rt..22-- ,
to the Allies, butretained its criginel
man designation.
In 1'7-=.1 the Germans
the SM-BIY in the TMA min . They cons1 -:.:
this unit unsuccessfu2 and exp..r.27ental, and
it vas withdrawn from service. However, it
was designated M 2 (Allied designation M Mk
VII). Captured material examined Indicet•:
that the aernans conducted considtrab2t erperim(, ntal work on the movement of gro...nd
minis in mud. As a resLit, they felt that
to much battery energy was being expend•d
by excessive pendulur action in the norms:
M 2 unit. The first atttnptLc say- tnt
battery was by the use o` two pend%;lums;
sensitive and one Insensitive. This device
was neer -_td
,

M I Unit. The original type of hand-set
BIE, designed for use in ground mines, was

designated -EIY for "liner nad.2 IrF."(sing1.-nedlc
amf
:h-t, pe
for moored mints resignatid M-BIE for "Mehrer
nsdel EIK"(Multic2eLnedle BIK)
Later the
eutrmatic
ad:ster was- arplied
b2ti. They we re tI.Fn ca2ledfor"1<lhst einstell E-BIY • and SM BIY. The 7- -BIF
waF laid in
ane vas
Mk
.7;„ th. Al:ies. Th.
was laid in lj-,
end was slc.i2s-2y
M Mk II. Vr , n

,

:

-

M :E Cnit_ The M ls (s
.
tune, .E SierEl:n an 17 r'aVriCnt -:1'(r n1( n - :'

(

mal M 3 by the Ls of a diffFrnt anti-v:!Intermining circuit. The magn•t27 brake- 7f tnt
letitue:e ee:%stm-nt 's
a sinole-pole-sin; 2--th:: .
-

.

Switch, whicb ∎converts it t: a norra22y-r:47
rela;. In the rirma: M 2 an antiternin-

SEA
„-/ELECTRODE

SEA
ELECTRODE

ELECTRODE CABLE
Figure 335 - Raumschutz for LMB Mine
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1

F -R

Th

R

TAMAN'

I
•
6-1

2
\ AN-•

IR -

EE}

T
9/

41(,,

UES

i 11111111

1_15 V_ __I

MI UNIT
Z - DETONATOR SWITCH
F-R - HOLDING COIL
Th -R - THERMAL DELAY SWITCH
a g HYDROSTAT IC CLOCK CONTACTS
C- CONDENSER
UES - HYDROSTAT IC CLOCK
EE -SEA ELECTRODES
I R - OPERATING COIL
MI

-

-

-

Figure 136 - td lrUnit Circuit
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not definitely known to have been used operationally, It was in the advanced limited-production stage.

PENDULUM
SW ITCH

In principle, the "raumschutz" device consisted of a rubber-covered cable 1(' fee.: long
with a copper electrode at the end of the cable and another on the mine-case and Insulated
When a magnetic sweep of the openfrom it
end sea-current type passes over, a small
current would be induced into the cable, a
sensitive relay in the mine would react, and
the unit would be rendered passive for the
duration of the sea current plus a predetermined period. This system was designed for
mounting on the L.M. mine when laid by 5-boat.
The mine electrode was mounted between the
fins of a special tail-door, and its lead
was led through the fins of a special compartment. The cable was wrapped around the
fins of the tail door, and the tall electrode
stowed inside the winding. Some experimentation has been carried on with nickel electrodes; but, for some reason unknown to the
Germans, the nickel electrodes were destroyed
by galvanic action after a few weeks in sea
water, so copper electrodes were adopted.
The circuit of the"raurschutz" devi c e of
M lr is shown in figure 13L When a sea
current is detected by the see electrodes FE,
the current is fed to the operating coil of
IR through condenser C, which Is designed to
eliminate spurious currents. When IR operates,
the operating coil of F-E Is energized,
lead to the
switches over, and breaks the
M 1 unit. This condition persists as long as
sea current is detected by IR. When IF Is
de-energized, self-holding of F-R is maintained through thermal delay switch Th-R
which now heats. When Th-R heats sufficiently
(approximately 30 seconds), self-holding F-R
is broken and the mechanism returns to normal.
-

CONDENSER

AL.A.

Figure 177 - M 1 Unit Housing
inE reaction was eausid y mo'.erent of the
gimbal:: which op'reted the p•neulum switch;
thus the hold-off coil and air-core relay were
energized. The hold-off coil assured that
the needle did not make contact, and the aircore relay closed the electromagnet switch,
thus stopping the escapement of the latitude
adjustee. The current which flowed in these
two parallel circuits was approximately 0.5
amperes. This was considered excessive. In
the M ls, the hold-off coil is energized only
during the latitude adjustment process If the
needle sticks to Its contact. Closing of the
pendulum switch en-rgizes t• electromagnet
directly, stopping the escapement and opening
the Alfa switch. Thus, until the hold-off is
d'-enercied, no closing of needle contacts
can fire the mine. One coil cf the air-core
relay and its cnrrespenr'Ing contact are unused. In this circuit, the battery drain is
approximately "0 ma. instead of 500 ma.
,

M lr, MA lr, and MA ler. The "r" (raum%e.tz) modification has been applied to M 1,
1 and MA la, in which case the "r" is
appended to its designation. In MA lr and
MA lar the modification lies primarily in the
M 1 component fitted, and this may be considered a modification of the M 1 unit. The
"raumechutz" feature is a system designed to
defeat magnetic sweep:: of the sea-current
type, such as the British L.L. Although it is

A few samples of M 1 have been found with
a small clockwork fitted to the top of the
needle box. This clockwork, when started by
a normal actuation, drives five smell gear
wheels fitted with switch cams. These cams
switch in various bias coils in the unit
according to 'fixed time constants and thus
transform the normal M 1 unit into a rate cf
change needle-type firing mechanism.
M 1 Unit

Circuit - Operation (Figure lIE)

Arming. 5 1/2 minutes after the six-day
clock starts, a-g closes, and b-c closet
11 1/2 minutes later. B then blows L, unlocking the needle and starteing A.L.A. Upon
completion of A.L.A., S 2 closes and B blows
IC, allowing the preset sensitivity to be applied to the unit. As the preset sensitivity
is applied, 5 2 opens and, upon completion of
this operation, S I closes. The mit is now
alive.
Formal Firing. A firing actuation closes
5 2' This energises the hold-on coil and the
relay, closing 5 5 to contact No. 1 and completing the circuit through the detonator.
Normal Anti-Countermining. A counter-mining
shock closes S. This energizes the hold-off
coil and the relay, cloSing Se to contact No.2.
The unit remains passive until Se settles down.
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E

1

DE T.

S6

B

HOLD
ON
COIL

HOLD
OFF
COIL

a

J

L

A CLOCK(HYDROSTATIC)
B BATTERY- 15 VOLTS
K AUTOMATIC SETTING FUSE (ALA )
L MAGNET RELEASE FUSE(ALA)
J ELECTROMAGNET

Figure 138 -

Si SENSITIVITY SETTING SWITCH
S2 NEEDLE SWITCH
S3 PENDULUM SWITCH
55 AIR CORE RELAY SWITCH

1 Unit Circuit

MAGNETIC UNITS

DET.

B

53

L

A CLOCK (HYDROSTATIC )
B BATTERY 15 VOLTS
K AUTOMATIC SETTING FUSE(ALA)
L MAGNET RELEASE FUSE(ALA)
J ELECTROMAGNET
-

Figure 139
74 71411P ( I-I 7_9

-

Si SENSITIVITY SETTING SWITCH
S2 NEEDLE SWITCH
Sa PENDULUM SWITCH
S4 TRIP SWITCH
55 AIR CORE RELAY SWITCH

1 1 Unit (First Revialcn) Circuit
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DET.
0
S5

I

I

T
HOLD
ON
COIL

HOLD
OFF
COIL
L

A - CLOCK (HYDROSTATIC)
B - BATTERY - 15 VOLTS
J - ELECTROMAGNET
K - AUTOMATIC SETTING FUSE (ALA)
L - MAGNET RELEASE FUSE (ALA)

Si.

-

SENSITIVITY SETTING ' SWITCH

Sg NEEDLE SWITCH
S5 PENDULUM SWITCH
-

S4S5-

TRIP SWITCH
AIR CORE R E LAY SWITCH

Figure 1 11 ❑ - N 1 Unit (Second Revision) Circuit
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Aluminum Mounting
Ring

Gimbal
Sphere

Rubber Mounting
Diaphragm

Figure 141 - M 1 Unit for LMAAMB Mines
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PENDULUM
SWITCH

SENSITIVITY
SETTING
•

SENSITIVITY
SETTING

AIR CORE
RELAY

;BALANCE WEIGHT
Figure 142 - M 1 Unit - II/Ind-Set - Front eLnd Side
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Figure 143 - M 1 Unit - Two-Pendulum
A countermining shock during A.L.A. closes
S,. The hold-off coil and relay operate as
above, energizing .1, which holds the A.L.A.
arm Inoperative until S„ settles down.
A 1 (1st Revision' Unit Circuit - Opera:f=
(Figure 129J.
Arming. Same as original unit except that
if 5- does not open properly as the preset
sensitivity is applied, the A.L.A. arm momentarily closes 54, completing the circuit
through the bold-off coil and 52, opening E2.
Normal Firing and Anti-Countermining.
Same as the original M 1.
M 1 (2nd Revision) Unit Circuit - Operation
(Figure 140;
0 a

J

NutaNEric uNITA CLOCK SWITCH

e

G
H

"

C P S.E SWITCH

D
E ABC SWITCH
F SENSITIVITY CONTACT

Figure 144

-

7

SAFETY PIN
NEEDLE SWITCH
DET RELEASE FUSE
K UNIT RELEASE FUSE
L LATITUDE FUSE
Y NOLO ON COIL

M 2 Unit Circuit

Arming. Same as the M 1, except that, as
the preset sensitivity is applied, 54 closes
momentarily even if Sp has opened properly;
the purpose being to make doubly sure that
5 2 is open at the completion of the operation.
Normal Firing and Anti-Countermining Same
as M 1.
14 2 UNIT

M 2 Unit Circuit - Operation (Figure 244).
The N 2 [SM.-BM unit was a dip-needle type
unit designed for and laid in the TMA mine.
It was considered unsuccessful and experimental, and was withdrawn from service.
Arming. When the hydrostatic clock runs
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UNIT
FRAME

GIMBAL
HOUSING

UNIT
COVER

NEEDLE
SWITCHES

Al_ A.
Figure 145 - M 2 Unit Breakdown

TMA CASE

GIMBAL HOUSING

off its delay settinL, a-g and b-c close,
blowing the detonator release fuse and starting A.L.A. which is performed as is M 1. The
M 2 differs from M 2 as follows:
1. The firing current passes directly
through the needle switch.
2. The anti-countermining device is of a
different type.

3. The needle switch consists of eight
flat needles mounted on a horizontal shaft
with the needle edges in the vertical plane.
The shaft is reverse-geared to a counterbalance system of weights and lever arms, so
that the moments of inertia of the needles
and counterbalance system are equal and opposite. The above change in construction permits the unit to tilt as much as itc from the
vertical without closing the needle switch.
The net result of this modification, then,
is that the opposing inertia moments prevent
the unit from firing from shock or tilting,
whereas the needles may depress and close the
needle switch upon receipt of a firing actuation without affecting the counterbalance
system.
)

Normal Firing. A firing actuation closes
the needle switch, operating the hold-on coil
and completing the circuit through the detonator.

NEEDLE HOUSING
Figure 246 - M 2 Unit In TMA Mine

128

Normal Anti-Countermining. A countermining shock opens the inertia-operated clockwork-type anti-countermining switch, which
is normally closed. When the switch opens,
it winds a small clockwork escapement, and
the circuit 15 broken until the escapement
RESTRICTED
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Si

Se

L

FUSE I

FUSE 2

NEEDLE SWITCH

[x]

B- BATTERY 9 VOLTS
Fr FUSE
F2 FUSE
S r HYDROSTATIC CLOCK SWITCH
9 2 HYDROSTATIC CLOCK SWITCH
53 CAM SWITCH
94 NEEDLE SWITCH

Si Se CLOCK SWITCHES
S3 P.D.M. SWITCH
-

-

L - P.D.M. SOLENOID

Figure 147 - M 3 Unit Circuit

Figure 148 - M 3 Unit Circuit (Revised)

runs down in 3 to 10 seconds, varying directly with the intensity of the shock.

theless, this unit has been used with considerable success in moored and ground mines
laid by submarines, survace craft, and aircraft with parachute. An improvement of the
M 3 incorporates a special, 15-place mechanical P.D.M. as an integral part of the unit.

M3 UNIT

M 3 Unit Circuit - Operation (Figure 147).
The M 3 [Allied designation M IV and M IVa)
bi-polar unit was designed primarily for
moored influence mines•EMF, LMF, SMA. and TMA.
This unit contains an armature-type,
vertically-pivoted needle and represents
an improvement over the M 1 group in that it
is more compact, incorporates bi-polar firing,
and can be made in mass production. No anticountermining device is fitted, and the unit
fires more readily because of motion. Never-

Arming. When the hydrostatic clock runs
off its delay period, 51 and S 2 close, blowing fuse No. 1. This releases a clock escapement and starts A.L.A . 5 4 makes and
breaks during A.L.A., blowing fuse No. 2.
Upon completion of A.L.A., 5 3 closes and the
unit is alive
normal Firing. A RED or BLUE actuation
closes 5 4 to the proper contact, completing
the circuit through the detonator.

•
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sensitvit;:Is adjusted tz.. 70 mg; Ir. th•
latter case, sensitivity settings may be as
high as 2.G mg. When used in comb:natior.,
the M 4 is capable (DI repeated re-setting
to compensate for magnetic variations or
faulty original adju.etmentr,.
The major differences between the M
M 3 units are as follows:

4

an6

1. The M 4 is capable of higher sensitivity
settings.
2. The M 4 has a more dependable latitude
adjustment system.
'. The' orientation of the M 4 need not be
vertical.
4. The M 4 is capable of re-setting when
used in combination.
5. The M 4 is much smaller, of more rug_•'
construction, with few r roving parts.
,

was developed to meet the need
The M
a bi-polar unit of high sensitivity which
would not fire prematurely as a result of
mine motion. When used as a straight magn-l_:
unit, the M 4 is mounted in .71mhals for vertical orientation.
The use of M 4 on a fixed-axial orientation in the LM or TV type mines in comblmLion with AT 2 and AT 3 was In develorm•.nt.
These combinations were designated AK: En.
AMT
Figure 149 - M 3 Unit - Front and Rear Views

M 3 (Revision) Unit Circuit - Operation
(Figure 14:.).
Arming. When the hydrostatic clock runs
off its delay period, S i and E 0 close, blowing fuse No. 1. This rtleases'a clock escapement and starts A.L.A. During A.L.A.
the needle switch closes, blowing fuse Fo.2
and energizing L. When fuse No. 2 blows, the
Needle switch reopens and L is de-energized.
Upon completion of the F. ,m. cycle, the unit
returns to normal. ..fter a maximum of 14
"blind" actuations, S che ges from contact
No. 1 to contact No. 2, cutting out the P.D.M.
and putting the detonator in the circuit.
-

Normal Firing. An additional RFL or ELM
actuation closes the needle switch, completing
the circuit through the detonator.
-

THE M 4 UNIT
The M
magnetic
as the M
pact. It
at a 2.5
tionally

4 unit is a bi-polar, dip-needle,
unit. It is of the same basic type
3, but it is smeller and more comis capable of dependable setting
mg sensitivity, and was used operain 194r.

The M 4 may be used alone in moored or
ground mines, or as a magnetic trigger in a
combination unit. In the former case, the

130

Unit Construction. A cross section and
circuit representation of the M 4 is sown
schematically in figure 152. Two mu-metal
cylinders lead the magnetic field to two pole
pieces which are ad:acent to the needle. The
needle is a cylindrical drum magnet mounted
on a horizontal axis with its poles normally
fixed at right angles to the axis of the pelf
pieces. The drum magnet consists of a quantity of steel powder within a bakelite matrix.
In constructing the magnet, the steel powder
is pressed into the matrix, and, in that
form, Is magnetized. The top pole piec
has two coils (R and H-1) with adjusting
mounted next to them.
resistors (W 3 and W
Mounted on the lower po:e piece is a sing:
coil (HO. A small d-c motor is mounted an
the pole piece. This motor has a permanent
magnetic field and a reduction gear train.
Since the motor
rigid; y fixed on the pole
piece, it maintains a constant orientation
with respect to the needle magnet. The
magnetic effect of tht motor is compensated
for in latitude adjustment.
,

Latitude Adjustment and Arming Process.
Two hairsprings are connected to the needle
:..haft. One is so adjusted that it has no
tension when the needle is in emuilibrium.
The other hairspring is connected to a
motor-driven gear wheel with a 1 : 64,500
ratio. The latitude adjustment is accomplished by the rotation of this wheel. Be fore latitude adjustment commences, this
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Figure 150 - M 3 Unit for LMF Mine
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NEEDLE
HU- HE TAL
CYL I ADE 55
POLE PIECES

A

WY G CONTACT

IC-I

BLUE CONTACT

it-r

ICED CONTACT

M-1

HOLDING COIL

H-2 HOLOING COIL
BIAS COIL
111-1

RICED RESISTOR

•-E PAR/ABLE RESISTOR
If

IFOT OR

Figure 152 - H 4 Unit Circuit

hairspring has a tension capable of equalizing
a magnetic field up to 800 mg RED. However,
in this condition, the moving needle contact
is held fixed in an equilibrium position by
a cam-operated clamp switch. The cam releases the needle, and the spring tension Is
equal to approximately 700 mg RED. The adjustable range of the mechanism is from 700
mg RED to 400 mg BLUE.
The latitude adjustment and arming process
for magnetic actuation is as follows, when
the ZR Is mechanism is used (See figure 1:4).

SENSITIVITY
SETTING
UNIT HOUSING
Figure 151 - M 4 Unit
13 2

When the battery and detonator are connected into the circuit, the motor (M2) is energized and begins to run. Its ratio gear
train drives the main gear wheel, vhich reduces tension on the hairspring. When the
tension has been decreased to a point equal
and opposite to a field of 700 mg RED, switch
T -1- opens, releasing the needle. The needle
then closes to the BLUE contact K 1 . The
current continues to flow to the motor and
to the biasing coil R on the hairspring. The
bias-coil-adjusting resistor W is adjusted
to exert a RED bias on the unit equal to the
RED sensitivity.
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M 4 UNIT

agnetic influences exerted. The mechanise
designed to accomp:ish this resetting fe
called :IF lib, and Is used only when M
combined with AT 2 . or AT
(these combinatiz
are designated AMT 2 and AMT 7).

SUSPENSION
SPRINGS

The circuit of M 4' with 2e, lib Is shown ir.
figure 355. The switch cam of ZR
Is
actually fitted with six contacts, but f.:•
simplicity, only four are indicated. When
the battery is connected inte the circeit,
relay A is energised through contact T. When
T opens, A remains energized through BLUE cent/act K 1 . Current passing through A causes
a l , a 2 , and a: to op , rat. Contact ae maintains self-holding of A, ap starts motor M,
and a ] switches over. At this point, it it
necessary for contact :I to be closed in order
for latitude ad.;estment to take place. Thus,
approximately 30 seconds of each two-m!nute
cycle Is available for magnetic adjustment.
With the above exceptions, latitude adjustment occurs in the normal manner.
When latitude adjustment is complete, the
unit is ready for actuation. If a FE: magnetic actuation occurs, K. is made and rela;
B energized through III and R 2 . When E ec
energized, b l , b 2 and be operate. Contact
be maintains sell-hcldif.g of E: bp starts
the cam-matching motor, and bl switches ever,
but does not energize M 2 , since II Is open.
A few seconds later, I closes and maintains
motor current until the end of the cycle.
Thereafter, IV closes, energizing the.
combination units. If the min , does
not fire, IV reopens after E set interval
and II closes. If, at this point a def:trent
magnetic field prevails, the motor. Me readjusts the M 4 unit accordingly. If ihe unit
is still properly adjusted, A is energis e d,
and the adjusting current through F and Mis broken. If a new adjustment has been
necessary, the same series of events will
occur after the adjustment. At a post near
the end of the switching cycle, II and III
open. The opening of II limits Inc period
during which readjustment may take place.
The opening of. II breaks the holding circuit to A and E, after which III re-closes.
When I closes, the switching cycle ceases.
If the closure period of II is insufficient
to permit proper readjustment, the needle
switch remains on contact and a new cycle
is started. This process continues until
proper adjustment has taken place.

Figure 153 - M 4 Unit in Housing

When tension on the hairspring has been
decreased sufficiently, the needle moves
from BLUE contact K.o REL K 2 , permitting
current to flow to relay
r
A through III, IV,
H 2 and K . When A is energized, contacts
2
a 2 and a p operate. Contact ap provides selfholding for A and short circults H2. Contact
a l breaks the circuit to the motor and deenergizes the bias coil, permitting the
needle to resume equilibrium. This is accomplished by the switching over of a2, at which
time the fuse (S) blows.
When fuse (S.) blows, the switching escapement starts contacts III and IV open. (A)
is de-energized, allowing a 2 and a 2 to return
to normal, and, after approximately four seconds, contacts I and II close and IV recloses,
At this point, the arming process is complete.
Firing. If the unit Is actuated by a RED
field, the needle moves to the REL contact
K 2, —the needle being held on hl fieand the
battery fires the detonator thrnugh II. If
a BLUE actuation occurs, the needle moves to
the BLUE contact K l. r-the needle being held
on in this case by ri] — and tne battery fires
the detonator through II, IV, and I.
T is the needle clamp switch which is fitted to all M 4 units, when M 4 is employed
as a straight magnetic unit. T is used for
clamping only
M 4 Used in Combination with Another Unit.
When the 16 4 Is used as a straight magnetic
unit, it may premature, because of faulty'
settings or variations in the earth's magnetic
field. On the other hand, when used in combination with other units, the M 4 vii] reset
itself when actuated to compensate for the

M UNIT
The M 5 is a relatively small an, simplified dip-needle type unit of the same basic
construction as the M 1, and Is suitable for
mass production. It is fitted with a pendulum-type anti-countermining switch, and was
designed for use in ground mines. Its operational characteristics are similar to those
of the K 1, except that it is reported to be
capable of dependable setting at a
sensitivity. Its development was undertaken
in parallel with that of the M L, the intention being that the unit which proved more
satisfactory would ler adopted. The M 4
development was completed first. Since tee
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M4

ZR la

Tc:

DETONATOR
-1 111111,1 1

BATTERY-9 VOLTS

M2

MOTOR OF M4 UNIT

R

BIAS COIL ( RUCKSTELLSPULE)

H1,1-12

HOLDING

W

BIAS- ADJUSTING

A

RELAY ( AND 02 CONTACTS OF A)

S

FUZE

1,31, 11,12

CONTACTS OF ZR 1.0

T

NEEDLE

K1 (BLUE) K2 (RED)
I, 2, 3, 4, 5

TAP - IN

COILS

( HALTESPUL EN )
RESISTOR

( SCHMELZDRAHT)

CLAMPING

SWITCH

CONTACTS
FOR USE I N

COMBINATION WITH OTHER UNITS

Figure 1!.4 - M 4 Unit Circuit (with ZR Ia)
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K2

M4

__

3.

1

5

ZR1lb

BATTERY 9V.
A,B-CONTROL RELAYS WITH CONTACTS a l , 02, a3,b1 b2, b3.
EI,111,12Z CONTACTS OF CAM-SWITCHING MECHANISM ZR II b.
M 1 -MOTOR OF ZR fib
M 2-MOTOR OF M4T- NEEDLE CLAMPING SWITCH
BLUE CONTACT
K2 R ED CONTACT
H I -H2- HOLDING COILS
R- BIAS COIL
W- BIAS ADJUSTING RESISTOR
S- FUSE
DZ-ZRII b CONTACT FOR ASSOCIATED COMBINATION UNITS
1,2,3, 4, 5 TAP-IN FOR USE IN COMBINATION WITH OTHER UNITS.
-

Figure 155 - M 4 Unit Circuit (vith ZP IIb)
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HM
".6.7 1
T

AS
P

Th

LJ
M

10:, HS

EW
cirtI1I-61)Th---f-MAAa

Sz
SI

•

Th THERMAL DELAY SWITCH

DET

HS= HOLD - ON COIL (0.611)

(COIL A - CLOSING - 411)

W = RESISTOR (5n)

(COIL B - OPENING - 7511)

M = NEEDLE SWITCH

SI = MAGNET-RELEASE FUSE

P = PENDULUM SWITCH

S2 =LATITUDE-SETTING FUSE

HM= ELECTROMAGNET (15 f1)

AS= HOLD - OFF COIL (0.4 ft)

E = SENSITIVITY - SETTING COIL Q2f1

EW= SENSITIVITY- SETTING RESISTOR - PLUG IN
TYPE

SENSITIVITY

RESISTANCE

a

5 mg

2000 II

b

10 mg

1000I1

C

20 mg

500

d

30 mg

335n

Figure 156 - M 5 Unit Crcuit
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• e unit had the advantage of bi-polariti
an rtpeatcd latitude setting, and was suiteble fo7 use in moored mines, the work on the
▪ c, was curtailed.
The Unit Frame. The unit frame is a single
testing mounted on gimbal rings inside a
spherical container approximately eight inches In diameter. The container is fitted
with rubber ties that serve as shock absorbe•.,:. The unit is so balanced that it
assumes a vertical position rapidly. All the
electrical and magnetic components are mounted
on the unit frame except the settle., coil
(einstellwieklung) and the setting resistor
(tenstellvideretand). The components mounted
on the frame are:
:. The needle switch and damping assembly
2. The hold-on coil (Haltespule)
'. The pendulum switch (Pendel)

The Pendulum Switch. This pendulum is of
the same type as that used with the M 1 unit,
but is much smaller. (1/2 inch in diameeer,
2 3/e inches long).
The Feld-Off Coll. This coil is mounted
on a Jo= on the bottom center of th• unit
frame. It is 3/4 inch In diameter and
1/4 inch long, and has a resistance of 0. ,;
ohms.
The Anti-Countermining Relay. This relay
is a small two-coil type with a single-pole
single-throw contact that is normally open,
and is mounted on one side of the unit frame.
When energized, this relay stops the clockwork escapement by blocking the motion of
the escapement arm. The resistance of the
relay magnet is 15 ohms.
The Thermal Delay Switch. This switch
consists of two bi-metal stripe with a
normally closed contact between them, each
strip being wound with 'a heater coil, and
this switch is a part of the anti-countermining circuit. One of the strips has a
four-ohm heater coil and acts as a contact
in another part of the circuit. When heated,
this strip tends to keep the switch closed.
The other strip has a 75-ohm heater coil
which, when heated, tends to open the switch

4. The held-off coil (Abreisspule)
The anti-countermining device
(Haltemegnet)
6, The thermal delay switch (bi-metal

Felais)
7. The five-ohm resistor
E. The clockwork escapement
S. Magnet-re leak fuse
1r. The latitude-setting fuse and switch
The Needle Switch. This switch is a single-poi; single-throw type, mounted on knife
edges and fitted with four cylindrical permanent magnets. These magnets are approximately 3/e inch long and are mounted in
- he same plane on two parallel axes. There
re two magnets approximately 1/2 inch apart
.nd parallel tc each other at each end of
needle evitch casting, and they are so
arranged that the parallel axes of the magnets at each end are the same. This arrangement gives the appearance of two parallel
magnets 1/2 inch apart, broken in the middle
inch. The needle axis
by a gap of about
is fitted with a moving contact outside the
magnet housing. Two hairsprings are mounted
on the needle axis, one of which is a stabilizer and has no tension when the plane of the
magnet is horizontal (switch closed). The
other is an adjusting spring which has a large
initial tension that serves to hold the needle
switch off' contact until proper clockwork
adjustment takes place. Each end of the
switch casting is fitted with a wire to which
a disc of 1/2 inch diameter is attached.
These two discs move in cylindrical wells
within the main unit frame, and by means of
a loosely fitted "dash-pot" action, provide
the needle damping. The needle housing is
protected from dust by two small transparent
plastic covers. The magnetic moment of the
system is the same as for the M 1.
The Hold-On Coil. This coil is mounted
on n form on the bottom of one end of the

unit frame. It is 5P..- 1 inch in diameter
and 1/2 inch long, and has a resistance
of 0.06 ohms.

The Clockwork Escapement. This device Is
similar to the one used in the M 1 unit with
the normal type oscillating arm. When released by the blowing of the magnet-release
fuse, this device slowly decreases the tension in the needle hairspring, this process
continuing until the clockwork is stopped by
the blowing of the latitude setting fuse.
The Magnet-Release Fuse. This fuse is the
ordinary wire type, and, when blown, it performs two functions:
1. It unlocks the magnetic switch.
2. It releases the latitude adjustment
clockwork escapement.
The Latitude-Setting Fuse. This fuse is
the same type as the magnet-release fuse.
When blown as a result of the first closing
of the needle switch, it releases a springloaded arm which:
1. Breaks contact to the setting coil.
2, Makes transient contact to ensure that
the needle does not stick.
3. Closes the final arming circuit to the
detonator.
The Setting Coil. The sensitivity-setting
coil Is wrapped around the inner gimbal ring,
and, in conjunction with the sensitivitysetting resistor, puts a RED magnetic bias
field on the mechanism during the latitudeadjusting process. The resistance of this is
0.2 ohms.
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The setting resistor is plugged into a receptacle on the inner gimbal ring. The value
of this resistor determines the sensitivit
of the unit when armed. The following are
four resistance values for four different sensitivities:
mg - 2,000 ohms
3r mg - 1,000 ohms
2C. mg 500 ohms
70 mg 77 ohms

Operation of the Unit. When the hydrostatic clock runs off, the battery is connected across the (.1..) and (-) terminals of the
unit, and the magnet-release fuse S 1 blows,
with the following results:
2. The needle switch is unlocked and is
free to rotate on its knife edges.
2. The latitude adjustment escapement is
allowed to start.
A CLAPPER SWITCH
B FUSE DELAY SWITCH
BB BATTERY IS VOLT
C FUSE DELAY SWITCH
F MASTER SWITCH
O HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
4.1 PHOTOCELL RELAY AND
HOLD-OH
I PHOTOCELL

hotation of the latitude-adjustment escapement causes gradual decrease In the tension
of the needle hairspring. During this pro-

cess, the sensitivity-setting bias coil, EW,
which is in series with the bias coil resistor 1, is energil ed. This determines the
amount of R7E bias placed on the unit. When
the hairspring tension has decreased to the
point where the torque on the needle shaft
caused by the hairspring is equal and opposite tc the magnetic force of the earth's
vertical field, the needle switch will be in
equilibrium.
.

When the needle switch M closes, the reduction in resistance causes the latitude-setting
fuse 5 2 to blow and release a spring-loaded
arm which, in rotating, breaks the circuit to
the sensitivity-setting coil and stops the
latitude-adjustment escapement. When the
sensitivity-setting coil is de-energized, the
Kr bias is removed. However, since the holdon coil H5 is energized at this time, the nee- dle switch does not reopen.
Potation of the spring-loaded arm makes

transient contact, energizing the hold-off
coil AS through the relay RM. When energized
AS removes the needle from its contact and
de-energizes HI. Current through HM causes
it to close contact, thereby energizing the
self-holding circuit through the contact of
the thermal delay switch. This condition
persists until the 7-ohm heater opens the
thermal delay switch, de-energizing HM. Further rotation of the arm carries it to its
limit stop, closing the arming switch which
connects terminal Z. to the needle-switch circuit. The unit is now fully armed. At this
time, a RED magnetic field, equal to or
greater than the RED bias field imposed by
EW in adjustment, will close M. The RS
coil will hold the needle on contact, and
the detonator will fire.
Disturbance of the mine unit actuates the
pendulum switch. This switch energizes the
hold-off coil, holding the needle off contact, and current is passed through the fourohm heater, which tends to keep the thermal
delay switch closed. If this disturbance
133

K NEEDLE SWITCH
L COLD-OH COIL FOR K
Y THERJAISTOR
N RESISTOR
R FUSE
S LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT
COILS
W FUSE
I THERMISTOR

Figure 157 - N 101 Unit Circuit
occurs during latitude adjustment, the current passing through the HM coil will stop
latitude adjustment, and close the HM selfholding circuit. The thermal delay switch
is prevented from opening, while the pendulum is closed because the four-ohm coil is
energized. For this reason, the duration
of a protection period is at least equivalent to the duration of the disturbance.
M 101 UNIT
The .14 101 unit * (Allied designation, N Mk
VI, M Mk VIII) was thefirst of the Luftwaffe
mine unit series. It is a uni-polar unit, and
it operates on the principle of magnetic balance for a vertical component. Work on this
unit began in the winter of 1939, and it vas
completed and ready for operational use in the
fall of 1940. It was used operationally as a
magnetic unit, and in combination with acoustic and pressure components in the BM 1000 I/II
mine cases.

M 101 Circuit - Operation (Fisure 157).
Arming. When the mine is dropped, action
of the Rheinmetall fuse closes the master
* The M 101 appears operationally with two
modifications. The first mas the addition
of a specially designed, electrical, threeplace, ship counter; the second, the addition of an electrical 20-place ship counter.
In each instance, after recovery, the Allied
designations changed; however, the modified
units remained M 101 in the German system.
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z

DET.

A
B
BB
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
K

L
M
P
R
S

CLAPPER SWITCH
FUSE DELAY SWITCH
BATTERY 15 VOLT
FUSE DELAY SWITCH
11

U
V

MASTER SWITCH
HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
PHOTOCELL RELAY AND
HOLD-ON
PHOTOCELL
NEEDLE SWITCH

X

HOLD-ON COIL FOR K
THERMISTOR
RESISTOR
FUSE
LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT
COILS
F US E

THERMISTOR

Figure 156 - M 101 Unit Circuit (with Three-Place P.D.M.)
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switch F. The thermostatic clapper Switch A
is normally closed at temperatures above '2 0
Fahrenheit. If the mine reaches a depth of
24 feet or more, the hydrostatic switch G
closes to contact No.2, and the battery BB
energizes fuse delay switch E through fuse W.
Upon completion of its delay period, E shorts
its heater coil and W blows, as a result of
the increased current in the circuit. Battery

current L5 then applied to the magnetic firinw
circuit.
Switch K is normally closed to contact No.
2 because of the BLUI field of a local magnet.
When current energizes coil S, this magnet
is depermed by rapid making and breaking of
contact No.2 until K nc longer tends to close
to contact No.2. Thermistor M then heats un-

NOS
4 TO 16
OMITTED

A - CLAPPER SWITCH
B - BATTERY 15 VOLT
C - FUSE DELAY SWITCH
D E F - MASTER SWITCH
G - HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
H - PHOTOCELL RELAY AND HOLD ON
I - PHOTOCELL
K - SWITCH MAG. UNIT RELAY
L - HOLD ON COIL FOR K
-

-

- THERMISTOR

•

N - FUSE DELAY SWITCH
P - RESISTOR
Q - SWITCH 40 SEC. FUSE DELAY
R - FUSE
S - LATITUDE ADJUSTMENT COILS
Y - THERMISTOR 5 TO B SEC.
11
Z 2 TO 5 SEC.
1 3 5 - 7- SWITCHES 27 SEC. FUSE DELAY
u
II
7
u
"
2 4 6 8-

-

-

-

-

-

Figure 2c9 - M ICI Unit Circuit (with Ten-Flace P.D.M.)
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M 101 With Three-Place F.D.M. (Figure

til fuse R blows and isolates the A.L.A. circuit. The unit is now alive.

158).

Arming. Same as original unit.
Delay-Action Bomb Firing. If the mine does
not reach a depth of 24 feet, G remains on
contact No. 1 and BB energizes C. Upon completion of its delay period, C switches over,
completing the circuit through the detonator.
Normal Firing. A RED actuation closes K to
contact No. 1,-completing a circuit through
the detonator, hold-on coil L, and thermistor
Z. When 2 has heated sufficiently, L holds K
on contact No. 1 and a current increase to 1/4
ampere fires the detonator.
P.S.E. Firing. The unit is fitted with two
photo-electric cells designed to be energized
upon exposure to light. The resultant current
operates relay H, completing a circuit through
H, Z and the detonator. The detonator will
fire as above when Z heats sufficiently.

Delay-Action Bomb. Firing. Same as original unit
Normal Firing with Period-Delay Mechanism.
A RED actuation closes K to contact No. 1,
completing a circuit through thermistor 1,
fuse V, and hold-on coil L. As Y heats, L
holds K on its contact and V blows, energizing
fuse-delay switch D. Upon completion of its
delay period, D switches over, completing a'
circuit through thermistor IC and fuse.U. X,
being cold, cannot pass enough current to operate L, and the circuit returns to normal.
A second RED actuation causes repetition
of the above, with 1 heating, U blowing, and
fuse-delay switch E switching in the detonator and thermistor Z. 2, being cold, cannot

MASTER
SWITCH

MASTER
SWITCH

UNIT HOUSING

...
.„.

.%

Figure 160 - M 101 Unit
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A - CLAPPER SWITCH
B,C,D,E - FUSE DELAY SWITCH
F - MASTER SWITCH
6 - HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
L - NEEDLE SWITCH
L
RED HOLD - ON COIL
L - BLUE HOLD - ON COIL
AUXILIARY COIL
L
COMPENSATING COIL
L
M,Y,2 - THERMISTORS

N
SW. OPERATED BY FUSE DELAY SW. *16
P - POTENTIOMETER
• - SW. OPERATED BY FUSE DELAY SW * 20
R •- SOLENOID RELAY
S - LATITUDE ADJUSTER COIL
T - CONDENSERS
• ,Viz ,W 31 W 4 ,W 5 - RESISTORS
* I 48'16
P D. M. FUSE DELAY SW.
411 19,4‘20 - DELAY ARMING FUSE DELAY SW.
* 21 A. L.A. FUSE DELAY SWITCH
-

Figure 161 M 10 Unit Circuit
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MAGNETIC
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SENSITIVITY
COIL

BALANCE
WEIGHT

Figure 162 - M 103 Unit - Front and Side Views
a maximum of nine "blind" actuations, svaltzhes
No. 17 and No. lE will have operated, closing
switch N and putting the detonator in the firing circuit.

pees enough current to operate L, and the
circuit again returns to normal.
A third EYE actuation completes the circuit through Z, L, and the detonator, which
fires when the current rises to 1/4 ampere.
F.S.I. Firing. Same as original unit.
M 101 - with Ten-Place I.r.M. (Figure 155).
Arming. When the mine 13 dropped, action
of the Rheinmetal: fuze closes the master
switch. F. The thermostatic clapper switch A
is normally closed at temperatures above :2 0
Fahrenheit. If the mine reaches a depth of
2! feet or more, the hydrostatic switch G
closes to contact No. 2, and the battery energizes fuse-delay switches C, D, and E in that
order. Upon completion of the delay period
of E, battery current starts A.L.A., in the
magnetic unit through the by-pass fuse, of
fuse-delay switch No. 1, and thermistor Y.
Upon completion of A.L.A., as in the original
K 101, fuse F will have blown,and K will be
Just clear cf contact No. 2.
,

A final BEI. actuation compl , ts a circuit
L, N, Thermistor 2, and the detonator. When
Z has heated sufficiently, I. hold: , K on its
contact, and a current increase to 1 , » ampere
Sires the detonator.
P.S.E. Firing. Photo-electric cells may
be fitted as in the original M 101.
M 10:f. UNIT
The M 107 unit (Allied dfs1pnation M Mk IX)
was the same as the M 122, except that It responded to either a RED or a BLUE field. Work
on this unit began in the summer of 1940 and
was completed and ready for operational use
in the spring o! 1941. It was used alone or
in combination In the BM 10Or' I/I1 mine cases.
Like the M 111, the M 1' used an electrical,
eight-place P.T..M.
K 103 Operation (Figure 1C1).

Delay-Action Bomt firing. Same as original unit.
Normal Firing with P.D.M. A RED actuation
closes H to contact No. 1, completing a circuit from the battery through the by-pass
fuse of fuse-delay switch No. 1, thermistor
Y, and hold-on coil L. When Y heats sufficiently, L holds K on its contact, the bypass fuse blows, and switch No. 2 is energized. Upon completion of its delay period,
Switch No. 1 switches over, breaking the
hold-on circuit. allowing L, Y, and K to
return to normal, and cutting_ in switch No.2,
which passes current through a by-pass. Upon
completion of its delay period, switch No.2
switches over, cutting Ln switch No. '. After

Arming. When the mine is dropped, action
of the Rheinmetall fuze closes the Master
Switch F. The thermostatic clapper switch A
is normally closed at temperatures above '2'
Fahrenheit. If the mine reaches a depth of
24 feet or more, th. hydrostatic switch. G
close> to contact No. 2, and fuse-delay
switches B, r, and Y are energized in that
order. Upon completion of the delay period
of F:
1. The battery current energizes the gimbal system in which fuse-delay switch No. 21
controls four circuits in addition to its own.
Battery current energizes coil .7•, which deperms its own magnetic core to a point whirt.
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switch K is just clear of contact No. 2. All
the current in this parallel circuit now flows
through L x , which provides an increasing RFD
field due to heating of thermistor M. This
assures that K does not remake contact No. 2,
and further deperm S. During the above operation, L., has been introducing a BLUE field
roughly equivalent to the unit sensitivity.
The strength of the L., field is adjustable
by varying P. When stritch No. 21 switches
over after completion of A.L.A., it breaks
its own circuit, isolates S, breaks the circuit to L T , and breaks the circuit to the
compensatIng coil L., and P, so that K goes
to equilibrium betwten the two contacts.

Normal Firing with F.D.M. A BEL or BLUE
actuation closes I to the appropriate contact,
and battery current heats thermistor y until
it passes sufficient current to operate holdon coil L r, or Lb . When the current reaches
100 ma., he by-pass fuse on fuse-delay
switch No. 1 blows, and the fuse-delay switch
then carries the total current. The increasing current operates relay R, which provides
its own holding current through a lead whfch
by-passes the gimbal portion of the unit.
Hold-on current for K is then reduced to a
point where K opens. Upon completion of its
delay period, switch No. 1 switches over,
de-energizing R, which then returns to normal cutting in switch No. 2. Upon completion of its delay period, switch Nn. 2 switches
over and the unit returns to normal.

2. The battery current energizes switches
No. 19 and No. 20 in that order. Upon completion of its delay period, No. 20 switches
over to a blank contact and mechanically
switches Q from contact No. I to contact No.2,
putting the b'-polar gimbal unit in the F.D.M.
circuit.

After a maximum of eight "blind" actuations,
switch No. 16 closes switch N, completing the
circuit through the detonator and thermistor
Z. A final actuation fires the detonator as
in Y. 101 with 10-place P.D.M.
P.S.E. Firing. Photo-electric cells may
be fitted as in N 101.

Delay-Action Bomb Firing. Same as N 101.

Chapter 11 - Section 3
ACOUSTIC MINE UNITS
The German Navy and Luftwaffe made considerable use of Sonic Acoustic Units in rn!_ning. Since the first sonic acoustic mine was
laid in 1940, several different types of sonic
acoustic units nave beer, used, and several
more were in advanced development just prior
to being used operationally at the end of the
war in Europe.

Any of the units specified may be altered
by the introduction of a "stumpf (insensitive
microphone and other small modifications to
make an anti-mine-sweeper unit. Its designation is changed accordingly. eg: A 4st (A .4stumpf).

The German sonic acoustic mine units include the following:

The A 1 unit (FAB 3) (Allied designation
A Mk I) was the first attempt by the Germans
to make an acoustically-fired mine unit. The
development started in May, 1940. by the firm,
"Dr. Ing. Rudolf Hell" (Berlin) and was completed in September 1940
It was immediately
put into operation. and the first specimen was
recovered by the Allies a month later. When
the first unit was in development, the following requirements were laid down.

A 1

Navy

TMA/TMB

Ground

Navy

TMB/TMC

Ground

A 1st
A 2
A 2st

—

A 1 - UNIT

,

A 3

Navy

EMF/SMA

A 4

Navy

TMB/TMB/TMC Ground

I. The mine must fire at the approach of
a ship.

Moored

2
A 4st
A 7

Navy

EMF/SMA

Moored

A 104

Luftwaffe

BM1000

Ground

Luftwaffe

BMIOOC

Ground

Luftwaffe

BM1000 T

Moored

BM1000

Ground

A 104st
A 105
A 105st
A 107
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The mine must not fire as a result of
detonation of other mines in the area.

A 1 Unit - Operation (Figure 163)
Arming. Two minutes after the hydrostatic
clock starts, 31 closes, blowing fuse F and
starting the delay clock. When the hydrostatic clock runs off its delay period, (17
minutee) S4 and S R clone, putting the detonator in the circuit. When the delay clock
runs off its period (six days maximum), S i
and S2 close and the unit is alive.
Normal Firing. When sound impinges on the
microinone resistance will appear as current
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M

T

w2

-II C3

4-1'4 4P-1 1 i/1 1 1 1 1 1 1
BR

11111111111
9

.1

D

ra

re:

54

B i 9 VOLTS
B2 9 VOLTS
8 3 15 VOLTS
84 9 VOLTS
C 1 280 MICROFARADS
II
C2 330
Ca 10
II
W I 25 OHMS
W2 3000 ti
W3 5000 fl
W4 5000 II
W6 1000 II
D THERMAL DELAY HEATER
II
4
SWITCH
ii

DET.

F FUSE TO START DELAY CLOCK
SI S2 SWITCHES CLOSED BY DELAY CLOCK
53 TRANSIENT CONTACT ON HYDR, CLOCK
S4 HYDROSTATIC CLOCK SWITCH (c-g)
II
(b-e)
II
S 5II
T MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
II
M
X1 COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER
II
II
Ii
X2
RI RELAY-SENSITIVITY 116 MICROAMPS
RR

II

•

11

440 MICROAMPS
T O r MPS
TO a
1110 MICROAMPS
TO r I

Figure 163 - A 1 Unit Circuit
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B1
B2
B3
B4
CI

15 VOLTS
9 VOLTS
15 VOLTS
S VOLTS
315 MICROFARADS
Cl 365 MICROFARADS
10 MICROFARADS
C3
25 OHMS
Wi
WI 5000 OHMS
W3 5000 OHMS
OHMS
W4 5000
W5 1000 OHMS
Ws 5000 OHMS
W7
20 OHMS

53.5; SWITCHES CLOSED BY DELAY CLOCK
53
TRANSIENT CONTACT ON HYDR.
CLOCK
S4
HYDROSTATIC CLOCK SWITCH (a-9 ]
S3
HYDROSTATIC CLOCK SWITCH (17
T
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
THERMAL DELAY HEATER-100 OHMS
0
F
FUSE
RELAY— SENSITIVITY 123 MICROAMPS TO ri
RI
RELAY— SENSITIVITY 700 MICROAMPS TO re
142
975 MICROAMPS TO *1
H
MICROPHONE
X1
COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER
;
COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER

Figure 164 - A 1 Unit (First Revision) Circuit
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Se

B2
'111111111

E
^I^IIIIII

•IIIIhII

.---V‘‘:7\d-11111111
Bi

D

R2

WI
P.D.M.
2

DE T.

B1
82
83

B4
CI
C2
C3

C4

WI
w2
w3
W4
W6

We

15 VOLTS
9 VOLTS
15 VOLTS
9 VOLTS
315 MICROFARADS
365 MICROFARADS
10 MICROFARADS
0.6MICROFARADS
25 OHMS
5000 OHMS
5000 OHMS
5000 OHMS
1000 OHMS
5000 OHMS
20 OHMS
100 OHMS

Se SWITCH- CLOSES AT END OF DELAY (o-g)
57 SWITCH- CLOSES AT END OF DELAY(b-c )
S 1 SWITCH-CLOSES SHORTLY AFTER S6
AND Si (e.- f )
S9 SWITCH ON PD.M.
K
SWITCH ON P.D.M.(STAYS ON I UNTIL
RUN OFF)
THERMAL DELAY HEATER-100 OHMS
D
E
FILTER CHOKES
M MICROPHONE
T MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
R 1 RELAY SENSITIVITY 123 MICROAMPS TO r i
R 2 RELAY SENSITIVITY 700 MICROAMPS TO rc
975 MICROAMPS TO rf
X 1 COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER
X2 COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER

Figure 165 - A 1 Unit (Second Revision} Circuit
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BATTERIES

ZK

PSE
Figure 166 - A 1 Unit
variations on the primary of transformer T
and as alternating signal current on the
secondary of T. The signal current is then
rectified by rectifiers X ' and 72, with direct
current then flowing from the secondary
through two relays in series, the first. R1
being more sensitive than the second, R2.
If the sound is of suitable intensity for
normal firing, the current flowing through
R1 and R2 will not be strong enough to operate
R2. If the sound persists long enough to
charge Ci, R1 closes to rl. B now sends
current through R2, which oppotes and is
stronger than the induced current from the
secondary of T. The direction of this current is such that R2 closes to contact rf,
putting the detonator across B4.

Intermediate State. A sound which builds
up uniformly and rapidly to a point of coneidarable intensity may produce a current
which is strong enough, after Ri operates,
to cancel out the current from B1 which vculd
ordinarily close R2 to rf., R2 would not then
close to either contact, and the unit would
neither fire nor be rendered passive. If
such a signal ceased abruptly, Ra would open,
although the unit would probably fire as a
result of discharge from C2 through R2 vhich
would close to rf.

A 1 (Allied : A Mk II) (Figure 164)
Arming and Normal Firing. Same as original
A 1.

Normal Anti-countermining. A loud sound
vhich produces a strong current through R1
and R2 tends to operate both relays. Because of the delay in P1 occasioned by C I R2
operates first and, because of the direction
of the actuating current, closes to rc.

Normal Anti-countermining. A loud sound
which produces a strong current through both
R1 and R2 tends to operate both relays. However, because of the delay in R1 occasioned
by Ci, R2 will close to rc first, imposing a
blocking potentialfrom B1 across the secondary, thereby holding R1 open.

B1 and Bp then apply a locking voltage,
preventing B1 from operating, blocking further current from the secondary of T and
keeping R2 closed to re. This condition persista until thermal delay heater D heats and
opens its evitch,d,after about 12 seconds.

With R2 closed to rc, the circuit from B1
through D is completed and the thermal delay
switch D starts to heat. After about )5
seconds, dl is broken and the contact starts
to move toward d2, vhich it makes in about
30 seconds.

R2 then opens, d closes, and the unit returns to nOrmal. If frequent anti-countermining shocks are received, D vill heat to
the point where the unit's inert period may
be as short as three seconde.

When contact d2 is closed, B1 Is shorted
through W7, hold-On current thrOugh R 2 is
reduced to a, small amount, and rc opens.
Since the circuit from B1 through D is then
broken, D begins to cool and the thermal de-
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T

R,
B2
133

C,
C2
C3
C4
C5

CE,
C7

W
W2
W3

W4
W3
W6

9 VOLTS
15 VOLTS
9 VOLTS
300 MICROFARADS
365 MICROFARADS
10 MICROFARADS
.6 MICROFARADS teach)
240 MICROFARADS
100 MICROFARADS
100 MICROFARADS
20 OHMS
100 OHMS
3000 OHMS
5000 OHMS
6000 OHMS
1000 OHMS
20 OHMS

c

P D.M. CHANGEOVER SWITCH
FILTER CHOKE
MICROPHONE
( COARSE
RELAY —50 MICROAMPS SENSITIVITY
r, — R, CONTACT
RELAY-50 MICROAMPS SENSITIVITY
R2
ic , r r — R2 CONTACTS
RELAY — Sri MICROAMPS SENSITIVITY
R3
k3 CONTACT
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
T
S,,S 2 CLOCK SWITCHES
(a-q, b-c
53
CLOCK SWITCH
c-c )
SWITCH
FUSE DELAY
(30 SEC)
S3
PDM SWITCH
( NORMALLY CLOSELY
X,,X 2 COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
K
L
M
R,

Figure 167 - A let and A 2st Unit Circuit
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RELAY

Z. K.

MAIN BATTERY

BATTERIES

MICROPHONE

U E.S

Figure 168 - A 2st Unit
static clock closes switches s6, 57 and SE.

lay switch starts moving back from d-,to dl,
requiring about 15 seconds (total peiod of
cycle is 80 seconds)
Note: The unit is not alive until the
the7FKI delay switch returns to d1 because,
although the blocking potential is removed
from the secondary upon opening of R2, even
if a signal causes R1 to clone, there is no
circuit from B3 through R2, and R2 cannot,
therefore, be [roved to its.firing contact rf.

Normal Firing. Same as A Mk I and Mk II,
except that the incorporation of an extra
choke condenser filter (E-C4) eliminates
signal currents of 700-1000 cps. frequency,
thereby making the unit more selective as to
the frequencies of sound which will cause
firing or anticountermining.
Normal Anti-countermining. Same as A Mk I
and Mk II, except as noted above.

A 1 (Allied - A Mk III) (Figure 165)
At the end of its preset period, the hydro150

P.D.M. Action. In addition, a twelve-place
P.D.M. may he fitted which operates as follows:
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TRAVEL - LIMI T ING FEATURE

-

LOWE ELEC ?RODE

Figure 1E9 - German Acoustic Mine Microphone
1. When a firing impulse closes R2 to rf,
battery B1, puts hold-on current through R 2
by means of W,. The P.D.M. solenoid is also
energized by 84 through K1, and the P.D.M.
clockwork starts.
2. When SQ breaks, R2 hold-on 'current
Is broker. and - the P.D.M. solenoid is deenergized. The circuit then remains dormant
until the P.D.M. interval is run off and S c
recloses. When the final "blind" actuatiofi
is run off, K 1 breaks and X2 makes, putting
the detonator in the circuit.

3 . Detailed operation of the P.D.M. is
the same as that of the standard P.D.M. S o
corresponds to P-Q, E) to R-S, and K2 to S-T.
A let - A 2st
Operation (Figure 1b7)

- A Mk VI) Circuit

Arming. When the hydrostatic clock completes its delay period, S 1 and S2 close,
putting the detonator into the circuit.
Eighteen minutes later, S3 closes and B1
energizes fuse-delay switch S4 and the microphone M. Upon completion of its delay period,
S4 switches over, cutting out its heater,
putting full battery current on the microphone and closing an extra contact of S 4 which
arms the holding circuit of B 3 on R2.
Normal Firing with P.D.M. When sound impinges upon the microphone, it causes resistance variations which appear as alternating current upon the secondary of transformer
T. This current is filtered and rectified in
a manner similar to that employed in the A 1
(Allied A Mk II), with the intensity of the
rectified current directly variable with the
intensity of the sound. An insensitive microphone is used so that the amount of current
through the relay coils will be small compared to that produced in the A 1 (A Mk II).
Since Ri is more sensitive than R2, normal
sound of the type produced by an approaching
minesweeper will operate R1, but R2 will not
operate until the sweeper is fairly close.
When Ri closes, it completes a circuit through
R, W4, w, and R 2 . Because of the high resistance 3f the circuit, R 3 does not operate.

If the sound persists for 3 to 34 seconds,
however, C charges sufficiently to let R2

5

close to rf, whereupon B3 energizes a holding
circuit through W6 and the P.D.M. solenoid.
During the P.D.M. cycle Sc breaks, de-energizing the holding circuit. After a maximum
of 11 "blind" actuations, switch K breaks contact No. 1 and makes contact No. 2, and an
additional firing actuation will fire the
mine.
Norms]. Anti-countermining. If the sound
impinging on the microphone is of a very high
intensity, such as might be produced by an
underwater explosion. both R1 and N- operate.
R2, however, closes to rc, sc that the circuit
from B 2 through R3 is one of very low resistance. R 3 operates, closing r 3 which provides
a self-holding current for 74 3 through rl,
thus preventing Cc from charging and R2 from
closing to rf. This condition will persist
until the sound level drops below that necessary to keep R1 operative. At this point, R 3
is restored to normal and the unit is alive
to normal actuation.

MICROPHONES
With one experimental exception, all German
sonic acoustic mine systems (including combinations) used carbon-button microphones_
All the units described herein, except A 10 7
(Goepel), used the cantilever-type microphone
which existed in tvo basic forms. The "normal"
microphone, as its name implies was used for

acoustic units designed against normal target
vessels. The "stumpf" microphone had somewhat
different characteristics and was designed for
use with acoustic units modified to be antimine-sweeper units. First attempts to make
insensitive units were confined to putting

low-resistance shunts in the microphone circuit, but unfavorable microphone characteristics caused this procedure to be abandoned
Both types of cantilever microphones were
mounted securely on a base bolted inside the
mine. Through a spring suspension, the assembly was mounted free to move due to minecase vibrations. An arm amplified the motion
of the resonant mass and transferred it to a
carbon button. In the case of the normal
microphone, figure 170a, arm motion was transferred directly to the upper electrode and
vibrations thus caused direct compression
and expansion of the carbon granules. In the
"stumpf" microphone, figure 170b, arm motion
was transferred to a block which caused compression and expansion of the large body of
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Resistance output for the "stumpf" microphone was 100 cps.
The microphones VM 1, VM 2, VM 3 had no
shock mounting; VM 4 had shock mounting;
VM 5 Stu. had a very coarse setting.
The relative characteristics of the two
microphones are shown in figure 171. A normal microphone response le nearly flat, because of overloading after the point normally
used for firing; thus, it was unsuitable for
shunting and use in anti-mine-sweeper circuits,
The "stumpf" microphone, however, had an entirely different characteristic that rendered
it suitable for such systems. This'vas a
principle of microphone construction known to
the Germans as "Qnerstrom" (cross-current)

Figure 170a - Normal Microphone

The cantilever type of microphone construction was known to the Germane as the "Vibrations Mess-systeme" or vibrations-measuringsystem. It had the advantage that it was not
exposed to the water and its operating point
was not changed by depth. However, it was
somewhat less sensitive than some later types
developed by the Germans. Every cantilever
microphone was received at the mine depot with
a group• of shunts designed for insertion Into
the circuit when the microphone was fitted in
the mine. The normal microphone was received
with four shunts, (for different sensitivities)
and the "stumpf" microphone with one shunt.
The first German microphones had a peak
resonance at approx. 200 cps., with a band
75 cps. Because of constant
width of approx.
effort and improved construction methods, the
normal resonance vas reduced to approximately
90 cps. with a band width of approx. +5 cps.
The "stumpf" microphone, it was expected,
would have very sharp resonances at several
points in the spectrum. The improvements in
the cantilever microphone resulted in smaller
size, stronger construction, and lover frequency resonance to make sweeping more difficult.

Figure 170b - Stumpf Microphone

FIRING LEVEL
NORMAL"
MICROPHONE

The two A 107 (Gospel) units, used the D 102
Mi microphone (Hasag-Mikrophon). This microphone was a converted D 102 pressure detector,
fitted with an external diaphragm and a carbonbutton microphone. The mounting was fitted
with an equalizing channel which allowed pressure to be equalized on both sides of the external diaphragm. This was the same type of
microphone used in the DA 102 series of units
and had the advantage that, although its diaphragm was exposed to the water, hydrostatic
pressure did not alter the operation point.

"STUMPF"
MICROPHONE

,SOUND LEVEL- 0

-

Figure 171 - Relative Characteristics of
Microphones
carbon granules between two electrodes located in the carbon. These microphones were
developed in 1943, and mass promuction vas
started early in 194h. They vere used only
in the A 1, A 2, A 4, A 104 and A 105.
Resistance output for the normal microphone was 50 cps
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Microphone Circuit. The typical microphone
circuit was very simple and consisted of a
microphone battery, resistor, clock switch,
and transformer. The circuit was activated
by hydrostatic clock switch closure, and the
mine remained alive until the battery was
dead. The sensitivity of the mechanism depended on battery potential, and German figures on life indicate 3 - 6 months maximum.
This circuit could be modified to suit the
unit to which fitted, but it always remained
basically the same.
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AI,A2,A3

SOUND
LEVEL
T • MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
S • SHUNT
X • COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS

PASSIVE

!Jr

A

Figure 172a

T
I V2 SEC.
A=FIRING LEVEL
B 'BLOCKING LEVEL

//
TIME

Figure 173a - System 2 - Initiating Level

A 104

:PASSIVE
L • CHOKES
C • CONDENSERS - 4 /UFD

SOUND
LEVEL

.

FIRING

Figure 172b

B
A

-T T1--- V2 SEC.

TIME

A• INITIATING
B• FIRING
Figure 173b - System 1 - Initiating Level

C • CONDENSER - 0.2 UFD.

Figure 172c
Figure 172—Parts a, b, and c - RectifierFilter Circuits
Rectifier-Filler Circuit. The first
acoustic unit was made with no attempt to
limit the operation frequencies. The signal
current was shunted (to determine sensitivitw)
and rectified full-wave to feed the unit relays, figure 172a: as a result, a secondary
resonance at approximately one kc was present,
It was found that, although a minor resonance,
mines with this must be swept with underwater
signalling apparatus which operated near one
kc. A large number of such mines were fired
in the vicinity of light-ships, etc. Tc
counter this effect, some circuits were fitted
with L/C filters .of a lov-pass type which
caused cut-off at approximately 400 cps.,
figure 172b. As veil, some of the later types
were fitted vith only a low-capacity condenser,
figure 172c, when used with a microphone with
a narrow band width.
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Figure 173c - System 2 - Initiating Level
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R 1 20 OHMS
100 OHMS IN A 1-ST, A 2—ST
R2 SENSITIVITY-SETTING SHUNT
R 3 3 KOHMS
R4 5 KOHMS

A RELAY a CONTACT OF A
B RELAY b CONTACT OF B
S RELAY s CONTACT OF S
B 1 BATTERY 9V IN A I
6V IN A2
BATTERY
I5V
B2
B3 BATTERY 9 V
C I 240 MFD.
C2240 MFD. IN A I, A2, A 3,
720 MFD. IN AI-ST, A2—ST
MFD.
C 3 10
MFD.
04 4
65100 MFD.

R55
R65

1$

II
T MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
X COPPER OXIDE RECTIFER
L FILTER CHOKES
UES HYDROSTATIC CLOCK (6 DAY)
ZK 12-PLACE P. D.M.
TH FUSE DELAY SWITCH (WHICH
CLOSES CONTACT (In) AT END
OF ITS PERIOD )
—

Figure 174 - Composite Circuit, Al, Alst, A2, A 2st, and A3
Basic Systems. There were three basic

sonic systems:
1. Systems where the maximum rate-ofchange of sound level vae limited: A 1, A 2,
A 3, A 104.
2. Systems where both maximum and minimum
rate of change of sound level yere limited:
A 4, A 105.
3. Systems where both maximum and minimum
154

rate of change of sound level were limited
and determined from a reference point equal
to the average background sound level: A 7,
A 107.
System 1. In the first system, vhen the
initiating level was reached, the rate of
sound level increase did not exceed that shorn
in figures 173a, b, c; the unit fired 1 1/2
seconds after the sound reached the firing
level in figure 173a and when the firing level
was reached in figure 173b. If the rate ex-
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System 1- A 1, A 1st. A 2, A 2st, A;
In the•description of the circuits of this
system, A 1, A 1st, A 2, A 2st and A 3 will
be described jointly because of their similarity. A 1, A let, A 2, and A 2st were designed for ground mine use and were used extensively. A 3 was designed for moored mine
use but was unsatisfactory because of highbackground sound level and was never used
operationally on account of its tendency to
fire spontaneously. A composite circuit of
A 1, A 1st, A 2, A 2st, and A 3 ie shown on
figure 174. Earlier units in this !eries had
no L/C filter, ZA or fuse delay.
The sequence of operations is as follows:
1. Running of UES finally closes svitches
a-g and b-c, putting the detonator into the
circuit. A few minutes later, e-f closes and
B 1 energizes the microphone circuit and fuse
delay switch TH. TH heats for several seconds
before switching itself out and closing (th)
thus preventing initial surge from firing the
mine, since (th) breaks the holding circuit
to Relay B. All sound impulses on the microphone produce alternating currents in the
transformer circuit which are shunted by P 2 ,
then filtered and rectified. The value of
the direct current, led tc relays A and B, is
determined by the sound level.

B4 — BATTERY — 15 VOLTS
R7 — RESISTOR — 15 OHMS

2. Firing. When the sound level reaches
the operating point of A, (a) closes after a
short delay due to C l , and places B.) in the
circuit of the B relay through R, and R6 in
opposition to the signal current : Since current from B is greater than signal current
(b) closes to (bf) and B 3 holds (b) on (bf)
by a holding circuit through R4. At the same
time, B33 energizes the trigger coil or the
ZE (shif-counter), or, if on the last actuation, the detonator, and firing reaction is
produced. In the case of a blind actuation,
the interrupter contact (k-5) of the ZE break^
the holding circuit and the unit returns to
normal.
-

D — THERMAL DELAY SWITCH
— CONTACT OF D

Figure 175 - Interchange Tap-Ins
ceeded that shown, the unit would be rendered
passive for a period dependent upon the anticounter-mining circuit.
System 2. In the second system, after the
initiating level was reached, the rate of
sound level increase had to be between the
two points indicated in figure 173c, if the
mine was to fire when the firing level was
reached. Otherwise, the unit would be rendered passive for a period depending on the
anti-counter-mining circuit.
System 3. In the third system the circuit
was capable of determining average sound
background level. This level was used as a
reference point, and operation from this
point was the same as in system 2.
747951+ 0-17-11

3. Protection. If, when the sound level
reaches the operating point of A, it rises
too rapidly to the operating point of B for A
to react (since A is delayed somevhat by Cl
and put B 2 in opposition to the signal current, (b) closes to (bc), 5 is energised by
B_ as soon as (a) closes, closing (s) which
ptovides a self-holding circuit for 5 as long
as (a) is closed and provides a short circuit
across B and prevents firing. In the earlier
circuits, the self-holding of (b) on (bc) was
obtained by the use of an additional battery
and a definite passive period set-up determined by the heating of a thermal delay
switch D to break self-holding. These systems
were found less positive in action
4. Intermediate State. An additional
phenomenon is possible. If, after A has
acted, but before (b)has closed to (bf) the
sound rises to a very high level, the resultant signal current may be strong enough
to equalize and oppose the B 2 current. In
this case, B acts as a galvanometer until
the sound level determines the outcome. In
most cases, the sound level drops and the B2
current (or charge on C2) closes(b)to (bf)
and firing results.
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Case 1 - KKG 0-1650 ft. - both A and B
react simultaneously - protection.
Case 2 - KKG 1650-5000 feet - only A r acts
and closed more than 2 seconds firing.
Case 3 - KKG greater than 5,000 ft. neither A nor B reacts.

100 0

100 200 300 400 500

A 104

DISTANCE - METERS

In A 104, figure 177, the sequence of operations is as follows:

Figure 176a

1. Closing of the master switch (ES) puns
battery B 1 into the circu_t. KTSB will be
closed if the temperature lies between -5°
Centigrade and + 35 ° Centigrade. Thus, the
microphone and TUse-delay switch Sl are energized. After a short delay, 37 operates,
putting B2 into the delay-bomb-firing circuit
if the mine is in less than 24 feet of water.
In this case, S 2 and 53 are energized, and,
after a delay, switch the detonators into the
B2 circuit and the mine fires. If the mine
le in more than 24 feet or more of water, the
h7drostatic switch (WDS) operates, cutting
out E2, 53, and E4, which, after a short delay, T.ut the detonators into the acoustic
circuit. Through the ship counter and through
the detonators, B 2 charges C4.

B

DETONATIONS

Figure 176b

RANGE

-

B

6

1

A

0

500
2 SEC

[1_
000

1500

2000

DISTANCE - METERS

Figure 176c
Figure 176—Parts a, b, and c - Reactions of
A 1, A 2, and A 3
5. Schematic Representation of the reaction of A 1, A 2, and A 3 to different sound
effects is shown in figures 176a, b, c. In
figure 176a, it is shown that A 1, A 2 and
A 3 will fire as a result of influence of a
ship or GBT sweep. Firing occurs approximately two seconds after the sound level of
A has been reached. Distances shown are approximate. In figure 176b. there are three
cases which result from detonations:
Case 1 - Detonation Nearby - both A and B
react simultaneously - protection.
Case 2 - Detonation at distance - only A
reacts, but closed less than 2
seconds - no reaction.

2. Firing. When the sound level reaches
the operating point of A, (a) closes, allowing the charge on Ch to operate relay C, with
a delay of 1/2 second occasioned by R s and C,,
causing (c) to switch over. When the sound '
level reaches the operating point of B. (b)
closes and B fires the detonators with the
current passfng through: HS. R4. (a), R.. bc.
detonators, by-pass, and WDS.
oe A
and B is accomplished by voltage drop through
R4, and since the resistance of the charging
circuit for C I, is low, C4 keeps relay C in
the operated Position. Thereafter, C4 keeps
relay C operated as long as (a) Is closed.

3. Protection. If, when the sound level
reaches the operating point of A. it rises
too rapidly to the operating point of B for
C to react (less than 1/2 second), closure
of (b) puts a short-circuit across C through
(c) and battery B 3 helps discharge a r'iy potential on C33 and, at the same time, provides
a weak current to hold (c) on its normal contact as long as (b) is closed. This condition
persists as long as (b) is closed.
In figure 176a, A 104 vill fire as a result of influence of a ship or GBT sweep.
Firing occurs when the sound level reaches B.

Case 3 - Detonation at great distance neither A nor B reacts.

In figures 176b and 176c, A 104 will react
in the same manner as the A 1, A 2, and A 3
units. The original A 104 circuit used an
additional battery for relay C instead of a
charge on condenser C 4 .

In figure 176c, there are three cases which
result from a detonation sweep. (Distances
are approximate).

In figure 177, the heavy dotted line indicates 18 fuse-delay switches which make up
the 10 place P.D.M.

15 1,
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DETS.

10—PLACE
P. P.M.

10

BY— PAS S
XX

4-6;

S2

111-41
WA/
Ri

WDS
X

IL-111 —E4 .1
'

1

—

t C; E

HS— MASTER SWITCH (HAUPTSCHALTER)
KTSE—THERMOSTATIC SWITCH
WDS —HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
A — RELAY ; cl, —CONTACT OF A
B —RELAY; b —CONTACT OF B
C — RELAY ' c — CONTACT OF C
B, — BATTERY — 3 V
B 2 — BATTERY —9.6 V
B 3 BATTERY— I. 2 V
M — MICROPHONE
T —MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
X —COPPER—OXIDE RECTIFIERS

0 2 ,C3 — CONDENSERS —10 0 UFD.
C 5 — CONDENSER — 0.2 UFD.

R, — RESISTOR —10 OHMS
R 2 , R io —RESISTORS —10 KOHMS
R3
RESISTOR —3 KOHMS •
R4 ,R 5 — RESISTORS — 5 OHMS
R 6 RESISTOR— 5 KOHMS
—

—

R 7 ,R 8 — RESISTORS-15 KOHMS
R s — RESISTOR 100 KOHMS
I
2'344 — FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
(WHICH SWITCH OVER WHEN SOLDER
MELTS AFTER PREDETERMINED
HEATING PERIOD.)

C 1 , C 4 — CONDENSER — 240 UFO.
Figure 177 - A 104, A 105, A 107 Unit Circuits - Condition before Launching
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X,

rococo
ct
L,

T

.h.c2

y
tI
°:4
-

B

...— 6.3

a

Lt
CLt

Cr

Quo,
Xt

INn

Br
=IM

FUSE DELAY
SWITCHES
§ti
co
3 — 16
2
OMITTED
‘..1. 1
}

DE T. 1></
•
— FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
B, — BATTERY — 3 VOLTS
B2 —
"
— 7 5 VOLTS
C 1 — CONDENSER — 240. MFD. — ELECTROLYTIC
—
0.5 11W3 —
CZ —
u
C3 —
— 100. 11 — ELECTROLYTIC

— 10'
Wt —
V13 — 2000 "
W4 — 5000 -rk.
5000 -rk
Wr — 200 di
—
11 —
C4 —
MIT — 5 ft
E — THERMOSTATIC SWITCH (CLOSED AT > 23 F AND < 95 F)
F — MASTER SWITCH
G — HYDROSTATIC SWITCH (24 FT)
• ,L r — FILTER CHOKES
M — CARBON MICROPHONE
R I — RELAY (INITIATING) — 500"
— R 1 CONTACT
ti
N
R2 —
(TIMING)
— 50" r1 — R2
ot
H
R3
(FIRING)
— 250^ r r — R3
T — MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
X "X 2 — COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
gel— *18 P a M FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
—

Figure 178 - A 104 Unit Circuit
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.
DETONATOR HOLDER —\\

MASTER SWITCH
Figure 179 - A 104 Unit

A 104 Circuit - Operation (Figure 178)
Arming. When the mine is dropped, action
of the Rheinmetall fuze closes Master Switch
F. Since the thermostatic switch E is nor7al1y closed at temperatures between 23 0 and
Fahrenheit, B1 energizes the microphone
through W1 and fuse-delay switch A. Upon
.mpletion of its delay period, A switches
over, putting B in series with Bi with
respect to all tarts of the circuit, except
the microphone circuit.
If the mine reaches a depth of 24 feet or
more, hydrostatic switch G closes to contact
No. 2, and upon completion of the operations

described in "Closing of the Master Switch"
under A 104, Par.1 above, B and B, energize
fuse-de-ITT— switch B. Upon tompletfon of its
delay period, B switches over, cuts Itself
out, and puts the detonator in the circuit.
Delay-Action Bomb Firing. If the mine does
not react a depth of 24 feet, the hydrostatic
switch remains on contact No. 1, and upon completion of the operations described in "Closing
of the Master Switch" Par.1 above, BI and B2
energize switches C and D in paralleI. Upon
completion of their respective delay periods,
C and D switch over, putting the detonator
across the batteries.
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B3
R IO
M/VV

-

tH
ZK
L

A 4 AND A 4 —ST
(A 7)
B1

+ 11111111

r
L(±
UES

-

DET.
— SEE TEXT
UES — HYDROSTATIC CLOCK
ZK —I2—PLACE P.D.M.
M — MICROPHONE
X — COPPER —OXIDE RECTIFIERS
T — MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS
TH— FUSE DELAY SWITCH
t H— CONTACT OF TH (CLOSES AFTER
DELAY IN MELTING SOLDER OF TH)
A — RELAY a CONTACT OF A
B —RELAY b — CONTACT OF B
C —RELAY IC — CONTACT OF C
B 1— BATTERY— 4.5 V
B2— BATTERY— 9 V
B3— BATTERY— I 5 V
C 1 — CONDENSER — 240 UFD.

C2 — CONDENSER — 24 0/UFD.
C 3 — CONDENSER— I 00/UFD.
C4 — CONDENSER — 24 0/UFD.
C 5 — CONDENSER— 0 . B/UFD.
C s — CONDENSER — I 00/UFD.
R I — RESISTOR — 50 OHMS
R 2 — RESISTOR — I 0 KOHMS

Rs RESISTOR — 3 KOHMS
R 4 RESISTOR — 5 OHMS
Rs — RESISTOR — 5 OHMS
R s RESISTOR — 5 KOHMS
R 7 RESISTOR — 16 KOHMS
R s — RESISTOR — 16 KOHMS
R s RESISTOR — 0.1 MOHMS
—

—

—

—

—

R IO— RESISTOR — 16 KOHMS

Figure 180 - A 4, Alist Unit Circuit - Condition before Launching
Normal Firing with P.D.M. When sound impinges on the microphone, the change in microphone resistance appears as current variations
on the primary of•transformer T, and as alternating signal current on the secondary of T.
The signal current is filtered by Ll, L 2 and
C2, rectified by X1 and X 2 with direct current then flowing through P1 andcharging
C. Ri is more sensitive than R 3 the sound
level at which R1 operates being the initiating level and the level at which Ji ) operates
being the firing level.
-

When the sound reaches the initiating level,
Ri closes r l , causing B3 to start charging C4.
After 1/2 second, C h vill be sufficiently
charged to operate P 2 , thereby breaking r 2 a,

and making r2b, completing a circuit. frcm a,
and B 2 through fuse delay switch No. 1, W.—
rl, W 7 , r, and r2b. Potential drop through
W 2 holds I3l and R3 operative, and since r 1
half closed, B 3 holds R 2 operative.
Upon completion of its delay period. switch
No. 1 switches over, cutting in switch Nc. 2
and by:passing the hoding circuit which, if
the sound has ceased, allows the circuit to
return to normal. Upon completion of its delay period, switch No. 2 switches over, cutting In switch No. 3, and the circuit is
normally alive again. After a maximum of
nine "blind" actuations, switches No. 17 and
No. 18 operate, putting the detonator in the
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MICROPHONE
Figure 181 - A
firing circuit, and an additional firing
actuation will fire the detonator.
Normal Anti-countermining. If, at any
time during the life of the unit, the relays
operate In such a sequence that P operates
before Po, the unit is rendered passive for
the duration of the sound which causes the
condition. If the sound reaches the firing
level within 1/2 second after r 1 closes, R,
will close r,, making an almost direct short
across C4 vla r 2 a. R2 then cannot operate.
If the sound then drops below the initiating level, all relays return to normal. If
the sound drops below the firing level, but
not below the initiating level, and then
rises to the firing level after a 1/2 second
delay, the unit will fire normally.
P.S.E. Firing. Photo-electric cells may
be fitted as in M 101.

System 2- A 4, A 4st. A 105, A 105st
(Figure 130) A 4. A 4st, A 105, A 105st, are
all -basically the same mechanism. All are
designed for ground mines. A 4 and A 4st are
designed for use in LMB, TIM, and TKC. A 105
and A 105st are designed for use in BM 1000.
The requirements laid down for A 4 were as
follows: firing at the arproach of ship, recognition and thwarting of noise-buoys, recognition and thwarting of detonator-sweeps, and
self blocking at the detonation of nearby
mines. The circuit of A 105 is the same as
that for A 1C4, except that R 10 is removed
to prevent recharging cf C 4 through a lowresistance circuit. Thus, A 105 operates as
shown in figure 185, since the charge of C 4
leaks off through relay C in 4-8 seconds
to the point where it will no longer keep C
in the operated position. The circuit of A 4
and A 4st is shown In figure 180, and the
sequence of operations is as follows:

4 st

Unit

1. Running of UES finally closes switches
a-g and b-c, putting detonator into the circuit. A few minutes later, e-f closes and B 1
energizes the microphone circuit and fuse delay switch TB. TB heats for several seconds
before switching itself out and closing (th),
thus preventing initial surge from firing
the mine, since (th) breaks charging circuit
from B 2 . When (th) closes, B.; charges C4 with
a delay occasioned by P,c. All sound impulses
cn the microphone produ6e alternating currents
in the transformer circuit which are then
rectified. The value of direct current fed
to relays A and B is determined by the sound
level.
2. Firing. When the sound level reaches
the operating point of A, (a) closes, allowing the charge on C4 to operate relay C with
a delay of 1/2 second occasioned by R8 and C3,
causing (c) to switch over. When the sound
level reaches the operating point of B, (b)
closes and B 0 energizes the trigger coil of
the ZE; or if on the last actuation, the
detonator and firing reaction is produced
with the current passing through(th),R4, (a,

R 5 , (b), (c), and the n (or detonators).
Holding of A and B is accomplished by voltage
drop through R4 after the charge on C4 is
dissipated.

3. Protection. If, when the sound level
reaches the operating point of A, it rises
too rapidly to the operating point of B
7
react (less than 1/2 second), closure
of (b) puts a short circuit across C through
(c), and battery
helps discharge any potential on C33 and, - at the same time, provides
a weak current to hold (c) on its normal contact as long as (b) is closed. This condition
persists as long as (b) is closed. Protection
is also provided in case after closure of (a),
the sound level rises too slowly to the operating point of B. After closure of (a), C 4 is
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Figure 182 - A 7 Unit

BATTERIES

subject to current drain, and, after 4-8
seconds, is no longer capable of holding C in
the operated position. Thus, if the sound
level does not rise to the operating point
of B within the 4-B-second interval, the mechanism will reac'. as though C had not operated
and will remain passive until (a) cper.s and
allows the recharging of CL through B 9 , which
requires approximately 15 Seconds.
In figure 184a, it is shown that A 4 and
A 105 will fire as a result of influence of
a ship, but not as a result of CET sweep.
Since the ship's sound level reaches B within
period T after C reacts. firing occurs when
the B level is reached. In the case of the
GBT, however, the B level is not reached
until period T has expired and protection
results. (Distances shown are approximate.)
In figure 184b, there are three cases which
result from detonations
Case 1 - Detonation nearby - both A and B
react simultaneously - protection.
Case 2 - Detonation at distance - only A
reacts - no reaction.
Case 3 - Detonation at great distance neither A nor B reacts.
In figure 184c, there are three cases which
result from a detonation sweep:
Case 1 - KKG nearby - both A and B react
within 1/2 second - protection.

Z.K. ACOUSTIC SECTION

Case 2 - KKG at distance - only A reacts
- no reaction.
Case 3 - KKG at distance - neither A nor
B reacts.

Figure 183 - A 7 Unit
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Delay-Action Bomb Firing. Same as A
except that all current is supplied by B ; .

B
Normal Firing with F.D.M. When sound impinges on the microphone, the ftanLe in microphone resistance appears as current variations
on the primary of the transformer T, and as
alternating signal current on the secondary
of T. The signal current Is rectified by
with direct current then ficwtnr
11 and
through Ri and F 3 , charging C,. R. is more
sensitive than P7, the sound level atwhich
Fl operates heirs• the Initiating level and
thelevelatwhichP-operates being the fir:
inE level.

Figure 184a

When the sound reaches the initiating
level, R1 closes r 1 , causing C4 to start
charring C In an attempt to operate Fp
will be sufficiently
After 1/2 Second,
charged to operate 112, thereby breaking rpa.
and making r 2b. If the sound then reaches
the firing level before CI, and C, discharge
completing a cir( 10 seconds), R, closes
cuit through futle-delay snitch No. 1,r 2 b. T.
W9, rl, and W3. Potential drop through
operative, and since r1 ii
holds P2 and
held closed, CI', and CS hold F2 operative.
,

Figure 184b

-

-

GBT
T 1 -I/2 SEC.
• 4 — 8 SEC.
I SHIP

4
T2

250

'°°

500
2

DISTANCE — METERS
Figure 14c
Figure 284--Parts a b, and c - Feactions of
A 4, A 105
,

A

105

A 105 Circuit Operation (Figure

Upon completion cf its delay period, switch
No. 1 switches over, cutting in switch No. 2
and by-passing the holding circuit which, if
the sound has ceased, allows the circuit to
return to normal:- Upon ccmtletion of its
delay period, switch rc. 2 switches over,
cutting in switch !c. 3, and the circuit is
normally alive again. After a maximum cf
nine "blind" actuations, switches Nc. 1 and
No. 1.E' operate, rutting the detonator in the
firing circuit: and an additional actuatit:n
will fire the detonator.

-

Normal Anti-countermining. NormE:: anticountermininz may occur If the sound level
rises too fast. The unit will be rendered
e::passive in the same manner as the A
cert that if' the sound ceases cr drops below
the firing level, the unit will not again, be
normally alive for a period of 15 seconds
maximum.
F.S.E. Firing. Photo-electric cells may
be fitted as in r. 1C1.

19 5 )

ArminF. When the mine is dropped. action
of the Rheinmetall fuze closes the master
switch F. Since the thermostatic switch E
is normally closed between temperatures of
23 and 95 0 Fahrenheit, B I energizes the
microphone M through W2 and fuse-delay switch
A. Upon completion of its delay period, A
switches over, putting B2 in the circuit.

°

If the mine reaches a depth of 24 feet or
more, hydrostatic switch 0 closes to contact
No. 2, and, upon completion of the operations
described above, B ; energizes fuse-delay
switch B. Upon completion of its delay period, E switches over, cuts itself out, and
puts the detonator in the circuit. B2 charges
C4 after a l5-second delay due to the resistance of W6.

System 3. A 7 and A 107 are modifications
of A4 and A 105, respectively. A 7 and A
107 were originally intended as plain acoustic
units to be used in moored mines. However.
considerable difficulty with acoustic units
in moored mines was encountered, due to the
large background sound level. For some time
the Idea of using an acoustic unit in a
moored mine was abandoned, since an experimental minefield of over 10C EMF mines fitted with A 3 units detonated almost simultaneously in the Kattegat. Since Dr. Hell
had done most of the former work on Navy and
Luftwaffe acoustic mines, he was charged with
the task of designing one capable of beinr
laid in a moored mine for both services. The
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A,B,C,D -FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
(CLOSED AT
E ------ THERMOSTATIC SWITCHES
F
MASTER SWITCH
HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
(24 FT)
3 VOLTS
Br
B210 •
CONDENSER - 240 MFD. - ELECTROLYTIC
CI
C2-0.2 MFD
C3-C4- C5
100 MFD. - ELECTROLYTIC
•
141
CARBON MICROPHONE
RI
RELAY
(INITIATING)
ri-R, CONTACT
R2-----"
rt-Rt
(TIMING)
r3-R3
"
(FIRING)
R3
I
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
X I , Xt -COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
I - '18 P.D.M. FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
WI - 10-n-

W2- 3,000 -A-

W4 - 10,000 1W6 15,000
VIII
-

W 7 ' 15,000 -A-

W s - 5, 000 -faW ip - 5. -rt.

Figure 185 - A 105 Unit Circuit
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Figure 186 - A 105 Unit
result was the A 7 for the Navy and his own
version of A 10 for the Luftwaffe. The A was still in the final testing stage at SVK
at the end of the war in Europe, but the Hell
A 107 for the Luftwaffe was temporarily
shelved in favor of a parallel development of
Goepel of the Luftwaffe E-Stelle. Bell's
system consists of either A 7 or A 105, modified by the introduction of a large condenser
:1 the output of the rectifier circuit and
remains a three-delay system.
-

A 7 is designed for use in EMF/SMA. A 107
(Hell) is designed for use in BM 1000 T. Outside of physical differences for mounting in
moored mines, A 7 is the same as A 4, with the
following differences.
1.

In A 7 a 600/ufd condenser is inserted
at the point indicated.

2.

In A 7, condenser C 2 is 600/ufd instead of 240/ufd.

Conversion of A 105 to A 107 (Bell) is
done by the same process.
Goepel System. The Goepel development is
quite different from the Hell system, and is
essentially a two-relay system. This development had two branches:
1. A 107 for moored mine BM 1000 T, and
2.

A 107 for ground mine BM 1000.

Both system° vent through several stages
of development and, in each case, the system
is discussed in terms of the most recent development.

A 107 for Ground Mine BM 1000 (Goepel).
In this circuit, when the master switch E
closes, figure 187, the battery energizes
fuze-delay switch No. 13. At the end of the
delay on switch No. 13, it operates producing the condition shown in figure loo with
fuse-delay switches No. 14 and No 15 energized. At the end of the periods of No. 14
and No. 15, they operate and produce the
condition shown in figure 189. The battery
then fires the detonators Z. This is delay
bomb firing, since the hydrostatic switch (W)
has not switched over. A depth of ?4 feet
of water is necessary for W to operate. If
sufficient depth is reached, W operates:
No. 14 and No. 15 are not energized, but
switch No. 16 is energized as shown in figure
190. At the end of the delay period of Nc.
16, it operates and opens, putting the detonator into the circuit. The carbon-button
microphone (2) has been energized by the battery ever since the closure of H. Sound
causes resistance variations in the microphone,
which are transformed by transformer (1), to
the half-wave rectifier circuit. As a result
of the rectification produced by (3) and (4!,
a direct current directly proportional to the
sound level appears across the terminals
marked (+) and (-), as shown in figure 192.
),

Relay Reactions - (A 107 for Ground Mime Goepelj
1. Firing. Relay F is the firing relay
and is more sensitive than relay Fu, the protection relay. If the sound level rises too
rapidly, Fu will operate as a result of long
delays on F caused by the large condensers.
If the sound level does not rise too rapidly,
as in normal ship transits, Fu will not be
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I
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
C I ,C2 ,C 1„C s - 240 MFD. 10 -12 VOLTS
2 - CARBON BUTTON MICROPHONE D 102MI.C 4 - 30 MFD, 120 VOLTS
3,4 COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIERS
C5
50 MFD. 120 VOLTS
11
iI
9,10
"
C 7 0.1 MFD. 20 -250 VOLTS
5 - RESISTOR 30 KOHMS 0.5 WATTS
F - J - RELAY
f - SWITCH
11
II
6,8
3
- J - RELAY
fo – SWITCH
11
7 100
H - DELAY MASTER SWITCH (72 HRS.)
n
11
11 10
T - THERMOSTATIC SWITCH
12"
5
(KTSE 0.5" C TO +35' C)
13,14,15,16 - FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
W - HYDROSTATIC SWITCH (24 FT.)
(5 OHMS ± 0.5 OHMS, 0.5 AMPS.)
Z DETONATORS (3)
B - TAP-IN FOR PRESSURE UNIT
-

-

–

-

Figure 187 - A 107 Unit Circuit
actuated and C4 will charge as shown in figure 193. The charging of C. quiets the action
of Fu, and, when C 4 is fully charged, C. is
charged, through rectifier No. 10, figure 194.
When C., is fully charged, C 2 is charged
throue the additional resistance of resistor
No. 6, figure 195. After the additional delay occasioned by charging of C 2 , current may
flow to C 1 and the firing relay F. If the
charging current to C 1 due to sound level is
large enough, relay F viii be energized as
shown in figure 196; contact (f) closes, and
the firing circuit is shown in figure 191.
(D is an additional set of terminals vhich
may be used to fit a pressure (Druck) unit to
convert to an AD 107 unit. They are normally
bridged in all A 107 circuit diagrams).

166

2. Blocking. If, at any time before F
operates, the sound level rises too rapidly,
relay Fu vill operate and close contact (ft).
Closing of (fu) short-circuits all charging
current to C1 through rectifier No. 9 and
maintains holding for relay Fu as long as
such current flows, figure 19' and figure 198.
In addition, as shown in figure 199, condenser
02 discharges through the same circuit in addition to going through the coil of relsY F
in the opposite direction. Thus, (f) is Trevented completely from closing, and blocking
continues as long as charging current continues to flow in large volumes from the
rectifier circuit. Wi-n the sound level drops
off, C2 and Cl are substantially discharged.
Note that blocking occurs if the sound level
rises too rapidly due to the action of relay
Fu; also, although not a locking action, if
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Figure 190

F:gure

Figures 168-191 - Sequence of Oreration, A 107 Unit
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1

,11
11

MI41 1111115
Figure 19'
10

11

"Ill11111
C4

Figure 9h
1

Figures 192-199 - Sequence of Operation, A 107 Unit
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13. 16. Fuse-delay switches 5 Ohms 0.5 ohm;

the sound level rises too slowly and is not
of euffiCient magnitude when charging current
runs to Ci, relay F will not be operated.
Therefore, if firing is to occur, the sound
level must rise at a rate between the two
described.

0.5 amp.
Cl, C 2 , C3, C6 Electrolytic condenser
240/ufd. 10/12 volt

A lO7tc
Reactions in A lO7tc are very similar to
those in the ground mine version of A 107.
Among the differences between the two circuits
are the following:

C4

Becherkondersator 30/ufd. 120 volt

C5

Electrolytic condenser
50/ufd. 120 volt

C7

Paper condenser 0.1/ufd.
20/250 volt

1. Full-wave rectification of the signal
current issued in A 107tc.
2. The rectifiers of the blocking circuit
are placed differently.

F

J-relay

Fu

J-relay
Delay master switch
(72 hours)

Circuit Components for A 107
1 Microphone transformer

T

2.

Carbon button microphone D 102 Mi

Thermostatic switch
KTSE - 0.5 ° C. to a- 35 0 C.

3.

Hydrostatic switch
(24 feet)

9.

4. Copper oxide rectifiers
.
10. ' I

5.

Resistor 30 K Ohms 0 5 watt

6.

8. "

3 K Ohms

7.

"

100 K Ohms

11.

12.

Detonators (3)
"
The constants of the A
not known at present, and
what characteristics that
it particularly desirable
plication.

10 K Ohms

5 K Ohms

107tc circuit are
it is not known
unit has which maze
for moored mine ap-

Chapter 11 - Section 4
MAGNETIC-ACOUSTIC COMBINATION UNITS

MA 1, MI la, MA 1st, MA 2, and MA 3 MINE UNITS
The first German magnetic-acoustic combination mine unit was recovere'l in September 19 )1 1
This was the MA 1 and MP Is type, vhich vere
nearly identical and laid in equal quantity.
Later, the MA 2 and MA 3 units were developed.
Both of these later units incorporate a rateof-change acoustic system, and are nearly
identical; but small variations result in a
substantial difference in the operational
characteristics. The MA 1st ia a further
modification of the MA 1 type, but it was
not used operationalli.
The German MA 1, MA la. MA 1st, MA 2, and
MA 3 units are magnetic-acoustic combination
mine-firing devices. In each case, a special
acoustic firing unit with vacuum-tube amplification is triggered by taa - standard magneticunit type M 1 or one of its modifications.
The principal modification used Is M lr. '.hen
MA is i. used with M 1r, it is designated

MA lar. Because of the use of the M 1 system,
all these units arc restricted tc ground-mine
use, because of the pendulum-type anti-countermining feature.
MA 1. The MA 2 unit circuit is shown in
figure 200. The acoustic component is triggered by the magnetic component for a period
determined by the t1'r interval set by the
hsating'of a thrrmF) delay :witch. The
acoustic component contains a single pentode
vacuum-tube, which, in its output circuit,
fires the detonator without use of a relay
system. The operation of the circuit Is as
described below.
Arming. Arming is accomplished by closure
of•the hydrostatic clock switches which are
indicated in the circuit diagram c.s Z i , Sp,
and .S3. Closure of L i and S 2 puts the c:ctonator into the circuit. Closure of Sa connects
battery B into the circuit. When S'in connected by
the magnetic V, 1 component goes
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B-BATTERY-I5v
V- PENTODE
LL-FILTER CHOKES
C1- CONDENSER-100 ilfd.
C2 CON DENSER- 0.02 /ufa.
DO-NEON TUBES
X-COPPER OXIDE
C3 CONDENSER-0.05p,fd.
RECTIFIER
C4-CONDENSER-0.02pd.
T-THERMAL DELAY SWITCH
C 5-CONDENSER-0.0Ipd.
Si-o-g) HYDRO.
C 6-CONDENSER- 0.5 pfd.
G7CONDENSER-0.25juld.
S2-b-c) CLOCK
) SWITCHES
Cs-CONDENSER - 4.0 Add.
N-NEEDLE SWITCH (OF M I) 7- Z SW. (M 1 )
M- CARBON-BUTTON MICROPHONE
-

I1

R i - 300 OHMS
R2200 OHMS (HEATER)
R 3-0.I MOHMS
R4 0.06 MOHMS
R5-5.5 KOHMS
R6 0.3 MOHMS
R7 i.5 MOHMS
R e-I.5 MOHMS
1R1.0 MOH MS
R10-6000 OHMS
ZK II-12-PLACE PD.M.
-

-

Figure .200 - MA 1, FA la, M1A 15t Circuit
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through latitude adjustment in the usual
manner through the normally-closed contact
cf thermal delay stitch T. When latitude adjustm€nt is complete the unit is ready for
actuation.
Triggering. Triggering is accomplished
by the magnetic component, which is normally
alive. If a F.E.M.F 11) is fitted, the
"blind" actuations 11 maximum) need only be
magnetic, in which closure of the i switch of
the M 1 unit allows battery B to energize the
trigger coil of the ZK 11 and advance the
F.D.W. one stage. During the cycle of 120
seconds, the normally-closed switch of the
ZX II breaks holding current to the M 2 unit
and restores the original condition of the
circuit. When the "blind" actuations are
run off or. the Z r. II, the next magnetic actuation will trigger the acoustic component.
The M 1 component is modified slightly when
used In this combination to produce a higher
magnetic sensitivity averaging approximately
mg. This is done by weakening the latitudeadjusting hairspring and slowing down the
latitude-adjustment clockwork. When a magnetic actuation now takes place, closure of
the Z switch:

SENSITIVITY

30

TIME (SEC.) AFTER
TRIGGERING

-

Figure 201a

Ear
PENTODE
CHARACTERISTIC

1. Energizes microphone M through resistor R a

ip

LiIp

2. Lnergizes the heater of pentode V
Energizes the heater R2 of thermal delay switch T.
Acoustic Actuation. Sound falling on the
microphone is transformed into electrical impulses in the secondary of the microphone transformer and fed to a low-pass L/C filter. The
filtered output is loaded across F.7. Vacuum
tube V is biased as a linear amplifier, and
the amplified signal appear:, In the output
circuit of V. Some of the amplified signal
is fed back to the grid circuit by condenser
C=., to rectifier X. This rectifier is connectgd to E r and F(7, in such a manner that
rectifiea signal potential apiears across R7,
thus making the grid potential of V more positive. This results in greater conductivity
of V and a greater plate current through resistor R4. The potential drop across F. Is
loaded across C7 through FR, which provides
a short charging delay. When C charges to
a potential of approximately it t volts, th•
neon tubes (DL) break down and C7 discharges
through the detonator, firing the mine.
De-Energizing. lf, after triggering and
energizing of the acoustic component, no
acoustic actuation occurs, heating of the
thermal delay switch T due to heater R2
causes the contact of T to break. When thiS
contact breaks, all components of the acoustic
component energized by magnetic actuation are
de-energized, since the return of battery B
is thereby broken. Also, the holding current
to the magnetic component is broken, and all
components of the circuit are restored to
normal. Since 130 is also de-energized, the
thermal delay svttch recloses shortly after
opening. Approximately 45 seconds is necessary for the T contact to open from an originally cold condition. However, if repeated
magnetic actuation takes place, the period
747:01 ( 1-4 7 ___ I 2

TRIODE
CHARACTER ISTIC
s,
E ne E 02
E pOPERATING
POINT
Figure 201b
Figure 201— Parts a and b - MA la
Characteristics
will be accordingl:,
MA la. MA la is the designation of a slight
mod _cation of MA 2 which has a slightly different operational. characteristic. The MA la
circuit is identical with that of MA I, as
shown In figure 20 0 , with the exception that
in MA la, R 9 has a valve of 10 M Ohms instead
of 1 M Ohm. The result is that during the
live cycle (45 seconds) of the acoustic component after triggering, the acoustic sensitivity falls off quite rapidly alter reaching its peak within 1 to 2 seconds after
triggering, figure 20la. Thus, If the acoustic influence does not occur Immediately after
triggering, considerably more than ordinary
acoustic influence is necessary to fire the
mine. This is designed to make sweeping more
difficult. Increasing the value of R c to
10 M Chms has the effect of isolating the
screen grid of V from its battery connection.
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MAGNETIC-ACOUSTIC COMBINATION UNITS

e•-•

I — TRANSFORMER
2 — COUPLING TRANSFORMER
7 — MOTOR ARMATURE
8 — POTENTIOME TER
9 — FIELD COIL
12 — 18 — CONDENSERS
19,20 — RECTIFIERS
21,22 — HEATER SWITCHES
28 RESISTOR
29 32 — FUSE DELAY SWITCHES
34 36 — PENTODE S
® — 2 K IL SWITCHES
- SWITCHES OF M - I UNIT
A — MOTOR
13, — MAGNETIC BRAKE
B 1 — BATTERY 96 VOLTS
—

-

-

r.

B2 — BATTERY 15 VOLTS
M — MICROPHONE
R i , R g RELAYS
S — BLOCKING RELAY
T — THERMAL DELAY COIL
UES IC — HYDROSTATIC CLOCK
Z — DETONATOR SWITCH OF M 1 UNIT
ZK — P D.M. SWITCHES
a,b,c,o,f, g, — HYDROSTATIC CLOCK CONTACTS
Si s .sib,nss, nr b — CAN SWITCHING ASSEM
•
— RELAY CONTACTS FOR R1,R2
rg — RELAY SWITCH
s g — HYDROSTATIC ARMING SWITCH
s
— BLOCKING RELAY SWITCH
3
— THERMAL DELAY SWITCH
• — CAM SWITCHING ASSEMBLY
—

Figure 203 MA 2/MA 3 Unit Circuit
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At the start of the cycle, C A is fully charged
to 45 volts. However, when V is energized,
the screen grid as well as the plate start
drawing current, with the result that Cr is
at least partially discharged. The resultant
lowering of the screen potential inhibits the
pentode characteristic of V, and it tends to
approach a triode characteristic. Thus, for
the same F and Eg the plate current Ip is
lower and a much higher sound level is necessary to fire the mine, figure 201b. The MA 1
circuit has a tendency to show this characteristic, but it is not as marked as in MA la
and does not seriously affect its sweepability
MA 1st. MA 1st is e further modification
of MA 1. The modification did not reach the
operational stage and was being tested at the
end of the war in Europe. It consists essentially, of the substitution of a "stumpf"
(coarse) microphone in the circuit, making
the overall system very insensitive and suitable as an anti-mine-sweeper unit.
The ZA IIe mechanism is used in this unit.
The ZA Ile mechanism has a cam-operated
switch which is closed for 15 seconds after
a magnetic actuation and then open for 120
seconds in parallel with another cam-operated
switch which is closed only after 84 cycles
of the mechanism. Through this system,
acoustic actuation must take place within 15
second's after triggering or result in triggering only with an interval of 120 seconds, for
a maximum of 84 times. After the 84th cycle,
the circuit is made normal. This system
would require that a mine-sweeper make sufficient acoustic influence on the mine within
15 seconds after magnetic triggering to fire
the unit when fitted with the "stumpf" system.
MA 2. Tne MA 2 circuit is shown in figure
Tfie amplifier consists of three pentodes
types RV 2.4 F 700, which make up two channels: the firing channel and the protecting
channel. The output of the microphone is fed
to an amplifer pentode (34). The output of
this amplifer is fed, through coupling transformer (2) to the two channels. Pentode (34)
and its associated circuits make up the firing channel. Pentode (35) and its associated
circuits make up the protective channel. The
input circuit to (34) has a time-delay circuit of 1 to 2 seconds. The input circuit to
(35) has a very short time-constant and is
designed to handle steep fronts.
2027

--

MA 2 Cam Switching System. The rate-ofchange feature of the unit is provided by
means of a motor-driven potentiometer on which
is mounted a group of cam-switches. The
potentiometer (8) is driven through an arc
of 280 degrees by the armature (7) of the
motor. In this arc the resistance of the
potentiometer 'increases arithmetically from
150 to 2,000 Ohma. When the motor armature
is energized, its field coil (9), its magnetic
brake (Br) and the blocking relay (s) are also
energized. The magnetic brake is designed to
stop the motor instantly whet de-energized,
and the blocking relay (S) breaks the circuit
to the detonator during motor running. The
cam-switching assembly consists of two groups,
labelled "n _and "p 2 " respectively. The
switches labelled fi n 1 ° are closed immediately

after the motor starts, and open immediately
when the motor has driven the potentiometer
back tc the zero-position. The switches
labelled "n 2 " are closed immediately when the
motor has driven the potentiometer back to the
zero-position. The switches labelled "n2" are
closed immediately after the motor starts, but
re-open again when the potentiometer has been
driven to the 280 degree position.
MA 2 Operation. When the hydrostatic clock
(TIE` II) runs off, switches a-g and b-c close,
putting the detonator (2) into the circuit.
A short time later, e-f closes and puts the
15-volt battery across the (f) and (-) terminals of the M 1 component through f a. and (4_5)
of the ZA II mechanism. The M 1 runs through
latitude adjustment and becomes normally alive.
A magnetic actuation closes switch I(needle
switch), and switch II (2 switch) is closed
due to relay action. Closure of switch Il
allows the battery to energize the trigger
coil of the ZA II, figure 203. All "blind"
actuations on the 2K II mechanism are run off
on magnetic actuation alone (11 maximum).
After the last "blind" actuation, the ZA 12
breaks 3-1 and makes 1-2, putting the acoustictriggering system into the circuit.
Triggering. When the magnetic actuation
occurs, closure of switch II allows the 15volt battery to energize the microphone, and.
the heaters of the three pentodes.
acoustic component is now alive for the
first acoustic impulse, figure 20 4 .
Automatic Adjustment. If sound is at this
point incident upon the microphone and it Is
of the proper frequency (100-200 cps.) the
output of the amplifier stage (3 24 is fed
through the coupling transformer 2) to the
two channels. If the signal is of firing
level, it is rectified by rectifier (19),
passed through the time-delay circuit to the
grid of pentode (36). The resultant increases
in plate current of (36) will operate relay
R 1 . Operation of R 2 closes contacts rl a and
Closure of r la connects the plate of
r
35i to,96 volts through 100 A Ohm resistor
(28 . This current does not operate R 2 , but
is designed to replace blocking-signal current
which, by this time, would normally have been
dissipated. Closure of r lh allows the 15volt battery to energize the motor (7), its
magnetic brake (Br) and the operating coil
of relay (S), through n 2a . Closure of 5,
makes a maintaining circuit for the motot
through rib. Opening of 8 2 breaks the detonator lead to the battery. Closure of s, bridges
the time-delay circuit in the input circuit
to the firing tube. Thus, the motor drives
the potentiometer (8) as long as the. circuit
to the motor is maintained. The variation
of the potentiometer resistance varies the
grid potential of the grids of pentodes (34)
and (36). When the plate current of ()6)
is reduced below the maintaining point of
r,, breaks the motor circuit and the braking
c6I1 brings it to a atop immediately. The
system is capable of compensating for an
Snitbal sound level of 150 mv. or less.
Cam-synching. As soon as the motor starts,
all evitches "n" are switched over, figure 205.
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Figure 207
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-

NA 1 Unit

Figure 208 - MA 1 Unit

n
puts the 15-volt battery across the
la
heater coil of the thermal delay switch T.
n lb arms the motor-resetting circuit which
comes into play when f l operates.
n ic connects the potentiometer to the (+)
side of the 96-volt battery, thus causing
battery drain only when the unit is live
to acoustic actuation.
arms the firing circuit, but, since Sp
is en during this process, the mine cannot
fire.
n 2b shuts switch II of the M I unit.
Firing. If, alter tht ad justment has
talon place, the sound level arises so that
the plate current of (56) re achts the operatint point of h„ R i operate s, closing 1-2b
and since 11, and r, are closed, th
15-volt battPry fires tie de tonator 2, figure
,

205.

Blocking. If at any time during the
acoustically active period, the sound level
rises too rapidly and actuates the blocking
circuit of pentode (35), operation of R 2
opens r 2 and breaks the firing circuit.
Re-setting. II satisfactory acoustic
actuation does not take place after acoustic
adjustment occurs, heating of the thermal
delay switch T causes its contact f l to
switch over and allow the 15-volt oattery
to energize the motor and associated gear
through n ib . This will continue until the
motor readies the 0° setting, at which point
,

17r

the cam switches return to normal and the
15 de-energized. In addition, this
will occur if the initial sound level incident on the microphone is higher than 150 mv.
In this case, rotation of the potentiometer
is incapable of reducing the plate current
of pentode (36) below the maintaining point
of R i . Therefore, the motor current will be
maintained through r ib until the potenlometer
is returned to normal. At this point it will
stop unless the magnetic component is still
in an actuated condition. If this is the
case, the triggering will go through another
cycle.

motor

MA 2 with 7F. Ilc. Figure 206 shows the
modification o: the MA 2 circuit when fitted
with ZY Ilc instead of Z II. The ZK IIc
mechanism is designed to require only a very
short pulse on its trigger coil to go through
a complete cycle. Thus, with a 7K Tic fitted,
both magnetic and rate-of-change acoustic
actuations are required for "blind" as well
as firing actuations. This system is known
as MA 2/2Y lic.
MA 3. The MA
unit is electrically and
mecHUIcally the same as the MA 2 unit with
two exceptions: the speed of the motor, and
the time-interval provides by the thermal
delay switch T. The exact figures on relative speed of the motor in MA 2 and MA 3 are
not known. The differences between MA 2 and
MA 3 with respect to the thermal delay switch
have to do with the time required for its
contact f 1 to break its normal contact and
make its hot" contact.
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MA 3

MA 2

Break normal contact

10-16 sec. 7-14 sec.

Make "hot" contact

20-32 sec. 14-20 sec.

MA 101 UNIT
The MA 101 unit consists of a constantly
active magnetic, bi-polar component, an
acoustic component, a nine-place P.D.M. and
a galvanic P.S.E. Its operation differs from
that of the MA 1 in that the P.D.M. "blind"
actuations are run off by actuation of both
the acoustic and the magnetic components together rather than by actuation of the magnetic component alone; i.e., when the magnetic component is actuated, it immediately
puts the acoustic component in the circuit,
and when sound impinges on the microphone,
he P.D.M. advances one step. If acoustic
actuation does not occur within 40 seconds
after magnetic actuation, the "T" switch returns the entire unit to normal as in MA 1.
Excessive moisture or humidity in the unit
vill operate a galvanic P.S.E. and fire the
detonator after a short delay.

MA 101 - Operation (Figure 211)
Arming When the mine is dropped, action
of the Rheinmetall fuze closes the master
switch F, making one contact and breaking
two. Thermostatic switch A is normally
closed at temperatures between 23 and 95° F.
B 1 energizes fuse delay-switch No. 17 which,
upon completion of its delay period, cuts in
fuse delay switches No. 18 and No. 22. Hydrostatic switches H i and H 2 open when the mine
reaches a depth or 15 feet or more. Upon completion of its delay period, switch No. 18
switches over, cutting in switch No. 19 which,
upon completion of its delay period, connects
-the battery to the main positive and negative
terminals of the unit.

°

MICROPHONE

Figure 209 - MA 1 Unit

PA UNIT
-

BATTERY

MICROPHONE '
Figure 210 - MA 2 Unit for TMB
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C
C2-

THERMOSTATIC SWITCH (CLOSED
AT >23 ° F B <95 • F)
BATTERY 13.5 VOLTS
•
- 1.5
SEA BATTERY • (PSE MARK TIT)
FORMED BY MOISTURE IN UNIT.
CONDENSER - MFD.

C3 -

•
•

C4 C5 -

•

C.D

-

•
•

•
•
. •

THERMAL DEL AY SWITCH
HEATER (40 SEC.)
F MASTER SWITCH
H 1 H t HYDROSTATIC SWITCH
( CLOSED AT <15 FT.)
K • NEEDLE SWITCH
L L2 - FILTER CHOKES
L 2AUXILIARY COIL
L y COMPENSATING COIL
M • MICROPHONES ( 4 )
T,Z THERMISTORS

P POTENTIOMETER
ft,- SOLENOID RELAY
R 3 - SENSITIVE RELAY
S LATITUDE ADJUSTER COIL
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
it OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
V VACUUM TUBE (PENTODE)
W, - RESISTOR
W2

Wr
111,

a
•
X 1 - COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER
Xe COPPER OXIDE RECTIFIER
( INEFFICIENT)
*I • 4 16, P. DM FUSE DELAY
SWITCHES
7 W"21 • DELAY ARMING FUSE DELAY
SWITCHES
#22 1*23• DELAY BOMB FIRING FUSE
DELAY SWITCHES

Figure 211 - MA 101 Unit Circuit
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UNIT HOUSING

MICROPHONE

DETONATOR LEADS

Figure 212 - 1.A 101 Unit
The magnetic component (M 103 unit slightly
modified) then goes through A.L.A., upon the
completion of which the only parts of the magnetic component remaining in the circuit are
wo, L. or Lb, and K. During A.L.A., switches
No 2C' and So. 21 operate, switching in the
P.D.M. fuse-delay switches and breaking the
negative return contact to the magnetic component.
Delay-Action Bomb Firing. Two different
methods of accomplishing delay action bomb
firing may be employed as follows:
1. If the mine does not reach a depth of
15 feet, H I remains closed and, when fusedelay switch No. 22 switches over, a detonator is put across the battery and the mine
fires.
2 If the mine does not reach a depth of
15 feet, H 2 also remains closed. When fuse
delay switch No 19 switches over and connects
the battery tc the positive and negative leads
of the unit, switch No. 23 will operate and
fire the mine if H2 has not opened. (H 2 is
provided to allow an alternative method of
delay bomb firing in case H1 does not operate
properly.)
Normal Firing with P.D.M. A RED or BLUE
actuation will close K to contact No. 1 or
No. 2, respectively, and current will then
pass from the main positive lead through W6,
L or Lb , K, thermistor Y, and the normallyclosed 6ontact of thermal delay switch ID; and
the operating coils of relays R 1 and R2 close.
Closing of R1 provides a self-holding circuit
for R i and R 2 through the contact of D. Closing of R2 energizes the heater of D, energizes
the four microphones M through Wp and energizes the vacuum tube filament through W,.
The self-holding circuit of B. and lip estints
out the needle system, reducing the hold-on
current to such a low level that K breaks its

contacts and Y cools. The main circuit
through. F. 1 and Rp will persist until D breaks
its contact due to heating action.
If sound impinges on th.. microphone before
L breaks its contact, the change in microphone
resistance appears as current variations in
transformer T1 and passes through the filter
circuit to the control grid of pentode V.
This vacuum tube amplifies th signal, whieh
then appears as current variations on transformer T 2 . The output of T 2 is fed to the
operating coil of sensitive relay 557. Since
the rectifier X I allows current to Lass only
in the direction of its arrow and since the
current output from T2 is alternating, X 1
passes current half the time to the operating
coil of R, with a slight delay due to CE.
Rectiffer'X2 acts as an overload feature to
by-pass heavy currents. The signal current
from T2 and X i closes R3 to contact No. 1.
When R, closes to contact No. 1, a circuit
is completed from (.4-) through the by-passing
fuse of fuse-delay switch No. 1, the holding
coil of R1., and thermistor Zto (-). If the
sound persists long enough, L heats and passes
enough current to operate the holding coil,
the by-pass fuse blows, and fuse-delay
switch Nc. 1 carries the total load until completion of its delay period, when it switches over to switch No. 2, thereby cutting
out the holding circuit and allowing Rix and
7 to return to normal. Before switch Pc. 2
completes its delay period, D breaks its
contact, cutting out R 1 and R2 holding circuit. its own heater current, the microphone
current, and the vacuum-tube current. When
switch No. 2 switches over to Bo. 3, theentire unit is again normal and ready for
re-actuation. A maximum of eight "blind"
actuations operates switches No. 15 and
No. 16, putting the detonator in the circuit, and an additional magnetic-acoustic
actuation fires the mine.
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P.S.F. Firing. If water or excessive
moisture enters the unit, a cell is formed
between two dissimilar metals. Current will
flow through the operating coil of R3 in such
a direction that R, closes to contact No. 2,
makinn a complete circuit from (+) through
the closed contacts of switches No. lE and
No. 19, a detonator, the R, holding coil and
has heatk sufficiently,
2 to (-). When
the current holds the relay closed and the
mine Sires.
MA 105 UNIT
The MA 105 unit is a further Luftwaffe
development of the MA 101 unit. Although
many samples of MA 105 were captured in the
Mediterranean area in 1943, it is not definitely known to have been used operationally. The
magnetic component is a new bi-polar magnetic
needle device capable of repeated resetting to
assure proper latitude adjustment and to accommodate small changes in the prevailing magnetic field. It is similar in operation to
the M 4 unit developed by SVP embodying the

usual Luftwaffe magnetic-unit construction.
The acoustic component is a new type which
uses two pentode amplification stages.
The MA 105 unit is a combined magneticacoustic mine firing mechanism of the same
basic design and appearance as the obsolete
MA 101 (Allied designation AM Mk II) with
several improvements. However, the unit uses
the same type of microphones (four in number)
as the MA 101 unit. The microphone is ver.
insensitive and decreases in sensitivity with
the depth of water. Final investigation may
show unique characteristics of the acoustic
component, but preliminary examination of the
available information tends to indicate that
the magnetic component is the primary firing
device with the acoustic component introduced
to make sweeping more difficult. The MA 105
unit is designed for laying in the BM 1000 H
mine. There is some evidence to indicate the
existence of an MA 105r unit ("r" equals
raumschutz). It is not known how the "raumschutz" anti-sweeping device could be handled
in the laying of a bomb-mine.

Chapter 11 - Section 5
SUBSONIC UNITS

AT 1 - AT 2 - AT 3 UNITS
The Germans had attempted since 1941 to
produce a mine Embodying subsonic firing, with
only partial success. The result was the AT
group of units, which includes the AT 1, AT 2,
and AT 3 units. These units were formerly
designated AA 1, AA 2, and AA 3; but AT Is a
more recent official German designation (TTieftone). It is claimed that units of this
type had been laid since 1942, but, until the
war in Europe was over, only small parts of
the units had been captured and none had ever
been recovered.
The German AT units are subsonic mine-firing units for ground mines. The subsonic
firing feature has some vertical directional
characteristics, but, since the mines in
which it is used are cylindrical, the Germans
assumed that any position in whch the mine
might lie would not inhibit its proper operation. Each AT unit is fitted with a sonicacoustic triggering system designed to save
the amplifier batteries of the subsonic component. The subsonic component is designed
to operate in the range between 20 and 25 cps.
The different units are likely to have slightly different resonances, with quite sharp
resonance peaks, but this is considered a
good operational property by the Germans.
Magnetopnone. A magnetophone ("Klotz")
is the detecting device for the subsonic
component of the AT units, This device is
sometimes known as a "doppelschwinger" or
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"double oscillator" by the Germans. A sec.
tional drawing of the magnetophone appears
in figures 215, 217. The device is suspended from a supporting arm which is
threaded into the mine-case tail door on
the axis of•the mine. This supporting arm
is fitted with a guard cylinder to prevent
excessive motion on impact. The magnetophone
is connected to the supporting arm by a type
of bearing in such a way that it is free to
rotate in a plane perpendicular to the axis
of the mine. To prevent damage on laying,
the magnetophone is held in a fixed position
by an arm mounted on the tail door, and the
magnetophone is released by the blowing of a
fuse when the mine becomes armed. It is expected that the mine will lie horizontally
or nearly so, and the weight of the magnetophone will cause it to swing to a hanging
position.
Magnetophone Construction. As shown in
figure 215, the magnetopone consists of a
magnet and the assembly for thi coil. The
magnet is cylindrical, and has two concentric
poles with a small gap between. The magnetic
field in this gap is 9,000 gauss. The coil
assembly is a group of zinc fittings bolted
onto the gap end of the magnet. Inside the
assembly, the coil is mounted on an aluminum
block supported by two flat bronze springs.
The coil is wound on a cylindrical paper
form and held to it by shellac. Two springs
are used to assure that motion of the coil
between the magnet poles will be along the
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-
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-
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Fu - OUTPUT RELAY
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Figure 213
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AT 2 Unit Circuit
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Figure 215 - Principles of Subsonic Firing
axis of the coil. A zinc strengthening
strip is bolted on the bottom. When the
magnetophone is held in fixed position before the release fuse blows, a pin fits
through a hole in this strip to hold the
aluminum coil-mounting block against its
limit stop and prevent damage due to impact,
The system is designed to have a resonance
of 22 cps. The mass of the magnetophone
and the length of the suspension are the
principal factors in determining this frequency.
AT 1. The AT l unit was the first attempt
to 1775 duce a subsonic firing device. In the
AT 1, a simple sonic-acoustic triggering system started a clock which kept the subsonic
system armed for a period of about two minutes.
It was found that this unit was to easily
swept and was especially subject to firing due
t explosions. This may be seen in figure
The diagram showing the sound level
ca caused by remote detonations shows
7ansmission through the ground reaches
.7..ne approximately 2-1/2 seconds (in the
eye shorn) before transmission through the
water. It would be possible, in the AT 1,
for the ground wave to trigger the unit by
actuation of the sonic system and the watertransmitted wave to fire the mine. This
fault was eliminated by the use of a different
triggering system in AT 2. Therefore all
existing AT 1 units, including those in the
-

-

field, were converted to AT 2's, the modifications necessary for conversion lying primarily
in the improvements in the acoustic triggering
circuit.
Acoustic Triggering Circuit. The modified
type of acoustic triggering circuit as used
in AT 2 and AT 3 appears in their circuit
diagrams, figures 213 and 214. The normal
cantilever-type carbon-button microphone is
used in a transformer and rectifier circuit.
The output signal current actuates relay Fu.
Closure of its contact (fu) connects relay
R 1 to the 96-volt battery through a 100 K Ohm
resistor. When contact (r,) closes, it turns
on the heater potential tethe three tubes of
the subsonic amplifier. The resistor-condenser system in parallel with the R1 is designed
to hold R, in the operated condition for three
to four seconds if (ft) opens. This is designed to bridge any short interruptions in the
triggering noise, but, at the same time, shut
off again if the sound is other than a continuous one. This is an anti-sweep and antiexplosion feature. A continuous sound is
necessary to keep the subsonic component of
the unit alive, and it will remain alive until the sound stops. Detonation protection
is also provided by transformer ST and its
associated system. A detonation will produce
a surge in the transformer which will operate
relay P. Closure of contact (p) connects the
time-delay system including the relay R.
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When R-z is energized, contact(r 3 )opens, breaking thi. circuit from the firing' (microphone)
battery to the detonator. The time-delay
keeps R energized for a period of about
three td. four seconds to allow the surge to
pass.
AT 2 Amplifier (Subsonic). The circuit of
the AT 2 subsonic amplifier appears in figure
21'. The amplifier consists of three vacuumtubes. All are glass pentodes type RV 2.4 P
700. The magnetophone output is fed to a
sharply-tuned transformer circuit. This circuit is tuned to 20-25 cps. The first amplifier tube may be tapped at three different
points to determine the sensitivity of the
unit. The output is condenser-coupled to the
second stage. The output of the second stage
is transformer-coupled to the third stage
through a broadly-tuned transformer circuit.
When the subsonic amplifier is switched on,
contact(ri) breaksthe connection between the
grid of the third pentode with the ground
through the 10 Ohm resistor. Thus, the grid
potential of the third stage pentode will depend upon the output of the second stage.
The output of the second stage is rectified
and fed to a time-delay circuit with a total
delay of approximately two seconds. At the
end of this delay the grid of the third
stage pentode becomes more positive and
draws plate and screen grid current through
the operation coil of relay R o . When contact(r 2 )closes, the detonator is fired.
AT 7 Amplifier (Subsonic). The circuit of

H

SUSPENSION ARM
B n THREADS FOR MOUNTING
Cg SUSPENSION ARM GUARD
D n MAGNETOPHONE BEARING
Eg SUSPENSION SPRING
Fa COIL
G.n MAGNET
Hg ZINC COIL ASSEMBLY PIECES
I= COIL BLOCK
J. BRONZE LEAF SPRINGS
As

Figure 217 - "Hell" Doppelechwinger

Figure 215 shows a German representation
of various phases of AT mine characteristics.
A sketch and a schematic representation of
the magnetophone are shown. The relative response of the sonic microphone and the subsonic magnetophone is shown in the first
chart. The second chart shows the subsonic
effect at a point due to explosions at
distance.

the AT 3 subsonic amplifier appears in figure
214. The amplifier consists of two vacuumtubes. Both are metal pentodes, type DF 11.
The circuit is essentially similar to AT 2,
except that the substitution of the metal
tubes with lover heater drain currents increases the continuous drain life on the
amplifier batteries from 50 hours (in AT 2)
to 14 days. The AT 3 has no provision for
setting sensitivity similar to that used in
AT 2. As well, the third stage is omitted,
and the output of the second stage is transformer-coupled to a full-wave rectifier and
time-delay circuit which operates a relay
R p . Closure of contact(r2)puts the 96 volt
battery across relay R4. Closure of(r 2 )fires
the mine.
-
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"HELL" DOPPELSCHWIRGER
When the AT units were in original development, part of the development was done by
the firm Electroacoustic, Kiel, and part by
Dr. Ing. Rudulf Hell, Berlin. The Electroacoustic (E1Ac) development was finally accepted, and is the type described in the preceding paragraphs. Dr. Hell's subsonic detecting device is of some interest, however. The
magnetophone used in the AT units is the work
of Dr. Gerloff of SVK, Kiel, and required a
vacuum-tube amplifier. Dr. Hell, however,
concentrated his efforts on producing a detecting device which would have high enough
output to operate relay systems directly, as
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in MI, normal sonic acoustic systems. The
experimental detector produced by the Hell
firm was a carbon-but.Jon device which Lr. Hell
claims had a very sharp resonance peak at
ap;roximately 20 Pc- cps. This device, known
as,
Doprelschvinger", the name having been changed because of unsatisfactory
results with an earlier device known as the
"Einfacheschwingtr". was constructed as shown
in figure 21P, which is modified slightly for
clarit. There are two weights, each mounted
on tw,;. suspension leaf springs, one above and
one below. The upper weight and spring system
is ad:Lsted to be resonant tc 20.00 cps. The
lover weight and spring system Is adjusted to
be resonant to 2C.1 cps. These two weight
s;stems have resonance curves approximating
those shown in figure 21E. When the frequency
Is love: than the resonant frequency of the
weight system, the weights oscillate together
with the mass of the mine case to which the
detectot is fixed. When the frequency is

nigher than the resonant frequency of th ,
weight system, the weights oscillate approximately 160 0 out of phase with the mine cas t .
When the frequency lies between 20.0 and
cps, the two weight systems are 180 ° apart, in
phase. A carbon-button microphone element
15 connected to the two weight systems, and
measures the relative motion between them.
Thus, the output of the carbon-button rea:- he
a peak when the frequency lies halfway between
the resonant frequencies of the two s stems
(20 0:= cps.). The earlier type ("Einfacheschvingr") made use of onl• one resonant weight
system, and the other part of the cartonbutton was connected to a fixed part cf the
In this system the movement of
assembly.
the one system only Is measu:•ed and there is
no phasing effect. The "Einfacheschwinger"
had a high subsonic output, but its response
was too broad to be desirable for use in an
AT mine.
:

Chapter 11 - Section 6
SUPERSONIC UNITS

AA 4 ANL AA 10E UNITS
Part cf the German mine-development program was directed to work on supersonic fired
mines. At the end of the war in Europe four
supersonic units were under development, and
of these, the (AA 4) had been abandoned. The
units were designated AE 1, AA 4 , AE 101 and
AA 106. CS these the AE 1 and AE 101 are
active( "pinging") supersonic units.
The German AA 4 and AA 106 are directional
supersonic mine firing units. Because of the
directional requirements, self-orienting pro-
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parties are necessary to the directional
elements. At first, SVN attempted to noun:
a group of directional magneto-strictive receivers (seven in number) in a belt around an
LMB mine case, The topmost receiver was selected for operation by a weighted internal
pendulum switch. This was unsuccessful. In
the case of the AA 4, which was designed for
use In the EMF and SMA mines, the directional
elements were mounted in the cover-plate•and,
since the mine-case is self-orienting, no additional provision was necessary fcr vertical
orientation. In the case of the AA 106
(sometimes referred to as A 106), the unit is
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designed for use in the BM 1000 H and BM 1000 L
ground mines. When used in ground mines, the
directional elements are mounted in a small
float which Is moored cn a two-/three-foot
length cable from the mine. The float is released shortly after the mine reaches the
bottom. The supersonic system Is switched on,
to save battery power, by a simple sonicacoustic system of low power consumption. The
supersonic receivers were designed to fire
when the tareet was nearly overhead and to discriminate against ships passing abeam.
AA 4 UNIT
The AA 4 unit was started by SVK in 1943.
It was abandoned in 1944 in favor of the
Luftwaffe's AA 106 unit as a result of an
agreement with the Luftwaffe concerning parallel developments. The AA 4 used nine magneto.
mtrictive receivers tuned to 25 kc. mounted
on the cover Tlate of an EMF or SMA mine.
Of the nine receivers, one was a sharplytuned vertically-directive receiver, and the
other eight were broadly-tuned receivers with
a directional characteristic. The receivers
were arranged as shown in figure 222, with
the eight broadly-tuned receivers arranged
in a circle around the vertical receiver..
The eight circumferential receivers were designed to operate in pairs, and the coils of
each pair (which were placed diametrically
opposite) were wound in opposite directions.
Thus, a sound from overhead would find the
receivers of all four pairs in phase witn each
other with respect to that sound, and the re190

sultant potentials produced would nullify each
other. However. when the sound did not originate from overhead, a differential potentials
(Uhl, which was used In the circuit for comparison with the potential produced by the
sharply-tuned vertical receiver, would appear.
AA 4 Circuits. Several circuits were experimented with for the AA 4 unit. The first
one used separate three-stage vacuum-tube
amplifiers for the vertical and horizontal
directional systems. The output potentials
were fed to a differentiating relay, and when
the sound originated from over the mine it
fired. Some difficulties were encountered
with the use of two parallel amplifiers, since
construction of two amplifiers with identical
characteristics proved to be difficult. The
second circuit used a common amplifier for the
two systems, with a periodic switching as
shown in figure 222 to allow both systems
alternate use of the amplifier. The third
circuit used a common amplifier, but each
system was connected to a modulator with a
10-kc. oscillator. Since the resonant frequency of the receivers was 25 kc., the resultant beat notes were 35 kc. and 15 kc. in each
channel. The vertical channel was then filtered to pass 35 kc. only, and the horizontal
channel filtered to pass 15 kc. only. Thus,
the two signals were fed to a common amplifier,
amplified, re-filtered into two channels, and
finally sent to the differentiating relay.
All three of these circuits are shown schematically in figure 222.
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Acoustic Triggering Circuit. The acoustic
.ggering circuit is designed to switch on
supersonic circuit when ship noises are
.ected. It is very simple, and consists of
a microphone, transformer, rectifier, and relay. The frequencies used are in the 200-500
cps. range. The acoustic triggering system
is so arranged in the circuit that continuous
acoustic signal is necessary to keep the supersonic amplifier energized.

Supersonic Receivers. The supersonic receivers consist of two nickel magnetoatrictive
receivers mounted cn top of a small steel flea-.
which is released by the mine a short time
after reaching the bottom, on laying. One of
the receivers is mounted in a cone and has
vertical directivity (trichter echvinger); the
other receiver is mounted in a ring around the
base of the cone receiver, and has horizontal
directivity (ring schwinger). Figure 222
shows the directional characteristics of the
two receivers: A. vertical receiver B, horizontal receiver.
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AA 106 Float and Float Release. Handling
and releasing the float for the receivers was
the chief difficulty encountered in the development of the AA 106. Several different
types of shapes of floats were experimented
with, but apparently no satisfactory one was
developed. The main difficulty was tc keep
the float oriented properly when moored in
a tideway on a short cable. Difficulty was
also encountered in properly releasing the
float from the mine. The float was carried
inside the cylindrical open-ended protective
cover (schutzhaube 10), and released,a short
time after the mine reached the bottom,by the
firing of an electro-mechanical device.
AA 106 - P.S.E. and Anti-Leak Device. There
is evidence in the circuit of the same type of
galvanic P.S.E. and anti-leak device formerly
used in the KA 101. In the MA 101 this took
the form of two loops of insulated wire of
dissimilar metals wrapped around the switch
board with the fuse-delay switches. If water
entered the unit, a galvanic effect resulted
between the two wires (CU and ZN) and relay
was actuated. This device appears in the AA
106. Some of the test characteristics are
known and are shown in figure 224.
AE 1 AND AE 101 UNITS
The Germans have developed two types of
supersonic mine units; first a twin receiver
unit known as the A 106; secondly an echo
sounder unit known as the AE 1 when used in
buoyant mines, and the AE 101 when used in
ground mines.
-

By May of 1945 these units vere in the advanced development stage. The Naval Officer

192

in Charge for the development cf
fluence mine units at SW, Kiel,
that the AE 1 was Ideally suited
against the U. S. because of the
of the unit in deep water.

naval inconsidered
for use
adaptability

The Navy unit (AE 1) war desicned for eee
In moored mines of the EMF and SMA type. The
Luftwaffe unit (AE 101) was designed for use
in ground mines, BM 1000 types and was also
considered for use in the moored mine BM
1000 T. The electrical components cf the
units are almost identical. differing only
in those respects peculiar to the mines for
which intended. One of the main problems
was the proper orientation of the echo sounder
In the case of AE 1 this problem was not too
difficult, since the EMF and SMA mines, being
of the moored type, are self orientating; the
only change necessary in such minee was the
redesigning of the top cover plate. Tc
proper orientation of the unit when used with
the BM 1000 type mine, a special float was designed. The echo sounder was mounted in the
float, the float being connected to the mine
by a four-wire, rubber covered cable three
feet long. The float was carried inside e
protective housing and released therefrom by
means of an electro-mechanical device, after
the mine had settled on the bottom. This release device presented serious design problems
and was one of the principal factors in delaying the development of the Al 101.
The A 106 consists of two magnetoetrlctive
receivers tuned to 22.5 kilocycles per second.
One receiver is focused vertically upwars,
and the other in a ring having a maximum at
about 55 0 from the vertical. A noise source
which subtends an ancle of more than 30° from
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Figure 226
the vertical axis of the receiver produces a
greater voltage output from the horizontally
focussed receiver, and blocks the mine. A
noise source which subtends an angle of less
than 30° from the vertical axis produces a
greater vu'-cage output from the vertically
focussed receiver and fires the mine. In this
have a definite range
way the mine fE. made
against sips, independent cf their loudness,
provided this is &eater than a very small
threshold value. The mine is also proof
against acoustic sweeps or underwater explosions which are not directly over it. The receivers are maintained in the correct orientation by mounting them in a small float which
is released when the mine is laid and is
moored to it with about six feet of cable.
,

The AE 1 operates in a similar manner to
a normal echo depth sounder Inverted. It
utilizes magnetoetrictive transducers resonant at 30 kilocycles per second. A ship
passing over the mine causes a sudden change
in the apparent distance to the water surface,
and the mine unit is so constituted that, when
the rate of hange of this distance exceeds
a certain value, the mine fires. Elaborate
precautions have been taken to ensure that
the mine will become passive if it receives
a signal, such as the noise produced by an
acoustic sweep or underwater explosion, at
an instant when it is unlikely to receive an
echo from the water surface or from a ship.
The twin-receiver mine was chosen by the
Luftwaffe as an aircraft-laid ground mine in
preference to the echo-sounder mine, first
because of its greater simplicity, and secondly because it tends to fire under a ship's
engine room. The major source of high-fre-

quency noise from a ship is the propeller.
and the mine will fire at a fixed distance
of about 50 feet ahead of this. It will fire
up to a similar distance abeam. The echosounder unit,on the other hand.is triggered
when a vessel's bow comes intc the transmitter beam, so the mine is fired slightly
ahead cf the ship unless a time delay is
used in the firing circuit. The German Navy
preferred the latter unit for the following
application. They proposed to mount it in
a buoyant mine carrying a charge of 730 pounds,
which would normally be moored about 2'
fathoms beneath the surface, too deep for
normal wire sweeping. When the echo-sounder
unit was actuated by a ship's bow, the mine
would be released from its mooring cable, and,
after a seven-second delay it would fire,
having risen about 12 fathoms in the meantime.
For this application the echo sounder units
were mounted directly in the cover plate of
the buoyant mine, and relied on its taking up
am orientation which would be approximately
vertical. A modified type of the AE 1 echo
sounder unit, known as the AE 101 was mounted
in a float for use in ground mines. It was
proposed to lay these in depths up to 13
fathoms, with a 1,500 pound charge.
In order to prolong the life of the batteries and the tubes of these high-frequency
mines, the Germans arranged that they should
be switched on only when a ship was in the
vicinity. This was accomplished by means of
a sensitive carbon button microphone tuned to
a 250 cps.
In the AE 1 and the AE 101 mine units the
Germans used an ingenious anti-sweep arrangement in the trigger circuit. Each time the
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carbon microphone is actuated, it switches
in the echo sounder for a period of 100
seconds. If the mine is actuated for more
than about five such periods in rapid succession, it will go passive for a period of half
an hour to an hour. This principle against
mine-sweepers would seem to have a good application. Vovorer, it must be realized that the
system hils the limitation that the mine can
be made passive by sweepers for a sufficiently
long time to allow ships to pass over it in
safety.
Prototype models of the two receiver units
type A 106 had passed sea trials and shock
trials, and stability tests of the float had
194

been concluded. An order for two thousand
units had been placed with Atlaswerke, and ft
was said that about 200 units had already
been made at their works in Gnadenfrei in the
Russian zone.
Experimental models of the echo-sounder
unit had passed sea trials and shock trials
satisfactorily. Twelve prototype units were
almost ready for trials.
Possible Countermeasures to the Mine
The Twin-Receiver Mine. The greatest
weakness of this mine appears to be that a
ship can protect itself against it by toying
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A vessel could also protect Itself againsi
the mine by carrying a loud. continuous, highfrequency sound source, which would operate
the blocking circuit. This would be dangerous,
however, if twin-receiver mines operating on
the same frequency were mixed vita the echosounder minefield, and it would probatly be
difficult to protect the vessel by means of
a towed noise source, on account of the very
directional properties of the echo-sounder
receiver.
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Figure 228
a high-frequency noise source such as a unifoxer. The noise source would maintain the
output from the horizontal receiver at a
higher level than that from the vertical receiver while the ship was over the mine, and
thus prevent the mine from firing. '.hen the
noise source subsequently passed over the
mine, it would be swept,
Attempts were made by the Germans to fire
the mine from a distance by focusing on it a
very powerful (500-watt) transmitter tuned
to the resonance frequency of the mine unit.
They were not successful. They could occasionally obtain fires up to a range of 500 yards,
but thought that they could prevent them by
slightly increasing the time constant of the
firing circuit.
The echo-sounder mine should be sweepable
by the technique of towing air-filled tubes
adjusted to a suitable depth behind a shallowdraught vessel. The field swept would of
course be very small, and the technique would
call for very skilled seamanship.

The Magnetostriction Receivers (Figures
22 7 , 22b). The tvc receivers make use of
the magnetostriction effect. They consist
packs of nickel laminations in which a permanent magnetic field is introduced by flashing
them, and a winding consisting of a few turns
of robust insulated vire. The dimensions of
the laminations are chosen so that they have
a mechanical resonance at 22.5 kilocycles per
second. The vertically focussed receiver consists of roughly rectangular laminations,
(figure 223), one wave length long, assembled
together to form a pack having a square cross
section. The top side of the pack Is the receiving surface, while the other sides are
screened by wrapping them up in a sheet of
closed-cell sponge rubber, two millimeters
thick, held in place by rubber bands. The
small air bubbles in the rubber reflect and
absorb the sound. The nickel pack, together
with its windings and rubber screening, is
.
held in place by casting them in paraffin
wax. The exposed surface of the pack lies
in the bottom of a funnel-shaped reflector,
also made from closed-cell sponge rubber.
The orifice diameter and internal angle of
the reflector are carefully chosen tc give
the directional characteristics shown in
figures 225 and 226.
The horizontally rocussed receiver (see
figure 223) Is made from ring-shaped laminations pierced with 18 holes, allowing a
toroidal winding. It is mounted round the
base of the funnel-shared reflector, and the
lover side of the latter, together with the
upper surface of the buoy, act as a ringshaped reflector, and give the receiver the
directional characteristics shown in figures
225 and 226.
The two receivers and their cable gland are
assembled together in a single unit which
could be mounted on the top of a float or
buoyant mine as required. A drawing of this
assembly is shown in Fig. 227.
The Float (Figure 227). The float was
originally designed to be a simple sphere of
16 inches diameter. It was found, however,
that It was unstable in tidal streams. Consequently two retractable fins were fitted:
also the mooring point was moved from the
base of the float to the center, with a piece
cut out of the float to allow the mooring
cable freedom of movement. In addition, a
heavy counterweight was added in the base.
With these modifications it was found to be
completely stable in tidal streams having a
speed of up to four knots; and 5 tilt was
said to be the maximum.
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Figure 229 - Mine A 106
The float is constructed of mild steel
1/16 inch thick, welded together. Because of
the awkward shapes of the fan and cable pockets,
it was found that it was not strong enough for
depths greater than 15 to 20 fathoms.
The float is normally carried in a hemispherical recess in the rear end of the mine
case and is ejected from it when laid, by
means of a spring. This spring is held back
by a catch that is released by an impact switch,
which fires an explosive release.
The Circuit (Figure 222)

Preliminary Snitching On. An impact switch
(1) is operated when the mine strikes the
eater surface. This switches in a battery
protection switch (2), type KTSE, which
operates only if the temperature lies between
-5°Centigrade and +35°Centigrade. Switch (2)
switches on a heater-coil time-delay switch
196

(3), which switches on a second heater-coil
time-delay switch (4), which operates an explosive release mechanism which fires the
float carrying the receiver, and allows it
to be expelled by a spring from the cup in
the rear end of the mine, where it normally
rests.
After a further short time delay, heater
coil (5) disconnects the leads to the floatrelease charge, thus preventing the battery
from short circuiting to earth through the
broken ends. Heater coil (5) also starts
the arming clock (6), which after a further
time delay switches on delay switch (7),
which switches on the E.T. batteries to the
high frequency amplifier and the batteries
of the carbon microphone. The mine is now
alive.
The Triggering Circuit. In order to conserve both tubes and batteries, the filaments
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Circuit Diagram
of the tubes are not switched on until a
ship approaches the mine, and operates an
audio-frequency trigger circuit. This consists of a carbon microphone (8), connected
in the primary circuit of a transformer (9),
whose secondary output operates a sensitive
relay (10), through rectifier (11). In
parallel with relay (10) is a limiting rectifier to prevent overloading of the relay.
A signal within the frequency band 200 - 60C
cycles per second received by the microphone
will thus operate relay (11) which closes contact (12) and switches on the amplifier filament circuit.
Amplifier A for the Horizontal Receiver.
The horizontal receiver (16) is connected
to its amplifier through a matching transformer (17). The amplifier has three stages.
The first is tuned to 22.5 kilocycles per
second, and the remaining two are resistance
capacity coupled. The tubes used (13), (14),

(15), employ space-charge grids. so as to
allow the use of an H.T. supply of only 35
volts, while still maintaining a voltage gain
of about 15.
Amplifier B for the Vertical Receiver.
The vertical receiver (18), is connected to
its amplifier through a matching transformer
(19). The amplifier is similar to that for
the horizontal receiver, and employs three
space-charge grid tubes, (20), (21), (22).
The output of amplifier A is rectified by a
rectifier (23), and provides both automatic
volume control for itself, and gain control
for amplifier B. Hence the output from
Lmplifier B is approximately proportional to
where VB is the voltage output from the
vertical receiver, and VA is the voltage output from the horizontal receiver.
Timing Circuit, The output from amplifier
B is rectified by a rectifier (24) and smoothed
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Figure 230
by a filter (25) operating the firing relay
(23) thrcugh a trip circuit. The trip circuit
consists of a tube (26) having positive feedback between its anode circuit and grid circuits. Under normal conditions it will not
oscillate, because it is biassed back beyond
cut-off. When a firing signal is received
from amplifier B however, this drives the
grid of tube (26) more positive and the tube
bursts into oscillation at roughly 1,000
cycles per second. The anode circuit of the
tube is connected through a rectifier (27)
to the sensitive relay (25). An electrolytic
sterilizer (29) is connected in parallel with
the relay. The relay (2S) operates a P.D.M.
(30) by means of its contact (31). The R.D.M.
fires the detonator.

anti-freezing switcn. Presumably the purpose
of this switch is to prevent recovering of
the mine by the freezing technique.
Sea Trials. Sea trials were carried out
at Aarhus. Appenrade, and Frederizia In
Denmark, in depths of 10 to 13 fathoms. No
systematic attempt vas made tc measure the
sound output from ships by means of hydrophones. The output voltage from the mine
receivers was measured, however, for a number
of targets, including the trials ship Greif
freighters up to 5.000 tons, a tug, and smal,
motor boats. The voltage output was frog.
1 to 1,000 microvolts from the ships, and the
sea noise was less than one microvolt.

ECHO-SOUNDER M:NES TYFiS AE 1 AND Al 101
Anti-Freezing Switch. If the temperature
of the mine falls below -5 ° Centigrade after
it has been laid. an anti-freezing switch
(32) blows up the mine. It is switched into
circuit by heater coil (5), which switches
in heater coil (33), which switches in the

The Magnetostriction Transducers (Figure

230). The magnetostriction receivers are
TriFilar in design to the horizontal receiver
of the two-receiver mine. They are somewhat
smaller, however, and have a mechanical
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resonance frequency of 30 kilocycles per
second.
The Float (Ficure 230). A modified form
cf the floatT;:7EFF —TT:o-receiver unit was
proposed for the Al 101, the difference
being that the tube carrying the two-receiver unit was replaced by a large conical
recess, the surface of which acted as the
reflector. The recess had an orifice diameter of 4-1/7 times the wave length, thus
producing a very directional beam. The two
magnetcstriction racks were mounted in the
base of the recess. The orifice was protected
from silting up by a grill having holes cf
5-mm diameter spaced 5 mm apart.
The Vineshells. The AE 1 was tc be mounted
in a conrcITFFF6ss similar to that of the
AE 101, but directly in the cover plate of a
buoyant mine. The charge was 780 pounds.
The float carryinc the AE 1C1 was normally
carried in a cur in the rear end of the mine.
The mine was to carry a charge of 1,500
pounds.
The Circuits (Figures 731 and 232). The
circuits cf the AE 1 and AE 1!'.1 are similar,
except for the arrangements for arming and
for the range of echo depths covered. The
range is greater f ,, r the buoyant mine on account of its greater operational depth.
Arming of the AE 1. When the mine is
first laid, a hydrostatic switch starts an
arming clock with an adjustable delay time
of 1/2 tc six hours. After this delay treriod,
the first set of contacts (1), figure 231, cn
the arming clock are operated. If the relay
(2) or -e safety switch (3) should be closed
as a result of failure or a mistake, then
these arming clock contacts switch a scuttling charge (4) into circuit, vhich destroys
the mine
Ten seconds later, the second pair of contacts (5) of the arming clock are closed,
and connect the main battery (6) to the coil
and contact of relay (7), also to the heater
coil of heater-coil relay (8). The battery
has a nominal rating of 31 ampere hours, 12
volts. Nearly all the batteries in the circuit utilize nickel cadmium cells.
Twc minutes later the heater coil relay

(8) switches on the mi'lrophone current from
battery (9). It als, , witches on a small
sterilizing motor (1U), which operates four
switches as described below
Ten seconds later three contacts are
operated by motor (10). One disconnects the
scuttling charge, and the other two connect
the main detonator (11) into circuit. The
mine is now armed.
If the mine comes to the surface, it is
scuttled by a hydrostatic switch (12), which
connects the scuttling charge into circuit.
Six months after laying, the mine is
scuttled by the fourth contact operated by
motor (10).

Arming of the AE 101. When the mine is
released from its aircraft, a thermite
charge burns out and operates switch (1),
figure 232. Snitch (1) connects heater-coil
relay (67) to the main battery (6), provided
the temperature-protection switch (68) is
closed. Switch (68) protects the battery
by closing only when the ambient temperature
lies between -5 ° Centlgrade and +35 ° Centigrade
The battery has a nominal capacity of 12
volts, 10 ampere hours.
After two minutes, heater-coil relay (67)
connects the main battery tc heater-coil relays (5), (69), and (70), and to the detonator
(6), which operates the explosive release
mechanism for the float which carries the
magnetostrictive receivers.
After 15 seconds heater-coil relay (5)
disconnects the battery supply from the explosive release detonator (8) to prevent the
broken leads from grounding the battery.
After two minutes, heater coil relay (69)
partly connects the main battery to the coil
and contacts of relay (7) at the same time
it connects battery (9) tc the carbon microphone which Dperates the acoustic trigcering.
At the same time heater coil relay (70)
connects the main detonator tc the firing
circuit. The mine is now armed.
If the mine Is lifted into shallow water,
the hydrostatic switch (12) fires the detonator.
If the temperature of the mine falls below -5°Centigrade, thermostatic switch (11)
fires the detonator. Presumably this is tc
prevent recovery cf the mine by sore freezinc
technique.
Acoustic Trigcer Circuit. The circuit
utilizeS a very sensitive carbon button (13)
tuned to 250 cps., having a current consumption of 1.5 milliamperes (N.B. the battery
life of the AE 1 is about six hours, and the
Al 101 about 17 hours continuous running.)
The voltage output is stepped up and the
steady d-c component removed by transformer
(14). The transformer output is rectified
by (75) and operates a sensitive :elay (16).
A large condenser (17), in parallel with the
coil of relay (16), prevents operation by
noise of very short duration such as distant
countermining. It also prevents repeat
operation by self noise of the mine.
The Rotary Converter. The rotary converter
(18) consumes two amperes at 12 volts from
the main battery, and supplies 20C volts d.c.
tc the echo sounder transmitter, and to the
E.T. line of the receiver amplifier.
The converter is switched on when the audio
frequency sound from a ship actuates the carbon microphone (13) vhAch operates relay (16)
as described above. Relay (16) operates
relay (7), which connects the converter armature and field windings across the main
battery (6).
The converter also drives three camshafts
as described below:
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The High-Speed Camshaft. This gives 12.5
impulses per second to five sets of contacts
in the echo sounder transmitter and receiver
circuits as described below.

e

VdLTACE ACROSS

The Low-Speed Camshaft. This is geared
down to rotate once in 100 seconds. It determines the time for which the echo sounder
remains switched on after it has been started
by the audfc frequency acoustic trigger. It
operates six sets of contacts.

(a)

It closes contact (19), in parallel with
the contact of relay (7), and holds it closed
until the end of the 10C-second period. In
this way it ensures that the converter remains switched on for the whole of this period,
although relays (26) and ( 7 ) are switched off.

(b)

At the same time as the Lam closes contact
51 it also closes contacts (20), (21), and
p2 2 which conne•t the threc filament batteries (23), (24), and (25) tc their respective
tubes in the echo-sounder receiver circuits.

(C)

It was found that the noise from the converter was sufficient tc operate the sensitive carbon microphone, and hence the converter switched itself In again at the end of
every 100-second period. Tc prevent this.
the low-speed camshaft has been made tc
operate another contact (2E), which short
circuits the condenser (1 ) which is in
parallel with the relay (16) of the acoustictrigger circuit. The condenser is short
circuited one second after the start of the
10C-second period and unshcrted again one
second before the end of it. The sensitive
relay (26) can not operate until after the
converter has stopped at the end of the 103second period, however, as a result of the
delay introduced by the parallel condenser
(1
.
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The low-speed camshaft a2sc operates contact (3 1 in series with the detonator. The
contact is closed five seconds after the
start of the 10C-second period, and opened

one second before the end cf the period. In
this way the mine is protected from spurious
fires due to voltage surges in the amplifiers
either while the rotary converter Is running
up to speed when it is first switched on, or
while it is slowing down after being switched
I off,
The Lowest-Speed Camshaft. This camshaft
is geared down 5:1 to the low speed camshaft.
It operates a circuit whose purpose is to
prevent the mine batteries from being run
down by an audio frequency acoustic sweep,
and at the same time to make sweeping more
difficult by making the mine passive under
certain conditions. Every fifth live period
the lowest-speed camshaft operates contact
(27), which connects the coil of relay (28)
to battery (29). Relay (28) then opens its
contact (30) and so breaks the circuit of the
carbon microphone, thus making the mine
passive. Contact (30) also connects rela;
coil (2B) across battery (29), so that the
relay remains locked in until battery (29)
runs down. This takes from about a half hour
to an hour. When the battery voltage has
fallen sufficiently, the relay drops out and

the mine again becomes active.
202

Figure 233 - AI 1 / AE 101 Voltage Curves

Battery (29) is normally in a run-down condition because it is shunted ty resistance
(31). It is charged up, however. durinc live
cycles other than the fifth. because in each
live cycle the resistance is disconnected by
contact (27). Thus the mine will be renderEI
passive only on the fifth live cycle as described above, if the previous four cycles
have occurred in fairly rapid succession.

Transmitter and Firing Circuits
Figures 231, 232, 233). A pulse cf current
is discharged through the magnetostriction
transmitter (33), 12.5 times per second. This
is effected by contact (34), which is driven
by the rotary converter and momentarily connects the transmitter across condenser (3:',)
for each revolution of the high-speed camshaft.

Between pulses, (32) is charged up to 20C volts
from the rotary converter, through resistances
(35) and (36). (See figure 233.) The pulse
frequency is chosen to give a maximum echo
range of 33 fathoms. A measuring condenser
(37) is charged through resistance (39) and
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Ficure 234 - AE 1 Unit
discharged thrcuFh contact (3E) in synchronism with condenser (32). Condenser (37),
however, has a lone time constant of charze,
sc that its voltage increases almcst linearly
with tine between each pair of discharges.
(Sec figure 233.) When an echo Is received,
contacts (40) and (41) connect condenser (37)
to the firing circuit; thus the voltage applied to the latter is proportional to the
echo time. (See figure 233.) The firing
circuit consists of a low pass filter (42)
and a capacity coupled relay (43). The low
pass filter smoothes out the individual pulses
of current from condenser (37), and hence the
condenser-coupled relay (43) will not operate
If the echo time remains constant. If the
echo time changes however, a current passes
through relay (43) which makes contact (2)
and completes the detonator circuit. In order
to make relay (43) operate, there must be a
sudden change in echo range of at least eight
to ten feet, and this change must be maintained
for at least five pulses. Relay (43) is polarized so that it will only operate on decreasing echo range.
The Receiver Circuit. The receiver circuit
consists of three parts:
1. A two-stage amplifier connected to the
receiver.
7-1714q1( 1-47_14

A trigger circuit connected to the
amplifier outrut which apTilee a d.c.
signal to the relays in the firing
circuit, whose amplitude is independent
of the strength of the input signal.
The trigger circuit also elves score
protection against acoustic sweepers
or background noise, because it Is
only alive for about iCe: of each echo
cycle (See figure 233.)

3 The AVC amplifier and an anti-sweep
circuit which makes the rine momentarily passive If a signal is received
at such a time in the operating cycle
that an echo cannot reas•natly be expected. The Germans found that without this circuit the mine fired well
ahead and to the bear cf E-boats, because cf their large output of highfrequency sound.
The Amplifier. The maanetostriction rec2iver (44) is connected through a tuned input transformer (4=) to the two-stage amplifier. The acidifier uses two variable
pentodes type F701 (46) and (47) with tuned
anode circuits and AVC. The d-c voltage Is
applied to the AVC line by means of contact
(48), which is closed only during the period
when the echo is expected. In this way the
gain of the amplifier is controlled cri the
loudness of the echo, and not by the directly
transmitted pulse, or interfering signals.
-

The amplifier requires an inpet voltage of
35 microvolts to operate the mine.
The Trigger Circuit. The amplifier output
is transformed by transformer (49), and the
echoes are rectified Into negative pulses by
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Figure 236 - AE 1 Unit
riot'-tier (50). The pulses are connected to
the triggering circuit through switch (51),
which Is closed by the high-speed camshaft of
the rotary converter only during the period
when an echo is expected. This period corresponds to an echo range of 19 to 33 fathoms
in the case of the AE 1, and 5 to 22 fathoms
in the case of the AE 101.
The triggering circuit contains two pentodes type P700, tubes (52) and (53). The
screen cf tube (52) is coupled by means of
transformer (54) to the anode circuit. Thus,
tube (52) is made to oscillate at a frequency
of about 25 kilocycles per second. This output is rectified by (55) and applied to the
grid of tube (53) as a negative voltage,
biasing it back beyond cut-off.
When an echo is received, a negative pulse
from rectifier (50) is applied to the suppressor grid of tube (52), which stops oscillating.
Tube (52) in turn unblocks tube (53), and
204

drives its anode more negative. This effect
is made more certain by d-c feedback from the
anode of (53), to the grid of (52) through
condenser (56), which drives the control grid
of tube ( 5 2) more negative. Tube (52) cannot
now oscillate again until the charge on condenser (56) has decayed through the grid leak
of tube (52). This decay time is adjusted so
that the oscillator is blocked for 9D of the
time between one echo pulse and the next.
(See figure 233.)
The blocking and unblocking action described
above causes the plate voltage of tube (53) tc
follow a rectangular curve. This output is
differentiated by means of a small coupling
condenser (57), which thus gives a positive
and negative voltage peak each echo cycle,
the negative peak corresponding with the echo.
The positive peak is short circuited by rectifier (53), while the negative peak operates
relay (59), which operates contact (41) in the
firing circuit.
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It was found stifficult to avoid relay (59)
rebounding, for the whole tolerance range of
supply voltage; therefore a second relay (60)
was connected with its coil in series with
relay (59)'s coil, and its contact (40) in
Aeries with contact (41). Contact (40), however, is normally closed and its relay coil
(60) is shunted with a condenser so that it
opens shortly after (41) closes, and remains
open during the rebound time of (41).
AVC Amplifier and Anti-Sweep Circuit. The
control grid of another pentode type P700,
(61), is connected to the output of the twostage amplifier by a capacitive potentiomThe output of tube (61) is coupled to
eter.
switches (46) and (64) by means of a tuned
trensfcrmer (67), and a rectifier (62). Switch
(46) is closed by the high-speed camshaft cf
the rotary converter during the period when
an echo is expected, and supplies the AVC

voltage to the two-stage amplifier, as de•
scribed above.
Switch (64) closes after the initial noise
of the transmitted pulse has died away, and
remain., closed only during the period when
an echo is not expected. It connects the
rectified output of pentode (61) to the contrcl grid of pentode (65). If a signal is
received during the period when B.I1 echo is
not expected, the control grid of pentode
(65) is driven negative, thus blocking the
anode circuit of (65). This unbalances a
bridge circuit, across which is connected relay coil (66), which is wound on the same
core as relay (60). Relay coil (66) opens
contact (40), and prevents closing of the
firing circuit by contact (41), thus blocking
the mine, and preventing premature firing of
the mine by loud continuous noise sources,
such as fast ships or acoustic sweeps.

Chapter 11 - Section 7
PRESSURE AND PRESSURE-COMBINATION UNITS

PRESSURE MINE UNITS AND DETECTING COMPONENTS
There are eight German influence-mine firing components whose designation is prefixed
by the letter "D". Of these, four are pressure-detecting components which are used to
detect pressure differentials for all types
of pressure-operated units. These are the
D 1, D 101, D 2 and D 102 units. The other
four are plain pressure units. To avoid prematures in rough waters, pressure units are
normally used in combination with influence
units of other types. However, for use in
rivers or other relatively smooth eaters,
the Germans undertook the development of
pressure units which could be used alone.
These units were designated D 103, D 123, and
D 133, and were intended for use in the BM
250 mine case.
The information contained herein on the D
2, D 102 and D 103 is based on captured documents and examination of the specimens captured. Information on the other units was
obtained from German prisoners of var and
scientists.
Of the four pressure-detecting components
herein described, the D 1, D 101, and D 102
were used operationally. The D 2 was on the
verge of operational use at the end of the
var.
Of the four pressure units, the D 103 vas
completely developed and used operationally
in the latter stages of the var. The other
three units of the series were to be of the
same basic type as the D 103, but were never
completed.

PRESSURE-DETECTING DEVICE
General. The pressure component which the

Germans have successfully combined with their
—

acoustic and magnetic firing units consists
essentially of a pressure-detecting device
which detects and operates on negative pressure differentials; an associated electrical
circuit is controlled by the device. When a
negative pressure differential is detected
by the device, a switch contact is made for
the duration of the detected differential,
provided that the actuation falls within the
design limits of the device.
The operational characteristics of the two
types of pressure components are controlled,
with the exception of sensitivity, by the anrangement and constants of the electrical
cfrcuits associated with each. These constants determine the period of circuit
closure required to record an actuation, and
also determine whether the pressure component
will be of the integrating or non-integrating
type. Indirectly, they also determine the
degree to which such disturbing effects as
wave notion will affect the pressure component.

Description. The pressure-detecting device
(figure 237) consists of three volume tanks,
X, Y, and Z, of which only X is variable.
Y and Z, although separated by diaphragm P.
are connected through construction C. The
over-all unit consists of a machined aluminum
casting surmounted by a collapsible rubber
bag. Volume Y serves only as a connecting
link between X and the diaphragm. Z ie entirely closed except for the coestriceeoe C,
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A - Fixed Contact (Adjustable)

E - Dessicator

8 - Moving Contact

X - Variable Volume

C - Constriction
- Diaphragm

Y - Front Volume
Z Bock Volume
-

Figure 237 - Pressure-Detecting Device
which is filled with adjustable, fibrous
material (not shown on drawing). This serves
as a variable resistance and regulates, within limits, the passage of air through the
coLstriction.

L is backed up, except for a small circular
area in the center, by aluminum reinforcing
which forms part of the main casting. The
surface of the casting is well machined and
is bored with five small holes which prevent
the diaphragm from sticking due to a possible
vacuum seal.
The switch consists of two contacts, one
fixed and one movable. The movable contact
consists of a stirrup, mounted on the center
of the diaphragm Inside Z. The fixed contact is mounted as indicated in the drawing,
and is adjustable. Leads from the two are
taken out of the device through a packing
gland by a double-conductor cable, passed
through another packing gland into the main
body of the mine case (as in LMB) or the
firing unit (as in BM 1000).
It should be noted that figure 237, the
drawing of the pressure detecting device, is
schematic in nature and omits some of the
refinements present in the actual device.
Operation. When the mine is dropped, it
sinks rapidly to the bottom, with a resulting rapid increase in hydrostatic pressure
head, proportional to the depth of water.
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This pressure is transferred to X, which is
compressed thereby. Compression of X creates
a pressure differential between Y and Z,
causing the diaphragm to move inward toward
Z and opening the switch wider than usual.
The pres-ure differential leaks off through
C, and, when it has been reduced to zero, r
and the fixed contact resume normal conditicn
(0.007 in.).
and contact gar.
Any negativepressure differential on X,
equal to about 2f inches of water, will cause
X to expand and allow the contact tc close,
provided that the change in pressure occurs
quickly enough. Pressure differential caused
by natural causes such as tides and seiches
occurs over periods too long to be effective,
since C allows the pressure to equalize without expanding the diaphragm sufficiently to
make contact. However, large pressure
differential caused by action of a ship, or
even by a large wave or swell, will affect
the diaphragm sufficiently to close the contact, since C cannot equalize the pressure
rapidly enough. From this point on, the
associated electrical circuits of the pressure
component govern further operation, with the
pressure-detecting device serving only to
close its switch for the duration of the pressure differential.
PRESSURE COMPONENTS D 2 AND D 102
The first type of pressure detector used
by the Germans was the single suction-contact
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C- CONDENSER 10µF
D PRESSURE DETECTOR - D 102 UR/KS
R- RELAY (TYPE HK II)
HS MASTER SWITCH (HAUPSCHALTER )
TS TEMPERATURE SWITCH (KTSE)
Th- THERMISTOR (600 OHMS APPROXIMATELY COLD)
WI - RESISTOR 200 OHMS
W2- RESISTOR 300 K OHMS
W3- RESISTOR 300 K OHMS
Si - 52 S3 FUZE DELAY SWITCHES (24.5 OHMS)
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-

-
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-
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Figure 238 D 10) Unit Circuit '
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PRESSURE UNIT

P D. M.BOARD

MASTER SWITCH

PSE

Figure 239 - AD 104a Unit Switch
type. This type closed contact if negative
pressure differential of sufficient magnitude occured. The normal sensitivity is 1.5
to 2.5 cm of water. When used by the Luftvaffe in the AD 104 unit, the detector is
designated D 1. It was felt that this device was too subject to actuation by nearby
explosions and, to eliminate this and other
defects, the D 102 and D 2 were developed.
The second type of pressure detector developed by the Germans was filled with two
separately ad j ustable fixed contacts. One
contact is mounted to close on suction,
similar to the D 1 (D 101) action. The other
contact is mounted on the pressure side and
is normally closed in its primary application as a passive contact. The pressuremeasuring diaphragm is of smaller diameter,
and the entry hole from the rubber bag is
fitted with a detonation-protecting valve
which blocks only when large, sudden surges
of air attempt to operate the unit. This
type of unit is generally designated D 2
when used by the Navy and D 102 when used by
the Luftwaffe. Although D 2 has never been
used, D 102 has been used operationally as
the detecting device for DA 102 and D 103,
and its application to all later Luftwaffe
developments involving pressure operation
as projected. The following designations
and their apparent meanings of D 2 and D 102
units were known to exist:
1.
2.
3.
4.

D
D
D
D

102
102
102
102

U
UP
U/UR
U/KS

5. D 102 UR/KS

6. D 102 U/UR/KS
7.
8.
9.
10.

D 2 U/KS
D 2 0UR
D 102/K /KS
D 102 L

U = Unterdruck = Suctiol, = contact fitted
UR = Ifterdruck Ruhig = Pressure contact (Passive) fitted

208

KS = Knallschutz = Detonation protecting =
valve fitted
K = Kurz = Short (Period)
L = Lang = Long (Period)
0 102 UP/KS and D 102 U/UR/KS are operational forms; D 2 U/KS and D 2 U/UR/KS were
on the verge of being operational when hostilities ceased; the other types are experimental and testing devices. D 102 K and
D 102 L have short and long (equalization)
periods, respectively, for pressure-discriminating circuits.
OPERATION OF D 103 UNIT (FIGURE 235)
Upon impact, the bomb fuze operates the
master switch, and if the temperature is
within the proper range, the bi-metal temperature switch is closed. The battery
energizes fuse delay switches 51, 52, and S3
in sequence, which gives an arming delay
of about three minutes. Since the pressure
switch D is normally closed, the tvc coils
of the galvanometer-type relay R are energized equally, and the relay remains in its
equilibrium position. During this period,
the condenser C is charged through resistor
wi to the full battery potential.
When a negative pressure cifferential is
applied to the pressure device, contact D
opens, putting the full load of maintaining
coil (a) of relay R on to the condenser C.
If the pressure differential is maintained
for three seconds, the condenser discharges
sufficiently for relay R to make contact due
to the current flowing constantly in coil
(b). Closing of the contact energizes the
hold-on coil of the relay, and, after a short
delay due to the thermistor (Th), the detonator is fired.
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Figure

240 -

AD 104 Unit Circuit
raised from under water, the decrease in
pressure may be sufficient to cause normal
firing of the mine.

If the pressure differential is not continually maintained for three seconds, the
pressure switch r closes before the relay
hts made contact; ccndenser C is quickly recharged through the relatively low resistor
Wi, and firinc is prevented.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE D 113
Sensitivity: 1-2 cm of water

Anti-countermininc protection is provided
in three ways:
1. The pressure detection device is fitted
with an anti-detonation valve.
2. A continuous pressure of three seconds
duration is required,

Period: 6-7 seconds negative, 2-3 seconds
positive
Contains anti-explosion device and antiswell feature.
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE D 123

3. The thermistor requires that the relay
contact be closed more than momentarily tc
allow sufficient current to flov and operate
the hold-on coil.
If a mine fitted with the D 103 unit is

Sensitivity: 1-2 cm of water
Period: 4-5 seconds negative
Contains anti-explosion device and antiswell feature.
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HYDROSTATIC
SWITCH

"f_7

MICROPHONE

Figure 241 - AD 105a Unit with U 102
througn W3 , W9, W16, and the detonator. The
addition of W 16 raises the '2_1.1t
to a point where the current flow is not
sufficient to fire the detonator, nor to hold
the relays closed. If the sound falls off,
the circuit and relays return to normal.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE D 133
SensitIvity: 8-10 cm. of water (stumpf)
Period: 2-3 seconds negative
Intended for use in shallow waters against
fast motor boats.
AD 104 UNI'2
The AL 104 unit was developed for the Luftvaffe by Dr. Hell. It was started in the
autumn cf 1942 and completed and used operationally a year later. The unit was a combination of the A 104 and the D 101 and was
designed for use in the BM 1000 1/11 mine
case. The time delay in the D 101 circuit
could be selected for either 4 to 6, or 6
to 8 seconds at a 20 - 30 mm suction.
The A 104 is modified to include the D 101
and its associated relays R4 and R5.
It is further modified by the addition of
W 10 which changes its normal anti-countermining action. Addition of W10 reduces the
resistance of the charging circuit from B2
to C4. There will therefore be no discharging of C4 and C5 if the sound does not rise
rapidly from initiating level to firing level.
0 ration. After the unit is armed, both
theacous c and the pressure components are
continuously alive. "Blind" P.D.M. actuations (9 maximum) are run off by the acoustic
component only, and, upon completion of the
P.D.M. actuations, the unit is receptive to
acoustic-pressure firing.
Acoustic Actuation. An acoustic firing
actuation operates Rl, R2, and R3, in order,
, xa , and R3
closing them to contacts
respectively. This completes the circuit
from B2 through the three contacts above,
21C

Pressure Actuation. A decrease in hydrostatic pressure closes pressure switch P.
This causes B2 to start charging C6 through
W12 and W13 in an attempt to operate P4
through Wil. If P remains closed for a
sufficient period, 14 makes and B 2 charges
C7 through W14 in an attempt to operate Rm,
through Wic. If 15 makes, it shorts W 1 6
and reduces the resistance of the detonator
circuit, leaving the unit receptive to
acoustic firing.
Combination Actuation. If acoustic
actuation occurs first, the sound must be
maintained at firing level until pressure
actuation is complete. In this case, the
closing of 85 by actuation of the pressure
components, allows the acoustic unit to fire
the detonator.
If pressure actuation occurs first,
acoustic actuation may reach completion at
any time thereafter up to 45 seconds, because after P opens, the charge on C6 and
C7 keeps 15 made until the charge drains off.
Integrating Firing Feature. The rressure
component is designed to register an actuation if P is closed continuously for a
period of seven seconds. This interval, however, may he somewhat decreased if C6 and
C7 are partially charged at the time of
actuation, since the arrangement and circuit
do not permit rapid condenser discharge. If
the condensers are partially charged by a P
evitch closure of less than seven seconds
duration, and if, before the charge leaks
off, another P switch closure occurs, it is
possible for additional closures, none of
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"VvVvD- D102 U/UR/KS

W7 -

10 M OHMS

M- 0102 MI

W8

5 OHMS

B- BATTERY 15 VOLT

X

COPPER RECTIFIER

CI 30 MF

UW

THERMISTOR (URDOXWIDERSTAND)
DETONATORS (=-) 13 OHMS

C2 30 ME
WI 250 K OHMS

HS

MASTER SWITCH EL AZ 56 A 31

WDS

HYDROSTATIC SWITCH 0.5 ATM.

KTSE

TEMPERATURE SWITCH

W2 300 K OHMS
W3 200 OHMS
W4 10 K OHMS
W5 20 K OHMS
W6 200 OHMS

R1 R2 R3 RELAYS- TYPE F
S2S3 FUZE DELAY SWITCHES (145 OHMS)
SWITCH OVER WHEN SOLDER
IS MELTED BY HEATER

COIL

Figure 242 - DA 102 Unit Circuit
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Figure 24:.; - DA 102 Unit
. which may be sever. seconds 1onL, to register
a complete actuation. Such an actuation is,
of course, dependent upon the short-interval
closures occurring close together. This
effect may be produced by wave action under
certain conditions and thereby cause the
pressure component to be continuously
actuated. If this occurs, the unit is, in
effect, a straight acoustic unit.

mechanism. In order to accomodate this microphone, the D 102 is modified in the following
manner:
1.

2. The bottom plate Is replaced by a special disc. This disc has a hole in its center which houses a thin, rubber-covered,
metal diaphragm. The microphone button is
mounted on the inner side of the diaphragm.

DA 102 MINE UNIT SERIES

3. The anti-detonation valve is removed.

The DA 102 mine unit series consisted of
eight combination pressure-acoustic firing
mechanisms developed under the direction of
the Luftwaffe.
The DA 102 is a combination pressure-acoustic unit which was used operationally toward
the end of the war. Other units In this series are designated DA 112, DA 122, DA 132,
DA 142, DA 152, DA 162 and DA 244. None of
these latter units was developed to an
operational stage. Some attempt at making
a pressure-discriminating unit is evident in
the early documents on DA 102. The latest
attempt appears in the form of the experimental DA 244 unit.
The distInguAhing characteristic of the
DA 102 is that the unit consists primarily
of a pressure mechanism with a "permissive"
acoustic circuit. The unit is fitted with
anti-swell protection. This protection is
so positive that the mine will not fire against a target ship during periods of rough
weather. The pressure unit is designated
D 102 U/UR/KS, and the microphone is known
as D 102 M1 (Hasag Mikrophon).

The Microphone. A special microphone, the
D 102 Mi., was developed by the firm of
Basag, Leipzig, for use with the DA 102. It
is a carbon button type microphone mounted
on a diaphragm at the bottom of a D 102
212

The internal diaphragm is removed.

The microphone button is fitted with a
small leak-hole leading from the inside of
the microphone pot to the carbon granule
chamber. By this arrangement, the microphone diaphragm is exposed to the water,
but, since the hydrostatic pressure is
. ..q.).017.-d by compression of the air within
the rubber bag, there is no loading of the
carbon granules and the sensitivity of the
microphone remains unaffected.
-

This microphone is highly sensitive and
has an essentially flat response for both
sonic and subsonic frequencies. The sonic
freouencies are transmitted to the carbon
button by the diaphragm, and the subsonic
frequencies by the rubber bag.

Operation (Figure 242). When the mine is
laid,lboth detecting devices (D 102 U/UR/KS
and D 102 Ml.) are exposed to vater, and the
pressure is equalized for the depth at which
the mine plants. Upon impact, the bomb fuze
causes the master switch BS to close contact
and break its safety shunt. If the vater
temperature is between -5° Centigrade and
+35 Centigrade, temperature switch KTSE is
closed and battery B energizes fuse delay
svitch Bi. When Si has operated (with a delay) it cuts in switch Sp, which renders
the circuit alive. At this point, if the
mine is in less than 15 feet of water, hy-
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drostatic switch WDS will energize S and
fire the detonator. (There is a slight delay in firing, due to the making of switch
S-5 and the passing of current through therSi etor UW.) Under normal operati:.e. condition, WDS is open and the mine is alive.
Pressure-detecting device D is normally
on its passive contact (UR). A negative
pressure differential will cause D to break

the passive contact UR and make contact U
(provided that the pressure differential has
a magnitude of from 1.5 to 2cm of water).
When D closes to contact U, battery B will
operate relay PI with a delay of six to nine
seconds, due to Ci, Condenser C1 is assured of being totally discharged, since it is
connected across W 3 in the normal passive
state. When r1 contact closes, the resultant surge to charge condenser C2 allows
relay R2 to operate, closing r2 which give
R2 a self-holding circuit. Closure of r 2
also energizes the microphone M in series
with the primary winding of the microphone
transformer T. If sound is now present,
the resultant alternating currents in T are
rectified, operating relay R3 to close 1- 3 ,
and the battery fires the detonator throtigh
the U contact of D, r 2 , and r) with a delay
due to thermistor VW.
If pressure reaction takes place, but no
sound is present, re-opening of the U contact of D will de-energize R i and R 2 , and
ri and r2 will reopen. C1 lin' discharge
quickly through W 3 . C2 however, may discharge only through W 7 , which has a resistance of 10 megohms. 'Intl' C2 is fully discharged, closure of D to the U contact will
not cause sufficient surge of current through
R2 to operate it to close r,. Thus, the unit
is passive to pressure actuation for five
minutes. Therefore, during periods of roue
weather, it may be expected that the pressure differentials incident on D will keep
C2 charged continuously, long enough to
prevent the mine from firing when a ship
passes overhead.
DA 112, The DA 112 unit is fitted with a
long delay time constant of 9 to 12 seconds.
Because of the long delay, the swell-protection feature is considered unnecessary
and is not installed. This unit is suitable
only for use against large ships.
DA 132. The DA 132 unit is similar to
DA 122, but has a delay period of three to
four seconds. The pressure sensitivity is
on the order of approximately 10 cm of water,
as opposed to the 1 to 2 cm sensitivity of
DA 112 and DA 122,
DA 162. The DA 162 unit is a combination
of the
features of the DA 122 and
DA 152 units.

DA 102 UNIT
Figure 244
conflicting. The two sources of information
are OB. Stab. Ing. Rommel and Fl. Stab. log,
Speiler of the Luftwaffe E-Stelle. Spieler
was a specialist in pressure units, and his
information may be more authentic than
Rommel's, ainoe the latter was in charge or
all Luftwaffe mine material development.
The contrasting opinions are as follows:
DA 122 (Spieler) - Same as DA 102 with
a coarse acoustic component as an antimine-sweeper circuit.
DA 122 (Rommel) - Similar to DA 102 with
presa six- to seven second time coie2:.a
sure actuation. Anti-swell protection
renders the unit passive for 1/2 hour after
pressure actuations subside, if two or
three pressure actuations are recorded without acoustic actuation.
DA 142 (Spieler) - Same as DA 102, but
requires an 18-second pressure pulse for use
against large ships and to increase sweeping
difficulty.
DA 142 (Rommel) - Same as DA 122, but with
low-frequency (20 cps.) acoustic component.

DA 244. DA 244 is fitted with two D 102
pressure detectors and a D 102 1.L. microphone. This is considered to indicate a
pressure-discriminating circuit.

DA 152 (Spieler) - Same as DA 102, but
with rate-of-change acoustic similar to A 105.

DA 122, DA 142, and DA 152. The information on DA 122, DA 142, and DA 152 units is

DA 152 (Rommel) - Has four-contact pressure component requiring rate of change pressure signature.
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Figure 246 - LMB/E Tail
ity setting of 5 mg and the D 1 with a delay
of 8 seconds at 15 to 25 mm suction.

DM 1 UNIT
The DM 1 unit is a combination pressure
magnetic unit designed by Hasag, Leipzig,
for SVK, for use with the LM and TM mines.
Work on it began early in 1942, and it was
completed and ready for operational use in
the summer of the same year. The first
unit of this type vas recovered in Normandy
in July 1944, Figure 248.

to 40 seconds)
A thermal delay switch
determines the interval after actuation of
M 1, during which actuation of D 1 may fire
the mine.

This unit utilizes the M1 with a aensitiv214

Armin . When the hydrostatic clock runs
offi is elay setting, A-G and B-C close. B
then charges C through W and the closed contact (4-5) of R1. When d is charged, R2
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operates, breaking 4-5 and making 4-3, thL
by removing the detonator from the circuit.
Eighteen minutes later, E-F closes, the
magnetic component goes through A.L.A. and
is armed.
Magnetic-Actuation. Actuation of the
magnetic component closes the needle switch
and operates the air core relay, thereby
closing S., to contact No. 1. Hold-on current
and thermal delay-switch heater current pass
through the normally-closed contact of the
thermal delay switch. This condition persists until the thermal delay switch opens,
breaking the magnetic hOld-on and heater
current. The magnetic component then returns
to normal.
Pressure Actuation. A decrease in hydrostatic pressure closes pressure switch P.
This causes B to energize R1, breaking 4-5
and making 4-3. Battery current to C is
thereby cut off, causing C to discharge
through W, and R2. When C has discharged
sufficiently, it no longer holds 4-5 open.
The foregoing constitutes a single pressure
actuation for which nine seconds continuous
closure of P is required.
Combination Actuation. If magnetic actuation occurs first, pressure actuation may be
completed at any time within 25 seconds
thereafter. At the end of the 25-second
period, the thermal delay switch breaks the
magnetic circuit. Pressure actuation within
the 25-second interval causes contact 4-5
of R2 to make, firing the detonator through
contact No. 1 of 3 5.
If pressure actuation occurs first, P must
be held closed until the magnetic actuation
is complete, if the detonator is to fire.
Otherwise, opening P de-energizes R1, recharging C and thereby opening 4-5, which
takes the detonator out of the firing circuit.

Figure 247 - LMEt Tail with D 1 Unit

RELAY POCKET

D UNIT

M UNIT

BOMB FUZE POCKET

Figure 248 - DM 1 Unit
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Non-Integrating Firing Feature. The pressure component is designed to register an
actuation if P is closed continuously for a
period of nine seconds. This interval is not
subject to decrease, due to partially charged
condensers as in the case in AD 104. In the
DM 1 unit, the arrangement and constants of

the circuit allow C to recharge fully through
Wa, if P opens for 1/4 or more. Thi:
f4.ature is due primarily to the low resistance
of w 3 and the lack of delay on R 1 . The pressure component, then, is unlikely to be
seriously affected by natural causes such as
waves and swells.
,

Chapter 11 - Section 8
EXPERIMENTAL UNITS

SEISMIY. MINT UNIT
The "Seismik" was an experimental attempt
to produce a mine-firing unit which operates
on very low frequencies. It was in the developmental stage, and was intended to be used
in combination with firing units operating on
other principles.
The "Seismik"(Seismograph Microphone) is
used in a system which the Germans call the
"S-Systeme". The system consists of a special
microphone and a simple electrical circuit
designed to be used as a low-frequency component for a combination mine unit. It was intended to combine the Seismik with M 4, A 4,
and t 2. The last was to have been designated
DE 1, but never went beyond the idea stage.
The Seismik microphone is designed for frequencies of the 1 to 10 cps. range, but had
been applied in development only to a circuit
whose optimum frequency was = to 8 cps.

The Microphone. The Seismik microphone Is
a normal D 1 pressure unit component, modified
by the removal of the suction contact, which
is, in this case, replaced by a carbon-button
microphone driven by the thin Internal aluminum diaphragm normally found In L 1 units.
Thus, because of the equalizing channel in
the unit, the carbon-button is not loaded by
hydrostatic pressure, and retains its original
operating point and sensitivity.
The Circuit. The circuit of the Seismik
is shown In the upper half of figure 249 The
microphone is fed by a battery in a transformer circuit. Introduction of the transformer is connected, unrectified, to the
operating coil of relay F, which must oscillate with the alternating-current output,
thus eliminating the high frequencies, depending upon the degree of damping of the relay. Oscillation of relay contact (f) alternately charges condenser Cl from battery B9
and discharges it through the operating coil
of relay R on the other half-cycle. Closure
of contact (r) causes charging of C 2 through
W 1 and the charge on condenser C2 occurs in
a manner similar to that shown in the lover
half of figure 249, with W 2 causing the
small discharges. When C 2 Is charged
sufficiently to operate relay Fu, contact
(fu) closes and B 2 fires the detonator, or
ptermits another influence firing component
to do so.
216

Frequency Response. The optimum frequency
response of the system described is reported
to be 5 to 6 cps. The microphone itself,
however, is reported to have an essentially
flat response down to one cycle per second.
The lower frequencies are eliminated partially by the microphone transformer, and
partially by the values of W 2 and C 2 . The
higher frequencies are eliminated by the unrectified signal current on the relay coil.
This microphone might be used for other purposes where a pressure-equalized diaphragm
type is necessary, but SVY considered that,
because of its mounting, the response would
start to fall off at about 15-20 cps., with
possibly a peak at 70 cps. due to th• fact
that the rubber tag resonates at that frequency.
AO 102 ANC fa7D 102 UNITS
The Germans never made a serious effort to
lay an induction or induction-combination
mine, although approximately 200 experimental
BMJ mines were laid. This principle was,
however, the object of considerable experimentation. The Luftwaffe was allotted some
nickel for induction mint production, and the
Firma Dr. Hell produced the experimental
AO 102 and AJD 102 combination units.
The German AO 102 and AOD 102 mine units
are combined acoustic-induction mine units
designed for use in the BM 1000 J mine. The
AJD ]02 mine has, in addition, a "permissive"
pressure unit component designed to make
sweeping more difficult. The inductionacoustic combination used a short induction
coil (approximately 2 cm) in parallel with
the normally-closed' contacts of a cantilevertype vibrating chatter-switch. The output of
this combination Is fed to a two-stage vacuumtube amplifier with two pentodes
The rapid opening and closing of the vibrator contacts produces high-frequency
transients which are then amplified. The
vibrator uses carbon contacts and may, possibly, have a microphonic effect. Records of
some trial runs with ships indicate that the
vibrator does not go into operation and produce any high-frequency transients until
approximately amidships and, as the amplitude
increases with the approach of propeller
noises, the vibrator output level increases
tremendously in the after half of the ship.
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"SEISMIK" CIRCUIT
B 1 - MICROPHONE BATTERY-I2v T - MICROPHONE TRANSFORMER
WI- RESISTOR - 5 K-OHMS
82 FIRING BATTERY- I5v
1W2- RESISTOR- 8 K-OHMS
C1- CONDENSER- 2,thfal.
W3- RESISTOR - 5 K-OHMS
C2- CONDENSER- 240 /u,fa.
F - RELAY; f -CONTACT OF F
Fu- RELAY; fu CONTACT OF Fu
M - MICROPHONE
R-RELAY (TELEPHONE TYPE) ; r- CONTACT OF R
F-15Afa, Fu-65iu,a R-I ma.
-

-

E
CHARGE1
ON C2

OPERATING
LEVEL OF Fu

TIME

CHARGING CURVE FOR C2
Figure 249 - Seismik Lnit Circuit
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Figure 251 - AJ 102 Unit Circuit
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The induction component of the circuit has a
sensitivity of 0.2 mg/sec., with a fixed
sensitivity setting.

ct
m

Construction. The unit is of the same
basic type construction as the MA 101. Instead of the magnetic hemisphere which
appears on the MA 101, there is a dish-pan
shaped cover of the type used on A 105. In
addition, on the unit frame where the four
microphones are normally mounted on MA 101,
only four fittings appear at right angles to
each other:

BATTERIES FOR M 4
M4

AT

MICROPHONE
BATTERY
(A)
2

0111E

miu

1 The master switch (0 0 )

.

RUBBER
CENTRAL TUBE'

F. The hydrostatic switch (90°)

AT2
MAGNETOPHONE (T)

3. Packing gland for the induction coilrod (180 c )
4. Plug for the arming pins (Scharfsteker)
(270 0 )

MICROPHONE

JDA 10c UNIT
BATTERIES FOR M 4
The German JDA 105 mine unit is an attempt
to substitute an induction influence component
into a combination mine-firing mechanism.
Essentially, the JDA 105 is the same as the
MA 105 unit, except that in JDA 105 an induction circuit is used instead of the dip-needle
magnetic, and a "permissive" pressure circuit
is added. No samples of the subject unit have
been captured.

AT

J

M 4 (A)
/ AT

/

3

BATTERY

MAGNETOPHONE
(T)

The JDA 205 unit Is a combined inductionpressure-acoustic mine-firing, mechanism of
the same basic design as the MA 105. It is
identical in appearance to the MA 101 except
that it Is fitted with an aluminum plate
mounting the pressure-detecting device instead of thi, magnetic component hemisphere
found on MA 101. As well, JDA 105 is fitted
with a packing gland for leads to the coilrod, which is mounted separately from the
unit in a tube in the case of the BM 1000 J
mine. Except for the introduction of the
pressure component and substitution of the
induction system, the unit appears to be
identical to the MA 105.
AMT UNITS
Because of some operational shortcomings,
the AT 2(AA 2) and AT 3(AA 7) units were considered unsatisfactory. Combination of these
units with the M 4 unit was in development at
the end of the war in Europe. The resultant
combinations are known as AMT 2 and AMT 2
(Acoustic-Magnetic-Subsonic). No samples of
the AMT units were captured.

UES HYDROSTATIC CLOCK
it 6—CAM SWITCH 6 OF ZR I I
n FIRING CONTACT
B n BLOCKING CONTACT
R 5H —HIGH—RESISTANCE COIL
Rept UM RESISTANCE COIL
re —CONTACT OF R 5 COILS
r 2 , r 3 — CONTACTS OF AT RELAYS
—

The operational AT units had two faults:

—

1. Both AT 2 and AT 3 tend to detonate
spontaneously in strong currents.

—

2. Because of constant switching in the
vicinity of a sound source, the life of the
AT units is short, especially AT 2. (50 hours
for AT 2 - 14 days for AT 3.)
Combination of AT 2 and AT 3 with M 4 into
AMT 2 and AMT 2, respectively, Is designed to
220

Figure 253 - AMT Unit Mounted in LMB and TMB
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overcome these two faults and, in addition,
make the mine more difficult to sweep. Combination is made with the use of a ZE II
motor-driven cam system to set the time interval relations between the three influence
components of the unit.
Mount. The AMT 2 is mounted in MB IV,
and
e 12 Is mounted in TMB or TMC, as
indicated in figure 253. The AT 2 component
is mounted normally. The M a component is
rubber-mounted, with its associated batteries
in fixed orientation within an aluminum tube
running axially through the mine. Fixed
orientation of the M 4 is possible, since it
is capable of compensating fields from 700 mg
RED to 400 mg BLUE. The AT -.5 component is
mounted normally. The M 4 component is mounted
on a fixed aluminum frame on the diameter of
the mine.
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ZR II Mechanism. The ZR II mechanism determines the time relations between thf influence
components of the AMT units. BecaLs, of the
shorter life of the AT 2 component, additional
switching is necessary to conserve the battery
in AMT 1, so a different type of ZR II mechanism is used. Tvo such mechanisms are known,
ZR lib and ZR Ilc, and the basic switching in
is similar. The ZR II mechanisms are motordriven can systems.

8
I0

I n UNIT BLOCKS IF "T" OPERATES
2 n CAM SWITCH #6 SWITCHES FROM"IrrO ur
3 n UNIT IS SUBJECT TO FIRING
4•CAM SWITCH*6 SWITCHES PROW2.. 7(7'B"
5 • M 4 COMPONENT READJUSTS
6 e M 4 AUTOMATIC SETTING IN
7 n M 4 AUTOMATIC SETTING CUT
8 • HEATER CURRENT ON

Blocking. A blocking circuit. figure 23,
is used to block firing if the subsonic influence causes the "T" component to react
prematurely. (Contact r2 closes when the "T"
component fires). If the "T" component reacts
prematurely, ZR II cam 6, vill be on its
blocking contact when rp closes. The low(R) is energized and
resistance coil of
r5 switches over, entrgifIng the high-resistance coil (R 5.), which acts to produce selfas long as r2 remains closed,
holding of
and the resistance of R 51 prevents detonator
firing.

9= HEATER CURRENT OFF
10. ANODE POTENTIAL ON
II n ANODE POTENTIAL OFF

Operational Characteristics of AMT I
(Figure 254). The acoustic component is normally alive, and is actuated first. If now
the "M" component is actuated, the ZR II
mechanism is energized and runs for 120 seconds. After 1.5 seconds, the vacuum-tube
heaters of the "T" component are switched on
and are given five. seconds to heat. After
6.5 seconds, cam switch 6 of ZR II operates,
switching out the blocking circuit and switching in the firing circuit of the "T" component. If "T" (subsonic) actuation occurs before 25 seconds after "M" actuation, the mine
fires.

100
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6.41101010

19:19.1911011:.

120
015

25
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90
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4

IRM STARTS

6

7

If the mine does not fire after 25 seconds,
the ZR II switches out the plate supply to
the "T: amplifier. At 28 seconds, the "T"
amplifier heater current is turned off. This
three-second interval is allowed to prevent
premature firing due to the cooling of the
vacuum-tube heaters.

IRE STOPS

Figure 254 - AMT 1 and AMT 2 Characteristics

At 90 seconds the plate supply is again
switched on, and the "M" component is run
through latitude adjustment to assure proper
correction in case of faulty adjustment or
RESTRICTED
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Figure 255 - S 101 Unit
smal] changes in the prevailing magnetic
field. This procedure continues until complete, and is switched out at 117 seconds.
If this 27-second period is insufficient (as
In the case of initial latitude adjustment)
the ZE II will go through successive cycles
until adjustment is complete.

use in the BM 1000 F (Sommerballoon), antipower-plant mine. Development of this unit
was begun by AEG for the Luftwaffe in the fall
of 1944 and it was completed and ready for
operational use in two months.

At 100 seconds, cam switch 6 does back to
its blocking contact.

Two clocks; circle 17 fuze modified, with
master switch starter and contacts in place
of striker; preset delay from 1.5 to 54
minutes.

,

If the action is triggered by "M" actuation,
the "T" component amplifier will not be
switched on until acoustic actuation is complete. In the normal case (A-M-T sequence)
the unit will be fired by a subsonic actuation
between 6.5 and 25 seconds after magnetic
actuation.

Component Operational Parts

Tvo transient voltage control tubes; gasfilled photo tubes in the filament heater circuit of thermal delay switches.

Operational Characteristics of AMT 2 (Figure 254). The ZN TI mechanism does not eon-

Tvo bi-metallic thermal delay switches, th.
contacts consisting of two strips of metal,
the outer strip having a greater coefficient
of expansion than the inner.

trol the switching of plate and heater supply
to the "T" component amplifier tubes, since
the battery has much longer life than in the
AT 2 component of AMT 1.

One circle 25C Rheinmetal fuze; contains
three vertical trembler switches and one axial
switch.

The acoustic component is normally actuated
first and switches on the "T" component when
actuated. However, the "T" component is
blocked by cam switch 6 until 1.5 seconds
after "M" actuation. The mine is then actife
for "T" firing from 1.5 seconds to 25 seconds
after "M" actuation As in AMT 1, the interval from 90-117 seconds is allowed for resetting of the M 4 unit.
3 101 UNIT
The S 101 is a clockwork unit designed for
222

One type 157/3 Rheinmetal fuze; standard
mine-arming fuze.
One flapper switch fitted in a transverse
water channel in the forward section of the
mine.
All the component operational parts of the
mine are fitted to a 10-contact terminal
board on the S 101 unit. The 3 101 unit is
constructed of cast steel mounted on the
circular tail plate. It contains the circle
25C fuze, the battery box, the clocks, and
a 10-contact terminal board, Fitted in the
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condenser (Q) through clockwork igniters (I).
After the clock delay, switch (A) will close,
placing a voltage on terminal (5) and on one
contact of thermal delay switches r) and
(C) and also on terminals (1) and 2) across
flapper switch (F). Closure of flapper switch
(F) will energize the thermal switch heater
circuit. Closure of the thermal switch (E)
and (C) will energize terminal (6), firing
the clockwork igniters (G). After the clock
delay, switch (D) will close, charging terminal (9) and completing the circuit from
terminal (9) through the detonator to terminal
If at eny time prior to the closure of
will complete the
D switch (E) operates
circuit from terminal (6) to terminal (9)
through the detonator to terminal (5).

battery box are the two hi-metallic thermal
delay switches and the voltage-control tubes.

Tactical Operation. The mines are laid in
.
groups of three and will drift with the
current nose-down. The transverse channel
containing the water flap is exposed at all
times. IT the mine should snag, the current
through the channel will throw the flapper
twitch. With the flapper switch closed, the
mine may fire upon receipt of a countermining
shock, or at the end of a clock delay period
initiated by closure of the flapper. The
flapper must be closed or the mine cannot
fire. In substance, if two mines are in the
power plant together they will detonate simultaneously. If the third mine is immediately
outside the plant at the time, it will not
detonate until it drifts in and the flapper
switch is closed.
-

Sequence. The mine fuze is
charged prior to ifi Felease from the parent
aircraft by application of a 180-volt potential to the plungers on the top surface
of the fuze. If the mine strikes a hard surface producing a deceleration of over 200g,
an Inertia switch mounted within the fuse
will close, discharging the fuze condenser
into the mine detonator and firing the mine.
If the mine strikes water with a deceleration
of less than 200g, the axial and the trembler
switches will close, discharging the fuze condensers through the master switch. The master switch consists of two thermit igniter
squibs. The firing of this assembly will
start the first clock. This clock, after a
delay of from about 1.5 to 54 minutes, will
arm the S 101 mine-firing circuit by placing
a voltage across the contacts of the flapper
switch. The flapper switch is wired in series
with the heater elements of the thermal
switches. Contained in the heater circuit
are the gas-filled photo tubes; these tubes
are, in effect, transient voltage control
units. In operation they serve much as resistors whose magnitude is inversely proportioned to the light intensity of the tube;
in other words, when the flapper switch is •
closed, there is a surge of current across
the heater circuit, but as the tubes heat up
the current will fall off, thus preventing
the filament of the thermal switches from
being overheated and consequently burning
out. It will take the heater circuit, thus
regulated, approximately 30 seconds to heat
the b'--metallic strips sufficiently for
closure of the thermal switches. When the
thermal switches have closed, the second
clock starts in a manner similar to that of
the first. At the end of the preset delay
(1.5 to 54 minutee), the mine will detonate.
If at any time between the closure of the
thermal switches and the lapse of the delay
period the mine receives a countermining
shock, the circle 25C fuze will operate,
detonating the mine.

Operational

—

Operational Circuit Sketch (Figure 256).
If the mine strikes land, inertia bolt switch
(G) will close, discharging condenser (H)
through the detonator. If the mine strikes
water, either the axial trembler switch or
the vertical trembler switch or both will
close, discharging either condenser (P) or
224

MDA 106

The MDA 106 unit was a combination magneticpressure-acoustic unit started by the A7G
firm in the fall of 1944 and incomplete at
the war's end. It was intended for use with
the BM 1000 11/Y. mines and was to be a combination of the MA 105 and D 101.unets. No experimental data are available.
COSMIC RAY UNIT
The German cosmic ray mine unit (figure 257)
was an experimental attempt to produce a minefiring unit which operates on changes in the
cosmic ray background due to the transit of
a ship over the mine. It was in the developmental stage, and was not developed sufficiently for production.
The unit consists, essentially, of a group
of Geiger-Muller counter tubes in a ground
mine and a suitable amplifier to use the
cosmic ray pulses. When such a system is
submerged, the layer of water above it will
cause a constant amount of absorption to
cosmic rays. If a ship passes overhead, a
certain mass of water is displaced by thin
layers of iron; i.e., the ship's bottom and
decks. The absorption is thereby decreased
and the cosmic ray level increases. If the
gradient is sufficiently large, a rate-ofchange circuit operates, and the rine fires.

The Counter Tubes. The counter tubes are
Geiger-MUller counters of standard manufactere.
The ones experimented with were of glass, with
a silver lining as one electrode and an Iron
vire on the axis as the other. The tubes are
air-filled (possibly Ne or A) at 0.1 mm
pressure. These were found too fragile for
dropping from aircraft, and an experimental
type of steel tube was in the development.
The tubes, 24 in number, were mounted in an
LME mine-case, and cast into the explosive.
They were mounted in a circle, with their
axis parallel to the axis of the mine.
The Circuit. If qne counter tube were used
In this type of mechanism, the effect on the
rate-of-change circuit would be unsatisfactory, since the interval between cosmic
ray pulses passing through one tube would be
too long. As well, sharp peaks are produced
in the output circuit of one counter tube.
If several tubes are used, the resultant
mixing of pulses produces a smoother back-
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5000 CPS. AMPLIFIER RESONANCE
Figure 258a - Wellensonde Unit
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FIRING
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RIGGERING
MICROPHONE

Figure 2 -.:51 - Unit in 1.1 2
,

,

Figure 258, Parts a and b - Diagram of Wellensonde Unit

ground level. In the German experiments,
2Zi such tubes were used to make a fairly
smooth background, and the effect of a ship
on such a background is shown in figure 257.
It was intended to use a circuit of the type
shown, using a one-tube extinguisher for each
counter tube, and feeding a common rate-ofchange circuit. This type of Circuit was
used to discriminate against tidal changes,
constant small changes in cosmic ray background level, and changes caused by waves and
swells.
Power Supply. The principal difficulty encountered was proper voltage regulation. A
potential of 1,000 to 1,500 volts was used,
and potential regulation of 0.1% was considered necessary for proper extinguishing
characteristics of the counter tubes. At one
time the work on this unit was nearly abandoned as a result of the "nearly insuperable
difficulties" with potential regulation.
There is also, of course, some difficulty in
handling such a high potential in a mine
case. The main effort to produce a satisfactory high-potential supply was directed
to the so-called "Volta-Pillar", consisting
of a great number of very thin copper and
zinc plates piled up with sheets of vet
paper between.
Directional Effect. While this unit was
under development, one of the proposed vari226

ations was to make the unit directional.
This was to be accomplished by making tubes
operate in pairs, and requiring that a
cosmic ray pulse operate the two tubes In a
pair before it registered in the circuit.
This proposal was entirely in the idea stage,
and the Germans considered that it would require too many counter tubes and would unnecessarily complicate the circuit.
WELLENSONDE (WAVE SOUNDER) UNIT
One of the special developments carried on
in mine-firing devices by the Germans was in
the distortion caused by target vessels tc
high-frequency alternating-current fields.
The only experimental product of this development is the so called "Wellensonde", (figure
258), a development of Dr. Hell. The
"Wellensonde" is an experimental device and
never reached advanced development or trials.
No specimens of, or documents relating to,
the "Wellensonde" were captured; and all Information contained herein has been obtained
through interrogation of prisoners of var.
The "Wellensonde" (wave-sounder) creates
an alternating electro-magnetic field around
the mine case. When this field is distorted
by the transit of a ship or other body, the
mine fires. The firing unit devised consists
of a transmitter, a receiver, antennae for
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both transmitter and receiver, and a firing
circuit. The transmitter has an output of
five watts at 5000 cps. Each antenna is rectangular, made of metal tubing, and 50 by
80 cm in size. The two antennae are mounted
in the LMB IV mine-case and cast into the explosive. Since the antennae are mounted at
right angles to each other, there is little
or no mutual induction. The mine-case is
made of plasticized pressed paper (pressstoff) for minimum interference with the
field pattern. If the symmetry of the field
produced by the transmitter is disturbed by
the metal mass of a ship passing overhead, a
small amount of alternating current appears
in the receiver's antenna, and the firing
circuit of the receiver output fires the mine.
Characteristics. The distortion effect at
the receiving antenna through field disturbance varies inversely with the 5th to 6tfr,
power of the distance to the disturbing force.
Thus, the sensitivity is greatly d•-pendent
upon the depth of water. A change in depth
of water from 65 to 72 feet will result in
reduction of sensitivity by 50 per cent.

P- GRAVITATIONAL EFFECT OF A SHIP
G- CENTER OF GRAVITY OF THE MASS
OF DISPLACED WATER
G2- CENTER OF GRAVITY OF SHIP

The high battery consumption of such a
system makes it necessary to use a triggering
system which will allow the "Wellensonde" to
stabilize before the firing impulse arises.
It was intended to use a simple acoustic
triggering system. A few seconds are necessary for the "Wel:ensonde" to come to
equilibrium. A high geometric and electrical
symmetry of the antennae and amplifiers is
necessary to make the system operate properly.
However, after a long period these characteristics te"d to vary somewhat, and spontaneous
firing may occur after the "Wellensonde" has
been repeatedly switched on. In order to
avoid this, a rate-of-change circuit Is used
in the firing_ circuit to allow firing only
when sudden surges occur. This principle,
however, was not adopted, because of the
great variation in sensitivity with depth,
and was considered of no operational value
in a mine.
GRAVITATION MINE UNIT
The gravitation unit (figure 259) is an experimental and not-too-successful attempt
to produce a mine-firing unit which operates
on changes in the gravitational effect on a
mine due to the transit of a ship over the
mine. It was in the idea stage, and was
not developed sufficiently for production.
No samples of equipment have been captured.
The gravitation unit is an idea only, worked out as a result of some calculations made
by the Askania Werke in Berlin in cooreration
with the Geophysical Institute at Potsdam.
The gravitational effect of a ship, measured
at P, is of second order. The mass of displaced water whose center of gravity is G1 is
displaced by the equal mass of the ship whose
center of gravity is G2. Because the distance
P - 02 is greater than P - 01, there is a difference in gravitational effect at P such
that a mass at F with a ship overhead has a
smaller weight than the same mass without the
ship. overhead. This difference in gravity Is
very small, even when caused by a larve ship;

L

S- SPRING

D- GAP

M- MASS

L- INDUCTANCE

Figure 259 - Schematic Drawing of Gravitation
Unit
but it can be measured by high-precision
apparatus of the type used in geophysical research.
The Mechanism. The type of mechanism
visualized for this measurement is similar
to the Askania gravity balance. Kass K is
suspended by spring S. The small gap D between K and the core of inductance L changes
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Figure 260

-

Optical Mine-Firing Mechanisms

slightly when the gravitational effect around
M is altered. This change in inductance can
be measured by standard equipment with high
accuracy. If such a mechanism were to be
used operationally, some means must be provided to compensate for the temperature
effect on the mass, etc. Even if a mine unit
with such high precision could be produced,
the whole system would be extremely sensitive
to the natural vibrations of the ground, and
would have to be protected against much vibrations by means yet to be devised.

upon undertook research into the causes for
such currents. At this point the German Navy
became alarmed at the possibility of the
Allies developing a firing device operating
on this principle as a countermeasure against
U-boats. To frustrate any such development,
they equipped all U-boats with a short circuit
between the propeller shaft and hull. Furthermore, they sought to develop a mine unit that
would fire on the same principle. However,
this research was never completed.
Data.

ELECKTRODEN EFFKKT
During the course of World War II the
°amens discovered an underwater phenomenon
which they termed "Eleictroden Effeke. This

phenomenon refer. to a modulated component of
the galvanic currents which are created in
water by the passage of a ship. They there228

1. By placing two copper electrodes approximately 100 feet apart under water it was
discovered that a ship or submarine passing
over these electrodes caused an alternating
current to flow. It was also found that this
current could be amplified into an audible
signal, even if the electrodes were placed
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as far as 950 feet apart. The necessary amplificgtion gain to create an audible signal
was 10' to 10 7 ; high-gain amplifications
being necessary as a result of the inefficient method of pickup.

When the light area over one of the cells is
darkened by the passage of a ship, a differential current is caused, which, after
being amplified, operates a neon-tube firing
relay.

2. The galvanic currents from various parts
of U-boats were on the order of 30-40 ma. and
the modulation 40 per cent. The modulation
occurs only if the propeller shaft rotates;
when it is at rest there is a short circuit
and no alternating current component is
present. The modulating effect was attributed
to the varying thicknesses of oil film on the
propeller shaft during rotation.

Unit Batteries. The following dry-cell
batteries were necessary for operating the
unit:

3. ExperimeJts were carried out to determine the signatures of all classes of ships,
U-boats being emphasized. Great difficulty
was experienced in finding the transit point
of a ahip on signature curves produced. Experimental data including ship signatures are
unavailable.

Tvo batteries of BO volts each for the
A and B cells
One battery of 120 volts for the neon
tube relay
One battery of 120 volts for the amplifier
switch
One battery of four volts for heating the
amplifier tubes
Difficulties with Unit. The first model
presented the following difficulties:

DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL MINE-FIRING MECHANISMS
-

The possibility of applying optical principlea to mine-firing units was suggested to
the Kriegsmarine by the firm of Leybold,
Koln. Considering the suggestion worthy of
investigation, SVY, in conjunction with
Leybold, commenced its research into underwater optical conditions and developed the
tax test units discussed herein. All theme
units were designed for use in sea mines, but
none were developed to an operational stage.
Luftwaffe Units. At approximately the same
time the Luftwaffe E-Stelle, in conjunction
with the firms of Dr. Hell, Berlin, and
Hagenuck, Kiel, commenced a similar research
and development designed to produce an optical
unit for use in rivers against bridges. Tovard
the close of the var they had completed the
Forelle unit, which is discussed later and
which was used with some success by the Naval
sabotage group (KdK).

an

Test Model 1

Unit Construction. This model consisted of
a lens made of plexi-glass mounted in the
center of the upper cover of a sheet-braes•
cylinder closed on all sides. Directly under
the lens two identically constructed photocells were installed. The inner ring surface
of the cylinder was coated with silver and
polished to form a mirror. The individual
parts were measured and fitted so that the
beam. of light were directed in the following
manner:
The light from area A was projected on
cell A by the lens.
The light from area B was projected on
cell B by the lens and mirror surfaces.
The output current from the photo-cells A
and B at any intensity of 1000 lux (measured
from the lens) is equalized by the use of
auxiliary voltages and resistors, so that
normally the differential current is zero.
RESTRICTED

1. Battery drain was high; and because of
the large number of batteries involved,
considerable space was necessary to
house them. It was difficult to maintain a constant voltage at the neon
tube. Thin was found to be necessary,
since with a small reduction of voltage
the differential-current was insufficient to increase the primary potential
of the neon relay to a firing level.
It was found that a dry-cell battery
changes approximately_ 1 volts per
cell for each degree of Celsius temperature. To obviate the variations of
voltage involved in transferring the
unit from air to vater, the primary
voltage was, in the initial tests, controlled from shore.'
2. Since the sensitivity of the photo-cells
varied, the differential-current could
be adjusted to zero only at certain intensities. Consequently, at all other
intensities a differential current of
sufficient strength to fire the mine
was created by conditions other than
the passage of a ship.
3. The sensitivity of the photo-electric

cella proved to be too low under vater.
The cells used were a standard type
made by the Infram Firm, Leipzig, which
were more sensitive to the red-yellow
band of the spectrum than to the bluegreen band, which has a greater intensity in vater. .Since part of the light
received by the B cell was transmitted
by reflection, an unavoidable lose of
energy resulted. Area B was too small
in comparison to area A, and insufficient importance was placed on the fact
that the surface brightness of the
water, the length of the path through
the water, the light absorption of the
water, and the surface intensity on the
lens surface and on the photo-electric
cell surfacee are all functions of the
cosine of the angle of entry. Additional difficulties were experienced
229
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with reflection losses in the airwater areas which increase with greater
angles of entry, and with the fact that,
when the sun shone directly onto the
photo-cells, their outputs became unequal, ao that the unit would operate
properly only under an overcast sky.
SVK Test Model 2
Unit Construction. This model differed
from the first as follows:
1.

The mirror and B cell were removed and
replaced by a photo-cell in ring form
installed around the A cell.

2.

The cells were made more responsive to
the blue-green end of the spectrum.
(The manner in which this was achieved
is a trade secret of the Infram Firm.)

3.

The cells were selected from the total
number available with a view to pairing
those with the most similar sensitivities.

4.

The neon-tube relay was replaced with
an 7 relay, form C or form Fu.

5. Exposure of the ring photo-cell to the
direct rays of the sun was prevented by
means of a sun shade suspended on a
rotatable ring made of hardened steel
vire and magnetized to maintain constant
orientation.
Test Results. Tests were conducted in the
Cttersee with satisfactory results. (The
Ottersee is approximately three miles wide
and 12-1/2 miles long, and ranges up to 590
feet in depth.) The target vessel was 65
feet in length, with a 13-foot beam extended
to 40 feet by means of wooden floats secured
alongside. Firing was obtained at a daylight
Lntensity of 3,000 lux (beginning evening
twilight) in depths of 210 to 325 feet.
Tests with the same unit at Hela on the Baltic
resulted in self-firing during high seas on
a sunny day.

ditions of heavy seas and sunshine due to the
cylindrical lens effect of nave crests. However, it was contemplated that this difficulty
could be overcome by using an acoustic unit
to trigger the optical one. In the course of
further trials with this unit, it was found
that the depth effect of the optical unit
had much less significance than the translucence of the eater and the water depth,
since the translucence of a layer of water is
a logarithmic function of its thickness.
SVK Test Model 4. This model was substantially the same as the third, except that the
photo-electric cell was replaced by selenium
cells and the current fed over a condenser,
without amplification, to the I relay. The
selenium cells had a primary potential of
three volts. Testa of this model in the
Baltic and North Sea were completed with
satisfactory results. Firing was obtained
from target ships of 1000 gross registered
tons at speeds above three knots in depths
up. to 65 feet.
SVK Test Model 5. This model was the same
as the fourth, except that the lens was
eliminated. The limitation of the field of
vision of the cell was determined by the
size of the window opening and the distance
of the cell from the window. It vas found
that units consisting of four or five 'selenium
cells with a diameter of about three inches
were most suitable. (Although seven cells
connected in series proved more efficient,
it was felt that the greater expenditure In
construction was not warranted.) Tests of
this model gave results similar to those conducted with the fourth model.
SVK Test Model 6. The design of this model
vas based on the following considerations:
1. The difference in light intensity
caused by the passage of large ships
(at least 1,000 tons) is greater than
that caused by the motion of the sea
in sunlight.
2.

SVE Test Model 3
Unit Construction. This model was similar
to the second, except that it employed only
the A cell. The current from the A cell was
amplified and fed to the I relay over a condenser (In series) so that when slow changes
in light intensity occurred the current flowing to the relay was too weak to operate it.
On the other hand, when rapid changes occurred the relay was operated. Thus the
unit depended not only on the change in light
intensity, but also on the ratio of light
Intensity change per time unit. This change
was occasioned by the fact that, since the
light intensity variations caused by sea
motion could not be prevented, it appeared
futile to attempt to suppress the effects of
all other variations in light by means of
complicated differential circuits.
Test Results. Trials of the third model revealed that it would also fire under.con230

The sensitivity of the unit can be reduced by the addition of resistors in
parallel with the I relay, so that the
unit will discriminate between differences due to wave motion and the
passage of ships.

3. If desired, these resistors can be
switched in and out of the circuit by
means of another I relay connected to
a supylementary selenium cell.
A single test of this model in the Kiefer
Bucht gave satisfactory results in a smooth
sea and sunshine. However, since further
testa were not made, no further evaluation
of the unit was possible.
Conclusions. As a resu.t of the tests made
with the six test models, the following conclusions were drawn:
Effective Depths. Effective depths of the
unit in the North and Baltic Seas ranged from
65 to 100 feet; along the Atlantic coast
(European) 100 to 165 feet; and up to 230
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Luftvaffe Forelle Unit
Unit Construction. The circuit of the unit
is shown in figure 261. Its optical construetion vas similar to that of 5VA test model 4,
except that a cylindrical shaft with several
transverse walls was fitted to shade the unit
from the direct rays of the sun. For operational use the unit was placed in a log with
an explosive charge placed about 25 feet belce...
and floated downstream. The circuit is so designed that the unit will fire only after three
looks; however, by removing the thermal
switches, the required number of looks may be
reduced down to one.

Figure 261 - Forelle Unit Circuit
feet in the Mediterranean. Muddy bays and
river estuaries are not suitable for these
units.
Contemplated Mine Cases. For depths up to
100 feet, the most suitable type of mine
shells would be a hemispherical type similar
to RMA or a type even flatter. For depths
from 100 to 230 feet, a moored mine would be
necessary. Since in depths over 100 feet
target damage is small, it was contemplated
that the moored mine would rise to the surface
on actuation and then explode. The mechanism
to accomplish the release of the mine was to
be an explosive device coupled to the mine
mooring.
Window Construction and Protection. Safety
glass of 3/4 inch thickness capable of withstanding a pressure of 130 pounds per square
centimeter was satisfactory for the unit
window. The problem of keeping the window
clear of marine growth was most difficult.
A poiaonous lacquer paint was tried. To prevent the paint from coming loose, the smooth
surface of the window was roughened by sand.
The binding material in the lacquer was
slightly water-soluble to permit the paint
to give off its poisons continuously, the
poisons selected being arsenic and copper
ealts. It was found that a paint of this
type would last about three months and did
not impair the transparency of the window if
the lacquer and the glees had the saes index
of refraction. A desiccator was used to preVent fogging of the window.

Unit Operation. The operation of the
Forelle unit is as follows. While switch E
is open, contact arm (i) of relay I moves
between its mid-position and position 2 until the selenium cell 5 is illuminated, in
which case (i) moves to position 2. After
a preset time, switch E is closed by a delay
clock, permitting current to flow from the
battery through I and opposing the current
flowing from 5. Resistors
and R2 are
calibrated so that a light intensity of over
300 lux incident on cell 5 creates sufficient
current to overcome the battery-bucking current. When 5 is darkened by passage under
a bridge {the same result would occur due tc
darkening by evening twilight or other shadows)
the battery current overrides the 5-current
closing contact (i) to position 3, permitting
current to \flow through thermal switch T1,
which closer) after a ten-second delay. After
the 10 seconds, the unit should be clear of
the bridge shadow, permitting the S current
to override the battery current and throw
contact (i) back to position 2. Current will
then flow through T 2 , closing contact T2 and
opening the circuit for another look. When
a second look occurs, the same sequence
follows through T.and T4, closing contact T4.
The third look puts the battery across the
detonator and the mine fires.
Designated units in this category were the
5 102, S 103, 5 104, and 5 105. The 5 103
was a passive optical unit designed for use
in the Wasserballoon against brfdges. It
was started in the Fall of 1944 and completed
that winter, and was used operationally. The
5 103 was similar to the 5 102, a passive
optical unit with six photo-electric cells.
This was started the same time as the 5 102,
but never completed. The 5 104 and 5 105
were active acoustic units with transmitter
and receiver and a light-flashing component
of 13 flashes per second.
INDUCTION MINE UNITS
At the time the Germans first started experiments with magnetic mines in 1923, they
realized that they would never have a sufficient supply of nickel to make induction
mines. Therefore, all energy was devoted to
the development of dip-needle type mine units.
They reasoned that, although there was nickel
available, mining would take secondary
priority with respect to other weapons and
the aircraft industry. This le undoubtedly
the reason why only needle-type mines were
laid operationally in any large number. Hoe-
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Figure 262 - EhA Cross Section
ever, when the Germans recovered the first
British induction mines, they were stimulated
to experimentation with similar circuits and
coils. Although it appears that some 200
experimental BMA mines were laid, the nickel
shortage prevented a serious induction mininR
effort. At some further advanced points in
the war they actually intended to use British
coil-rods and other British components recovered from mines dropped on land to lay
against the British. This, however, never
took place. There is no documentary information on induction mines; however, samples of
the BMA I, II, and III and J-1 were found.
Because of the shortages of nickel, cobalt,
and copper, several schemes of substitution
were used. The shortage of nickel seriously
impeded the production of coil-rods, and
Krupt was given the job of producing coilrods of high-permeability transformer steel,
which were to be wound with aluminum windings.
To overcome the loss of permeability due to
nickel shortage, there was to be more than
one coil-rod, to make up the loss in sensitivity. These coils were to be arranged in
a circle, parallel to the axis of the mine
and cast into the explosive. The cylindrical
portion of the BMA case into which they were
placed was to be of non-magnetic steel. Most
BMA mine-cases found were fitted with tubes
for two coil-rods. However, others have been
found with six and some with eight. Approximately 200 such cases were manufactured,
most of which were used for experiments. As
a result of these unsuccessful experiments,
some work was done on "amplified-induction °
units, which were to be fitted to the aluminumcased LMB mine. These experiments were not
pursued exhaustively, and no satisfactory
unit resulted. The circuits described below
are entirely SW developments. The Luftwaffe
was more favored by the German High Command
and was allocated a small amount of nickel
for induction-mine production. Two induction
combination units were completely developed
and ready for production at the end of the
war in Europe. These were the AJ (D) 102,
developed by Dr. Ing. Rudolf Hell, and the
JDA 105, developed by Dr. Werner of A.E.G.
232

BMA II. The BMA
mine was designed for
layng without parachute from an altitude of
8,000 ft., or from 5-boats, The Induction
coils were wound with aluminum wire, and the
resistance of one coil was approximately
15 Chms. The self-inductance of the coilsystem is 25 Rene:. Each coil-rod was covered
with rubber (Oppanol), and the main charge
poured into the mine-case around it. The BMA
II mine case is very similar in design to the
BM 1000 I.

BMA III. The BMA III mine was similar In
design to the BMA II, except that it was an
experimental one-coil mine (mounted on the
axis) with nickel specially allocated for the
work. The mine was designed to be laid safely
from an altitude of 10,000 feet. The coil was
wound with copper wire on a Mu-metal core
60 inches long and one Inch in diameter. The
sensitivity of this system was 5 to 10 mg. as
opposed to approx. 25 mg. for the BMA II.
However, because of a shortage of materials,
the development was stopped.
J I. The J I unit is an attempt to copy
one of the simple British systems. It is a
one-look, random-direction device, with a
12-place P.D.M. and detonation-protection. It
may be fitted to the BMA II or BMA III mines
and consists simply of the necessary Induction
coil, a sensitive relay, 12-place P.r.m., US5
(hydrostatic clock), a vibration-actuated
anti-countermining switch, and resistors and
a condenser. When the hydrostatic clock runs
off, three switches are closed and the circuit
is fully armed. If the induction coil detects
a magnetic signal, it energizes the coil of
the relay through two resistors. When the
relay closes contact, the battery produces a
self-holding current for the relay. The 2K II
mechanism is actuated and rune off, during
which process the holding current is broken
before the cycle is complete. When the ZK II
switches over, it switches in the detonator
and the protection circuit. A final firing
actuation will produce a large surge through
the detonator to charge the main condenser.
The mine then fires. If a detonation occurs
when the 2K II has switched over to put the
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detonator into the circuit, the result is
that a vibration-switch makes contact before
the relay can close. Closing of the vibration
evitch immediately charges the main condenser
fully, so that, when the relay makes contact,
the resultant surge through the detonator to
charge the main condenser is too weak to fire
the detonator and self-holding of the relay
does not take place. It is reported that
this blocking condition lasts for approximately
one minute.
,.

JV. The JV is an attempt to develop an amplined induction mine unit. JV = Jnduktion
Veratarker (Induction Amplifier). This was
attempted purely as a result of the shortage
of critical materials, nickel and copper.
Tvo types were experimented with. One was
a plain induction unit for use in the LME mine,
and the other for use in combination with a

unit component operating on another influence
in the LMB mine. The coil was wound on a softiron core one inch in diameter and 24 inches
long, and consisted of two coils in series
totalling 60,000 turns of 0.03-mm copper wire.
In the JV unit the medium and high frequencies
are by-passed by an additional unit. The
circuit is designed to respond only to very
loo frequencies, (approximately 1/30 to 1/50
cps.). Some experimentation was also carried
on with a similar three-stage amplifier,
arranged in such a way that, after the induction system had been amplified and operated,
it would be switched out and the amplifier
used as a loo-frequency amplifier ("Klotzverstarker") for a low-frequency detector.
Development work on this system was stopped,
as it was considered too difficult a problem
to work out a satisfactory protection system
against nearby detonations.
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CEARACTIBISTICS OF INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY
X1

Sensitivity reduced by
soft, sticky mud.

Sea-bottom

conditions

Ocean swells in
shallow water

A 1st

A1

If ground hard piJndulum oscillation may ran down
battery.

Detonation
possible

Detonation

Burying of mine
in soft ground
due to current

Becomes less sensitive

possible

Shifting of
bottom due to
currents

Pendulum oscillation may run down
battery.

Detonation
possible

In strong currents
detonations may result.

Movement of mine
on hard bottoz.
due to currents

Pendulum oscillation may run down
battery.

Detonation
possible

Detonation possible

Magnetic disturbances

From 0° to 60 0 latitudes chances of
firing less than
once per year. In
higher latitudes,
chances greater.

Index numbers
showinggreatest depth efficiency (0- to
greatest efficiency)

4

Target accuracy

good

Estimated life
Ship speeds

2 years

5

good

2 years

6 or

2

inaccurate

0

uncertain

6 months

6 months
moderately dependent

FlEuve 2( ChararterLstc:- of
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GELABAOTERISTIOS OF INYLIXE,NCE H1N IZITS - NAVY
MA 1, 2, and 3AA

AA 2

1

Dk I

In the ooze and mud
of harbors or in
soft ground may lose
sensitivity and be
sweepable within a
radius of 500 ft.

Possib!lity of
use limited,
Pen:2alum action
same as in M 1.

If ground hard,
pendulum oscillation may run down
battery,

Subsequent tumbling
of mines stuck in
bottom may cause
detonAtion
Pendulum oscillation may run down
battery.

Same as A 1

Same as KA 1

Pendulum oscillation may run down
battery.

Same as A 1

Same as MA 1

From 0 ° -30° latitudes
firing chances less
than once per year.

Same as MA 1

°

30 -60° up to twice.
Over 60 0 up to 12.

3

good

6-12 months
slightly independent

0

1

3

good

good

6 months

6-12 months

slightly independent

strongly dependent

Influence Mines
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SWEEPING CHARACTERISTICS OF INFLUENCE MINE UNITS - NAVY
Unit

Response to Ships
With GIV Without GB

Response to Sweeps

LL Astern Detonator

Aircraft Sweeps
Magnetic Acoustic

GB at Bow Sweeps
M 1

Sweepable

Sweepable

M 3

Sweepable

Sweepable

A 2st

Danger No danger

Explodes
close to
ship

Sweepable

A 4st

Danger Nn danger

Explodes
under
ship

Generally
no result

Danger

Generally
no result

Generally
no result

AT 2

Danger Danger

Sweepable
only with
low frequency GB

Sweepable

MA 1

Little Danger
danger

Sweepable

MA 1st

Danger No danger

MA 2

No
danger

Danger

Usually
unsweepable

Sweeping possible

MA
___4

No
danger

Danger

Usually
unsweepable

Sweeping possible

MA lar Danger Danger

Usually
unsweepable

SweepablR Swgepabl

DM 1

Swell
sweeping
or sweeping when
long waves
present;
both
possible

A 4

Danger Danger

Sweepable

Sweepable Sweepable
Sweepable Sweepable

Figure 264 - Sweeping Characteristics of Influence Mines
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Chapter 12
CLOCKS AND ASSOCIATED DEVICES

INTRODUCTION
The clocks and associated devices described herein operate on one of the following principles; electrical, mechanical,
electrolytic, or electro-mechanical combination. These devices are used separately or
in combination in ground influence, moored
influence, moored contact, or drifting contact mines. The following mechanisms are
described: Arming clocks, disarming clocks,
sterilizers, on-off arming-disarming clocks,
scuttling clocks, and period delay mechanisms.

equal to 17 feet for starting; however, it
will continue to run even if pressure is removed. This clock can be set to arm the mine
at any time from a half hoursto six hours,
in 15-minute intervals, or from a half day
Ihtervals. The pu:—
to a:Y. da•a
Inv of this clock is to delay the svitchincle of the d-tonator Into the mine circuit to
peev..t.premsture firieg until the :line alit
has properly orIeeted itself.

ARMING CLOCKS
soluble washer; revised model - without
soluble washer) was the first hydrostatic
arming clock used in German sea mines. To
operate properly, this clock requires constant
hydrostatic pressure in depths of 17 feet or
more; after a continuous run of 20 to 30
minutes the mine Is armed. This clock was
replaced by the DES II.

UES II. The UES II is a hydrostatically
operated clock requiring an initial pressure

SHOCK
ABSORBERS

UES IIa. The UES Ile is the same in all
respects as the UES II, except that It requires constant pressure for continuous running.

UES I. The UES I (original model - with

PLEXI-GLASS
COVER

,

CLOCK. STARTER PLATE. The clock starter
plate for the DES II and UES IIa can accommcdate the LiS (anti-recovery switch) and/or
the Vorkontakt (intermediate contact).
UE5 II AND UES IIa WITH LiS. The LIS is
an anti-recovery switch used with the UES II
and UES IIa. The preset time of the UES must
run off for the LiS to operate. After normal
operation of the clock, if the mine is removed to a depth of less than 17 feet, the
mine will explode.

STARTING ROD

SAFETY BAR

MOUNTING
RING

PLEXI-GLASS
CASE

Figure 265 - UES II and UES IIa
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2
3

8 14 II

10

14

CLOCK STARTER PLATES
SHOWING THE LIS IN THE
UNARMED POSITION

CLOCK STARTER PLATE
SHOWING THE LIS IN
THE ARMED POSITION

4 5

15

12

II

T6

13

U.E.S. II OR IIA SHOWING
THE TERMINAL BOARD
FOR THE LIS

LIS COMPONENTS

I)

CLOCK STARTER PLATE

8)

INSULATION

2)

ANNULAR GROOVE

9)

LEVER

3)

RADIAL GROOVE

10)

CONTACT SPRING

4)

HYDROSTATIC PISTON

I I)

SPRIN G CONTACT

5)

CARRIER BLOCK FOR
SWITCHING SCREW 6

12)

CLAMPING SCREW

13)

CLAMPING SCREW

6)

SWITCHING SCREW

14)

CONTACT

7)

CONTACT PLATE

15)

LEAD WIRE

Figure 266

-

The U.S
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3
CONTACT
SPR I NGS

2
CONTACT
SPRINGS

SWITCHING
ROLLER

F 4.711re 2E7 - UES /I/11a

L

T

Figure 268
Operation (Figure 266). Before pressure
has been apTlied to the clock contact arm
10, housing contact 11 is held off contact
14 by retaining screw 6. When the mine
reaches a depth of 17 feet, hydrostatic
pressure forces 6, which is attached to hydrostatic piston 4, upward, allowing springloaded lever 9 to move over and against the
switching screw. Under normal operating conditions contacts 11 and 14 remain open. A
reduction of water pressure of between eight

-

Zb I

inches and six feet causes screw 6 to force
spring lever 9 downward, closing contacts 11
and 14 and firing the mine.

UES IT and UES IIa with Vorkontakt. The
Vorkontakt is an intermediate switch which
is closed 15 to 20 minutes after the UEE has
started. Its purpose is to switch in the
anti-recovery switch (Lis) and any other
scuttling charges incorporated in the mine.
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POSITION OF SWITCHES DURING VARIOUS STAGES OF OPERATION OF THE Z.E.I
A

A

B

B

C
D

D

E

E

F

F

POSITION OF
SWITCHES

BEFORE THE
Z.E.I HAS
STARTED

F

POSITION OF
SWITCHES 40
TO 50 MIN.
AFTER THE
Z.E.I HAS
STARTED
Figure 269

-

POSITION OF
SWITCHES

AFTER THE
Z.E.I HAS
RUN OFF

Operation of ZE I

Nagel

Figure 271 - Svitch Roller for ZE TI

Figure 270 - ZE II
240
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F

I

I

2

•

•

•

4

5

3

Figure 272 - ZE II Wiring Diagram

Figure 274

-

ZE III

•
0 2.

4

6 4-

—

Figure 275 - ZE III Switches before the DES
has run off

Figure 273 - ZE III
Operation. The Vorkontakt, In either the
UES II or UES IIa, is a double-pole evitch
consisting of two sets of leaf springs held
apart by a grooved roller, 1, figure 267.
One set of leaf springs, 3, fits into the
groove on the roller which is geared to the
clockwork mechanism. Rotation of the roller
in a clockwise direction causes leaf spring')
2 and 3 to make contact and switch in the LiS.
STERILIZERS (ZEIT EINRICBTUNOEN)
All Zelt Einrichtungen, with the exception
of the ZE IVb, are used exclusively as
sterilizers. Although the ZE rVb is a sterilizer, it vas used ae an anchor-release clock
for the SMC mine anchor, and in this case was
designated NU II.
ZE. The ZE and ZE I were developed simul-

taneously, but the ZE vas abandoned in favor
of the ZE I.
ZE I. The ZE I is a spring-driven 80-day
mecFiEical sterilizing clock used in the EMC,
EMD, EMF, SMA, TMA, and TMB mines.
Operation. Closure of UES contacts alloys
current to flow through solder plug T of the
ZE I, figure 268. When T melts, it releases
clock-starting lever L. 40 to 50 minutes
after the ZE I starts, evitches C, D, E, and
F are closed. C and D put the clock safety
feature into the circuit; E and F switch the
detonator into the circuit and make the mine
ready for normal firing. At the end of the
preset period, contacts C, E and F open and
A and B close. A and B put the battery across the flooder detonator, and the residting explosion scuttles the mines.(Figure 269).
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Figure 278 - ZE III for 360 Days
Fic-are 276 - ZE III Switches 10 to 15 seconds
after ZE Starts

6 ►-

—41 8

-

Figure 277 - ZE III Switches after Run-off of
Pre-Set Time

ZE II. The ZE II is a spring-driven
mechanical sterilizing clock that can be set
from one to six days at six-hour intervals.
On the ZE II, the UES is connected across
terminals 1 and 3; the battery is connected
across 1 and 2; and the mine unit is connected across 4 and 5. When the UES has concluded its run, a potential is applied across
1 and 3, blowing fuse F, and freeing the
escapement to start the ZE II. At the completion of the ZE II run, leaf springs A and
B slide into groove C, figure 271; contacts
1 and 2 close, shorting out the battery; and
contacts 4 and 5 open, opening the firing
circuit. (figure 272)
ZE III. The ZE III has the same function
as the Zt. I, but is designed primarily for
the LMB mine, which cannot accomodate the
ZE I. It is a 200-day clock driven by two
small springs wound by a small 9-volt motor.

Figure 279 - ZE IV
The clock consists of three main parts; the
vinding system, the clockwork and svitches,
and the safety mechanism. This clock can be
set from 45 to 200 days by turning the setting
dial clockwise past zero to the desired position. Termination of the UES run connects a
9-12-volt battery across terminals 7 and 8,
starting the clock motor. After a run of
10 to 15 seconds, contacts 1-2 and 3-4 close,
and the motor continues to run for 40 to 50
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seconds until both springs are wound. The
safety spring winder, which is driven by a
notched disc, automatically cuts off the motor
current for 30 minutes when initial winding
is completed. After a delay of 30 minutes,
the motor starts, again rewinding the springs.
This process continues until the ZE III
reaches its preset period at which time
contacts 1-2, 3-4, and 7-5 are opened and
contacts 1-3, and 5-6 close.

rr

I
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7.4l/1".1.

"

occurs af_.r

:0

rIPT

r-.11 ccr.Incts sre made
tte

s

aftr.
ir. the sami_
ft7

71: for 3•1 0 Lays. This clock, figure
275, is similar to the ZE III, excert it was
designed for 360 days. It was under development at the close of the war, and the only
specimen available is a laboratory model.
-

ZE IV. The ZE IV is a 45-day mechanical,
spring-driven, sterilizing clock designed
for use in the OMA mine. The clock is set
by rotating the dial counterclockwise to the
desired period opposite the red arrow. At
the end of the clock's run, lug A, figure
280, trips spring-retained rocker arm B,
which rotates lever cam C, releasing springloaded striker D. This clock was not used
operationally because the time period was
considered too short.

.11.1

4

If a mechaLical
cl.;ck starts, thy

ArAPINN

(7

IWAYAGSWIP 62=-2

'ilk////

Figure 2S1 - Zc 3Va fcr

Figure 280 - Diagram of ZE IV

Kine

f>

CLOCK
STARTER

Figure 282 - OMA/K Mine with ZE IVa
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ARMING SWITCH
ARMING SPINDLE
45
_Am

1

101!

v i m 1.•. de
,

39
An'

PROTECTIVE COVER

Figure 285 ZE VI

SOLUBLE WASHER
GOLD

•
•

RUBBER CAP

Figure 286

Figure 283 - Diagram of ZE

••

•
-

SILVER
COPPER

ZE V1 Electrode

ZE IVa. The ZE IVa is a 60-day sterilizer
devisTZTO to replace the ZE IV, and it
operates on the acne principle. When the
ZE IVa ie used in the OMA mine the detonator
is connected across terminals 45, figure 283
The clock ie started by cam 39. At the end
of its run, striker D, figure 284, le released in the sane manner as in the ZE IV,
disengaging the knife avitch A and opening
the detonator circuit, thereby disarming the

mine.
Z7 V. The ZE V vas an electrolytic

steFrazer abandoned and superseded by the
Z3 VI.

ZE VI. The ZE VI is an electrolytic 200day cadmium cell sterilizer. The cell con-

n

Figure 284 - ZE IVa, Section A - A
244

mints of a ailver-plated fine copper vire.
The silver plating is covered with a thin
layer of gold, except for one minute spot.
Enough copper to initiate galvanic action,
but to delay action on the silver plate, is
deposited on this spot. When the ZE is
svitohed on, electrolytic action takes place.
The small particle of copper on the gold
plate is attacked first; next the /silver
plating is expended, and finally, vhen the
copper vire is consumed on the 200th day,
a spring-loaded avitch la released, shorting
out the battery and sterilizing the mine.
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1
•

A
2

Figure 288 - 1! IIe, Switches

Figure 287 - ZY II

OPERATING
CAM
A

FIRING CAM
B
Figure 289 - ZX IIe

ruin

DELAY MECHANISMS (ZAHL KONTATT)

All German period delay mechanisms are
spring-driven clockvork systems whose escapements are released by electromagnets. However, the mine-firing unit must be activated
before the escapement electromagnet of the
period delay mechanism can be energised.
ZA I. The ZY I ie a mechanical n ix-place
perni ddelay mechanism whose electromagnet
operates at 8 to 12 volts and 0.2 ampere.
The time for the completion of one step-up
cycle after actuation is approximately 40
seconds. The ZX I was developed for the M 1
mine unit and was replaced by the improved
MK II.

ZE IIa. The ZX IIa is the same as the
ZX 177iicept that the time interval is increased from two minutes to four minutes.
ZX IIb. The ZX IIb is the same as the
ZX 117Wicept that the electromagnet operates
off the microphone battery at three to four
volt', and 0.5 ampere. This clockwork was
used with the AT 1 and AT 2 mine unite.

-

ZX II. The ZX II is a mechanical 12-place
period delay mechanism whose electromagnet
operates at 8 to 12 volts and 0.2 ampere. The
time interval for the completion of one stepup cycle after actuation is two minutes. The
ZX II was used with the M 1, A 1, A 4 and MA
2/3 mine units. In the MA 2/3 it was designed
to operate after the magnetic actuation.

ZX He. The ZX IIc is the same as the
ZX 777 Ba is designed to operate on a very
short electrical impulse. This modification
enables the ZX IIc to be used with the MA 2/3
mine units and to operate after the magnetic
and acoustic systems have been activated.
-

Mk lid. This device was under development
at TETclose of the war, and no information
is available.

ZX IIe, The ZX IIe (figures 288, 289) is
a specially modified period delay mechanism
need with the MA 1st Mine unit. It is
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DAY INDICATOR DIAL -

SETTING DIAL

SWITCH SCREW

WINDING SPINDLE

HOLDING SCREW

SETTING MARK

SOLDER PLUG
HOLDER

TERMINAL BOARD

SOLDER PLUG
FUSE DELAY SWITCH

CASE

-

SECURING LUGS

PAUSENUHR
DAY INDICATOR DIAL

SETTING DIAL BEARING

SPRING CONTACT
GROOVED SWITCH
DISC CAM

LEAF SPRINGS

LEAF SPRING

PAUSENUHR CLOCK WORK

STARTING LEVER

SPRING
CONTAINER

PAUSENUHR, SHOWING STARTING LEVER
Figure 290 - Pausenuhr, Three Vieve

7.46
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SOLDER
PLUG

B

)-•
.3
2

-• 5

1
4

6

Figure 291 - Fausenuhr Wiring Diagram

Figure 292 - VK Y:

operated by the Magnetic system of the MA 1st.
A magnetic actuation starts the ZK, and
after 1r seconds, cam A opens the normally
closed switch A for approximately 2 minutes.
If a proper acoustic actuation does not
occur in the 1-second interval, the mine
will not fire because switch A re-opens, deenergizing the acoustic component. After 84
such actuations cam E closes switch B permanently, putting the acoustic system in t! .e
circuit.
,

-

M. The 2K IIf is the same as the
ZK 177iacept that the time interval is
decreased from two minutes to five seconds

switch A, figure 251, and disarming the mine
for the remainder of the 24 hours. This process is repeated for 18 days, a: the end of
which time the grooved switch roller, driver
by clockwork accepts a leaf spring to c.,.ose
switch B, figure 291, thereby permanently
arming the mine.
Setting. The switching screw is removed
and the setting dial is turned 369 degrees
counterclockwise to the zero position. One
of seven possible delays is selected, and
the screw is replaced.

Entscharfer Werke (EW) (Disarming Clock).

MISCELLANEOUS CLOCKWORK aCHANISMS

Pausenuhr (Arming and Disarming Clock).
The Pausenuhr is an 15 day electrically
driven on-off clock developed to arm and disarm a mine once every 24 hours. Settings
are made in multiples of three hours for a
24-hour cycle; example: 3 hours on, 21 hours
off, 6 hours on, 18 hours off, etc.
The Pausenuhr was designed for use with
the UES in the EM, LM, PM, SM, TM, and MT
mine series.
Operation. When the TIES has concluded its
run, a potential is applied across the terminals shown in figure 290, upper portion ,
allowing current to flow through 1.he solder
plug, Figure 290, upper portion, which melts,
releasing the starting lever. After the
clock has run for two hours, the star switch
is moved by a pin on the bottom of the setting
dial bearing. The step-up of the star evitdh
arms the mine for the preset period. The
switch screw turns the star switch, opening

The EW is a 12-hour test clock used in the
EMF, LMF, and SMA mines. This clock consists of the standard spring-driven German
clockwork mechanism driving a rotary contactor shaft. The unit is designed to close
electrical contacts.
The setting is entered manually by
positioning an indicator disk fitted to the
top surface of the clockwork assembly. The
disk is graduated in azimuth from one to
eleven in increments of 0.5 and moves against a fixed index.
The contacts of the six contact terminal
board are wired in series with the contacts
located on the rotary contactor shaft.

Verzogerungs Kontakt (VK) (Delay Contact)
The VK, figures 292, 293, is a spring-driven
clockwork that runs for 38 seconds. It Is
used with the M 1 mine unit and is designed
to prevent the mine from firing unless the
magnetic influence persists at the end of
its preset time.
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Figure 29?

VF II, Diagram

Figure 295 - VW in EMS Mine Circuit

Operation. The setting dial is set to the
desired number of seconds. When the M 1 mine
unit is actuated, it causes the clock
solenoid to operate, thus starting the clock.
One second before the end of the preset time,
Cam C (figure 297.) opens switch A, which
opens the hold-on circuit for about one
second. When the hold-on circuit is opened,
the needle will come off the firing contacts.
however, if magnetic influence is present at
the end of the preset time, C will close the
firing circuit and fire the mine. If the
mine does not fire after approximately 80
actuations of the VIC, switch D closes cam E,
thus arming the mine permanently, allowing
it to fire normally.

Verzogerung Werke (w) (Delay Clock). The
VW is a spring-wound six-nay scuttling clock
used in the EMS mine. It can be set from six
hours to six days by intervals of six hours.
Figure 294.
Operation. A soluble washer in switch C,
figure 295, dissolves, allowing a potential
to be applied across terminals 1 and 3, which
blows fuse F and starts the clock. After
the clock runs for approximately 10 minutes,
arming switch A closes and the mine is
armed. At the end of the preset time,
scuttling switch 12 closes, placing the
detonator across the battery to destroy the
mine.

FUSE
CONTACTS

SWITCHING
LEVER
SELECTOR
KNOB

SELECTOR
GEAR

Figure 294 - VW
74:7;
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S
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T
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S5 1

PM
P

0
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L.

HYDROSTATIC
CLOCK

T
A-PDM WHEEL
B-BATTERY
C-CLOCK-HYDROSTATIC
G- PD M CAM

±
I II
T

B

BATTERY

b _ HYDROSTATIC CLOCK SWITCHES
R-S-T-PDM CHANGEOVER SWITCH
P-0- PDM DE-ENERGIZING SWITCH
U- CAW SPRING

Figure 296 - Mechanical Y.D.M. and Circuit
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TO
DETECTING
AND
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CIRCUIT

Figure 297 - Electrical P.D.M. (Fuse Delay Switch) Circuit
PERIOD DELAY MECHANISMS (P.D.M.)

Mechanical F.D.M. The unit and P.D.M. are
rendered active iFFH the hydrostatic clock
switches close, figure 296. A magnetic
actuation closes the needle switch, and the
air core relay closes S 5 to contact No. 1 and
energizes the P.D.M. solenoid through contacts F-S. The solenoid releases wheel G
and the F.D.M. clockwork.
I. In the twelve-place P.D.M., 0 rotates
one revolution, while A rotat-.o 1/1;:th o: a
revolution clockwise.
2. In the six-place P.D.M. G rotates one
revolution, while A rotates 1/6th of a revolution clockwise.
After 11 seconds of rotation, G allows P-Q
to break, de-energizing the unit hold-on coil
and the P.D.M. solenoid. After 120 (45)
seconds, P-Q remakes and the wheel stops.
A movable pin with a flanged collar may be
put in any setting hole, and is indicated as
being in hole No. 6 in the accompanying
photograph. In the case illustrated, five
actuations of the P.D.M. would cause the
flanged collar to bear against the U-bend in
the spring contact 5, causing it to break
contact with R and make with T. This substitutes the detonator for the P.D.M. solenoid
in the circuit.
The six-place P.D.M. is used with M 1
units and has a 45-second operating period
per "blind" actuation. The twelve-place P.D.M.
is used with A 1 and MA 1 units and has a
120-second operating period per "blind"
actuation.

Electrical P.D.M. - Fuse-Delay Switch
(Figure 297). The accompanying diagram
allows a typical fuse-delay switch type P.D.M.
set to "3". If an actuation is registered on
250

the unit detector, current from the battery
flows through fuse-delay switch No. 1. although in some cases a by-pass fuse is used
to reduce the resistance of the circuit tc
a value low enough to allow rapid holding
in the detecting circuit. After a short delay period, switch No. 1 switches over,
cutting out its own heater coil, opening the
holding circuit, and passing all current
through switch No. 2 for a period long
enough to allow the detecting circuit to recover.
When switch No. 2 operates, it puts switd:
No. 3 in the circuit and the unit is alive
again. As this process is repeated, switches
No. 3 and No. 4 operate in a like manner, with
a third actuation firing the detonator.
P.D.M.'s of this type may have as many
settings as can be fitted to the unit's P.D.M.
terminal board, with the F.D.M. setting of
any unit being determined as follows:
X equals 2Y -2, whore X aquals the Luelbor
of fuse-dalay switches and N eq;:als the
settin.e.
This device is used with BM 1000 units.

AUTOMATIC LATITUDE-ADJUSTMENT DEVICES (A.L.A.)

Mechanical A.L.A.
Operation (Figure 299). When the hydrostatic clock completes its delay period,
fuse L blows, seating the needle on its
knife edges. Rotation of F allows E to rotate on its pivot, and the A.L.A. clockwork
starts to run. Oscillation of escapement
lever D drives C in a clockwise direction,
with M and G being restrained by fur Y.
Clockwise rotation, of C
B clockwise,
and, since A is ;•eared to B, A rotates counter-
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clockwise. Counterclockwise rotation of
decreases tension on the needle hairspring to
which A is attached.
When hairspring tension on the needle
axis decreases so that the forces acting on
the needle are equal and opposite to the
force of the earth's magnetic field, the
needle makes its contacts, blowing fuse K.
When K blows, a small hairspring rotates G
until it engages A. Blowing of K also releases M, allowing the pavl to lock the
gear system. Since C is still rotating
clockwise, the entire assembly consisting of
A,B,C,G, and M rotates clockwise. This puts
tension back on the needle spring and opens
the needle contacts. To assure that the
needle contacts open at this point, rotation
of M closes switch T momentarily, thereby
energizing the hold-off circuit.
The assembly rotates as noted above until
M comes up against H, the distance traveled
by M before contacting 1-1 determining the
amount of hairspring tension on the needle
and thereby the sensitivity setting of the
unit. If, at any time during the above
process, a countermining shock is received,
closure of the pendulum switch energizes J,
which holds D inoperative until the pendulum
switch reopens.
Magnetic A.L.A. This mechanism consists
primarily of two permalloy rods, offset and
made into pole pieces with a magnetized
spider or disc on a vertically oriented
pivot between them. (See figure 300.)
Figure 300 shows the adjusting magnets D and
D1, which are fitted to concentric shafts.
Rotation of these mag;cts is controlled by
the clockwork escapement (figure 299).

Figure 299 - Magnetic A.L.A., Showing Clockwork
Escapement aac Needle Arrangement
1. The spring-loaded arm Is released and
flies to its limit stop, figure 299.
2. The A.L.A. escapement stops and magnet
D stops rotating. D 1 is rotated by the
spring-loaded arm a sufficient amount to remove the excess BLUE magnetic field on the
needle.

Prior to operation, fuse Nc. 1 holds the
lower arm against spring tension and the
arm in turn holds the spring-loaded V-clip
arm in at the top. Fuse No. 2 also holds
a spring-loaded arm in the upright position.
The needle extension arm lies between tvo
sets of fixed contacts, so oriented that it
tends to rotate toward the contact and holdon magnet (L) on the left side. This is
due to the vertical earth's field which is
fed to the needle arm through the vertical
pole pieces.

3. The resetting clamp points BB are
freed and fly apart as a result of the action
of the spring which pulls AA1 together and
snaps the needle extension arm to the center.
-

When F blows, the A.L.A. escapement starts
1
and the V-clip
moves to mid-position; i.e.
it restrains the needle extension arm on the
RED (left) side only. The escapement rotates
magnet D and, in so doing, introduces a constantly increasing component of its field
into the pole pieces around the needle body.
This component is BLUE and tends to counteract the earth's field.
When a point of equilibrium between the
two magnetic fields is reached, the needle
extension no longer bears against the V-clip,
and, since the escapement continues to run,
an excess BLUE field is brought to bear on
the needle, carrying it over to the BLUE
(right) contact. When contact is made, F 2
blows, and the following operations are performed almost simultaneously:

The needle is now in mechanical and magnetic equilibrium. Rotation of the resetting cam is controlled by a separate escapement in the M 3 unit and by the PDF_ assembly in the M 3. This rotation will separate
clamp points CC 1 and thus free the needle
arm by spreading of AA l .
Electromagnetic A.L.A. (figure 301). The
needle consists of an aluminum drum, mounted
horizontally and fitted with a magnetic
belt which is magnetized diametrically. It
is placed between two sets of vertical pole
pieces which conduct the vertical component
of the earth's field through the needle.
The needle G thus tends to rotate counterclockwise as a result of the RED field effect.
A separate local magnet J, wound with a
coil, is also fitted to the unit. Its
polarity is such that it puts out a BLUE magnetic field which tends to rotate the needle
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PERMANENT MAGNET

CONTACT K

STOP ARM

MAGNETIC DRUM
FIXED CONTACT No.I

—FIXED CONTACT No.2

A CAPS (SOFT IRON)
B
INTENSIFIERS (SOFT IRON)
C LOCAL MAGNET
D
POLE PIECES
E PERMANENT MAGNET CORE
F SEPARATE POLE PIECES (RING)
G
MAGNETIC DRUM
He EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD
Hn FIELD OF MAGNET
I
HOLD - ON COIL
J SEPARATE LOCAL MAGNET
Figure 301 - Electromagnetic A.L.A. Component Parts
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energized so that the field produced will be
opposite to that of its core (i.e. the local
magnet). The field produced by energizing
S is strong enough to overcome the BLUE field
of the local magnet, causing the needle to
break contact K2, thereby breaking the electromagnetic field of S. Since the residual-magnetism of the local magnet is strong enough
to swing the needle bacx again, contact K2 is
again made and S re-energized.

TO (+) BATTERY

R

This pulsing, or deperming, continues until the residual magnetism of the local magnet is no longer capable of making switch K2.
This process is assisted by the heating of
thermistor M, whose decreasing resistance alloys it to pass more current, thereby decreasing the pulsing current through S.

PREVENT-STRIPPING EQUIPMENT (P.S.E.) (GEHEIMHALTEREINRICHTUNG)

I

Various devices of this type, commonly
called "booby traps", have been used by the
Germans to preserve the security of their
mine assemblies. They are ordinarily fitted
as case accessories, designed tc prevent
access to the interior of the case at the
most obvious points of entry such as cover
plates and tail doors. However, as shown
below, they may be incorporated as unit
accessories or as integral parts of the unit.

t

TO (-) BATTERY

T

K
•
P
R

LMS P.S.E. (used with Mines Tyre LMT and
1.LAJ (Figure 3C3). This device con-

-

sists of e plunger switch which is held open
when the tail doer or mechanism plate to
which it is attached is in its norms= position, i.e., mine completely assembled. If
an attempt is made tc remove the mechanism
plate or tail door, the spring-loaded
plurzer is released durinv removal and completes a circuit from the main mine battery
through a special F.S.E. detonator, firing
a small two-pound charge to destroy the mine
unit.

- CONTACT
- THERMISTOR
- POTENTIOMETER
- FUSE
Figure 302 - Electric A.L.A. Circuit

clockwise. This BLUE field is stronger than
the earth's field; and, as a result, the needle rotates clockwise to its limit stop.
A contact K is mounted on the drum, and
two vertical wires are placed in such a
position that clockwise or counterclockwise
rotation of the drum causes K to make contact
No. 2 or No. 1 respectively. Thus, contact
No. 1 becomes the RED contact and contact
No. 2, the BLUE contact; and, since the field
of the local magnet is stronger than that
of the earth, the needle will make contact
K2 when the mine is laid.
When the unit is energized by the battery,
current through fuse R (figure 302) energizes
the latitude-adjuster coil S and thermistor
M. S is wound on the local magnet and is

The device is armed prior to launchine by
inserting a safety pin vhfch closes a break
in the F.S.E. circuit. This pin is inserted
in the mine case through a plug hole, 135
from the top center line, six inches before
the tall door. flange. If the F.S.E. is
fitted to the case, this hole will be present,
although filled and painted over so as not to
be obvious.

°

TMA P.S.E. (Used with Mine Type TMA). This
device is essentially the same as the IME
type, although it is rigged sc as to operate
if the mechanism plate is removed or if the
case is separated at the flange. It Is armed
in the same manner as the 1RB type, the
safety pin being inserted underneath a screw
on the mechanism plate, 180 from the bowden
wire channel.
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Figure 303 - LMB P.S.E. Safety Pin Arrangement
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Mechanical
I.V?and
Locking Bolls

Release Collar

Firing Spring

Ball Release
Groove

Firing Spindle

LS-E. (Used with Mines Type
-C7-7urc 30 10. This device
firfng pin which
is held by two lock balls, when the tail
door or mechanism plate to which it Is
attached is in its normal position, I.e.,
mine completely assembled. If an attempt in
made tc remove the tall door or mechanism
plate, movement of a spring-loaded spindle
allows the lock balls to move into a recess.
releasing the spring-loaded firing pin to
impinge on a special F.S.E. detonator,
firing a two-pound charge to destroy the
mire unit.

The device Is armed prior to launching by
removal of a safety pin which leaves the
firing pin restrained only by the lock balls.
The safety ;in is removed from the tine case
through a plug which is located 90 0 from the
top center line on the flange.

Sea-Cell P.S.E. (Used with MA 101 Unit in
Mine Tytt BM :C00. This device consists of
1731.ires. made of dissimilar metals, which
are coated with a salt and laid side by side
in a small trough. If humidity or moisture
enter the trough, the salt dissolves,
creating o small battery cell. The cell
operates it sensitive relay, completing a
circuit from the main battery to a special
P.S.E. detonator, firing the main charge.
The device becomes armed when the firing
unit arms and has only been found fitted to
KA 101 in Mine Type BM 1000. The presence
or absence of this device cannot be determined from an examination of the exterior of
the mine case.

Fig!_:re 304

-

Mechanical F.S.E.

PM 1000 F.E.E. (Used with Mines Type BM
P.Or). This device consists of two photoT77-6tric cells, mounted on either side of
the firing unit, which, when exposed tc
light, operate a relay and close the unit
firing circuit, firing the main charge.- The
device becomes armed when the firing unit
arms. It may be fitted to any BM 1000 Mine
which is fitted with a firing unit that incorporates V 101 cr subsequent modifications
thereof. The presence cr absence of this
device cannot be determined from an examination of the exterior of the mine case.

ZUS-40 Anti-Withdrawal Device. This device consists of a spring-loadec firing pin
which is designed to be released when the
accessory under which it is fitted is removed. When the mine is dropped, impact
with the surface causes a lock ball to fall
away, leaving the firing pin restrained
only by its extension arm,as shown in
figure 305. If the accessory is withdrawn
0.6 inch, the extension arm moves clear of
the body of the accessory, releasing the
firing pin tc impinge on a special detonator,
firing the main charge.
This device was originally designed to be
fitted under bomb fuzes, and its use in
mines is thereby restricted by its basic
design to mines Types LME, LI4A, and EM 1000,
the only mines that have contained bomb
fuzes. It should be noted, however, that
this device may be used under any fitting,
the physical construction of which would permit effective operation.
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Figure 305 - ZUS-40 Anti-Withdrawal Device
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Chapter 13
MISCELLANEOUS MINES

Description of External Fittings

YUr. MINE

The KA (Kleine Kugel) mine was one of a
series of captured enemy, locally improvised,
mines. They fall under the general heading
of Improvisieren Minen (improvised). The KA
originally was a British mine captured at
Dunkirk. In this way huge stores of captured
enemy mines were improved, modified, and utilized for local defenses.

Horn

One, on tor center of case, secured by keep ring

Base plate

In center of lover hemisphere

Pockets

Four, staggered
around upper hemisphere; three
blank, fourth
contains "A-E'
switch.

Lifting eyes

Two, 180 apart
on upper hemisphere

General. This is a moored or ground, contact, chemical-horn mine, laid by surface
craft.
It is a defensive mine for use
water. It may also be used as an
vehicular land mine on beaches or
tion charge. When used as a land
buried in the sand.

in shallow
antias a demolimine, it is

°

Description of Case
Shape

Elliptical

PA MINE

Material

Steel

Diameter

15 in.

Charge

25 lb. approx.

General. The FE (Russich Kugel) mine is
another in the Improvisieren series. It was
captured during the invasion of Russia, improvised locally and used mostly in the
Brltic. It is a moored, contact, chemicalhorn mine, laid by surface craft for use in
maximum depth of water of 30C feet.

Total weight in air 65 lb. approx.

Figure 307 - KA Mine

Figure 306 - KR Mine
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CHEMICAL HORN

AE SWITCH COVER

KEEP RING
AE SWITCH

TERMINALS

Figure 30 0 - Al. Mine Mont

Figure

- KY Mine - Cross Section

Descriptor. of Case
Shape

Spherical

Material

Stec.)

riameter

34 in

Chcre

250-1b. cast TNT
or hexanite

Figure 310 - RE Mine Afloat

Total weight in air 375-1b. approx.

Lifting eyes

Two, 180 ° apart, 19
in. from center of
upper hemisphere;
fitted with lifting
rings

Mooring eye

In center of lover
hemisphere

Description of External Fittings
Horns

Five, equally
spaced, around
upper hemisphere,
15 in. from center

Hydrostatic switch 7.5 in. diam., in
pocket in center
of upper hemisphere
secured by locking
ring with four set
screws

Operation. The mine takes depth by
plummet. Dissolution of a soluble plug
alloys water pressure to depress the spindle
of the hydrostatic switch, closing the firing circuit; and the mine is thus armed.
Standard chemical-horn firing is employed.
The only self-disarming device is the
hydrostatic switch, which is designed to
disarm the mine by opening the firing circuit
upon release of hydrostatic pressure.

c.RESTRICTED
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Figure 312 - K TR Mi 41 Mine Afloat
X TR Mi Mine!: of the Wehrmacht

Total weight in air 66 lb.

General. The K TR Mi Mines were developed,
procured and used solely by the Army offensively, in rivers and harbors, against
bridges, dams, docks, etc. Normal depth of
CSSe when drifting is one foot.

Description of External fittings
Antenna

4-1/2 ft.
long, bamboo or
hazlevood fitted
to top of metal firing stem en top
center of case

Firing-mechanism
cover plate

Threaded into well
on tor center of
charge container

Wood float

Secured to firing
stem, fitted with
six wooden contact arms, each
13 in. long.

Lifting handles

Two, 180 0 apart,
on top edge of case

K TR Mi 38
Description cf Case
Shape

Material

Cylindrical, with
antenna protruding
from top center of
case
Wood

Diameter

17-3/4 in.

Length

6-1/4 in.

Charge

44-1b. TNT with
Tetryl booster
RESTRICTEL
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–ANTENNA RETAINING CAP
RETAINING CAP SPRING

WA:UAW

WOOD FLOAT

-RUBBER GASKET

–

ANTENNA CONTACT RING
INSULATING RING
STATIONARY CONTACT RING

—TELESCOPIC ANTENNA SECTIONS (5)

RUBBER GASKET

DETONATOR COVER BUNG
SAFETY PIN

SOLUBLE PLUG

Figure 313 - E TR Mi 41 Detonator-Booster Cross Section
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Antenna Retainkv Cap
Locking Balls
Wood Float
Rubber Gasket
Buoyancy
Chamber

Safety PM

Figure 314 - K TR NA. 41 Kine - Cross SectI or.
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Diameter

lc in.

Length
Over-all (includes C ft. 9
antenna)
Case

19 in.

Charge

25 lb. cast TriT

Total weight in air

7E lb.

Description of External Fittings

1-.gure 315 - K TF Mi 41 Mine
Operation. This mine is armed by a tenminute arming clock in the firing mechanism.
The mines are fired by percussion upon impact. The arming clock is fitted with a
self-destroying feature which will explode
the charge after a maximum delay period of
six hours.

LT: Mi. 41
-

Description of Case
Shape

Material

264

Oval, with 4.5-in.
skirt around base.
Antenna protrudes
from top center of
case
Steel

Antenna

5 ft. 3 in. long,
brass, fitted to
top of case, consists of five
telescopic, spring',
loaded sections.
Fitted with four
snag wires at top.

Detonator-cover
bung

2-1/9 in. diam.,
2-3/4 in. from
center of bottom
of mine

Filling plug

Screwed into base,
2-1/8 In. diem.,
3-1/2 in. from
center.

Wood float

7.4 in. diam.,
recessed into
top center of
case prior to
laying; free to
rise and fall on
lower sections
of antenna after
mine is armed

Soluble plug fitting In base of antenna housing
Operation. A safety pin is withdrawn
from the base of the antenna prior to
launching. When the mine is launched, dissolution of the soluble plug allows the
lover section of the antenna to be forced
downward, releasing the locking balls and
the antenna retaining cap, and allowing the
antenna to extend to its full length. The
wooden float takes position depending cn the
buoyancy of the mine, which is then fully
armed.
The mine fires when the antenna is bent in
any direction against its internal contact
ring. A self-destroying clock with a maximum
period of six hours is fitted.
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and Torpedo Warhead Shells.

Tech. Report 223-45

German Operational Naval Mines and Sweep Obstructors.
Forwarded a chart on all standard German operational naval mines and sweep obstructors.

Tech. Report 192-45

The Development of German. Optical Mine-Firing Devices.
Information on Optical firing devices tested by
Sperrversuchskommando.

Tech. Report 245-45

German M-5 Magnetic Mine Unit.
Information on improved version cf earliest type
(M-1) under development in May 1945.

Tech. Report 289-45

German. Pressure Mine Units and Detecting Components.
Information on units designed only for pressure
firj.ng and pressure-detecting devices
used in all pressure-operated units (including
D 103, D 113, D 123, D 133 and pressure-detecting
devices D 1, D 101, D 2, D 102).

Tech. Report 290-45

German. AE 1 and AE 101 influence Mine Units.
Information on AE 1 (Navy) and AE 101 (Luftwaffe)
units which are essentially same as Pi Kiel Torpedo pistol.

Tech. Report 291-45

German. Magnetic Mine Unit.
Information on M 4 unit, which is small bi-polar
dip needle mechanism similar to M 3 used operationally late in the var.

Tech. Report 292-45

German "Elektroden Effekt" Research.
Information on German research into mine unit
operated by galvanic currents created by passage
of a ship. Development was in a preliminary stage
at end of var.

Tech. Report 295-45

Organization and facilities of German Sea Mine Development
Information on German Sea mine development, production and testing facilities especially during
the latter part of the var.

Tech. Report 320-45

The German EMS I, EMS II, and EMS III mines.
General information on drifting decoy and antipursuit sea mines

Tect.. Report 321-45

The German RME mine.
General information on small influence-ground
mine for use in inland waters.

Tech. Report 324-45

The German
General
surface
OMA IV,

Tech. Report 328-45

German Mine Requirements and Total Laid.
Information from German Navy Department. Chart
and Graph represent total number of mines laid
by the German Navy from March 1942 up to and
including March 1945.

Tech. Report 334-45

The German EMG Mine Assembly.
General information on the moored, constant-depth
mine assembly.

OMA Mine Series.
information on the OMA moored, contact,
Mine Series. Designated OMA I, OMA II,
omA/K.
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Tech. Report 335 45

The German UMA/K Mine Assembly.
General Information on the moored, contact,
surface mine assembly.

Tech. Report 359 45

German DA 102 Mine Units Series.
Information on this series of mines including the
DA 112, 122, 132, 142, 152, 162 and 244_

Tech. Report 385-45

The German ANT Mine Units.
Information on AMT 1 and Ar: 2 mine-firing units.
These units coi,sisted or ...lready-existent influence firing component': and constituted a
combination firing unit requiring sonic, magnetic,
and subsonic influences to fire.

Tech. Report 386 45

German Gravitation Mine Unit.
Information on unit intended to fire as a result
of change in gravitational effect on the mine
when the ship passed overhead.

Tech. Report 3 1 7- 4 '

German Cocmic Ray Min- Unit.
Information on unit intended to fire as a result
of the increase in cosmic ray level falling on
the mine when ship passed overhead.

Tech. Report 396-45

German Induction Mine units.
Information on induction magnetic mine units.
These are only results of experiments, since
Germany used no induction units.

Tech. Report 397-45

German Acoustic Mine Units.
Information on Navy and Luftwaffe mine units designed for sonic acoustic actuation alone; discusses the comparative operational characteristics
of early types used since 1940 together with the
newer units.

Tech. Report 398-45

German "Selsmik" Mine Dnit.
Information on "Selsmik" mine unit, intended to
fire on very low frequencies.

Tech. Report 399 45

Modifications of the German M 1 Unit.
They consist of several slight modifications
to the original N 1 (allied Designation M Mk II)
for special purposes.

Tech. Report 4o4 45

The German EM Naval Mine Series.
General information on the EM series.

Tech. Report 405-45

German Mine Clocks, Period Delay Mechanisms,
Sterilizers, and Associated Devices.
Information on mine-arming clocks, period delay
mechanisms, sterilizers, and scuttling clocks.

Tech. Report 416-45

(AT 1 - AT 2 - AT 3)
German "AT" Mine Units.
The units were combined acoustic-subsonic
operated devices.

Tech. Report 417-45

German AA 4 and AA 106 Mine Dnits.
These units were combined acoustic subsonic operated devices. AA 4 for EMF and SMA and the AA 106
for BM 1000 M and BM 100G L.

Tech. Report 418 45

German AJ 102 and AJD 102 Mine Units.
These units were combined acoustic-induction
operated devices.

Tech. Report 419-45

German JDA 105 Mine Unit.
This unit was a combined induction-pressureacoustic operated device for the BM 1000 J.

Tech. Report 420 45

German MA 105 and MA 105r Mine Units.
The units were combined magnetic-acoustic operated devices.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Tech, Report 421-4D

German MA 1, MA la, MA lst, MA 2 and MA 3 Mine Units.
These units were combined magnetic-sonic acoustic
operated devices.

Tech. Report 422-45

German "Wellensonde" (Wave Sounder) Mine Unit.
This unit was dependent for operation on the distortion produced in an alternating field originating in the mine by a target vessel.

Tech. Report 423-45

The German HM Naval Mine Series.
Information on the Special Purpose Naval Mines
RYA, HMB, and HMC.

Tech. Report 446-45

The German FM Naval Mine Series.
General Information on the German river and
shallow water mines FMA, FMB, aLd FMC.

Tech. Report 447-45

The German KM Naval Mine Series.
General on coastal mines AMA a..

KMB.

Tech. Report 448-45

The German LM Naval Mine Series.
General information on the German DM Naval Mine
Series.

Tech. Report 449-45

The German RM Naval Mine Series.
General information on the German controlled
mine RMA, RMB, RMC, RMD, RME, and RMH.

Tech. Report 450-45

The German SM Naval Mine Series.
General information on the German submarine-laid,
moored, influence mines SMA, SME, and Sr,"..

Tech. Report 451-45

The German TM Naval Torpedo Mine Series.
Information on the German Torpedo Mine Series
TMA, TMB, TMC, and MTA.

Tech. Report 459-45

The Work of the Aerodynamics Department of the Graf
Zeppelin Research Institute, Stuttgart-Ruit.
Information on parachutes for mines and torpedoes.

Tech. Report 467-45

General Characteristics of German Navy (SVE)
Influence Mines and Firing Devices.
Comparative data on the general characteristics
of influence mines and influence mine firing
devices. (Experimental)

Tech. Report 469-45

BM 1000 Mines Developed by the German Air Force.
A report containing information on the German Air
force developed bomb-mine series.
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MIRE AND MINE-UNIT DOCUMENTS
FORWARDED FROM GERMANY

Letter of TransmittalDate
Serial Number

Title

Pamphlet EMS 1
768
15 Aug. 1945
804
Pamphlet EMG
20 Aug. 1945
Pamphlet EMC 11 and EMI , II
30 Aug. 1945
88c
Pamphlet MA 2/MA 3 in Lam? III
1269
29 Sept. 19 4 5
Pamphlet MA 2/MA 3 in TMC II
1269
29 Sept. 194
Pamphlet DM 1 in TMB (S)
1260
29 Sept. 1945
Pamphlet on Disarming of LM's
1269
29 Sept. 1945
Fitted with G. E. (PSE)
Descriptive Matter on G. E. for LV
1269
29 Sept. 19 4 5
Descriptive Matter on Batteries Used
1269
29 Sept. 1945
in German Navy Mines
Table Showing Reactions of D 1 Unit to
1269
29 Sept. 1945
Various Ships of Different Speeds
Table - Summary of Basic Chacteristics
1269
29 Sept. 1945
of SVE Mines
Table - Firing. Units and Special Devices
1269
29 Sept. 19 4 5
which may be Fitted to SVE Mines
Experimental Data - Hydrodynamics of LMF
1269
29 Sept. 1945
Twc German Pamphlets on Drill Air1269
29 Sept. 1945
craft Mine (LM-Ub)
Pamphlet on the KFA mine
942
10 Sept. 1945
Blueprint of the EMB mine
942
10 Sept. 1514
List of Parts for BM mine1720
29 Sept. 1945
Description and Operation of BM 10001720
T
29 Sept. 1945
Anchor Release
Three Tracings of BM 1000 T
1720
' Sept.
Trials of BM 1000 M
''- .
1720
e. 4.
1?47.
1
Properties, Csnstruction, and Operation
1720
29 Sept. -„
lc,4'
of BR Mines
Description and Instructions for Use
1720
29 Sept. 1945
of the Protective Cover (SE 14) with
Release Gear
Pamphlet on BMC Mine
29 Sept. 1945
1720
Report on Experiments of Parachute (LS 3) 01214
29 Sept. 1945
with A 106 Mine Unit in BM 1000 Mines
Figures on Drop Tests of Parachute (LS 1) 01214

29 Sept. 1945

Preliminary Report - Ratio of Dropping
Heights to Depth of Water for BM 1000
Mines with (LS 3)

01214

29 Sept. 1945

Final Peport on (LS 3) Dropped at
Speeds up to 900/km/h

01214

29 Sept. 1945

Organization of Aircraft-laid Mine01214
Parachutes Section

29 Sept. 1945

Requirements for Mine Parachutes for
BM 1000 (1.1 m. diem.)

01214

29 Sept. 1945

Wind Tunnel Tests of Mine Parachutes

01214

29 Sept. 1945

Special, Experimental Mine Parachutes
Drop. Tests
Drop Tests of BM 1000 with Parachute
in Shallow Water

01214

29 Sept. 1945

01214

29 Sept. 1945

Pamphlet on OmA/K

770

12 Aug. 1945

Pamphlet on the Development and Testing of
(T III d) Pudel with an MTA Head Modified
to Accommodate the Pudel Pistol

941

10 Sept. 1945

Pamphlet on TMA Aboard U-boats

941

10 Sept. 1945

26?
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MINE AND MINE-UNIT DOCUMENTS
FORWARDED FROM GERMANY (Concluded)

Pamphlet Containing Instructions for
Trimming TMA

941

10 Sept. 1945

Pamphlet on TMB II and TMC I

941

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint of MTA

941

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint of TMB III

941

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint of TMB (mit Aufstriebskorper)

941

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint of Rear Float (Aufstriebskorper)

941

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint of Forward Float (Aufstriebskorper

941

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint of SMA Mine and Anchor Ready for
Operational Use

946

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint SMC Anchor Ready for Operational
Use

946

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint SMC Anchor Complete

946

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint SMA Complete (Anchor)

946

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint SMA Anchor, Pump Brake

946

10 Sept. 1945

Blueprint Base Plate with Arming Device

946

10 Sept. 1945

SMA Base Plate with Arming Device,
Scuttling Device, 300-Day Clock, and

946

10 Sept. 1945

Pamphlet on RME Mine

767

13 Aug. 1945

Blueprint of RNA Mine

955

10 Sept. 1945

Pamphlet on L (Li.tA III, LMB III, I1'E(P),
and U' (S)

940

10 Sept. 19 4 5

Pamphlet on LJF (5)

940

10 Sept. 194 5

Pamphlet on UMA/K Mine

801

20 Aug. 1945

Pamphlet on UMA/E and OMA Type Mine

804

2C Aug. 1945

6-Day Clock
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MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS
Serial

Subject

Source

Date

German Beacn Mines Reported to have
been Laid Along the Eastern Coast
of Jutland from Skagen to Aalborg

T-3304

16 Feb. '45

Office Strategic
Services

Mine Laying on the Basque Coast

255-44

20 Jul. '44

Op-16-FA-3

Interview with Dr. A. W. Kunze,
Director of Atlas-Werke, Bremen

2370-S45

28 May '45

ComNavEu

German Naval Mine - Moored Float
Antenna

106-44

12 Aug. '45

M. W. Mission

Enemy Mining of Allied Waters in
the North African Theater

1886

8 May '43

Naval Attache
London

Visit and Mine Survey of Black Sea
Ports

89-44

20 Jul. '44

NavSecMil Kiss.
Moscow

Preliminary Report on German Mining
Clocks

910-2600

13 Jun. '45

ComNavEu

Unit PM Mk I from Mine Type G.C.

463-51944

23 Aug. '44

ComNavEu

Information Concerning Three Modifi- 4209
cations of German Aircraft-Laid
Mines

11 Jul. '45

Naval Attache
London

Mine and Minefields - Normand,
West of the Seine

500-3

16 Dec. '43

G-2 Etousa

Mining Enemy Mine of U.E. Waters
During 1943

2394

23 Jul. '43

ComNavEu

Report on German Anchors Type D-I
and D-2

2524

28 Jtu,. '44

ComNavEu

German. Mines and their Component
Parts

414-5-44

2 Aug. '44

ComNavEu

Glossary of German Torpedo and
Mining Terms

1714

23 Jun. '42

ComNavEu

Abbreviations of German Markings

1923

23 Aug. '41

Op-16-7.

Translation of Captured Document
Regarding Mines

407 44

7 Dec. '44

Op-16-FA3

German AP Mk I Mine-Firing Mech.
for German G Mine

001364

4 Jul. '44

ComNavEu

German Units AP Mk I from Normandy

353-TS44

26 Jul. '44

ComNavEu

Mine and Minefield Protecting
Devices used by Germans

2184

31 Aug. '45

ComNavEu

Glossary of Torpedo and Mining
Terms Used
Summary of Enemy Mining in American
Waters During November 1942

1966-S
45
0324330

24 Apr. '45

ComNavEu

9 Dec. '42

CNO

Information Regarding Enemy Mines
in the Mediterranean

135-43

12 Nov. '43

S.O. (I)

Preliminary Report on German
Mining Clocks

910-2600

13 Jun. '45

ComNavEu

270
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MISCELLANEOUS REPORTS (Continued)
Mine Type GR, Fitted with Snag
Line

910-2600

28 Dec. '43

ComNavEu

Ground Mines Recovered in England

360

11 Feb. '42

Naval Attaché
London

German Influence Mines

143

10 Jan. '42

CNO

German Minelaying Program

0639

1 Aug. '45

NavTechMisEL

Mk III Hydrostatic Clock

1353

26 Jun. '41

Naval Attache
London

GT off Weymouth, England

1701

21 Jul. '41

Neva? Attaché
London

GO Mine

2480

15 Jun. '43

Naval Attache
London

Rendering German Ground Mines Safe

L-516

1944

Vernon Pamphlet

Mines Re:overed at Halifax N.S.

0807930

13 Nov. '43

CNO

Latitude-Setting Device of GG
Magnetic

1523

10 Jul. '41

Naval Attache
London

Microfilm Prints of Captured
Correspondence

00158

21 Jun. '45

NavTecEu

1600-ton Minelaying Supply U-boat

01867916

20 Jul. '45

OP-16-Z

U-boat Minelayers and Mines

A16-2(3)
EF30

15 Jul. '43

OP-16-Z

Interrogation of Rommel

2589-5-45

26 Jun. '45

ComNavEu

Summary of Markings on Recently
Recovered Mines

739-S-45

26 Feb. '45

Coml2thFlt

GE Mine

1732

28 Apr.

Recovery of GP and Anchor at
Falmouth, England

2315

9 Jun. '43

Naval Attaché
London

German Ground Mines

2822

2 Oct. '42

Naval Attache
London

Recovery of "G" Mine near Bristol

1720

20 Jul. '41

Naval Attaché
London

Report on GT Recovery

1698

26 Jul. '41

1

43

Naval Attache
London

Details of 1600 Ton U-boat Minelayer 01695316

13 Jul. '43

OP-16-Z

Markings found on German Mine Cases, 2994-8-45
Mine Units, and Auxiliary Mine
Devices,

7 Aug.'45

ComNavEu

New-Type Tail Doors for GC
(Acoustic)

2301-5-44

6 Dec. '44

Coml2thFlt

German Sinker Type "C" for Mine
Type G.P. Used with Parachute
for Laying by Aircraft

2276 3 45

22 May '45

ComNavEu

German Mine Disposal

2047

20 May '45

Naval Attache
London

-
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MISCELLANEOUS REPOPTS (Continued)
German Acoustic Pressure Unit
2 3 84-s-4 5 2 Jun. '45
from Mine Type GG AM with DoubleContact F Unit

ComNavEu

Summary of Markings on Recently
Recovered Mines

739-S-45

16 Feb. '45

Coml2thFlt

Description of German Mineshells
and Units

2669-5-45

3 Jul. '45

ComNavEu

Description of German C Mine

1511

10 Jul. '41

Naval Attache
London

Mine Detectors on. Marine Influence
Mines

2075-5-45

7 Ma; '45

ComNavEu

Information on CC False Nose and
Tail Fittings

5017

17 Dec. '43

ComNavEu

-‘
,-'"

12 Feb. '44

ComNavEu

Information on the Effect of Mud
or. Hydrostats

5142

28 Dec. '43

ComNavEu

Recovery of GG and GL Mines

619

12 Mar. '42

Naval Attache
London

Information on. Recovery of First
AN :I (AY Mk III)

00616

7 Fet. '45

Coml2thFlt

Flame and Fragment Velocities
from GO Mire

021944

27 Cct. '43

BuOrd

Analysis of Numbers and Marks on
GG Mines

1968-5-45

30 Ayr. '45

ComNavEu

German. Aircraft Mine Attack and
British Defense

1849

Part II
30 Jun. 'b2

Naval Attache
London.

Deport of "S" mines fitted for
sabotage at Bizerte

2470

16 Jur. '43

Naval Attache
London.

P.S.E. in GT Mine

1672

16 Jun. .'42

Naval Attachi
London

German Mine Clocks

2550-S-45

14 Jul. '45

ComNavEu

German. Mine Clocks

2775-S-45

Jul. '45

ComNavEu

Z.F. III Used as a Delay ArminF
Mechanism in German Mine Unit M-1

2770-S-45

1C Jul. '45

ComNavEu

German Mine Type C.F. with Flooder
and Eleven-Hour Clock

2278-5-45

22 May '45

ComNavEu

Acoustic Mine Unit AM Mk III

892-S-45

26 Feb. '45

ComNavEu

Effects of Punning Down of the
Battery in the GGPM Mk I Unit

878-TS
45

4 Sept. '44

ComNavEu

Sweeping Trials of "A" Mk V Unit

2304

15 Jun. '44

ComNavEu

German Mine Unit Type AA 2

2280-5-45

22 May '45

ComNavEu

GB M/S of PM German Unit by
Explosive Pulses

793-TS-44

29 Aug. '45

ComNavEu

Mk IV Mine-Firing Mechanism from
Type GG

oo4B85

30 Jun. '44

BuOrd

New Acoustic-Type Unit from Mine
Type GG

1970

24 May '44

ComNavEu

Crushing Test of GO Mineshell
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M=SCELLANEOUS REPORTS (Continued)
2557

20 Jun.

German Acoustic Pressure Mine
Unit for Type GC Mine

2311-S-45

24 May '45

ComNavEu

German Unit Mk VIII

1118

5

Naval Attache
London

Sensitivity of German M Mk II Units
from Mines Type GC-PM

1514-S-44

25 Oct. '44

Coml2thIlt

Sensitivity of German M Mk II Units
Recently Recovered

1766-S-44

13 Nov.

'45

Coml2thFlt

Nilloc

6 Jul.

45

Navint.11Austr:a

German Magnetic Mine-Firing Unit

'44

ComNavEu

Modification of German Unit Type
A Mk V

May '42

1

336
Acoustic Units and their Sweeping

281601

28 May '45

ComNavEu

Markings, Characteristics, and
Sensitivities of Felay Packs and
Pressure Units from German
Pressure Magnetic Mines

1922-5-45

27 Apr. '45

ComNavEu

Summary of Sensitivity Settings
of German Mines

9:78.5.44

8 Sept. '44

ComNavEu

Funning down of Battery in German.
Unit FM Mk I by Plain Magnetic
Actuaticn

2298-S-44

13 Dec.

Unit FM Mk II from Modified GS

1308—S-45

20 Mar. '45

ComNavEu

Influence Mining

25E9-5 -4 5

26 Jun.

'45

ComliavEu

German influence Mine Mechanisms

00254

23 Aug. '45

NavTechMlsEu

Markings found on German Mine
Cases, Mine Units, and Auxiliary
Mine Devices

1968-S-45

30 Apr. '45

ComNavEu

1004-

22 Jun. '45

ComNavEu
ComNavEu

Interrogation of Cony. Kept.
Niec_ling of the German Navy

'44

Coml2thFlt

6850

Period Delay Mechanisms and
Modification Fitted to Recently
Recovered German Mine Units

2570-5

8 Jun.

German GC Mine with Parachute

00618

22 Feb.

German Mine Type GS II with PM
Mk II

1805-S-45

19 Apr. '45

Enemy Mining Material Recently
Recovered

1";-5-4:,

2 Jan.

Mine Type GSII with PM El'. II
Unit from Midget Submarine

1805-S-45

Oyster Mines and Relevant
Countermeasures

1089-S-45

9 Nov. '45.

Electrical Characteristics of
Recent AF Mk I

1969-5-45

27 Apr.

'45

ComNavEu

German Mines and Mine Units and
Sweeping Countermeasures

2630-5-45

27 Jun.

'45

ComNavEu

Influence Mining

3042-5- 4 5

Aug.

Modifications of German AircraftLaid Mines

93-S-44

10 Jul. '44
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SVK

Mar. Ob. Baurat Dr. Hagemann

Head of department charged with investigating the physical technological aspacts of influence mine units and the
countermeasures therefor.

Dipl. Ing. Scheffler

Acoustic units and testing gear, acoustic countermeasures

Mar. Baurat Dr. Reiff

Magnetic ancl pressure units and testing
gear

Mar. Oberbaurat Schuller

Moored mines, submarine-laid miner.
moored-mine firing devices

Mar. Baurat Dr. Paschig

Submarine-laid mines

Mar. Baurat Dr. Clodius

Moored mines, mine planning

Dipl. Ing. Schneider

EAR mine

Mar. Baurat Kluver

EMC, UMB mines

Mar. Cb. Seurat Behrens

Mine components

Mar. Baurat Sanders

Magnetic and acoustic mine sweeping Fear

Mar. Ob. Ing. Geller

Moored mine sweeping gear

Mar. Baurat Lautze

Pressure sweeping

Mar. Ob. Baurat Wildenhayn

Assistant to Dr. Hagemann

Mar. Baurat Mlle

Magnetic countermeasures

Cb. Ing. Kretschmer

In charge of production under Dr.
Hagemann

Mar. H. Baurat Dr. v. Harlem

Testing (Sperrbrecher Sweeps)

Mar. Ob. Baurat Kersten

Ground mines and aircraft mines

Dipl. Ing. Eickhof

Metals and metal substitutes

DP. Irk. PolleJ

i.lasuremgnt tech.:11quq

Dr. Ing. Lenze

Magnetic units

Dipl. Ing. Steffani

Induction units

Dipl. Ing. Decker

Magnetic units - high-frequency
technique

Mar. Baurat Brauer

LM mine cases

Mar. Baurat Bottcher

LMF mine

Mar. Baurat Schleichert

RMA, RMD, and BMC mines
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E - Stelle
Oberst. Rommel

Development of Luftwaffe mine material

Maj. Fulda

Pommel's technical assistant and
executive officer

Hauptmann Eitel

Influence mines and testing equipment

plug Stabsing. Spieler

Pressure experiments and development of
D 103, BM 250. 34 A and 34 B fuzes for
LMB

Flug Haupting. Borsdorf

Acoustic-pressure units

Gefreiter Goepel

Acoustic measurements and units, optica: units

Stabsing. Bessel

Acoustic measurements and pinging units

Stabsing. Dr. Mahler

Pressure measurements and units

Haupting. Kehrer

revelopment of AA 106, JDA 105

Stabsinr. Wulf

Mine batteries

Haupting. Kern

Development of Winterballoon, Wasserballoon, and Sommerballocn

Haupting. Fahnric•

Aircraft' carrying wear for bombs and
mines

Haupting. Killinwer

River mines (Rasserballoon, BM 500,
aircraft moored mines)

Others
Dr. Thienhaus (PRA Kiel)

Mine-design work

Dr. Von Klitzing (Skagen)

Pressure measurements

Obering. Schau

Acoustic and pressure measurements
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FIRMS WORYJNG Oh VINE DEVELOPMENT
Firer, Dr.. Hell, Berlin-Dahlem, YronTrinzenstrasse 149

- "A 104', A 105", "A 107" - Dr. Hell and rio. Ing. Kali

Hasa: (Hugo Schneider A.G.), Leipzig
7—TeIelopment of all pressure mines and preliminary experiments with subschic
units. Dr. Christoph, Ing. Meyer, Ing. Zimmer
ALG, Berlin, Friederich-Karl 1'fcr 4
10•", "mrd, 106", "JDA 105", "D 103" ("M 102", "M 103", "MA 101")
Pr. Ruct, Dr. Ing. Werner, Dr. Ing. Zimmermann, Dipl. Ing. Bakes

7—"AA

Atlas Werke, Bremen

-

AA 10o" (Schwingersysteme) Dr. Grandiot

ELAC-Yiel
iE 101". Dr. Fahrenthclz, Dr. Koehler (microphone specialist),
Dipl. Ing. Genehrlict
AEG-Werk, Nurnberg
Dir. Fleckenstein

777-7Tases.

Vereinicte Cberschlesische Huttenwerke, Gleiwitz

- Mine cases. Ing. Fcretta
Firma Feichlin:.. Krefeld

- Protective casings rSctutzhauben") and related parts
Ing. Reictling
Pheinmetall-Bcrsim, B.. , eslau/Sonnrda
Fuze r5L', for aiming units and for openinc main switches
Otto G3ssel, Glashutte Sachsen

- Delay swtches for "Al 104" and "A 10 7-."
:ng. KIEELING
Firma Eenzer, Stuttgart

- Paractutes (LE 3) for mines
Hartung !..nd Braun - Frankfurt

- Magnetic units and relays
Hagenu:k. - heufeld rd KuhEke - Kiel

- resign and manufacture firing mechanisms
Pohl - Kiel
mechanisms

7—riring

Gebruder-Anderson. - Kiel

- Mine bodies and magnetic-unit housings
Schridding Werke - Cologne

- Light metal mine housings
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ADDENDA

RESEARCH INSTITUTES WORKING ON MINES
AEG-Forschungsinstitut, Neustadt Coburg
- Active light units (infra red) for "Wasserballoon"
Ing. KREWETT, Ing. RUDAT
OPVA-Kiel
7—TFeliminary experiments in use of "Argus" tube (as in "V-1") for sweeping

sub-sonic acoustic mines
Forschungsanstalt Graf Zeppelin, Stuttgart-Ruit
- Hydrodynamics (lister ballistics), and effects of underwater explosions
Dipl. Ing. Snay
- Mine parachute development
Dipl. Ing. Heinrich
Forschungsanstalt Hermann GoerinE, Braunschweig
- Mine parachute development
Dr. Schussler
PTR

7 Neeourements of sea-waves and water pressure
—

Dr. von Klitzing. Obering. Schau
(Their own extensive experiments at Skager., Denmark)
Marine Observatorium, Grelfsvald
- Oceanographic problems
Oberbaurat Hansen
Physikalische Reichs Anstalt, Kiel
- Rine-design wcrk
Dr. Thienhaus
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GERMAN UNDERWATER ORDNANCE—MINES

ABBREVIATIONS
Translation

German
A 2 - Akustisches Fernzundgerat - Nr. 1

Acoustic firing device

AA 1 - Akustisches Fernzundgerat mit
Akustischer Einschaltung

Acoustically triggered acoustic
firing device

At - Ankertau

Anchor
Antenna

- Atennenzundung
BMA - Bombenmine A

Bomb mine A

BF - Bombenrefssboje

Bomb-ty-pe anti-sweep device

BS - Bugspiegle

Flat-nosed cylindrical speedretarding nose

BV - Bugverkleidung

Streamlined false nose

DM - Druckmagnetisches Fernzundgerat

Pressure magnetic firing device

E.E. - Entscharfereinrichtung

Mechanical disarming device

EMA - Elecktrischt Mine A

Electrically fired mine Type A

EMC - Einheits Mine C

Universal mine Type C

EMF - Einheits Mine F (Ankertaumine
mit Fernzundergerat)

Moored influence mine Type F

EMF - S;errschutzboje (EMC - Gefass
mit Kette)

Anti-sweep device (EMC mine case
with chain mooring

ENT/K -

Same as EMT with double-chain
mooring

EMS - Sehrohrtreibmfne

Drifting periscope mine

E.W. - Entscharferwerk

Disarming clock

FMA - FlussmIne A

River mine A

HMA - Haft Mine A

Adhering mine A

EV - Hochstandsvernichter

Hydrostatic setting device for
UME

K - Korper

Case

LA - Kontakt Apparat

Tombac tubing

KL - Kontakt Einrichtung

Bth horn

KMA - Kustenmine A

Coastal mine A

LFS - Luftfallschirme

Parachute

LIS - Lichtsicherung

Anti-recovery switch

LNA - Flugzeuggrundmine A

Aircraft-laid ground mine A

LMF - Flugzeugankertau Mine

Aircraft-laid moored influence
mine

LS - Luftschirme

Parachute

LW - Leitwerke

Plastic tail

M I - Magnetisches Fernzundgerat

Magnetic firing device
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ABBREVIATIONS

Translation

German
M 101 - Magnetisches Fernzundgerat
fur Bombenmine

Magnetic firing device for bombtype mine

MA 1 - Magnetisch - Akustisches
Fernzundgerat

Magnetic-acoustic firing device

MTA - Minentorpedo A

Mine torpedo A

OB ENT - Oberflachenstands Entscharfer

Mine-disarming device (keeps
mooring spindle locked)

OB VERN - Oberflachen VersenkingseinRichtung

Delay arming device (scuttles
mine if not set properly)

OMA - Oberflachen Mine

Moored contact surface mine

PU - Pausenuhr

Off-On delay arming clock

R - Raumschutz

Anti-magnetic sweep device

RA -

Positive buoyancy

RP - Reissboje

Mechanical anti-sweep device

RKA - Regulare Mine A

Control mine A

SE - Scharfereinrichtung

Arming device

SH - Schutzhaube

Protective covers

S.K. - Scharferkontakt

Arming contact

SMA - Schachtmine A

Shaft mine A

S.S.E.

Booster detent

Sprengbuchsensicherheintseinrichtung

Spr. B.D. - Sprengboje D

Explosive anti-sweep device

TE - Tiefensteller

Depth setting

TKA - Torpedo Mine A

Submarine torpedo-tube-laid
mine A

UES - Uhrverkeinschalter

Clockwork arming device

UMA - U-Bootsabwehrmine A

Anti-U-boat moored mine A

UNA/K - Oberflachenmine fur
Kustenvorfeld

Moored contact defensive
surface mine

V.E. - Versenkeinrichtung

Scuttling device

V.K. - Verzogerungskontakt

Delay contact

VS - Versenkingseinrichtung

Delay Arming Mechanism

VS II - Verzogerungsschalter fur
Fernzundgerat DV, 1

Delay switch for pressuremagnetic device

VW - Verzogerung Werke

Delay clock

WT - Wassertiefe

Water depth

ZE - Zeiteinrichtung

Sterilizer

ZK - Zahlkontakt

Period delay mechanism
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GERMAN UNDERWATER ORDNANCE—MINES

MINE UNIT DESIGNATIONS

Allied

German

M Mk II
M Mk II (rev.)
K N3 III
M Mk VII
M Mk IV
M Mk IVa
H Mk V
M Mk VI
M Mk VIII
M Mk IX
A Mk I
A Mk II
A Mk III
A Mk VI
A Mk VI
A Mk IV
A MR V
AM. Mk I
AM Mk II
AF Mk I
MF Mk

M 1
M 1
M1
M 2

A

Mk

M 3
M

101
M 101
M 101
M 103
A 1
A 1
A 1
A 1st
A 2st
A 104
A 105
MA 1
MA 101
AD 104
DM 1

= similar to A Mk VI except for "stumpf" microphone

A F.k. III = one battery re;laced by filter
A Mk II has two tubes.
A Mk III has three tubes.

MINE DESIGNATIONS

Allied

German

GC

GC`
GD
GG
GH
G7
GJ 1
GJ 2
GK
GL
GL-F
GM
GN,
GC'
GO
GP
GQ
GR
GS
GT
GU
GV
GV 4
GW
GX
GX.
GY

LMB
LMB/s

IAA
BM 1000 I/II
RMA
RME
KK
AK
KMA
K TR mi 41
K TR Mi 38
BMC
TKB(S)
SMA
EMF
LMF
FMC
UMB
TMB
TMA
EMA/EMB
EMD II
EMC II
RK
EMD I
EMC
EMC I
EMC II
UMA

-

GY•
GZ
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